NEIMME-JBA/9
NEIMME-JBA-9-1
20th September 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Ware, Home Office, asking him to send the Springrigg or Springhill colliery plan
to him so he can work out if it will be of use to the present people who work there. He also asks if it would be
preferable to send them a formal letter on the subject. He also expresses sympathy upon hearing of Mr. Jordan's
illness, thanks him for receipt of a list of mines and asks if Mr. Ware knows how a Dr. Foster is.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application by the no.1 pit at Northfield colliery for
exemption from two shafts under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act of 1887 provided no more than 20 persons
are allowed underground in connection with the single shaft, no fire is used underground for ventilation or any other
purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption ends on the 31st March 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-2
20th September 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Kingdom's Mineral Syndicate Ltd, Gretna Cottage,
Larkhall, confirming the company is opening up a mine on Oath Hill on the properties of Lethams and Oath in the
parish of Saline in Fife.

NEIMME-JBA-9-3
22nd September 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Alloa Coal company, Alloa, confirming (the
appointment of?) James Bain as the agent of their Sheriffyards Fethercalthy(?), Devon, Lollyholm, Whintsall and
Forthbank collieries.

NEIMME-JBA-9-4
22nd September/23rd September/26th September 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R. McLaren informing him that Mr. Todrick's copy of
Special Rules are in a brown paperback but do not contain the Additional Special Rules as he does not know whether
the Morrison's Haven colliery adopted the Lanarkshire or Midlothian Additional Rules. He asks Mr. McLaren to check
this in his certified copy, advising him to send the enclosed copy in yellow paper back containing the additional
Special Rules along with an enclosed letter he has provided if the colliery adopted the former, but not to send the
letter and send him the certified copy if they adopted the latter.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to T.W. Todrick,procurator fiscal, Haddington, dated 23rd September, explaining that
the copy of the Special Rules of Prestongrange colliery he was sent by him does not contain all the Rules, but that he
has enclosed a complete set of the Rules certified by him (see letter above).

The third from J.B. Atkinson to William Magee, secretary, Harthill Miner's Union, Harthill, dated 26th September,
promising to enquire into the illegularities he has pointed out at Blairinnckhill (?) colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-5
26th September 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James McFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of
Cornelius Duffie by Mr.H.Johnstone.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Smillie, Lanarkshire Miner's Federation, Larkhall, promising to look further into
the ventilation of the Auldton Limeworks mine.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to the McCracken brothers, Brownrigg colliery, Greengairs, Airdrie, explaining that if the
company employed more than 30 persons underground they would need to appoint a certificated manager but if
they did not, a certificated manager would only be necessary if he, as a Mining Inspector, served them with a notice
asking them to appoint one.

NEIMME-JBA-9-6
26th September 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the New Hermand Oil company, West Calder, on the
subject of New Hermand Oil Shale.

NEIMME-JBA-9-7
27th September 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing with the application from Fence colliery for exemption from
2 shafts under Section 18(iii)(a) of the Coal Mines act of 1887 provided no more than 20 people are allowed to work
underground in connection with the one shaft at one time, no fire is used underground for ventilation or any other
purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption ends on the 31st March 1900.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H. Cunynghame, Home Office, objecting to the
suggestion related in the Lord Advocate's minute of the 19th September that he believed that the procurator fiscal in
the failed Beaurty colliery case was part of a quasi-hostile department and adding that he had never met the
procurator in question before seeing him about the case and all dealings with his department had been perfectly
friendly. He adds that he apprised the Fiscal while in Kinross of the situation whereby coal had been worked by
ordinary mining in contravention of the Coal Mines act as well as the driving of communication places that was
allowed and the suggestion that he had not made this clear was untrue. He continues that the misunderstanding
may have come about because of an expression he made that he did not feel himself competent to advise
Procurator Fiscals as to the conduct of a case. He explains that this does not mean he would not explain fully what
would need to be proved in a case and the manner of that proof, but only that he does not consider himself
competent to determine the amount of evidence needed to prove a case legally. In any case, he cannot see how he

can be found in any way responsible for the failure of the prosecution of the case in question and points out that
before the Law Advocate's censure was adopted by the Home Office he might have been allowed to be heard first.

NEIMME-JBA-9-8
27th September 1899
Continuation of NEIMME-JBA-9-7, 2nd letter.

NEIMME-JBA-9-9
27th September 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Great North of Scotland Granite company, Peterhead, on the subject of Blackhall
Granite.

NEIMME-JBA-9-10
27th September 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Ravenshall Coal company, Cleland, confirming that the
company has opened out an old daylight mine in connection with their workings at Cleland.

NEIMME-JBA-9-11
27th September 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Stevenson, Garnock colliery, promising to visit the colliery on the morning of the
29th to enquire further into the case involving the delayed explosion of a shot. He asks that the fireman who fired
the shot be in Mr. Stevenson's office for when he arrives at about 11.30 a.m.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.C. Brodie and Sons, Edinburgh, promising that he will be available any day in the
next month for the meeting he proposed in his letter of the 14th regarding deductions at the Easter Law and
Shieldhill collieries, if the company will arrange it.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to the Robislaw Granite company, Aberdeen, enclosing 3 copies of the Special Rules and
one copy of the abstract of the Quarries act as he requested in his letter.

NEIMME-JBA-9-12
28th September 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the United Collieries Ltd, Glasgow, confirming that James
Bain has left the company and that David Gardner, William Stevenson, James Murray, John McLuckie and David
Wilson are the managers of Crofthead and Fellshill collieries, Clydesdale colliery, Larkhall and Fairholm collieries,
Hillhouserigg colliery and Sitehill colliery respectively.

NEIMME-JBA-9-13
29th September 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to McNaughton and Sinclair, Glasgow, enclosing copies of Quarry Special Rules marked A
and B to differentiate between the Rules adopted at most of the largest Quarries in the district (A) and those
adopted by the granity Quarries in Aberdeen and Kincardine (B). He also returns the letter that was sent to him
containing a copy of his own Quarry Special Rules, which he believes resembles the A copy.He adds that the two
different copies will be sufficient to cover almost all of the district with the Aberfoyle Slate Quarry being the only
dissenter so far.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, referring to an explanation given regarding incomplete explosions
following the firing of a shot which he believes is probably the correct one. He refers to an interview he has had with
the firer of such a shot (regarding NEIMME-JBA-9-11, 1st letter?) in which the firer tells of incomplete explosions
with electronite which have had a muffled sound and did no work, remarking that he once had to fire a hole three
times before the coal was thrown. Mr. Atkinson adds that he has called attention to the necessity of the cap being
detached from the explosive in the act of charging the hole.

NEIMME-JBA-9-14
30th September 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to H. Cunyninghame, Home Office, remarking that he was glad that he was wrong to
assume that the censure passed on by the Lord Advocate in the Beuarty colliery case (see NEIMME-JBA-9-7, 2nd
letter) had been adopted by the Home Office, as he believes it to be quite undeserved. He suggests that the Lord
Advocates Department be informed of his side of the story as related in his letter to Mr. Cunynghame and that he
will not be satisfied until the misapprehension they are under as he sees it is rectified.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.C. Brodie and Sons, Edinburgh, agreeing to the date of the meeting they have
suggested regarding the question of deductions at the Easter Law and Shieldhill collieries as being on the 4th
October at 12.30 p.m. at their office (see NEIMME-JBA-9-11, 2nd letter).

NEIMME-JBA-9-15
September 1899
Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-16
September 1899
Plan containing statistics and nil through the bottom half (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-17
2nd October/4th October 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, adding to information about the application for exemption from two
shafts at Thornlie colliery (made by John Leggatt and Sons?), remarking that there was now more chance of reaching
one of the old shafts than when he released his minute of the 6th October 1898, but that the expiration date would
still be the 30th September 1900.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Henry Reid, Kirkcaldy, remarking that he has forwarded his previous letter to
Stewart Foulis, the Secretary of the West of Scotland Examination Board.

NEIMME-JBA-9-18
3rd October 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Central Fife Coal company, Kinninmouth colliery,
Kinglassie, Fife, informing the company that he has received no notice of the abandonment of Kinninmouth colliery
and that any mine that is abandoned requires a notice to be sent to the Inspector of the district within 2 months
from the abandonment date.

NEIMME-JBA-9-19
2nd October 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Gavin Paul and Sons, Edinburgh, confirming that Daniel
Arbuckle has been appointed the manager of Riddochhill colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-20
5th October 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Gavin Paul and Sons, Edinburgh, confirming the
appointment of Walter Alman as the underground manager of the (?) pits at Ironside colliery and Thomas Muir as
the underground manager of the Boghead pit. He adds that there is no official or statutory position of underground
manager and asks whether he means a certificated manager, who would have control of both above and
underground the named pits.

NEIMME-JBA-9-21
5th October 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to H. Cunyghame, Home Office, informing him that he has received the letter in which he
was told that Sir Kenelm Digby, the Lord Advocate, did not wish to pursue his complaint about the Beuarty
prosecution. He reiterates his position that this criticism made against him was unfair since he was not allowed to
make his side of the case, and he adds that he finds such a judgement extremely regrettable (see NEIMME-JBA-9-14,
1st letter).

NEIMME-JBA-9-22
5th October 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, remarking that the question of adopting a new system for deductions
due to dirt at the Easter Law and Shieldhill collieries has been delayed by the death of the serving manager for the
Carron company. He adds that he has met with the new mining manager for the company and the matter has been
discussed. He provides his own opinion that the existing system of deducting so much coal for excessive dirt is
sensible and that it is, in the opinion of the new manager, working well, keeping the coal clean and not causing
excessive losses for the miners themselves. He continues that the Secretary of State could not say for certain that
the newly proposed system of varying the tonnage rate according to the quantity of dirt was legal and that, although
he could not see himself bringing any action against its introduction unless a test case was brought before him, he
cannot see it being an improvement and would probably cause dissension with the miners. He asks the unknown
receiver if it would not be best to remain with the present system. He concludes that the new system would be
proposed by the Carron company should the Secretary of State insist on the abolition of the old one.

NEIMME-JBA-9-23
5th October 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Peter Cairns, Greengairs, Airdrie, on the subject of Boglea
coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-24
7th October 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Balderstand Colliery and Fireclay company, Largs, Fife,
confirming the appointment of William Johnstone as the manager of Balderstand colliery. He adds that his referred
position as underground manager does not officially exist, with the manager and undermanager positions that do
suggesting that the incumbent has charge of the whole pit above and underground.

NEIMME-JBA-9-25
7th October 1899
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-26,3rd letter below) on the death of
Alexander Cherrie. The 16 year old signal boy worked at the 10 ton Grieves Crane at Bellside Quarry and on the 11th
September at about 9.40 a.m. he fell into the Quarry from near the crane falling 62 feet, dying from his injuries 15
hours later. The crane was worked by a Thomas Kelly and on the day in question Patrick Manning was using it to
move some stones from near the lip of the quarry to a point where they could be loaded onto wagons. The deceased
was helping Mr. Manning do this, with two 3 cwt stones swinging about 3 foot from the ground. As they were raised,
the deceased noticed that a pick lying nearby had fallen into the quarry. In his attempt to warn those below, he
moved a step or two to the left, and the stones touched him slightly causing him to start and fall into the quarry. The
foreman John Kelly was at the other side of the quarry and witnessed the accident. Mr. Atkinson concludes that
those mentioned will be suitable witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-26
7th October 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to I.B. Wilson, Leith, enclosing Special Rules and directing him to those specifically
applying to pit bottomers at Lanarkshire collieries in connection with the death of one of their kind and adding that it
was not unusual for bottomers to have charge of more than one bottom with no one to relieve him.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.M. Hutchings returning a proposed draft form for detonator authority with one
or two suggestions for alterations, suggesting specifically that he replace the term district with county, or if not
adding mines inspection before district to make it clearer.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Alexander
Cherrie (see NEIMME-JBA-9-25 above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-27
9th October 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing a report by H.
Johnstone, Assistant Inspector of Mines, for the attention of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives, on an explosion
of a portion of gelignite which had been left unexploded in a shot hole at the Newbigging Limestone mine in Fife
owned by the Carron company, which injured a miner on the 7th October.

NEIMME-JBA-9-28
9th October 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to A. Dawson, Sterlinghill quarry, Boddam, Aberdeenshire, confirming receipt of a second
notice on the accident to William Craighead. He adds that the first notice had been received, but due to the fact
neither he or his assistant inspectors have been able to travel North lately it has not been attended to. He assures
him it will be enquired into shortly.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Morrison, Manager, Stane colliery, Shotts, promising that he will be at the
colliery the next day at about 1.15 p.m. and that he has got the Stane plan from the Home Office.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Tennant, procurator fiscal, Lanark, enclosing a report on the death of Patrick
Callachan by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-29
9th October 1899
Two letters-

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to E.H. Tripp, Home Office, referring to an enclosed
explanation of the discrepancies relating to the date of birth of an unnamed person (Hugh Roberts, from letter
below?) suggesting that the 11th April may be taken as the true date.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to the procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of Hugh Roberts
by Mr. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-30
11th October 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Ware, Home Office, returning the plan of the Springhill Mineral Workings and
suggesting it should be referred to as Stane colliery in the list he refers to.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, suggesting that he does not believe
that Special Rule 31 (?) applies in the case of the complaint against Bridgeness colliery, as the dook at Bridgeness is
not a self acting incline as referenced in the Rule applying to the movement of hutches, but worked by a steam
engine. He adds that the men, in disobeying notice no.1, may have contravened General Rule 36, Section 49 of the
Coal Mines act of 1887 or Special Rule 66. He adds that he has the police report on the Pumpherston explosion
which he promises to return shortly with a reply to the queries made about the case.

NEIMME-JBA-9-31
14th October 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Smillie, Larkhall, promising to enquire further into the ventilation in connection with
the Dalquhandy colliery explosion at Allenton.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.C. Hendrie and Sons, Edinburgh, remarking that after a meeting held with a Mr.
Brown from the company and the mining managers of the Carron company on the 4th October at their offices an
agreement was made with Mr. Atkinson's suggestion to continue with the present system of deductions at the
Easter Law and Shieldhill collieries at the Home Office with the reservation that if further complaints are made
action will be necessary to get the law settled (see NEIMME-JBA-9-22, 1st letter).

NEIMME-JBA-9-32
14th October/16th October 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Tennent, procurator fiscal, Lanark, enclosing a report on the death of James
Jeffrey by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to William Davidson, builder, Aberdeenshire, dated 16th October,asking him to
reconsider not adopting his proposed Special Rules at the Peathill quarry, since he considers it to be of suitable
dimensions to make this adoption desirable. He adds that his neighbouring quarries have adopted these Rules and

that most of the quarries in Aberdeenshire have done likewise. He adds that the Secretary of State can formally
propose the Special Rules, but that he wishes to avoid the arbitration that might have to arise should such Rules
then be objected to.

NEIMME-JBA-9-33
16th October 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to A and G. Anderson, Glasgow, confirming that a Mr.
Ramsey has been appointed undermanager of their no.10 pit at Barblues, otherwise known as Blairmuckhill.

NEIMME-JBA-9-34
16th October 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Newall, Dalbeattie quarry, Longhaven, enclosing a copy of the proposed Special
Rules that are being adopted by the Aberdeenshire Granite quarries and hoping to hear that their quarry is also
willing to adopt same.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the accident to
R. Thomson at the no.4 mine at Pumpherstons, adding that he thinks the blame lies solely with the fireman Robert
Whitecross for not inspecting the upset involved or fencing it off as required by Section 5(i) of the Coal Mines
Regulation act of 1896 and Special Rule 42/ General Rule 6 of the Coal Mining act of 1887 respectively. He adds that
he cannot think of any other person that need be proceeded against for the incident.

NEIMME-JBA-9-35
16th October/17th October 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to A. Brown confirming he will be at Allanton colliery the next day arriving at Fermiegan
station at 1.36 p.m. and asking to see him there.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W. Cameron, Bedford Cottage, Fife, dated 17th October, advising him that the
position of his fan would probably comply with General Rule 3 if he allows a few yards of fan drift so that a force
coming directly up the upcart shaft would not stick the face. He adds that he has not received any Special Rules from
him and suggests he consult Section 52 (2) of the Coal Mines Regulation act of 1889 to find what procedures are
necessary to establish them.

NEIMME-JBA-9-36
17th October 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R. Brown, Edinburgh, confirming the appointment of
Duncan Ferguson as the manager of the Beauarty and Lochore collieries.

NEIMME-JBA-9-37
20th October 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of David Hall by
Mr. H. Johnstone.
The second from J. B. Atkinson to W. H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, advising him that he cannot think
of any time where there has been a prosecution in Scotland based on the contravention of Special Rule 66 of
General Rule 36 in connection with his enquiries into the complaint at Bridgeness colliery. He adds that the
applicability of the rule(s) to the case should be for a lawyer to judge while arguing that he thinks any lawyer would
probably suggest carrying out definite General or Special Rules rather than verbal or printed notices.

NEIMME-JBA-9-38
20th October 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of
James Smith by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Wilsons and Clyde Coal company, Glasgow, advising them that their application
to see the plans of the abandoned Lochgelly Nellie pit would be complicated by Section 38(2) of the Coal Mines act
1887 which stipulates that no person except an Inspector of Mines can see the plan of an abandoned mine until ten
years have elapsed since its abandonment except under special circumstances. He specifies that plans can be seen
by the discretion of the Secretary of State under Section 4(2) of the Coal Mines act 1896 if he is satisfied that looking
at the plans is necessary in the interests of safety. Mr. Atkinson advises the company that if the looking at the plans
is justified for this reason, they should apply directly to the Secretary of State for permission.

NEIMME-JBA-9-39
20th October 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Shepherd and Nicholson, Cassimdonald colliery, St.
Andrews, on the subject of Cassimdonald.

NEIMME-JBA-9-40
21st October 1899
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-41, 1st letter below) on the death of
Peter Burns O'Brien. The 23 year old miner was killed instantly by a fall of roof stone at the main Coal seam of the
Bent colliery at about 2 p.m. on the 19th October at the face of his working place. He notes that no-one else was
present at the time of the fall and it was only when the deceased's drawer John O'Brien went to the face between 2
and 3 p.m. that the accident was discovered and the alarm was raised. Several miners from adjacent workplaces

then came forward and helped to remove the deceased from under the stone. He adds that the coal was worked
longwall at the site and that the area had been brushed to within a foot or two of the coal the previous night. He
adds that a small dislocation of 3 or 4 foot crossed the place nearly parallel to the line of face and the stone fell away
from this and a lipe lying parallel. He suggests a number of possible witnesses to the forthcoming public inquiryJohn O'Brien; the miner Stewart Douglas, the first to reach the area after Mr. O'Brien raised the alarm; the fireman
W. Logan, who examined the place between 5 and 6 a.m. before the entry of the miners and also inspected the area
at 8.40 while work was going on accompanied by the oversman Joseph Whiteford and James Fulton, the roadsman
who was in the area at about 8 a.m. and gave the deceased some advice about timbering his place.

NEIMME-JBA-9-41
20th October/23rd October 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Peter Burns
O'Brien (see NEIMME-JBA-9-40 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to T.V. Todrick, procurator fiscal, Haddington, dated 23rd October, enclosing a report
on the death of H.W. Senis by H. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-42
25th October 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, reporting on an explosion of gas in Allanton
colliery near Fermagair on the 11th or 12th October which led to a man being burned, a notice of which he was sent
from the colliery. On the 17th October Mr. Atkinson reports visiting the colliery and finding that the contractor
brusher John MacLaren who worked brushing the Virtuewell seam had employed a man whose name he didn't know
to assist him and that he had gone down the pit between 5 and 6 p.m. on the night of the 11th October. He had
begun brushing a road in the seam accompanied by a brusher named Samuel Low, the night fireman John Myers
being aware of the presence of gas down a hole in the place and therefore supplying the man and Mr. Low with
safety lamps in addition to their ordinary open lights. At some time that night or early the next morning an explosion
occurred which the oversman William Maguire reported to the manager Adam Brown. Mr. Brown reported to Mr.
Atkinson his opinion that the incident was so trifling he had not reported it. Mr. Atkinson then informed him that any
accident of that type that led to an injury had to be reported under Section 35 (i) (i) of the Coal Mines act and asked
him to send the doctor's report to him, which he received the previous Saturday. He then notes he has enclosed said
report and his covering letter connected with it. He informs him that Mr. Brown's letter revealed the injured man's
name as Hugh Cairney who lived in Trowhead Street, Hamilton, with a Mr. Hyde. He also remarks that he was told
that the injured man appeared at the colliery on the 12th October with his hands bound up. He concludes that he
has applied to the Home Office for leave to prosecute over the affair.

NEIMME-JBA-9-43
25th October 1899
Two letters-

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking for permission to
begin proceedings against Adam Brown, the manager of Allanton colliery, near Larkhall and owned by William Barr
and sons for failing to report to him an injury to a miner by an explosion of gas which occurred in the colliery on the
11th or 12th October contravening Section 35 (i) (i) of the Coal Mines Regulation act 1887 (see NEIMME-JBA-9-42
above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, confirming receipt of a letter
and a police report regarding a complaint against an enginekeeper at Glencraig colliery and sending back the latter.
He adds that he doubts a breach of Special Rules 20 or 27 could be established if the Police Report is any guide.

NEIMME-JBA-9-44
25th October 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to the Townhill Coal company, Dunfermline, confirming that he will accept the manager
of the company Mr. Boreland's signature as to the accuracy of the plans of the number 8 pit. He asks them to send
the plans direct to the Home Office.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to William Davidson, builder, New Pitsbigs (?), remarking that he does not understand
why he has objected to the legal establishment of the Special Rules in the Quarry act, especially since the rules as
they apply to his quarry are practically in operation there already. He adds that the rules not applicable to the quarry
would not affect him in any way and the idea that Rules are specially drawn up for every individual quarry would be
impracticable. He concludes that the Special Rules in question will be formally proposed adding that he hopes he will
make no further objection to them.

NEIMME-JBA-9-45
25th October 1899
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for the procurator fiscal, Edinburgh- see NEIMME-JBA-9-46, 1st letter below) on the death of
Walter Robertson. The 42 year old miner, ordinarily employed in the dook of the Cobbinshaw Shale mine, was on the
day of the accident (the 9th October) assisting in the repair of the pumping machinery whose breakdown had made
working in the dook impossible. A new tumbler shaft of iron had come to the mine on top of two hutches and had a
tumbling crank fixed on the end. It weighed between 25 and 30 cwts and was being moved into position forward
length under the supervision of mechanical engineer William Henderson by means of pit trees used as levers when
the shaft gave a lurch leading to the free end coming down on the deceased's toes, crushing them. Mr. Henderson
immediately went forward to remove the boot from Mr. Robertson and bound the foot up with his pocket
handkerchief. He was then carried home but had to eventually be taken to Edinburgh Infirmary where he died of
lockjaw on the 21st of October.James Murray, a fitter, was next to the deceased at the time of the accident between
1 and 2 a.m. and saw it happen as did engineman John Christie. Although the night was dark, lamps were in use.

NEIMME-JBA-9-46
25th October/27th October 1899
Two letters-

The first from J.B. Atkinson to the procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of Walter Robertson
(see NEIMME-JBA-9-45 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to D. Milligan c/o Mr. McGhee, Carluke, dated 27th October, promising to look further
into the question of ventilation at Milton colliery as the colliery is in his district rather than Mr Ronaldson's to whom
the complaints were initially made.

NEIMME-JBA-9-47
28th October 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Coltness Iron company, Newmains, confirming that
the company has opened a new pit, the no.5 at Stonecraigs at Newmains, the manager appointed being John
Wardlaw.

NEIMME-JBA-9-48
30th October 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home
Department, enclosing list no.19 of Quarries who have agreed to adopt new Special Rules under the Quarries act of
1894- the first three quarries agreeing to the revised code of Special Rules and the last five the Aberdeenshire and
Kincardieshire Granite Quarries code.

NEIMME-JBA-9-49
30th October 1899
List no.19 of quarries signed by J.B. Atkinson which have agreed to adopt new Special Rules- Smeaton in Fife,
Foresthill and Snipe in Lanark which agree to the revised Special Rules and Blackhill, Dalbeattie, Erroll and Peathill
which have agreed to the Aberdeen and Kincardie code (see letter above). Of the revised code adopters Smeaton
were working sandstone, the other two Whinstone while the ones adopting the code all worked Granite.

NEIMME-JBA-9-50
30th October/1st November/2nd November 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James Hastie, Greenfield colliery, Hamilton, acknowledging receipt of his letter
intimating that Andrew Ramsay is no longer employed as undermanager of Cornsilloch colliery.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Weir, Miners Offices, Victoria Street, Dunfermline, dated 1st November,
promising to look further into the question of ventilation at the Lochhead mine.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to Dr. Grant, Blantyre, asking him if he knows anything about the parasitic disease
Aukylostomacis and whether it is a problem in the collieries in his neighbourhood. He reports that it is purportedly a
real source of trouble in Belgian and German collieries and would like to know more in response to a colleague who
has asked about the subject.

NEIMME-JBA-9-51
October 1899
Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-52
October 1899
Plan containing statistics and a nil written through the bottom half signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-53
2nd November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Broadside Coal company, Lanarkshire, on the subject
of Broadside coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-54
4th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Clark, Ormiston Station colliery, confirming the
appointment of William Leckie as the undermanager of the number 1 and number 3 pits of Ormiston Station colliery
while John McIver has been appointed undermanager of the Limeylands and Cockum pits.

NEIMME-JBA-9-55
4th November/6th November 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Jamieson, Motherwell collieries, confirming he will visit the no.2 pit the next
Monday at about 11.45 a.m. to visit the site where Joseph Dally was fatally injured.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, dated 6th November, enclosing
a report on the death of John Hodge and the injury to Alexander Strachan by Mr. McLaren.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, dated 6th November, enclosing a report on
the death of John McKenzie by H. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-56
6th November 1899

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Dalmeny Oil company, confirming the appointment of
James Burgess as the manager of the Dalmeny Oil Shale mines in the room of A. Armstrong.

NEIMME-JBA-9-57
7th November 1899
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-59, 2nd letter below) on the death of
Joseph Dally (see NEIMME-JBA-9-55, 1st letter). The 26 year old stone miner was driving a stone mine from the Main
coal to the Pyotshaw coal in the no.2 pit at Motherwell colliery on the 25th October in company with others
employed on a daily basis by the colliery and was killed when the powder he was carrying exploded. On that day he
was one of three men led by David Frazer and a Robert McLean were working in the mine. At about 2.40 p.m. the
deceased went back from the face to get one and a half pounds of compressed powder from a tin canister. He
appears to have taken out the requisite amount, fixed a white taped fuse to one quarter pound pellet and taken a
piece of loose fuse for the purpose of lighting a shot that had already been charged and another just about to be
charged, returning then to the face. When the powder exploded, Mr. McLean was at the face and Mr. Frazer was
putting the drilling machine to one side and was about six yards away from the deceased. Mr. Frazer professed not
to know where the lamp of the deceased was after the explosion, but Mr. McLean later explained that he found the
lamp in his bonnet. He adds that open lights were used by all the miners in the colliery. He concludes that only Mr
McLean and Mr. Frazer would appear to be needed as witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-58
7th November 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to the procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of Andrew Chrystal
by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.Smillie, Lanarkshire Miners County Union, Hamilton, promising to look further
into the question of the tare at Auldtonhill colliery.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to the Wilsons and Clyde Coal company, Glasgow, informing them that they will be
allowed to consume for their own purposes a quantity of dross up to a maximum of 5 per cent of that worked from
the coal under Hamilton barracks from the War Department property without the need to pay royalty as signified by
the Secretary of State for War as they are the leasers of the coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-59
7th November/9th November 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Major Littledale, informing him that he has told the Wilsons and Clyde Coal company
that they will be allowed five per cent of the coal from Hamilton barracks free from royalty for colliery consumption
(see NEIMME-JBA-9-58,3rd letter above). He promises to inspect the companies' books as he was requested and
adds he has signed the form P1901 in duplicate.

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton,enclosing a report on the death of Joseph
Dally (see NEIMME-JBA-9-57).
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to C. LeNeve Foster, Her Majesty's Inspector of Mines,
dated 9th November, telling him that he has no knowledge of the condition of Ankylostoma amongst miners and
that it appears to be unknown in the principal mining district of Scotland according to Dr. Grant (see NEIMME-JBA-950, 3rd letter).

NEIMME-JBA-9-60
10th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the New Hermand Oil company, New Hermand mines,
West Calder, on the subject of New Hermand Oil shale.

NEIMME-JBA-9-61
10th November 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Jonathan Hyslop, Airdrie House Brick Works, Coalteridge, asking him to forward his
Special Rules for (a) mine. He notes he received a circular from him on the 21st April noting the opening of the mine
in question and he encloses a similar circular which states details of the Rules expected and adds that if he consults
Section 52 of the Coal Mines act of 1887 he should find all the necessary information on how to establish said Rules.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.P. Byrne, Home Office, Whitehall, enclosing five shillings in aid of the Home
Office fund to provide tobacco and pipes for the troops in Africa.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to the procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of Hugh Murray by
Mr McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-62
11th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Forsyth, Drumshangie Cottage, Airdrie, confirming
that he and William Russell have taken a lease of the Bellside minerals near Alloa and that they intend sinking to the
Kiltongue and Drumgray coals. He also advises them to consult Section 52 of the Coal Mines act.

NEIMME-JBA-9-63
11th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Thornton Colliery company, Fifeshire, on the subject
of Thornton coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-64
11th November 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Stevenson, Garnock collieries, confirming he will visit the colliery on Monday
the 13th November at about 11.30 a.m.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Thornton Colliery company, Fife, asking him to send another copy of the
proposed Special Rules since he has only sent one not two as requested. He returns an abstract of the act and
promises to return one of the copies of the Rules signed by him in due course.

NEIMME-JBA-9-65
11th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Whitehall, asking for permission to begin
proceedings against Adam Hunter, the manager of the Lochhead Coal and Fireclay mine for breaching Sections 16 (i)
(b) and General Rule 1 Section 49 of the Coal Mines Regulation act of 1887.

NEIMME-JBA-9-66
13th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home
Department, reporting the explosion of a charge in Garnock colliery, Hamilton, which injured the 29 year old miner
Peter Martyn and caused him to lose three fingers from his right hand for the attention of Her Majesty's Inspector of
Explosives. The explosion was caused by a charge of Robarite which had been placed in a drill hole in the coal seam
with the shot firer turning on the electricity current to explode the charge thinking that all the workmen in the area
had retired to a place of safety. The injured man, however, was close to the shot believing that the cable had
become disconnected from the wire of the shot and wishing to reconnect them. The shot blew the stemming but did
not throw the coal. The injuries to Mr. Martyn were restricted to his right hand, with the aforementioned loss of
three fingers.

NEIMME-JBA-9-67
13th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Arneil brothers, Poneil Coal and Lime Works, Lesmahagow, informing the company
that they must employ a manager with a first class certificate if they employ more than thirty men below ground in
their mine and he hasn't the power to make exceptions.

NEIMME-JBA-9-68
14th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Alloa Coal company, confirming the appointment of
Hutchison Burt as the manager of Devon colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-69
14th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Rankine, Glasgow, confirming that the no.5 pit at
West Longrigg colliery has been deepened and a mine has been drawn to the Coxrod coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-70
14th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to C.Carlow, Leven, Fife, confirming the appointment of
Richard Kirkby as the manager of the Leven, Pirnie and Durie collieries in the room of H. Nisbet.

NEIMME-JBA-9-71
15th November 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren asking him to visit Baross at Allanton colliery that week to examine the
report book for the virtuewell seam to see if there were any reports of gas or explosions by the firemen there,
especially John Ryans, on the 11th or 12th October and write to R. Wilson, the procurator fiscal of Hamilton, with the
result of the enquiry.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, promising to
attend when the complaint against Adam Brown continues on the 21st November. He adds his suspicion that there
was no fireman's report made mentioning the presence of gas or the explosion that followed that led to the case but
that he has sent his Assistant Inspector Mr. McLaren to visit the site of the accident to check this and send his
findings directly to Mr. Wilson (see letter above). He then relates the results of his own investigations into the
matter after reading the letter by Mr. Smillie which alerted him to it which he encloses. He remarks on the evidence
given by the contractor brusher John McLaren on the 13th which states that the man in question, the employer of
the injured man, spoke with him on the day after the explosion at the pit when he visited his home at 10 a.m. to tell
him he had been burned and his hands had been bound up. Mr McLaren also remarked that he saw marks on the
injured man's neck and that the man wanted permission to go to the infirmary. This contradicted John Ryans, the
night fireman, who had said the previous night when Mr. McLaren had talked to him at the pit that all was clear. Mr.
McLaren also reported seeing Mr (Adam?) Brown the same day as the injured man reported this. Mr. Atkinson also
reports that he saw Mr. Ryans on his visit and that he said that there was gas on the road where the accident
occurred and that he had warned the injured man about it, giving him a safety lamp to use. He also reported feeling
the explosion and seeing the injured man afterwards but said he was not burned and that he had reported the
incident to the oversman William McGuire at 9 a.m. the next morning while also stating that a man named William
Brown and others had examined the man after the explosion. Mr. Atkinson also confirmed there was gas in the place
when he visited the area of the explosion.

NEIMME-JBA-9-72
15th November 1899

Three lettersThe first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-9-71 above.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.M. Morton, Fordell colliery, promising to visit Alice pit the next day at about 2
p.m. in connection with the death of John Todd.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing with a request made by Glencraig colliery for information
to be given on whether it would be safe for the colliery to mine right up to the boundary the colliery has with the old
workings of the Nellie pit since it lies to the dip of the 2 Lochgelly Nellie pit workings and the former will have water
still lying in it.

NEIMME-JBA-9-73
15th November/17th November 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Jonathan Hyslop, Coalteridge, on the subject of Mossside coal.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Taylor, checkweigher, c/o Mr. Wilson, Riggside, dated 17th November, promising
to look further into the question of ventilation at Douglas colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-74
18th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking for leave to begin
proceedings against David Porter, the owner of the Emerald quarry in Aberdeenshire, for breaching Section 11 (i)
and Section 42 (4) of the Metalliferous Mines Regulation act of 1872 as applied to Quarries by the Quarries act of
1894. He did so by failing to report an accident to Quarry Fireman Alexander Low due to an explosion of gunpowder
at the quarry on the 26th September.

NEIMME-JBA-9-75
18th November 1899
Report by J.B. Atkinson on the death of John Todd (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-77and see NEIMME-JBA-9-72,2nd letter). The 35 year old miner was killed instantly when he fell from the West side
cage of the Alice pit at Fordell colliery on the 14th November at about 3.30 p.m. At the time the deceased, Alexander
Blair and James Suttie were ascending in the cage from the pit bottom and were the last of the day shift to do so
apart from the two bottomers Thomas Hall and Bernard Conway who were at the shaft bottom when the deceased
fell. As the cage ascended, Mr. Blair and Mr. Suttie stood at the West side of the cage while the deceased stood
opposite to Mr. Blair on the East side. The deceased was also holding on to the iron heads of two picks and two drills,
the hand holding the picks being across the iron cross bar used for holding on safely, according to Mr. Blair, when at
about 40 fathoms up the shaft he felt something fall at his feet followed by a shake of the cage. Not being able to
see anything (the safety lamps that were being used going out as they ascended) it was only when the cage got to
the surface that the other two men noted that the deceased was not there and only the pick heads remained, the

drills also having disappeared. The pitwrights Andrew Ritchie and William Carnachan immediately then descended in
the same cage to find out more, and when they reached about four fathoms below, the cage was checked when it
hit one of the fallen drills which had caught on a bunton. The other drill was not found. Apart from this, the
pitwrights thought the shaft in good order. The enginekeeper James Hill reported he felt no check in the shaft as the
cage ascended originally as he drew it upwards and knew nothing of any accident until he was told about it. The
pitheadman David Oswald also reported knowing nothing of the incident until Blair and Suttie reported it to him. Mr.
Atkinson adds that he has asked the manager to prepare a plan of the area and suggests that Mr. Blair, Mr. Suttie,
Mr. Hall, Mr. Ritchie and the undermanager David Farquharson be cited as witnesses for the forthcoming public
inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-76
18th November 1899
Two lettersThe first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-9-75 above.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, telling him he has asked permission from
the Secretary of State to begin proceedings against David Porter after failing to report the accident to Alexander Low
at Emerald quarry (see NEIMME-JBA-9-74). He encloses a report on the matter by Mr. McLaren and adds that he
does not wish to add a charge relating to the failure of posting an abstract of the act in question by the manager.

NEIMME-JBA-9-77
18th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of
John Todd (see NEIMME-JBA-9-75). He also informs Mr. MacFarlane that he has asked permission from the Secretary
of State to begin proceedings against Adam Hunter at Lochhead pit and this has been granted. He encloses a report
on this also written by Mr. McLaren. He asks that he inform Mr. McLaren at the Inspector of Mines address in
Uddingston of an appropriate date for him to call and discuss the subject.

NEIMME-JBA-9-78
18th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to A.L. Eagleston, Home Office, remarking that in his opinion the application made to see
the abandoned Nellie pit plans by the Wilsons and Clyde company should not be overly hindered by the ten year rule
mentioned in the Coal Mines act of 1896, since it is in the Secretary of State's discretion to waive this should the
plans be needed to free those working nearby from danger, which in this case applies since the workings in question
are approaching drowned workings (see NEIMME-JBA-9-72,3rd letter). He adds that if this proved a difficulty the
company could send to the Home Office a tracing of only the specific area of their Glencraig field which they propose
to work marking that area off and only map information for that area alone could be provided. He adds that he
suggested to the Secretary of the Wilsons and Clyde company that they might apply to the Lochgelly company
directly for permission to view the plans but that the secretary feared the attempt would not be successful.

NEIMME-JBA-9-79
21st November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Hastie, Greenfield colliery, Hamilton, confirming
the appointment of John Blake as the manager of Fairhill colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-80
21st November 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren reporting on a verbal complaint made by Mr. Smillie about the presence of
a good deal of gas and carelessness respecting it and the use of safety lamps at the Ell coal seam of the no.7 pit at
Quarter. He asks him to look further into this and also remarks that he has amended his report on a Mr. McKinlays'
death as he had indicated previously.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to the procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of Robert
McKinley by Mr. R. McLaren.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to Brand and company, Auldton colliery, Larkhall, reporting that he thinks their excuse
for using an incorrect tare at the colliery is unsatisfactory and the practice appears to him illegal. By justifying the use
of the incorrect tare on the beam because they have no dirt scale he believes they are juxtaposing two separate
areas of concern. He asks them to rectify this, suggesting that an appropriate dirt scale can be set up separately.

NEIMME-JBA-9-81
22nd November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Clark, Mining Manager, Broxburn Mines,
confirming that their number 3 Crossgreen mine is worked out and has been totally abandoned. He asks that they
send a plan of the mine directly to the Secretary of State at the Home Office in London.

NEIMME-JBA-9-82
22nd November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to H. Telfer remarking that he now has a copy of the plans of the Nellie pit and suggesting
that they meet at Bothwell Street the following Friday between 10 a.m. and 12 p.m. so that he can take a look at
them (see NEIMME-JBA-9-78 etc.) He suggests that he bring along a tracing of the march of his workings with the
outline of their proposed Nellie pit workings. He proposes a Monday meeting if Friday proves inconvenient.

NEIMME-JBA-9-83
22nd November 1899

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Mackay, Roughrigg collieries, Longriggand,
confirming that an old pit near Blackbarn (?) has been reopened to work the Jewell and Main coals and that the no.1
pit at Roughrigg has been opened up to work the Coxrod coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-84
23rd November 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Wilson, Allanshead colliery, confirming receipt of a balance sheet of the miners'
union and a memo showing the miners' wages since 1848.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Bridgeness coal company, Boness, informing him that neither he nor his
Assistant Inspector Mr. McLaren can act as arbitrator in a dispute involving arbitration of a dirt scale as Section 40 of
the Coal Mines act forbids them from doing so.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Mottram, returning a paper on explosives with one or two notes he has added to
it and also informing him that he has joined the English club or at least has taken a share in it.

NEIMME-JBA-9-85
24th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, giving him more details of an accident at the
Herdshill pit in the Coltness colliery on the 14th September which eventually lead to the death of miner James
Walker from blood poisoning after being struck by a pick. He adds that he believes the pit to be in the Lanark district.

NEIMME-JBA-9-86
25th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Peter Cairns, Boglea colliery, Greengairs, Airdrie, on the subject of the coal mine at
Boglea.

NEIMME-JBA-9-87
29th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Callender Coal company, Falkirk, confirming that the
company are opening up their no. 13 pit to work the main coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-88
29th November 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Strain brothers, Glasgow, confirming that they are
opening up to the virtuewell seam by an open mine from the surface at Kippsbyre colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-89
29th November 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Frew, Manager, Shieldhill colliery, Carluke, informing him that he is contravening
Section 16 (i) (b) of the Coal Mines act by not having a road of 4 feet square or over between two shafts and that his
colliery does not seem to have any means of ventilation except through natural means which he considers
insufficient. He asks for an explanation of the former and for the latter suggests the erection of a fan.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of James
Walker by Mr. Johnstone (see NEIMME-JBA-9-85). He adds that he is sending it to him because the accident occurred
in the Cambusnethan parish but if it does not fall under his jurisdiction, he asks that it be forwarded to the fiscal in
Lanark.

NEIMME-JBA-9-90
29th November/30th November 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of David
Ronsin (?) by Mr. Johnstone.
The second by J.B. Atkinson to D. Gilmour, Lanarkshire Miners' County Union, Hamilton, dated 30th November,
promising to look further into the question of ventilation at the Pyotshaw seam of the Clyde Colliery.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to John Wilson, Glasgow, dated 30th November, promising to look further into the
question of weighing at Grange colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-91
1st December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Armeil Brothers, Poneil Lime Works, Lesmahagow,
confirming that their business has been consolidated into a Limited Company called the Poneil Coal company and
have appointed James Curley as manager.

NEIMME-JBA-9-92
2nd December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Major Littledale, Divisional Officer, Maryhill barracks, Glasgow, reporting on the result of
his inspection of the coal under Hamilton barracks on the 27th November 1899. He inspected four seams beginning
with the Ell coal seam in which all working had finished. He then went onto the Pyotshaw coal seam, which he noted
was the only seam that was currently being worked. The working places were all visited and he found that the coal
was being extracted in the terms of the lease. He adds that the workings there were expected to continue for
another year and, although the seam is overlaid by a fair amount of soft shale which has lead to many falls in the

excavations, he does not think the surface will be affected to any considerable extent. He then notes that the Main
Coal seam has finished being worked and that,although the Splint coal seam still has some coal to work, there has
been no activity there since the 13th November 1897.

NEIMME-JBA-9-93
November 1899
Plan containing statistics and nil written through the bottom.

NEIMME-JBA-9-94
November 1899
Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-95
2nd December 1899
Two lettersThe first a report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.Wilson, procurator fiscal- see letter below) on the death of Joseph Murray.
The 40 year old reddsman was injured by a fall of roof stone in a horse road in the Pyotshaw seam at Allanshaw
colliery at about 3.30 a.m. on the 15th November. He died fourteen days later as the result of his injuries. On the day
of the accident the deceased and others were engaged in brushing a new road to increase the height under the
charge of John Brown, who was also the night fireman of the seam. A tree was being drawn when a stone fell and
crushed the deceased. Another reddsman, John Foster, was close by at the time while yet another Robert Rest was
further in as well as John Brown himself. Mr. Atkinson adds that those named would be adequate witnesses for the
forthcoming public inquiry.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Joseph
Murray (see letter above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-96
5th December/6th December 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of James
Long by Mr. H. Johnstone.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 6th December, enclosing a report on
the death of William Young (see NEIMME-JBA-9-97 below).

NEIMME-JBA-9-97

6th December 1899
Report by J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-96, 2nd
letter above) on the death of William Young. The 16 year old chain runner at Carnsnethan pit was found in the
archway on his way to the screens on the left side of the road after the leading engineman Hugh Allan, pitheadman
David Dempsie and Mr. Mitchell the enginesmith (?) went searching for him after the engineman felt a check at the
arch on the 30th November as the deceased was pulling along nine full hutches. The archway was small and in
passing under it the chain runner was expected to keep his head down. When the deceased was found the rake was
beyond him and three of the hutches were off the road. Peter Gibson was sent for and saw the state of affairs.

NEIMME-JBA-9-98
6th December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Ravenshall Coal company, Cleland, confirming the
appointment of William Kyle as the undermanager of Shieldhill colliery at Carluke.

NEIMME-JBA-9-99
7th December/9th December 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to H. Johnstone asking him to enquire into the Kinneil explosion and prepare a report for
the procurator fiscal. He asks him to measure air going into the district; examine the report books noting gas entries
concerning the District and seam; find out what explosives the brinkers were using by going to the Kinneil store and
enquiring; tell the oversman to keep the three lamps as they were found; ascertain to what extent dust was an
element in the explosion noting that there was plenty of gas in the area but not, as far as he could tell, any coked
shot; explain which particulars should be included on the plan he has asked those at Kinneil to compile; find out who
is authorised to fire shots and those who provide written authority under Section 2(i) of the Explosives order and
which detonators were used in terms of the Explosives order. He then adds that a Mr. Walker was away on his
honeymoon and seems to have gone away without appointing an undermanager in charge. The two brushers who
died in the explosion, he continues, had entered the area concerned without authorisation and without said area
being examined for safety and taking/ being allowed to fire their own shots. He asks him to make a full enquiry into
the matter for any possible prosecution, adding that there may be some form of deceit involved in the supposed
area where the miners and their equipment were found suggesting that the officials may have wished to make it
appear that the men had returned to work after firing a shot or even that no shot had been fired. He concludes by
asking Mr. Johnstone to examine the roof above the brushing to see if he can find a shot hole.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow,dated 9th December, enclosing a
report on the death of William Phillips (see NEIMME-JBA-9-101) and returning a police report on it. He also promises
to return a police report on the deaths of William Russell and Andrew Miller within a day or two along with his own
report on that also.

NEIMME-JBA-9-100
7th December/9th December 1899
Three letters-

The first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-9-99, 1st letter above (see overleaf)
The second from J.B. Atkinson to C. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, dated 9th December, reminding him that
the complaint against David Porter at Emerald Quarry must be made within three months of the purported offence
under Section 34(i) of the Coal Mines Regulation act of 1872 which in this case was the 26th September 1899.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Ware, Home Office, dated 9th December, enclosing a list of additional Quarries
that were not included in the official lists. He asks that these quarries be entered on the list and that return forms be
sent.

NEIMME-JBA-9-101
9th December 1899
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-99, 2nd letter above) on the
death of William Phillips. The screensman, employed at the Furnaceyard pit at Kinneil colliery, was engaged in
running empty wagons to the screens when the accident happened at about 8.15 a.m. on the 2nd December. It was
supposed he forgot to put down enough brakes in the wagons behind him as he endeavoured to move forward the
first of 5 or 6 wagons and they moved forward on the road incline crushing him as, they assume, he applied his
shoulder to one of the buffers. No-one witnessed the incident, but John Ferguson,another screenman, Francis
Moffat the enginekeeper and pithead worker Catherine Keeps saw him soon after. He suggests that Mr. Ferguson
and the surface oversman, whose name he has not been able to find, would be sufficient witnesses for the
forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-102
11th December/13th December 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Spowart and company, Lassodie collieries etc., Dunfermline, advising them to
to apply directly to the Secretary of State if they desire an exemption from 2 shafts at their Auldton pit while adding
that Mr. McLaren is looking into the problem in the meantime.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Weir, Miners Offices, Dunfermline, promising to look further into the
perceived problem of ventilation at the Dunnikeir colliery if Mr. Weir is more specific with which pit or seam is
affected as the company involved work practically at three collieries.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, dated 13th December, enclosing a
report of the explosion at Kinneil colliery by Mr. Johnstone and returning a police report on same(see NEIMME-JBA9-99, 1st letter). He suggests that if he wants to try and fix the exact time of the accident he should ask the workers
there if they felt any explosion during the night shift and whether they felt a puff of air also.

NEIMME-JBA-9-103
12th December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to H and G. Fawcett, Dalbeattie, Longhaven, on the subject of Dalbeattie (coal?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-104
12th December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to James Wright and Sons, Royal Granite Works, Aberdeen, on the subject of Erroll (coal?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-105
12th December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Alex Forbes, builder, Eltore, on the subject of Blackhill (coal?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-106
12th December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Abner (?) Smillie, Forrestfield, Calderess(?) on the subject of Forresthill (coal?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-107
12th December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Alex Fraser and Sons, Kirkcaldy, on the subject of Smeaton (coal?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-108
12th December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to J.and G. Neilson, Forrestfield, Calderess(?) on the subject of Snipe (coal?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-109
14th December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R. Forrester and company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of Robert Fleming as the manager of Roughrigg colliery at Longriggend.

NEIMME-JBA-9-110
14th December 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to John Weir, Miners' Offices, Dunfermline, promising to look further into the
checkweighers' complaint at Murbeath colliery.

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, returning Mr. Johnstones' report on
the explosion at Kinneil colliery. He corrects him that the colliery involved is called Furnaceyard rather than
Furnacebank and adds that he has not been able to ascertain the exact time of the explosion or corroborate the
rumour made in newspapers that a puff of air was felt at the time (see NEIMME-JBA-9-102, 3rd letter etc). He adds
his supposition that the explosion probably occurred around midnight, adding that he has also not been able to
ascertain the exact cause of the explosion, suggesting it could have been caused by the flame of the shot, the flame
used to ignite the fuse of the shot, the flame from the fuse of the shot, the flame from a lucifer match used to ignite
the shot or to light a pipe or the flame from a safety lamp. He suggests that the forthcoming inquiry will be able to
make it clearer, as well as making clear whether the several breaches of discipline involved would necessitate a
prosecution. He suggests adding two witnesses to those cited in Mr. Johnstone's report- Thomas Barr, the agent or
managing owner and Robert Archibald, the roadsman who examined the redd in the place where the deceased
worked and found the remains of 2 lucifer matches and a pipe cover there.

NEIMME-JBA-9-111
14th December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. Smillie informing him that he cannot intervene in the dispute over the Tare of Hutches
at Auldton colliery, citing Mr. Gardner, one of the owners of the colliery, who told him that the miners had tacitly
agreed to allow the tare to stand as it had been fixed as a set off against dirt after Mr. Atkinson had met with Mr.
Smillie in Hamilton. He also reports his meeting with the checkweighers where he advised them that if the miners
wished to end this arrangement they should send a deputation on their behalf. He also dismisses the complaint
about lack of light and that he advised the checkweighers of their right to have a hutch brought back if they had any
doubts about the weight involved.

NEIMME-JBA-9-112/113 (see overleaf)
16th December 1899
Plan of the Gartness no.2 pit at Shotts owned by the Gartness Coal company of Glasgow, where the Lower Drumgray
coal was discontinued from working due to being exhausted as far as remuneration was possible on the 21st March
1899. The plan was overseen by J.W. Lewiston and sons of Glasgow with the Magnetic system involved and signed by
J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-114/115 (see overleaf)
16th December 1899
Plan of the Green pit at Cambusnethan in Wishaw owned by William Hudspith and company at the Wishaw Fireclay
works in Wishaw, where the Ell, Main and Splint coal was discontinued due to exhaustion on the 9th August 1899.
The plan was overseen by Andrew Laird of Glasgow with the Magnetic system involved and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-116/117 (see overleaf)
16th December 1899

Plan of the Lochend mine at Dunfermline owned by Thomas Spowart and company of Lassodie, where the Upper
Cairnscubie, Swallowdrum , Upper Eight feet and Lower Eight feet coal was discontinued on the 1st March 1899 as
they were now unremunerative. The plan was overseen by Thomas Cook, the certificated colliery manager with the
Magnetic Meridian system involved and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-118
16th December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Tweedle, manager, Ross colliery, Hainer(?),
confirming the appointment of Alexander Paterson as the oversman at Ross colliery, taking over from Thomas
Nisbet. He adds that there is no legal requirement to notify the appointment of a new oversman but that if he is also
to act as an undermanager this must be nominated in writing by the owner or agent of the mine as stated in Section
21 (i) of the Coal Mines act.

NEIMME-JBA-9-119
16th December 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of Thomas
Frame by Mr. Johnstone.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.L. Eagleston, Home Office, informing him that he is sending the plans of the
Lochend day mine at Glenn collieries, the no.2 pit at Gartness colliery and the Green colliery to him by the first post
in reply to his enquiries about them in his last letter.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing in principle to the extension of the exemption from two
shafts at the no.1 pit at Rosebank colliery to the 30th June 1900 under Section 18 (ii) (a) of the Coal Mines act since
the exemption already granted has not found any considerable area of workable coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-120
16th December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing with the application for exemption from two shafts by the
Arthur pit at Elgin colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) rather than section 18 (i) (b) of the Coal Mines act providing no
more than 20 persons are allowed to work underground at any one time in connection with the shaft, no fire is used
underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the
exemption expires on the 30th June 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-121
16th December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, reporting on an explosive
accident at the main coal seam of the Stane colliery near Shotts owned by Turners Ltd. on the 9th December for the

attention of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives. The accident led to the miner Neilson Hill being badly injured
about the face by an exploding shot. Hill and another miner had charged two shots with gelignite and lit the fuse of
their shots at the same time before retiring to safety. Unbeknownst to them, however, another miner had lit a fuse
in an adjoining place at the same time and when Hill heard two shots going off he believed the area to be safe only
to be met with the explosion of the second shot in his face when he returned immediately.

NEIMME-JBA-9-122
18th December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to John Howie, Fence colliery, returning a copy of the Special Rules he was sent by Mr.
Howie and a notice of certification of same in connection with his Hill of Beath colliery. He asks that he consult
Section 52(2) of the Coal Mines act and comply with it by reposting the Rules with the name and address of the
Inspector (i.e. Mr. Atkinson) included. He adds that a certificate must be forwarded with the rules certifying that it
has been posted with the notice as to objections provided for in the act also. He also reminds him that 2 copies of
the rules are to be sent to him. He asks that the rules be reposted with his name and address added and then send
him two copies of the rules two weeks later with a certificate showing that the rules have been posted as required
by the act.

NEIMME-JBA-9-123
18th December 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Smillie, New Cross, Hamilton, informing him that he believes that the miners have
been asked and most have agreed to the existing arrangement regarding the Tare at Auldton colliery continuing (see
NEIMME-JBA-9-111 etc).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Anderson and Chisholm, solicitors, Edinburgh, confirming his receipt of a copy of
the Special Rules required in the case of Brown versus the Fife Coal company. He adds that he has certified the copy
and he returns it with the letter.

NEIMME-JBA-9-124
19th December 1899
List of new mines of 1899 signed by J.B. Atkinson. The list includes Blackrigg in Shotts parish owned by Thomas
Whitelaw of Glasgow; Biggarford at Biggarford colliery in Newarthill owned by John London and company;
Bonnytown in Linlithgow owned by William Barrowman of Bo'ness; Rochsolloch, owned by J. Faulds; Thornton
owned by the Thornton colliery company; New Hermand owned by the New Hermand Oil company of West Calder;
Mosside in Airdrie owned by Jonathan Hyslop of Airdrie Home Brick Works, Coatbridge; North Cobbinshaw owned by
the Baird Brothers of the Campsie Lime Works, Lennoxtown; Boglea owned by Peter Cairns of Greengairs, Airdrie;
Badallan owned by John Nimmo and sons; Newhouserigg owned by Plotcock Brick and Minerals company;
Cassimdonald at the Cassimdonald colliery in St. Andrews owned by Shepherd and Nicholson; Heindaxluss owned by
William Dixon Ltd; Burndalserf owned by Broad and company; Fence at Heathfield owned by John House at
Herkmuirhill Road; Avondale owned by James Nimmo and company; Oulth in Fife owned by Kingdoms Mineral
Syndicate Ltd of Larkhall; The Day Mine owned by Ravenshall Coal company of Cleland; (an unnamed mine?) owned

by Woodside coal company; Bullside owned by William Forsyth of Airdrie; Blackburn owned by R. Forrester and
company and Poneil which is now owned by Poneil Coal Ltd. He notes he has not included mines which were
extensions of existing collieries.

NEIMME-JBA-9-125
20th December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Woodside Coal company, Larkhall, on the subject of Woodside colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-126
21st December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, Whitehall, informing him
for the attention of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives that he is enclosing a report by H. Johnstone, one of his
assisting Inspectors, on an explosion of a detonator in Newbattle colliery in Midlothian on the 2nd December which
led to a head injury to John Duffy, a 22 year old dook footer or incline attendant.

NEIMME-JBA-9-127
21st December 1899
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to A.M.Henderson, Broxburn Oil Works, asking him whether he has sent the samples of Oil
Shale he promised to send for use in the Paris Exhibition as he has received word from the Home Office that no
samples have as yet arrived.

NEIMME-JBA-9-128
23rd December 1899
Letter from J. B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Stewart and company, Bon Accord Granite Works,
Aberdeen, confirming that the company are opening out a new Granite Quarry at Bodentry, Porltethens(?). He
advises them to consult the police regarding the position of the powder magazine as they handle the administration
of the Explosives act in this case.

NEIMME-JBA-9-129
23rd December/24th December 1899
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Walter Herd and sons informing them that he will be at Dunnkier colliery on Thursday
the 28th December at about 8.45 a.m.

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Bowman advising him that he will be at Muiredge on Wednesday the 27th
December at about 8.30 a.m. to enquire further into the accident to William Clark. He asks that if Mr. Clark is well
enough he would like to see him at the office there (or Home office?).
The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Ware, Home Office, dated 24th December, informing him that the enclosed
letter from the Broxburn Oil company shows that the matter of Oil Shale for the Paris Exhibition has now been
attended to (see NEIMME-JBA-9-127).

NEIMME-JBA-9-130
26th December 1899
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of Peter
Currie by Mr. Johnstone.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death
of David Black by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-unnumbered
2nd January 1900
Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-131
December 1899
Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-132
December 1899
Plan containing statistics and nil through the bottom (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-133
3rd January 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James Barrowman, Hamilton, telling him that he will be too busy in the next three
months to prepare the paper for the Institute that he talked to him about.

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H.(Bill) Atkinson telling him that he does not know of any case where two
undermanagers are employed at the same pit to look after two different shifts adding that he thinks such a practice
is probably illegal.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to R. Johnstone, Edgehead colliery, Dalkeith, informing him that he has no power to
allow surveys to be increased to six months rather than three.

NEIMME-JBA-9-134
3rd January 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H.Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, promising to visit Linlithgow on the 9th
or 10th January to discuss his proposed proceedings against the owners, agent and manager in connection with the
Kinneil explosion which he has asked the Home Secretary for permission to begin (see NEIMME-JBA-9-110,2nd letter
etc).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Glenyards Fireclay company, Bonnybridge, allowing them to continue working
clay with only one outlet on a temporary basis but warning them that the practice is not justified by the Coal Mines
act unless they have an exemption from 2 outlets. He advises them to apply directly to the Secretary of State at
Whitehall for the exemption under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines Regulation act of 1887. His only restriction
on their continuing work is that they do not use a fire for ventilating or any other purpose while they only have one
shaft.

NEIMME-JBA-9-135
3rd January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Forsyth, manager, Ryding Colliery, Airdrie,
confirming that the Drumshangie Coal company has abandoned the colliery and asking him to send a plan of the
mine directly to the Secretary of State in London.

NEIMME-JBA-9-136
3rd January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking leave to begin
proceedings against the owners, agent and manager of Kinneil colliery near Bo'ness in Linlithgowshire for offences
against the Coal Mines Regulation act of 1887 and 1896 in connection with a fatal explosion of fire damp at the
colliery on the 6th December leading to the loss of two lives (see NEIMME-JBA-9-134, 1st letter etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-137
3rd January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Lochgelly Iron and Coal company, confirming that
they have begun to open out the Glass or Blanlowan coal seam at their Dora and Gordon pits at Little Reith colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-138
3rd January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Lochgelly Iron and Coal company confirming that they
have abandoned their East Mine at Little Reith colliery where they worked the Lochgelly Splint and Parrot coals. He
asks that the plans of the mine be sent directly to the Secretary of State in London.

NEIMME-JBA-9-139
3rd January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, reporting for the attention
of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives that a 35 year old fireman named William Clark was slightly injured about
the head by flying debris by the explosion of a shot charged with Nobel's Gelignite in the Parrot seam of the no.1 pit
at Muiredge colliery near Buckhaven in Fife owned by Bowman and company (see NEIMME-JBA-9-129,2nd letter).
He explains that the accident occurred after Mr. Clark and another miner had lit one shot each in the roof stone of
the seam then retired under the mistaken impression that only one of the fuses had been kindled. When Mr. Clark
heard the first shot go off he returned to set the other only to be injured by the other exploding.

NEIMME-JBA-9-140
3rd January 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for the procurator fiscal of Cupar, Fife- see NEIMME-JBA-9-141,1st letter below) on the
death of David Pow. The 33 year old miner was instantly killed when coal and stone from the side of a room in the
Dysart coal seam at the Blanche pit at Dysart colliery fell on him on the 29th December at about 11a.m. He adds that
John McNaughton, the fireman, had examined the workplace at about 4.45 a.m before work began there and found
it safe, and then saw the deceased and other miners at the station just before they began work at 6 a.m. telling them
so. Another miner John Moore reported working within 3 or 4 yards of the deceased at the time of the accident.
Another fireman Henry Thomson was in the place at around 10.30 that morning. He suggests that all the men
mentioned should be cited as witnesses, including the manager Mr. Patterson, who he adds will provide a plan
showing details of the area for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-141
3 January 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to the Procurator Fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of David Pow (see
NEIMME-JBA-9-140 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Moore, Glasgow, on the subject of the depths of stoop and rooms in mines,
apologising for delay of reply because of being away from home. In the North of England, at Monkwearmouth,
Seaham, Silksworth, Burston (?), Boldon and Ryhope collieries he remarks that they are worked at a depth of about
300 fathoms from about 4 to 8 inches thick. He says he has never seen any worked deeper than that though he

supposes that mines in Lancashire will have greater depths. He suggests he could provide Mr. Moore with an
introduction to W.F. Hall the general manager at Ryhope so he could learn more.

NEIMME-JBA-9-142
6th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Jonathan Hyslop, Airdrie House Brick Works, Coatbridge, on the subject of the Moss-side
Coal Mine.

NEIMME-JBA-9-143
6th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Kerr and Whitehall, Glasgow, confirming that they have
begun working the old Ell coal workings at their Knownoble pit.

NEIMME-JBA-9-144
6th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Thornton Colliery company, Fife, on the subject of the Thornton Coal mine.

NEIMME-JBA-9-145
6th January 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-147, 1st letter below) on the death of
Peter Corrigan. The 40 year old miner was killed when a forward moving hutch crushed his head as he seems to
have been attempting to release the hutch from some timber near the rails. This occurred on the 19th December at
the no.1 pit Cadzow colliery as he was assisting fellow miner Frank Keegan in bringing said loaded hutch from the
coal face to the point where a pony could take it. At the time of the accident Mr. Keegan was behind the hutch. After
the accident an oncost man called William Fleming who was working a few yards away came forward to help release
the deceased. He suggests that Keegan and Fleming be called as witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-146
6th January 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-147,1st letter below) on the death of
Donald Lees. The 36 year old contractor brusher was killed by a fall of Pyotshaw coal and blaes from the roof of the
Main Coal seam of the no.1 pit at Garnock colliery on the 3rd of January at about 4.30 a.m. The deceased had been
working on shift wages repairing the engine haulage road of the seam at the time of his death with the help of the
fireman John Henry and brusher John Brown. They had been working at the point where only Pyotshaw coal was
worked due to hitches since 9 p.m. the previous night putting in new timber. The fireman had left at around 3 a.m.
to examine another area but had returned to near the place by 4.30 when the accident occurred. Mr. Brown at that
time was using a sleeper to measure the length of trees required to place under a crown. The deceased was engaged

in stamping a hole for the trees when the roof fell. Brown escaped from the fall, and when Henry heard the fall he
and Brown returned to find the road nearly closed and no sign of the deceased. They went round by another road to
the other side of the fall getting help on the way and eventually recovered the body at about 8.30 that morning. He
adds that the manager of the pit Mr. Stevenson will prepare a plan and that Mrs. Brown and Henry would be
adequate witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-147
6th January 1900
Two lettersThe first letter from J.B. Atkinson to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing reports on the death of Peter
Corrigan and Donald Lees (see NEIMME-JBA-9-145/146 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death
of David Brown by Mr. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-148
8th January 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Herd, Dunnikier colliery, Kirkcaldy, thanking him for providing section metals
(?) from the pony pit in his last letter.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Kinneil Cammel and Coking Coal company, Glasgow, clarifying the definition of
a mining agent as defined in the Coal Mines act of 1887 as the person appointed as the representative of the owner
in respect of any mine and superior to the manager of the mine in regards to responsibility for it. He then remarks on
his belief that Thomas Barr is the agent of the Kinneil colliery and therefore the person responsible to defend the
recent explosion at the colliery resulting from the seeming failure to provide for daily personal supervision of the
Furnaceyard pit at the time of the explosion by its manager or undermanager. He adds that if he is wrong in
assuming Mr. Barr to be the agent the liability will fall upon the owners and they will have to provide a defender
against the action.

NEIMME-JBA-9-149
8th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas Barr(?), Glasgow, confirming the appointment of
Alexander Paterson as the undermanager of the Ross colliery in the room of Thomas Nisbet.

NEIMME-JBA-9-150
9th January 1900
Two letters-

The first from J.B. Atkinson to James A. Haddow, Solicitor, Aberdeen, confirming that the Special Rules under the
Quarries act have not yet been established at David Porters' Emerald Quarry.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, providing further information on the explosion at the Kinneil
colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-9-136 etc). He notes that the 6th December explosion occurred in the same section of
workings as another explosion on the 31st March 1898. He notes the irony that this explosion caused the
undermanager of the Furnaceyard pit, a Mr. Walker, to lose his first wife while this second occurred during his
honeymoon with his second and for which he was being criticised for not providing adequate supervisory cover. He
notes that Mr. Walker reported that he had asked an undermanager from another pit owned by the same company
to look after the pit during his absence. This undermanager, however, denied that he was asked to undertake such
supervision and confirmed he had not undertaken any such while Mr. Walker was away. He adds that Thomas Barr,
the person he believes to be the agent of the mine and particularly responsible for its business, did not appoint in
writing anybody to undertake supervisory duty as manager or undermanager during the interim despite knowing of
Mr. Walkers' upcoming absence. He believes that Mr. Barr should be held responsible for this lapse. He notes the
derelictions of duty extended to the absence from duty of the night fireman on the night of the explosion and that
the contractor brusher appointed by the oversman to cover for him was not only incompetent to act on his behalf
but was also illegally appointed as only the owner, agent or manager of the pit is able under the act to make such an
appointment. The two deceased brushers had entered an area without the necessary firemans' examination and
fired their own shots in contravention of General Rules 4 and 12 of the Explosives order. He adds that the area was
gaseous, dry and dusty and that they probably died because they retreated with the air instead of against it. Safety
lamps were in use and the gelignite used was a permitted explosive, but he notes that the probable causes of the
explosion ( the flame of a lucifer match, the spitting of the fuse, the failure of a Beckford safety lighter) could have
been avoided if the explosive shots had been fired by electricity which, he adds, Thomas Barr had agreed to do after
the explosion of 1898. The use of Beckford lighters and pliers in this case however showed that exceptions were
being made and electricity was partially used only. The proceedings against Mr. Walker, he adds, should be taken on
this basis of not using electricity or other secure means to fire shots and not necessarily against him for being absent
at the time of the explosion because this insecure system was in place before his absence and continued while he
was away.

NEIMME-JBA-9-151
9th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, continuation of NEIMME-JBA-9-150, 2nd letter.

NEIMME-JBA-9-152
10th January 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, noting that Mr. Walker has said that
Bulldog gunpowder may have been used in part in connection with the Furnaceyard pit explosion (see NEIMME-JBA9-150 above etc) as well as gelignite but since both were on the permitted list it does not appear to have had any
significance as regards the explosion.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Calderwood and company, Longannet Quarries, Kincardie on Forth, confirming
their notice of the abandoning of the quarries on the 9th of November 1899.

The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, allowing the application for exemption from 2 shafts by the
virtuewell seam of the no. 5 pit at East Roughrigg colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act provided no
more than 20 persons are employed underground in connection with the shaft at any one time, no fire is used
underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the
exemption expires on the 31st March 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-153
10th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Kinneil Cammel and Coking company, Glasgow,
confirming that the company have opened up the Upper Splint and the Seven feet seams of coal at their no.2 Asnale
(?) pit at Kinneil.

NEIMME-JBA-9-154
10th January/11th January 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing reports on the deaths of Hugh
Erskine and Robert Logan by Mr. Johnstone and Mr. McLaren respectively.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Tennant, procurator fiscal, Lanark, enclosing a report on the death of John
Wylie by Mr. Johnstone.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, dated 11th January, enclosing the
companies' reply to Mr. Henderson's query about the agent at Kinneil colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-9-152, 1st letter
etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-155
12th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Williamson, Anderson Lime Works, Lesmahagow,
confirming the intention to open a log light mine to a seam of Crown coal at the Lime Works at an early date.

NEIMME-JBA-9-156
13th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Rosshill Coal company, Cardenden, Fife, informing them that an exemption from 2
outlets at their Five Feet and Dunfermline Splint seams will only be necessary if they employ more than 20 men at
one time or they intend to do work outside operations necessary to secure a second outlet. If so, they should apply
directly to the Home Secretary for said exemption under Section 18 (iii) (a) for the months needed.

NEIMME-JBA-9-157

13th January 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-159, 1st letter below) on the death of
David Thomson. The 17 year old driver, employed in the Ell Coal seam of the Merryton colliery, was engaged in the
act of hooking on his pony's tail a chain to a hutch filled with coal when the roof fell in and completely buried him at
about 7.55 p.m. on the 10th January 1900, instantly killing him. The miner John Dunsmore was working in the same
area 3 or 4 yards from the main road in connection with the hutch but managed to escape and called to Henry
McGee who worked about 50 yards further in. He sent his son John McGee to send for the fireman Thomas Cassidy
who was nearby and arrived there within a few minutes. The fall also covered part of the hutch and had to be
emptied and put on one side before the deceased could be extricated. The oversman Joseph Parker had last
inspected the place at about noon and found it safe, but a fore-shift which occupied the place before the night shift
rendered a further inspection unnecessary. He also adds that a large amount of supporting timber was swung out by
the fall. He adds that the manager will provide a plan of the area and suggests that Mr. Dunsmore, Henry McGee,
Mr. Cassidy and Joseph Parker should be cited as witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-158
13th January 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-159,3rd letter below) on the death of
Samuel Connor. The 31 year old miner was killed by a fall of roof stone at about 1.30p.m. on the 12th January 1900
in Glenyards Fireclay mine. The deceased had been working off some clay with a pick and had been asked to prepare
a shot. Moving a yard or two from the face, a large stone fell from the roof and killed him. The miner Frank Weldon
had been boring a hole at the face at the time while his son George Weldon, a drawer, and miner Thomas Henderson
were the only other men in the mine at that time and all came forward to help. The younger Mr. Weldon and Mr.
Henderson went to the surface for the doctor and more help. It took them and 5 or 6 other people to remove the
stone from the deceased. They found no supporting timber under the stone. Frank Weldon acted as fireman but as
he was only paid so much per ton his employment seemed to be somewhat irregular. The fireman reported that the
deceased had slapped the roof shortly before it fell and it sounded good. He adds that the persons named should be
cited as witnesses in the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-159
13th January 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of David
Thomson (see NEIMME-JBA-9-157 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H.J. Wilson, Her Majesties Inspector of Factories,
Dundee, reporting that according to the Home Office circulars of the 4th and 27th January 1899 (sic) the enclosed
notice of the accident at Cruicks Brick Works should have been sent to Mr. Wilson in the first place.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, enclosing a report on the death of Samuel Connor
(see NEIMME-JBA-9-158 above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-160

16th January/18th January 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to J.S. Dixon, Bent colliery, Hamilton, asking for information on the proportionate weight
of High Explosive charges substituted for gunpowder charges at the colliery further to the inquiry he made the day
before.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application by the Glenyards Fireclay mine for
exemption from 2 shafts under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act provided no more than 20 persons are
allowed underground to work in connection with the single shaft at one time, that no fire is used underground for
ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption ends on
the 30th June 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-161
16th January 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.F. Hall, Ryhope colliery, asking him to allow R.J. Moore, one of the directors of
Niddrie colliery near Edinburgh, to see the Mandlier deep pillar workings at his colliery in connection with Mr.
Moore's intention to work some deep coal at Niddrie by the bord and pillar method as opposed to the longwall
method which he used there previously. He suggests that the 25th January would be his preferred date to visit
should it be possible and also provides his address in Glasgow if he wishes to write him with further details.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.J. Moore, Glasgow, confirming that he has written to Mr. Hall of Ryhope colliery
asking for permission for Mr. Moore to visit the colliery in connection with his planned workings (see letter above).
He also provides details of how to reach Ryhope station from Newcastle or Sunderland.

NEIMME-JBA-9-162
18th January 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to J.S. Dixon, Bent colliery, Hamilton, suggesting that any undermanager appointed for
the colliery should have responsibility for the whole colliery and who would exercise daily personal supervision
should the manager be absent.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W. Black, Staurigg, Airdrie, apologising for being away when last he called. He
suggests that a Mr. Nisbet who used to work at Leven colliery until a month or two ago would be a suitable man for
what he suggests and tells him he is living with his son in Shellteston at the moment. He adds that the son works at
McCreaths and Stevensons and that he has lost a good man in a Mr. Prentice.

NEIMME-JBA-9-163
18th January 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R. Grant, Larkhall, confirming that the kingdoms' Timbreal
(?) Syndicate Ltd has abandoned its' training operations at Bath (?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-164
20th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Ferrier and Strain, Braidenhill colliery, Airdrie, confirming
that Rigg colliery has been abandoned and advising the company to send the abandoned plans directly to the
Secretary of State in London.

NEIMME-JBA-9-165
20th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Summerlee and Mossend Iron and Steel company,
Coatbridge, confirming that the company has begun to work the Five feet and Diamond coals at Prestongrange
colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-166
20th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to A. White and company, Ormiston colliery, confirming that
the company have begun to sink a new pit to be called Tyneside no.2.

NEIMME-JBA-9-167
20th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Major Littledale, Divisional Officer, Maryhill barracks, Glasgow, informing him that he
sent a letter to the Wilsons and Clyde Coal company on the amount of coal they were allowed to consume for
colliery purposes free of loyalty on the 7th November (see NEIMME-JBA-9-58, 3rd letter) and encloses the text of the
letter. He also encloses the text of the company's reply three days later confirming that they acknowledge the 5 per
cent maximum quantity of dross they can use in such a manner from the War Department property. He suggests
that this information answers the question the Major asked.

NEIMME-JBA-9-168
20th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R. Swann, Glespin collieries, Douglas, confirming the
appointment of Charles Walker as the undermanager of Glespin colliery replacing Mr. B. Bullock.

NEIMME-JBA-9-169

20th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H. Telfer, Clydesdale, Uddingston, confirming that the
workings of the no.1 pit at Low colliery have been discontinued but adding that under the circumstances he has
described, he does not need to send abandoned plans in to the Secretary of State.

NEIMME-JBA-9-170
22nd January/23rd January 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to C. Dawson, Bauker, Colinsburgh, Fife, asking if he works the limestone at Newbiggin
from a quarry, a mine or both as he has a return from his quarry but also on his list Limestone mine worked by him.
He suggests that depending on his answer he might need to receive a Metalliferous Mines form.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Colonel Borthwick confirming receipt of his reports on disused pits and quarries in
the Lothians and Peebles for the year ending the 31st December 1899. He returns the reports noting that the pits or
quarries reported unsafe will be inspected.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to C. Wilson, procurator fiscal, dated 23rd January, enclosing a report on the death of
James Hutchson by Mr. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-171
23rd January/25th January 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal, Airdrie, enclosing a report on the death of Thomas Gill
by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James A. Hudson, solicitor, Aberdeen, dated 25th January, suggesting that the
confusion over Special Rules at the Emerald quarry may have occurred since the Aberdeen quarries of which the
Emerald Quarry is one did not agree to the proposed Special Rules made up two or three years previously and some
modifications were in the process of being made. He suggests that Mr. Porter may be referring to something in this
regard since no such rules have been formally established at the quarry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-172/173/174
26th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, answering
a number of queries he has made about the Furnaceyard pit explosion at the Kinneil colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-9154, 3rd letter etc.) He suggests that the owners of the colliery should be charged with contravening Section 21(i) of
the Coal Mines act for failing to provide the necessary daily supervision of the mine necessary by either manager or
undermanager. He adds that the managing director Thomas Barr knew the manager was to be at home at the time
of the accident and knew that some other person should have been available to supervise as manager or
undermanager as appointed by the owner or agent of the mine as specified in Rules 20 and 21. He adds that the
manager Mr. Walker should be charged with contravening Section 2 (b) of the Explosives Order of the 24th July 1899

by allowing shots to be fired in the Six Feet seam of the Furnaceyard pit despite the presence of enough seam gas in
the area to suggest real danger if inflammable gas or coal dust were ignited. This could be shown by the general
practice of the colliery to allow shots in the area and also that the manager reported being aware that Bickfords'
Patent Lighters were being used in the lighting of shots. He adds that since a previous explosion had occurred in the
same area and advice was given that electrical lighting should be used such a practice could be condemned. He also
refers to the evidence at the inquiry on the accident where Mr. Walker's illustration of the Beckford's lighter shot
firing technique showed that sparks issued from the point of the junction between the lighter and the fuse. On other
matters relating, Mr Atkinson advised that: Thomas Barr could probably not be established by appointment as the
agent of the mine, although it was not necessary to him to be justified in writing; a corporate body could not be
suggested to be a manager of a mine but could, despite legal difficulties, be possibly liable as the owner; He does not
suggest charging the owner Mr. Barr for not using electricity to fire shots as he reported that he had instructed that
method to be used and had told his manager so to do, and therefore Mr. Walker was more liable for the lack of
observance than him; He suggests that no case has been made against a manager using the 1872 act and its
references to said managers responsibilities since it came into force, that the wording of the 1889 act was somewhat
different , and that undermanagers were not mentioned at all in the 1872 act; the fact that Mr. Walker could easily
have been allowed a few days holiday had a temporary undermanager been appointed by either the owner or the
agent of the mine; The appointment of Mr. Nash as fireman was invalid in two ways- by not being appointed
undermanager he was not legally able to supervise as he was told to do, and the appointment of him as fireman
should have been made by the owner, manager or agent under General Rule 4 and he was not. Another point of
contention was whether the fireman was a contractor employed in getting minerals from the mine, which would
also render him unable to be appointed in such a position, Mr. Atkinson suggesting that since his wages were
dependent on the amount of work he did in the mine he would probably be disqualified for that reason also.

NEIMME-JBA-9-175
26th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, referring to a case involving the modification of Special Rules and
objections arising to them. In the letter Mr. Atkinson refers to the Quarries act which allows for the Secretary of
State to propose modifications for Special Rules to Quarries and the Quarry owners right to object to them within 20
days. In the case he refers to, a Mr. Davidson's objection was received on the 28th November 1899 and therefore
within the 20 days as the modified Rules were proposed on the 9th November. He suggests, however, that since
arbitration had not been resorted to that the rules should be reproposed since he believes that that has been the
preferred course in similar cases.

NEIMME-JBA-9-176
27th January 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-177, 1st letter below) on the death of
William Bulloch. The 56 year old had taken out a contract to open out the no.5 pit at Staurigg to the Musselband coal
and on the 23rd January went to the pit at about 1 p.m. with James King, employed to assist him. As he was lowered
down the pit in a kettle with a windlass worked by Mr. King, he was overcome by damp near the bottom and fell off.
The alarm was raised, but the efforts of James Hunter, the blacksmith, to rescue the deceased were in vain. The
manager Alexander James took steps to clear the damp after the accident and then removed the body. Mr. Atkinson
found there was no method of ventilation at the pit, which was an old one filled up and had been sunk to the
Blackband Ironstone many years previously. It also passed through Splint coal and Musselband coal seams, both of
which were also partially worked. The previous contractors had given up the sinking work three days previously and

the stuff that was being worked was soft blaes or fireclay. After the accident a locomotive driver Thomas McConville
assisted Mr. King in lowering Mr. Hunter. The manager stated he had made an appointment with the deceased to
meet at 8 a.m. that morning but he didn't show up and at 10.30 a.m. he left. Similarly, one of the deceased's
labourers had turned up at the same time to the pit to meet him but left after waiting some time. Mr. Atkinson also
noted that when he visited the pit on the 25th, a lamp was extinguished when it reached a depth of 27 feet. He
suggests that the persons named will be adequate witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-177
27th January/28th January 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal, Airdrie, enclosing a report on the death of William
Bulloch (see NEIMME-JBA-9-176 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to J. Longbotham, Sheffield, dated 28th January, noting that coke made in Scotland is
mostly used for foundry, malting and other purposes, with coal comprising most of the fuel used in blast furnaces.
He notes that the Coltness Iron company in Newmains, Lanarkshire uses their own coke and also William Baird and
Company of Coatbridge. He adds that James Wood Ltd of Westcraigs, Lanarkshire, might also be useful for such a
purpose.

NEIMME-JBA-9-178
27th January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Fife Coal company, Hall of Beath, confirming the
appointment of Alexander Kelso as the undermanager of the Engine pit at the Hill of Beath colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-179
27th January 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of James
Thomson by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, remarking that he did not believe that the Lochhead prosecution
case had completely failed. He points out that the verdict was not proven, which in Scottish law is the intermediate
finding between not guilty and guilty, giving the defendant the benefit of the doubt. He argues that the prosecution
against inadequate ventilation was the right course of action despite the unwilling nature of some of the miners to
give evidence against their employers and the decision by Crown Counsel to prosecute under Section 16 (i) (a) of the
Coal Miner's act rather than 16 (i) (b) which he advised lessening, he believed, the chances of a conviction. He also
encloses the letter of complaint from Miners Agent John Weir which led to the decision for prosecution.

NEIMME-JBA-9-180

31st January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, arguing against prosecuting Daniel
Sneddon for contravening Special Rule 20 of the Coal Mines act since, as a Haulage Engineman rather than Winding
Engineman he was not expected to remain constantly controlling the engines he was in charge of. He suggests Mr.
Sneddon's fault in this case was leaving his engine insufficiently secured and therefore hardly liable under that
Special Rule. He suggests that Special Rule 32 would be the only way the rule would apply in any case. He encloses a
certified copy of the Special Rules for Mr. Henderson to peruse.

NEIMME-JBA-9-181
31st January 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Ore and Macrae, Glasgow, confirming that the Largoward
Coal company have begun sinking operations on the lands of Cassingray in Fife and have reached the coal at a depth
of 10 fathoms, the manager in charge being a Mr. Thomas Nisbet.

NEIMME-JBA-9-182
31st January 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-183, 1st letter below) on the death of
George Montgomery. The 57 year old labourer was found lying dead at 7.15 a.m. on the 26th January by the side of
one of the lines of (?) at the screens of Stain colliery where he worked. At first, the manager Mr. Harrison presuned
that the deceased had died of natural causes since nobody had witnessed any incident and it was only when the
doctors examination showed that the ribs and shoulder on one side of his body was broken that this was changed. A
few minutes before the accident, the manager had told the deceased to attend to a dross pit and it was supposed
that in crossing the tracks to get a shovel he needed from the store for this purpose he was crushed between two
loaded 10 ton spring buffers wagons which were found 3 inches apart on either side of his body which was found
lying clear of the rails apart from one foot. It was stated that one of the trucks had been allowed to run forward by
the screensman Donald Hendrie. Despite the morning being dark, the place of the incident was considerably
brightened by a cluster of 3 electric lamps a few yards away while the coal cleaning machinery nearby would have
led to considerable noise at the time according to Mr. Atkinson. He suggests that the manager and Donald Hendrie
would be sufficient witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-183
31st January/1st February 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of George
Montgomery (see NEIMME-JBA-9-182 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Jamieson asking him to meet at Motherwell station the next day at 2.22
p.m. to discuss the accident to Alexander Walt.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, dated 1st February, enclosing a report
on the death of Alexander Rodgers by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-184
1st February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Gavin Paul and sons, Edinburgh, advising them that he will be unable to process their
application for exemption from 2 shafts at their Boghead pit until they run off the water behind the dam in the mine
and then take down the dam itself. He adds that this being down he will send an inspection to the area and this
proving satisfactory the application should be looked upon favourably.

NEIMME-JBA-9-185
January 1900
Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-186
January 1900
Plan containing statistics with nil writtenn through its bottom half (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-187
Two plans containing statistics relating to Pumpherston Oil Shale; Beauarty; Kinneil; Longriggend; Ingleston Oil Shale;
Broxburn Oil Shale; Glenboig Fireclay; Bridgeness; Newbattle; Roman Camp Oil Shale; Law; Cornsilloch; Carronhall;
Holmes Oil Shale; Motherwell; Workneuk Oil Shale; New Herman Oil Shale; Dalmany Oil Shale; Alexhall;
Murdostown; Allantown; Barblues; Linsfield Oil Shale, Glencraig; Seafield Oil Shale; Dunnikeir and Pollecth Oil Shale.

NEIMME-JBA-9-188
5th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas Brown and sons, Largoward, St. Andrews,
confirming that a working was commenced on December 28th 1899 to draw a new shaft in Largoward to the Splint
and Black Coal seams. He adds that he cannot see their difficulties with Spring Hooks which he says are always
attached to the free end of the chain at the end of the winding rope to make a safe attachment to the kettle.

NEIMME-JBA-9-189
3rd February 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James Hastie, Greenfield colliery, suggesting to him that if he wants an exemption
from 2 shafts at Cornsilloch colliery he must apply directly to the Secretary of State in London.

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, Procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, remarking on three ongoing caseshe encloses a police report and Mr. McLarens' own on a fatal accident at the no.2 pit at Whiterigg saying they
contain all the information he has on the matter, he suggests that the complaint against Daniel Sneddon at the
Furnaceyard pit at Kinneil will not lead to a conviction (see NEIMME-JBA-9-180) while enclosing a copy of Special
Rules in book form and police reports for the more general complaint against the owners and manager of the
Furnaceyard pit at Kinneil colliery. In this case, he believes that the fact that two explosions of gas have occurred
there in two years, both killing five men, shows that the argument that the gas observed there is not indicative of
danger is untenable. He adds that the witnesses' willingness to condemn the electrical methods of detonation on the
grounds of convenience is not the main point but whether the use of the safety lighter is equally secure against the
possible ignition of inflammable gas as said technique? He adds that he and Mr. Johnston certainly do not believe
this.

NEIMME-JBA-9-190
3rd February/5th February 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Ware noting that he has done nothing as regards Quarries who have not sent
their annual returns. He adds he would prefer that the Home Office would deal with these directly as was done last
year. He provides a list of those defaulters by the area of their quarries.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Calder, Her Majesty's Inspector of Schools, Broughty Ferry, enclosing a sheet
from his previous years report on the Mine Managers Examination and asking him to provide the necessary
alterations.

NEIMME-JBA-9-191
5th February/7th February 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to H.Aitken, Bothwell Street, providing him with the information on the output of coal in
Scotland and Great Britain in 1874 (16,788,661 and 126,590,108 tons respectively) but apologising that he cannot
provide the same for 1899 although he suggests that it will be higher both for Scotland and Great Britain than in
1898 which output he does provide.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to H. Aitken, Glasgow, dated 7th February, providing the amount of coal output in
Scotland and Great Britain from 1875 (see letter above).
The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Ware asking him to stamp the envelopes he sends on the circulars relating to
defaulting quarry owners so they will be free to send(see NEIMME-JBA-9-190, 1st letter).

NEIMME-JBA-9-192
7th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Black and sons, Coalmasters, Airdrie, confirming
that the company have begun to sink the no.6 pit at Staurigg.

NEIMME-JBA-9-193
7th February/8th February 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Stephenson, Manager, Garnock colliery, thanking him for providing
information about missed shots.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Brown, confirming that some firedamp explosions occur which are not
reported because no injury is caused by them, mentioning one such explosion that occurred the previous year which
he did not include.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson, dated 8th February, noting that he does not think that portable
electric lamps are in use or on trial in any mines in his district but that he has seen individual lamps at collieries
which have not been installed.

NEIMME-JBA-9-194
8th February/9th February 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to L.Caldwell, Pumpherston Mines, Mid-Calder, pointing out that his nomination of John
Johnstone for the position of Undermanager of the no.1 mine at Pumpherston would need to be backed up by a
nomination by the owner or agent of the mine under Section 21(i) of the Coal Mines act.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, dated 9th February, pointing out
that a Mr. Urquhart had intimated that the company involved in the Kinneil complaint was prepared to admit a
technical breach although a Mr. Strand was not with him (see NEIMME-JBA-9-189,2nd letter etc). He adds that he
advised Mr. Urquhart to allow his lawyer to meet with Mr. Henderson to make this clear to him. He suggests that he
will be able to attend such a meeting the following Monday at 11 a.m. He continues that he has obtained new
evidence from Mr. Stevenson, the manager of Garnock colliery, relating to the complaint against Mr. Walker for
electrical firing. The evidence consists of statistics showing that in the week ending the 3rd February, 664 shots were
fired using electricity of which there were 3 misfires while 703 shots were fired by fuse of which 2 were misfired. He
concludes by assuring him that he will return the police report on the fatal accident at Eastrigg along with sending
him a report on the matter by Mr. McLaren within the next couple of days.

NEIMME-JBA-9-195
10th January (sic) 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Merryton Coal company, Glasgow, confirming that the
company have begun to open up the Pyotshaw and Upper Coal seams from their no.2 shaft.

NEIMME-JBA-9-196
10th February/11th February 1900

Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W. Thorneycroft, Glasgow, providing a plan containing statistics and analyses of North
of England fireclays showing the amounts of silica, alumina, oxide of iron, lime, magnesia and water/organic matter
in examples in seams of Ramseys, Eltringham and High Shields fireclay. He also mentions that analyses of the fireclay
of Cowens in Blaydon, Tyne and Wear available in the book " Industrial Resources of Tyne, Wear and Tees " by
Joseph Cowen which was printed in 1864. He adds that all except the High Shields clay come from the pavements of
coal seams in the Upper Coal Measures and that that clay also made a very good brick for standing heat despite
being very high in alumina.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Ware, dated 11th February, asking him to remove from the Quarry list
unnamed quarries- two in Banff and another abandoned there, one in Fife, one in Kinross and another in Perth.

NEIMME-JBA-9-197
10th February/12th February 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to C.S. Troup, Home Office, reporting that the output of coal in the East Scotland district
in 1899 had increased by 728,836 tons from the previous year to a total of 17,749,504 tons. He adds in reply to Mr.
Troups' queries that he does not think that miners are working proportionately shorter hours since their wage
increase, although he has noted that more men are taking advantage of their one allowed idle day per week. He also
suggests that the withdrawal of some miners as army reservists has not had a noticably detrimental affect on
production of coal, since no coalmasters have complained on this regard. He adds that he has looked at this area
closely and that , despite the loss of between one and a half-dozen men in collieries, no inconvenience has been felt
and no statement made that output has been affected by this.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Robert Grant, Larkhall, dated 12th February, asking him to send a plan of the Outh
mine directly to the Secretary of State in London.

NEIMME-JBA-9-198
10th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application by the Virtuewell seam at the Millburn pit at
Cornsilloch colliery for exemption from 2 shafts under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act providing no more
than 20 people are allowed underground at any one time in connection with the shaft, no fire is used underground
for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption ends on
the 31st August, 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-199
12th February 1900
Plan of East Scotland (mines?) signed by J.B. Atkinson containing statistics on those in Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife,
Haddington, Kinross, the Eastern section of Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, Perth, the Eastern section of Sterling and
Sutherland.

NEIMME-JBA-9-200
12th February 1900
Plan of East Scotland (mines?) signed by J.B. Atkinson containing statistics on those in Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife,
Haddington, Kinross, the Eastern section of Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, Perth, the Eastern section of Sterling and
Sutherland containing information on Ganister.

NEIMME-JBA-9-201
12th February 1900
Plan of East Scotland (mines?) signed by J.B. Atkinson and containing statistics on those in Edinburgh, Fife, the
Eastern part of Lanark and Linlithgow.

NEIMME-JBA-9-202
12th February 1900
Plan of East Scotland (mines?) signed by J.B. Atkinson and containing statistics on those in Edinburgh, Fife, the
Eastern part of Lanark and Linlithgow containing information on Red Marl.

NEIMME-JBA-9-203
12th February 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, returning a police report and enclosing
a report on the death of Francis Bothwell by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application by the no.1 pit at Blairenbathie colliery
for exemption from 2 shafts under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act providing no more than 20 people are
allowed to work underground at any time in connection with the single shaft, no fire is used underground for
ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and that the exemption ends
on the 30th June 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-204
12th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home
Department, informing him that the owners of Kinneil colliery pled guilty to a breach of Section 24 of the Coal Mines
act at pleading diet at Linlithgow that day and were fined £12. On the other matter relating to the Explosives order,
however, the manager pleaded not guilty to a breach of Section 2 (b) and the trial was set for the 28th February at
11a.m. in the Court House at Linlithgow (see NEIMME-JBA-9-194, 2nd letter etc). On this second matter, he
reiterates the charge against the manager being for allowing the use of Bickfords patent lighters in the lighting of

fuses for igniting shots instead of the electrical method or another equally secure against the ignition of gas. He
adds that he believes that the manager will call on expert evidence on his behalf and that it would be beneficial if a
member of the Home Office Explosive Committee were present at the trial to back up the government's case.

NEIMME-JBA-9-205
12th February/13th February 1900
Two lettersThe first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-9-204 above.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, dated 13th February, agreeing with
Mr. Henderson that there should be no prosecution following the accident to John Warrington, and returning papers
on the subject.

NEIMME-JBA-9-206
14th February 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to John Weir, manager, Grangemouth colliery, promising to visit the colliery the next day
to enquire about the death of D.K. Harrower.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to L.Caldwell, Pumpherston mines, saying that one undermanager can be appointed
for all the Pumpherston mines and that is probably the best arrangement and understanding that John Johnstone
will be appointed as such. He apologises for his misunderstanding in his previous letter (see NEIMME-JBA-9-194, 1st
letter) where he believed Mr. Caldwell was the manager of the colliery. He adds that as the presumed agent instead
he is perfectly able to appoint undermanagers under the Coal Mines act.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to A. Dauks, Netherburn, apologising for not being in when he called and suggesting
they meet either at his office on Saturday night at 7.30 p.m. or at any place in the city on the previous day at 3.30
p.m. since he would like to see him.

NEIMME-JBA-9-207
16th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, remarking on what will be necessary to prove a contravention of
Section 2 (b) of the Explosives act (in the Kinneil case? see NEIMME-JBA-9-204 etc) He notes that it would need to be
proven that gas was found in the seam within three months of the offence, and that this gas would need to be in
such quantity as to constitute a danger and that firing shots by means of a fuse and Bickfords' patent lighters is not
as safe as electrical firing in the case of present gas or coal dust. He then provides an illustration of the method used
to ignite a fuse using the Bickford system, and remarks that although only one case led to an ignition while he was
doing experiments using the method, the incidence of this and sparks on other occasions was enough to prove that
this method was more dangerous than the electrical method.

NEIMME-JBA-9-208
16th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to J.S. Dixon, Bent colliery, Hamilton, confirming the
appointment of Joseph Whiteford as the undermanager of Bent colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-209
16th February 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, Procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the Carbarns explosion by
Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, asking the receiver to prepare a number of set letters to be
prepared for him to sign and enclose in addressed envelopes with a set of enclosed/ proposed Special Rules on the
subject of timbering and Safety Lamps and their suitability for the collieries he is sending them to, including the Alloa
Coal company; Allanton coal company; Lothian coal company; Niddrie and company; Bowman and company; Fife
Coal company; Thomas Spowart and company; Lochgelly Iron and Coal company; Coltness Iron company; James
Nimmo and company; John Nimmo and son; A. Russell; Hamilton McCulloch and company, Cadzow Coal company;
Wilsons and Clyde Coal company; Shotts Iron company; Carron company; John Watson Ltd; United Collieries Ltd;
Colin Dunlop and company; Youngs Oil company; Pumpherston Oil company, Broxburn Oil company and the Wemyss
Coal company. In the letter he points out that the Rules are not being formally proposed but only as a submission to
be considered and to be forwarded for suggestions before any further action was taken.

NEIMME-JBA-9-210
16th February 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Forbes Philip, Alford, thanking him for sending a letter with quarry returns filled in,
suggesting that previous forms sent out in December from the Home Office must have been miscarried in the post.
He also asks if the 8 additional quarries he mentions are over 20 feet deep, as only those are covered by the quarries
act. The list of quarries he has, he suggests, could be incorrect despite being provided by the Chief Constable.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to J. Balfour Sneddon, Oakbank mines, Mid Calder, asking for an explanation as to why
the accident to a Mr. McLaughlans caused by an explosive was not reported, as all personal injuries caused by
explosives need to be reported under Section 35 (i) (i) of the Coal Mines act.

NEIMME-JBA-9-211
17th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Kinneil Cannel and Coking Coal company, Glasgow,
confirming the appointment of David Jack as the undermanager of the Furnaceyard and Nos 1 and 2 Swab (?) pits of
Kinneil colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-212
17th February 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W. Hudspith and company, Carbarns colliery, Wishaw, stating that he intends to visit
Carbarns colliery on the morning of Thursday the 22nd February and would like to see the top of the blind pit where
the body of a Mr. Dickson was found. He asks that air is allowed in to make this possible, and also that a careful note
is taken of the condition of the mine and of any evidence of lamps and other materials that are found near it.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, promising to call at his office on the
morning of Wednesday the 21st February regarding the complaint against R.J. Walker and arranging evidence about
the case, mentioning that this evidence should suffice along with the testimony of Mr. Johnstone, Mr. Ronaldson the
West of Scotland inspector and an Inspector of Explosives the Home Office may send. He mentions the experiments
he has carried out with Mr. Johnstone with Bickford lighters which he also promises to provide details of. He
suggests also citing Mr. Stevenson, the manager of Garnock colliery, as evidence that electrical methods of firing can
be carried out on a large scale without inconvenience and promises to provide a letter from him to back up this
evidence (see NEIMME-JBA-9-204 etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-213
17th February 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, (for W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-214,2nd
letter below) on the death of David Kerr Harrower. The 13 year old worker was employed working on the screens
picking out the coal and other odd jobs at the no.2 Lady pit at Grangemouth collieries. On the 13th February at
about 12 noon James Russell the winding engineman came on to a gangway between the winding engine house and
the pumping engine house, saw the deceased on the pithead and called out to him asking if the pitheadman needed
any more coal drawn from the carts. The deceased, who was reported to be rather deaf, seemed to pay no attention
according to Mr. Russell, standing for a minute and then coming down the stair to ground level. Mr. Russell adds he
supposed the deceased was going behind the pumping engine to warm himself, but the next time he saw his head
appear under the pump connecting rod and noticed he was caught between the rod and the plummer block of the
shaft of the winding drum. He shouted a warning, ran to the pumping engine and turned it off but found the body of
the deceased lying dead on the ground near the connecting rod. He adds that Mr. Russell would seem to be the only
witness to the incident, although a carter called Philip Traynor arrived on the scene immediately after him. He adds
that the Manager Mr. Weir will provide a sketch of the area for the forthcoming public inquiry, and that he and Mr.
Russell will be adequate witnesses for same.

NEIMME-JBA-9-214
17th February 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to L. Balfour Sneddon, Oakbank Mines, reporting that he accepts his explanation as to
why he did not report the injury to a Mr. McLauchlins and that no proceedings will be taken on the matter (see
NEIMME-JBA-9-210, 2nd letter).

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, enclosing a report on the death of D.K.
Harrower (see NEIMME-JBA-9-213 above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-215
17th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home
Department, providing a report for the information of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives on two accidents. The
first occurred on the 5th February at about 10.30 p.m. in the Main Coal seam of the no.2 pit at Eastrigg colliery in
Linlithgowshire when a brusher named Francis Bothwell was fatally injured and his son Francis Bothwell Jnr was
injured also by the explosion of some cartridges of gelignite. The deceased had bored a hole in stone and was
inserting probably 5 cartridges of gelignite using a pick shaft when they exploded. He adds that the gelignite was
probably frozen and the deceased had no warming pan for thawing them. The second accident occurred at the Splint
Coal seam of the no.3 pit at Garnock colliery owned by John Watson Ltd when a shot charged with Roburite
exploded at about 8.30 a.m. on the 14th February, injuring the 43 year old miner Henry McCartney. The miner had
prepared the shot in the coal and the fireman ignited it. The statement of the injured man's son suggests that the
man returned to the shot before it exploded.

NEIMME-JBA-9-216
19th February/20th February 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal,Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of
Hugh Tyndale by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Captain John Thomson, Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives, Home Office, dated
20th February, giving information on a type of fuse used in connection with the Kinneil prosecution (see NEIMMEJBA-9-212, 2nd letter etc). The fuse he cites is white taped and asbestos lined and encloses a sample. He notes that
in his opinion there is a danger of the fuse bursting but this is not nearly as dangerous as the possibility of sparks
issuing from the junction of the fuse igniting after the use of the patent lighter. He suggests meeting for a meal on
Tuesday the 29th February at 7 to discuss the matter further.

NEIMME-JBA-9-217
20th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Hudspith and company, Carbarns Colliery,
Wishaw, confirming the appointment of William Jackson as the manager of Carbarns colliery and also confirming he
will visit the colliery on Thursday as arranged (see NEIMME-JBA-9-212,1st letter) even if he cannot reach the top of
the blind pit. He adds that the manager should do his best to get it ventilated in any case.

NEIMME-JBA-9-218
21st February 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Cowan and sons, Riggend Colliery, Airdrie, confirming that
the company intends to commence working a portion of Kiltongue coal by a mine from the surface.

NEIMME-JBA-9-219
21st February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Ferrier and Strain, Glasgow, confirming the appointments
of Hugh Strain and John Black as the manager and undermanager respectively of Brandenhill colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-220
21st February/22nd February 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Ware, Home Office, telling him that the batch of colliery returns he encloses on
this occasion should be the last and that the lists can be closed for the year. He adds that if he receives any other
Returns they will be forwarded for use in the correction of the Quarry list.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 22nd February, agreeing to the extention of exemption
from two shafts made by the six feet seam of the no.4 pit at Dalquhandy colliery to the 31st March 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-Unnumbered
23rd February/24th February 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, asking him to look at Section 62 (iii) of
the Coal Mines act 1887 and then consider whether minutes of evidence should be taken in the event that an appeal
is necessary in the complaint against R.J. Walker (see NEIMME-JBA-9-216,2nd letter etc). He adds the names of John
Clarkson and D.A. Urquhart as the secretary of the Kinneil Coal company who was present at the trial of the
company and the director who visited him with Mr. Shard (?) respectively.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, Linlithgow, dated 24th February, promising to visit Mr. Clarkson
and Mr. Urquhart (see letter above etc.) on Monday to hand over the 3 papers on Stonedamp he has forwarded to
him along with his wishes regarding their return. He adds that to win (sic) the coal on Stoneheap would require
shafts of considerable depth.

NEIMME-JBA-9-221
24th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to J.Stewart Gellatty, Edinburgh, confirming that Borthwick
Watson, an accountant from Falkirk, and Thomas Rae, a Tallow Melter from Hamilton, are now the leasees of
Cardenden colliery in Fife and that the manager of the colliery is Joseph Parker.

NEIMME-JBA-9-222
24th February/26th February 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts at the no.2
pit at Avondale colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act provided no more than 20 persons are allowed
underground in connection with the shaft at any one time, no fire is used underground for ventilation or any other
purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption expires on the 30th September
1900.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Captain J.H. Thomson, dated 26th February, acknowledging receipt of the results of
his experiments and proposing to meet him at the Central Station hotel at about 9.30 a.m the next day and travelling
to Edinburgh together as he has already arranged an appointment with a Mr. Dudley Stuart, an advocate at the
Crown Office working on the case in question that morning in the city. He adds that the procurator fiscal has talked
about abandoning the case and has suggested that the decision will be made during the meeting at the Crown
Office. He also apologises for his error regarding dates in his last letter while thanking him for understanding what he
meant and concluding by saying that he expects him to dine with him at 7 the next evening.

NEIMME-JBA-9-223
26th February 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Captain Thomson telling him he has heard since his last letter (see NEIMME-JBA-9-222,
2nd letter above) that a meeting has been arranged in the Solicitor Generals Chambers in Parliament in Edinburgh at
1p.m at which Mr. Thomson will be present and asking him to disregard his previous suggested arrangements. He
tells him he will travel to Edinburgh on the 11a.m. train from the Central Station and will perhaps see him on board.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Weir telling him that the anonymous complaint he has received regarding the
ventilation at Begg colliery will be further looked into.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Ronaldson amending the date of the Kinneil trial from the 28th March to the 28th
February he gave in a citation that morning (See NEIMME-JBA-9-Unnumbered (Under 220) etc.)

NEIMME-JBA-9-224
26th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. Smillie, Lanarkshire Miners union, Hamilton, promising to look further into the
ventilation at the Douglas Water collieries.

NEIMME-JBA-9-225
28th February 1900
Three letters-

The first from J.B. Atkinson to George H. Tripp, Home Office, telling him that he has no knowledge of the account
given by Doctor J.B. Carruthers, the Certifying Surgeon from Edinburgh, in connection with mining accidents.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death
of David Muir by Mr. Johnstone.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Tennant, procurator fiscal, Lanark, enclosing a report on the death of Robert
Weir and the injuries to Charles Walker and Robert Hallway by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-226
28th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the United Collieries Ltd, Sitehill collieries, Coalburn,
confirming that the company intend to reopen their No.3 mine at Baukend Rows, very soon.

NEIMME-JBA-9-227
28th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Darngavil Coal company, Glasgow, confirming that
Henry Coudie and Archibald McBroom have been appointed managers of the Swinbill and Birkrigg collieries
respectively.

NEIMME-JBA-9-228
28th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R. Forester and company, Glasgow, confirming that R.G.
McCulloch has been appointed the manager at the East Roughrigg colliery at Avonbridge.

NEIMME-JBA-9-229
28th February 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to J. and B. Sneddon, Glasgow, confirming that they have
begun mining operations at Knownoble in Cleland in the parish of Shotts.

NEIMME-JBA-9-230
February 1900
Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-231

February 1900
Plan containing statistics and nil through its bottom half signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-232
2nd March/3rd March 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Installwarenfabrik Velo, Dresden, Lobtan, saying he would be pleased to trial the
Acetylyne (?) Miners Lamp no.95 if the company would send him a sample.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Ashworth, Chaddesden, Derby, dated 3rd March, saying that although the
trial concerning the Carbarns explosion has not yet taken place and he would not yet like to give any definitive
conclusions he may have made, he can say that he does not think that the dead fireman found at the point where
the explosion was supposed to have originated was using an open light on his Davy safety lamp as gas was known to
be present and the lamp was found 82 inches away from the body with a missing gauge that still hasn't been found.
He promises to provide him with any further particulars he may need about the incident after the inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-233
3rd March 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-237, 2nd letter below) on the death of
Henry McCartney. The 43 year old miner worked in a close place in the splint coal seam of the no.2 pit at Garnock
colliery and on the day of the accident (the 14th February) was working at the face with his 12 year old son, also
called Henry, who was with him when the accident happened. William Bailey, the fireman, had on that day between
8 and 9 a.m. lit shots in the places where Mr. McManus and Thomas McGrachan worked before looking at a place
where water had collected. After this, he went to the place where the deceased and his son were working and lit a
shot there, noting that both had retired to a place of safety when he left through a screen and waited till he heard
the shot explode. He then went to fire a shot where Peter Docherty was working and was about to do so when he
heard of the accident. The boy testified that they had both returned to the shot the deceased thinking that the shot
had gone off when it exploded and injured his father. He adds that the manager will provide a plan of the area and
that Henry McCartney Jr, William Bailey, Thomas McGlachan and Peter Docherty would be sufficient witnesses for
the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-234
3rd March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, informing him that the
prosecution of Mr. R.J. Walker, the manager of Kinneil colliery, for contravening Section 2 (b) of the Explosives in
Coal Mines Order, took place in Linlithgow before Sheriff Substitute McLeod on the 28th February but soon broke up
when the prosecution was unable to prove conclusively that shot firing had taken place in the small section of the
workings to which the complaint was needlessly restricted. That shots were fired was admitted but within the remit
of the complaint this was not enough. No decision on the merits of the case were therefore given. He encloses a
clipping from the Linlithgowshire Gazette describing the trial.

NEIMME-JBA-9-235
3rd March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Nimmo and company, Glasgow, confirming that
they have started to sink a pit from the surface to the Lower Drumgray coal at Avondale colliery, that they have also
started to sink a No.4 pit at Lochend in Longrigg colliery from the splint to the soft coal and that they also intend
starting a communication pit from the splint coal in the Eastfield pit at Longriggend colliery to the soft coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-236
3rd March 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-237, 2nd letter below) on the death of
Thomas Prentice. The 54 year old boiler fireman was killed at about 1.30 p.m. on the 2nd March in the fireholes at
the no.1 pit at Garnock colliery when a wall fell on him containing a quantity of dross. The wall was formed on the
side next to the boilers and a receptacle for dross used to fire them. George Keir, the mechanical engineer of the
colliery, had been there when the wall was constructed almost 5 years earlier and had been in the fireholes that
morning at 7 a.m. finding nothing amiss. Thomas Moore who was in charge of the deceased was close at hand at the
time of the accident and saw it take place. James Marshall, another fireman, was also engaged in the fireholes at
that time. He adds that Mr. Moore, Mr. Keir and Mr. Marshall along with the manager Thomas Stevenson should be
cited as witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry, with the manager also promising to provide a plan of the place
of the accident.

NEIMME-JBA-9-237
3rd March/5th March 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to John Nimmo and sons, Edinburgh, confirming receipt of their application for
exemption from 2 shafts at Badallan colliery and their subsequent application to the Home Secretary. He promises to
look into this until he hears back from him. He also promises to send more copies of Suggested Special Rules when
he receives them himself admitting he has none at that moment. He promises to send a half dozen as soon as they
arrive.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing reports on the deaths of Henry
McCartney and Thomas Prentice (see NEIMME-JBA-9-233 and 236 respectively).
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 5th March, agreeing to the application for exemption from
two shafts by the soft coal seam of the Eastfield pit at Longriggend colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines
Act of 1887 provided no more than 20 people are employed underground in connection with the shaft at one time,
no fire is used underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible
and the exemption terminates on the 31st August 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-238

7th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, reporting for the Inspector
of Explosives on the explosion of some cartridges of Hynock's Gelignite in Birkrigg colliery in Lanark, owned by the
Darngavil Coal company, which led to the serious injury to both eyes of the brusher Alexander Bruce. The accident
occurred on the 2nd March when, after boring a hole in sandstone overlying the Kiltongue coal seam, the injured
man inserted 3 cartridges of the gelignite side by side and as he attempted to insert three more cartridges similarly
placed by the use of a copper cleaner the explosion occurred. He adds that he does not think the gelignite was
frozen, as far as he can tell.

NEIMME-JBA-9-239
7th March 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts by the no.2
mine at Riggend colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act of 1887 provided no more than 20 people are
allowed to work underground in connection with the single shaft at any one time, no fire is used underground for
ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption ends on
the 30th June 1900.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to H.Aitken confirming that he has noted his remarks on the suggested Special Rules.
He adds that he does not understand his remarks about firedamp under pressure, suggesting that he doesn't know
of anywhere in Scotland where firedamp is piped away from an issue. He admits that he has heard that firedamp
was and could still be being piped to a boiler which it fired at Hebburn colliery in Durham and that a Mr. H. Ayton
could probably provide details about that. He concludes that a Mr. Lindsay Wood had bored into Durham Coal seams
and fixed a gauge on the pipe inserted in the hole and got pressures over 400 pounds per square inch.

NEIMME-JBA-9-240
7th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, suggesting that after withholding a report on the application by
Boghead pit of Bathgate for exemption from 2 shafts due to a possible source of danger from water behind a dam,
the application may now be granted under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act 1887 as the dam has been taken
down, the conditions being that no more than 20 people are allowed to work underground in connection with the
single shaft at any one time, no fire is used underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is
completed as quickly as possible and the exemption expires on the 31st August 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-241
8th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to A. McKillop, Stenhouse colliery, Carron, Falkirk,
confirming the appointment of George Anderson as the manager of the colliery for the duration of the illness of Mr.
Shearer.

NEIMME-JBA-9-242
8th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to George Wilson, Blairadam colliery, confirming that work
has begun on a section of the five feet coal reached by a stone mine from the Dunfermline Splint coal in the no.2 pit
at the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-243
8th March 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, telling him that he made no report to
the Home Secretary of the proceedings at the fatal accident inquiry regarding the complaint against R.J. Walker (see
NEIMME-JBA-9-234 etc) and that he believes that Mr. Henderson has seen all the communications he made to the
Home Secretary on the matter.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Calder, Her Majesty's Inspector of Schools, Broughty Ferry, asking him to fix the
date of the next meeting of the Examination Board for Friday the 30th March at 12.30 p.m.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of
Alexander Nisbet by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-244
9th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Woodside Coal company, Netherburn, confirming that
they have sunk a pit for a small area of coal near the outcrop of the Ell coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-245
9th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Mackay, Roughrigg collieries, Avonbridge,
confirming that R. Forrester and company have begun to sink the no.2 pit at East Roughrigg from the Conrod to the
Armadale Main coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-246
9th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking in his position as
Secretary Inspector of the year, whether the date of May 8th, the one suggested at the last annual meeting of the
Inspectors of Mines, is still an appropriate date for holding the years annual meeting at the Home Office.

NEIMME-JBA-9-247/248
10th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home
Department, giving observations on the proposed bill entitled Coal Mines (Prohibition of Child Labour Underground)
including the nearest approximate number of children the bill would affect under the Coal Mines act in his district.
He notes that in the annual returns children aged between 12 and 13 are not noted separately from those aged
between 12 and 16 who work underground with the number of the latter being 3,694 which were employed in 1899.
He adds that on the surface the number of children aged 12 to 13 are noted separately, with 9 being employed out
of a total of 784 between 12 and 16. He extrapolates that if the proportion was the same underground there would
be 42 children employed. He also notes that he believes the amount of children employed as door boys or in
connection with the carriage of minerals is probably somewhat less than in other districts apart from the West of
Scotland. In contrast, he believes that it may be more common for boys to be employed at the face anywhere but in
the West of Scotland, partly because of the practice whereby the share of empty hutches that a miner can claim
depends on the number of persons employed therein. This leads what he calls anxious miners to employ a boy so
that he is not as restricted in the number of hutches he can claim for, even though the boy may not be particularly
useful in carrying out the work required. Despite this custom at many large collieries, boys under 13 are not
(supposed to be?) allowed by management to work underground, although he adds that he believes about 150
children of that type may be employed there nevertheless in his district under the Coal Mines act. He concludes that
he does not believe that there will be opposition by the owners or miners to the proposal contained in the bill.

NEIMME-JBA-9-249
10th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Poneil Coal company, Coalburn, Lanarkshire,
confirming that the company are proposing to open up the 6 feet and bottom portion of their 9 feet seams and have
begun to put down a shaft for that purpose.

NEIMME-JBA-9-250
13th March 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to C.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, enclosing a report on the death of Thomas
Tough by H. Johnstone.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the proposed application for exemption from 2 shafts
by the Badallan colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act 1887 providing no more than 20 people are
allowed to work underground in connection with the one shaft underground at any one time, no fire is used
underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible, and the
exemption expires on the 30th September, 1900.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, allowing exemption from 2 shafts to the Ell coal pit at Woodside
colliery under Section 18 (ii) (a) of the Coal Mines act since he believes the amount of coal available is very doubtful
and there is probably no need to sink a second shaft. He notes that the plan is to work one or two Ell coal crops near
the outcrop to provide coal for boilers while sinking to the lower seams.

NEIMME-JBA-9-251
14th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Nimmo and company, Glasgow, confirming that
they have started to work the mid-coal from their Gateside pit at the Muiravonside colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-252
13th March/15th March 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of John
Sweeny by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to A. Laird, Mining Engineer, Glasgow, dated 15th March, providing him with
suggestions as to the details needed in the plan he was asked to compile on behalf of the company involved in
connection with the Carbarns explosion, as he was asked to do by Mr. Riddell (see NEIMME-JBA-9-232, 2nd letter).
He provides a small illustration of the area involved, and asks that details of the ventilation, the position of the hand
fan at the time of the explosion and the places where the dead and injured men and their lamps were found be
included, adding that a section would be useful. He concludes that the inquiry will probably be held on the 28th
March.

NEIMME-JBA-9-253
16th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Logan and sons, Coalmasters, Polmont Station,
confirming the appointment of Alexander McLuckie as the manager of their collieries in the room of John McDonald.

NEIMME-JBA-9-254
17th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Frank C. Wardell informing him as requested by the
Secretary of State that the annual meeting of the Inspectors of Mines will be held at the Home Office on the 8th May
that year and asking him to provide a list as soon after Easter as possible of the subjects the Inspectors desire to be
put on the agenda of the meeting. He asks him to inform him of the subjects he personally wishes to discuss.

NEIMME-JBA-9-255
15th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Arniston Coal company, Gorebridge, noting that he
has been informed by Mr. McLaren that their pithead frame is in an unsafe condition and the erection of the pithead

appears insecure. He adds that the machinery connected with the screening arrangements is unforced. He asks that
these matters are remedied.

NEIMME-JBA-9-256
17th March 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, suggesting that in the matter of the
prosecution of R.J. Walker (see NEIMME-JBA-9-243, 1st letter etc.) he should question the managers and specials
separately which miners and other workers worked in the North Section between the period of the 13th and the
30th November 1899 since he and Mr. Johnstone were unable to state by examining the colliery books, plans and
the workings of the colliery whether shots had been fired in the North section between those dates, Mr. Atkinson
going so far as to suggest that it is quite likely that no shots had been fired there during the period. He suggests that
the separate inquiries be made by the police, since they would probably be held at the workers' houses. He adds
that he did not ask Mr. Walker whether brushers actually worked in the section between the dates specified and
neither did Mr. Johnstone.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death
of R. Lumsden by Mr. H. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-257
24th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Liurigg Coal company, Liurigg collieries, Holytown,
confirming that the company has begun to open up a mine from the surface to the Ell Coal seam.

NEIMME-JBA-9-258
24th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas Brown and sons, Largoward colliery, confirming
that they have discontinued working the marl coal at the colliery and have recommended sinking.

NEIMME-JBA-9-259
24th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas Brown and Sons, Largoward colliery, confirming
the appointment of Thomas Ireland as the manager of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-260
24th March 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Eastrigg Coal company, Westfield, Linlithgowshire,
confirming the appointment of James Roden as the manager of Eastrigg colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-261
24th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing particulars
relating to non-fatal accidents at mines and quarries and the quantity of minerals obtained from open workings in
his district in 1899; a corrected copy of the advance proof relating to fatal accidents at mines and quarries in the
same period and a notice of an accident at a brickworks which was not included in the list of quarry accidents and
which should have been forwarded to the Factory inspector.

NEIMME-JBA-9-262
24th March 1900
Plan concerning East Scotland in 1899 containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-263
(24th March 1900?)
Plan concerning East Scotland in 1899 containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-264
24th March 1900
Two lettersThe first a plan concerning East Scotland in 1899 containing no information signed by J.B. Atkinson.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Superintendent Robinson, Linlithgowshire Constabulary, confirming he has
received his letter concerning the disused pit on the Boghead Estate along with P.C. Corries' report on same and
promises to look further into it.

NEIMME-JBA-9-265
24th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Williamson, Auchren Lime Works, Lesmahagow,
confirming they have stopped working their daylight mine at the Lime Works because of a bad roof and want of coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-266

24th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, forwarding a report by Mr.
McLaren for the information of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives on an explosion of Hynorchs (?) gelignite at
Prestongrange colliery in Haddingtonshire owned by the Summerlee and Mossend Iron and Steel company on the
17th March in which the two miners Hugh Gracie and George Dudgeon were injured.

NEIMME-JBA-9-267
24th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Black and sons, Airdrie, confirming that the
company has begun to work at their Brownyside and Craighead Whinstone quarries.

NEIMME-JBA-9-268
24th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to David Smith, Manager, Deans Mines, Bathgate, confirming
that the Pumpherston Oil company have decided to stop working their Seafield Fell Shale mine.

NEIMME-JBA-9-269
24th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to David Smith, Manager, Deans Mines, Bathgate, confirming
that the Pumpherston Oil company intend to open up a new mine at Deans and at Seafield.

NEIMME-JBA-9-270
24th March 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Taylor (?), checkweigher, Barnhill Farm, Sandilands, Lanark, suggesting he direct his
complaint concerning the weighing machine at Douglas colliery to the Inspector of Weights and Measures as he
believes he will have the power to deal with it. He adds that if a satisfactory result is not arrived at through that
Inspector, he should inform him again.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Walter Lord and Son, Dunnikeir colliery, Kirkcaldy, advising the company to apply
for an extension of their exemption from 2 shafts at their no.1 Pandey (?) pit if they do not complete their second
shaft within their allotted time.
The third from J. B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, suggesting that he sees no reason to
bring Her Majesty's Inspectors into the case concerning the breach of Special Rules at High Quinn(?) and that the
additional particulars he has provided do not alter the opinion he has already stated about the case. He returns a
police report and newspaper and apologises for not replying sooner due to his being away from home.

NEIMME-JBA-9-271
24th March/26th March 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, allowing the application for exemption from 2 shafts made by the
no.5 Pumpherston Oil Shale mine under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act 1887 provided no more than 20
people are allowed to work in connection with the one shaft underground at any one time, no fire is used
underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the
exemption expires on the 31st July 1900.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Baird, Lanarkshire Coalmasters Association, Glasgow, dated 26th March,
suggesting a Monday the 2nd April meeting at any time concerning the suggested Special Rules being discussed at
the meeting of the committee of Coal Masters.

NEIMME-JBA-9-272
28th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Walter Lord and son, Dunnikeir colliery, Kirkcaldy,
confirming the appointments of John Henderson and John Clark as the managers of their number 1 and 2 Panny pits
at the colliery and their Leddle pit respectively, Mr Clark already managing their Begg colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-273
28th March 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing for the
attention of Her Majesty's Inspector for Explosives a report by Mr. McLaren on an explosion of Habruscim's (?)
gelignite on the 19th March in a pit being sunk at Lochend near Slamannan in Lanark to a lower seam by James
Nimmo and company injuring the sinker James Penman.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Northfield Coal company, Prestonpans, suggesting that they should make an
application directly to the Home Secretary if they wish to extend their exemption from 2 shafts while promising to
look into the matter referred to in the meantime.

NEIMME-JBA-9-274
28th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Niddrie and Beuhar Coal company, Edinburgh,
confirming the appointment of Hugh Hamilton and Alexander Millar as the undermanagers of their Niddrie and
Newcraighall collieries respectively in the room of the resigned (undermanager?) William Hamilton.

NEIMME-JBA-9-275

28th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Black and sons, Airdrie, confirming that they are
about to resume working the Musselband coal in the Iron and Shale seam of the nos 8 and 10 pits at Arden.

NEIMME-JBA-9-276
28th March/30th March 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James Leith, Persley quarries, Aberdeen, telling him that the stationers MacNaughton
and Gowanlock of Glasgow have the quarry report books of the kind they are looking for.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 30th March, agreeing to the extension of the exemption
from 2 shafts for the Grassec Coal seam at the no.1 Panny pit at Dunnikier colliery under the same terms with the
new expiry date being the 30th April 1900.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 30th March, agreeing to the application for extension of the
exemption from 2 shafts by the Virtuewell seam of the no.5 pit at East Roughrigg colliery under the same conditions
with the new date of expiry being the 14th April 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-277
29th March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R.G. McCulloch, manager, Roughrigg collieries,
Avonbridge, confirming that A. Forester and company have begun to sink a communication shaft for the no.5 pit
Virtuewell seam.

NEIMME-JBA-9-278
31st March 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacPhail, Mining Department, Carron company, Stirlingshire, arranging to meet
Mr. McPhail at the Easter Law colliery on Tuesday the 3rd April, arriving at the Polmont station at 10.36 a.m. and
driving up to the colliery, to discuss the moss and water problems they are having and how to deal with them.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Major Littledale, Divisional Officer, Maryhill Barracks,promising to visit Wilsons and
Clyde Coal company again on the next Monday to discuss the coal under Hamilton barracks as the Major had raised
the subject in two recent letters. He cites the reason he has delayed the reply was the last time he visited the
company the Secretary of the company had been laid up with influenza. He promises to write with the results of his
discussion within the week.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to W. Gammell, secretary, Wilsons and Clyde Coal company, proposing a rearranged
meeting with him regarding the coal under Hamilton barracks since the Secretary was laid up with influenza on his
last visit (see letter above). His specific questions concern the amount of coal used for colliery purposes their

company is due from the War Department over and above the 5% agreed to be allowed free of royalty since
Whitsunday 1898.

NEIMME-JBA-9-279
31st March 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Netherburn Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of Walter Burt as the manager of their Bentrigg and Macken collieries in the room of William Riddell.

NEIMME-JBA-9-280
31st March 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, providing a report for the
attention of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives by Mr R. McLaren about an explosion of Nobels Gelatine Dynamite
at Niddrie colliery in Edinburgh owned by the Niddrie and Beuhar Coal company which severely injured the 40 year
old miner Henry Robertson about the head and face.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Ware telling him he approves of his summary of Quarry Returns and has used
the figures therein for his report.

NEIMME-JBA-9-281
31st March/1st April 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Hunter, Town Clerk, Edinburgh, saying he will be glad to receive a copy of the
papers and a minute of the business carried out at the Hartley Relief fund meeting for the East Scotland Mines
Inspection district held on the 23rd November 1898 at the Council Chambers in Edinburgh.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.A. (Ash) Atkinson, dated 1st April, giving his opinion of the methods of paying
miners either for the weight of the minerals they excavate or the amount of yards they work,after hearing from 'Ash'
of a Supreme Court decision where he works on the matter. He suggests that the former method is thought of as the
norm, noting that when Mr. Matthews was Home Secretary he was a fervent believer that men should be paid by
weight. He notes that in Scotland the latter payment method has been adopted where owners wished to get rid of
checkweighers. Despite this, he does not think that the method of paying by the yard is necessarily unfair since it is
the normal method of paying stone miners, brushers and sinkers and a tonnage rate for coal is often supplemented
by a yard price. He does, however, note that he is not qualified to ascertain whether the yard method is legal and a
lawyer would have to be consulted to make sure of this. He adds that he does not understand the conclusion
reached in the Supreme Court Decision that the owners and men could possibly opt out of the weighing clauses
altogether since such clauses provide that it is necessary to weigh coal under certain conditions. The idea that the
use of the yard method of payment means that weighing of coal is not necessary, as found by the Court, does not
make sense to him. He then goes on to inform his brother of other issues; that the death of Thomas Boland has left
him as the sole executor of an unknown nature and that he wants Lizzie Willis to write him with ideas as to a
successor for Mr. Boland; a business venture in South Africa is looking better but is still progressing more slowly than

expected; that he has told Bertram to write to him; that his two daughters Rachel and Mildred are finishing college
to study economics hopefully for an M.A. degree and taking riding lessons and playing hockey respectively while son
Gilbert is thinking of joining the Indian Civil Service and other sons Leonard and Alan are doing well at school with
the former getting stronger; that he supposes Ash will stay on in Australia and should apply for a permanent
appointment with a retiring pension for his 60th year; that the coal trade is very brisk in his district despite no large
new places opening except in Fife; sending his love to his wife Annie and the family; that Harry Longbotham has
written from Pretoria and that Jinsy sends her love and will write to Annie soon.

NEIMME-JBA-9-282
1st April 1900
Continuation of NEIMME-JBA-9-281,2nd letter (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-Unnumbered
2nd April 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the extension of the application for exemption from 2
shafts for the Diver Coal seam at the no.14(?) pit at Northfield colliery made necessary by an increase in the amount
of water that needed to be pumped out of the seam. The new date for expiry of the exemption under the same
conditions as previously was set for the 30th September 1900.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing his Annual
Report for 1899.

NEIMME-JBA-9-283
3rd April 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Major Littledale, Divisional Officer, Maryhill Barracks, Glasgow, telling him that after
looking into the amount owed by Wilsons and Clyde company in royalty for the period ending Whitsunday 1899 (see
NEIMME-JBA-8-278,2nd letter) the amount of 8 pounds 13 shillings and 6 pence should be claimed for after
readjusting the payment of royalty Martinmas to Whitsunday.

NEIMME-JBA-9-284
March 1900
Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-285
March 1900

Plan containing statistics with nil through the bottom half (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-286
3rd April 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing reports on the deaths of Patrick
Clark and John Fay by Mr. R. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Ashworth, Highfield House, Chaddesden, Derby, suggesting that the
evidence given at the inquiry into the Carbarns explosion (see NEIMME-JBA-9-252, 2nd letter etc) pointed to the
explosion originating at a point where the only person known to be there with a light was a fireman with a Davy
lamp. A survivor in the area testified that he had a safety lamp but had extinguished it before the explosion. He adds
that he does not think it likely that the fireman involved had taken the gauge off his lamp since he knew gas was
present despite the gauge not being found with the lamp. He supposes that the gauge could be trapped under the
roof fall that took place after the explosion. He adds his belief that the fireman probably placed the lamp on the
pavement and had gone forward in the dark, allowing the lamp to become overheated and igniting the gas, the
explosion damaging the lamp and detaching the gauge.

NEIMME-JBA-9-287
3rd April 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Gavin Paul and sons, Edinburgh, confirming the
appointment of William Hamilton as the manager of their Mosside and Baghead collieries in Bathgate.

NEIMME-JBA-9-288
4th April 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to W.R. Herring, Chief Engineer and Manager, New Street
Works, Edinburgh, confirming that the Edinburgh and Leith Corporations Gas Commissioners are opening a quarry
near their new gasworks in Glanton.

NEIMME-JBA-9-289
4th April/5th April 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to S. Foulis, Glasgow, returning a copy of Special Rules which he has certified on page 23
in connection with the case of Daily versus Watsons Ltd.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Ashworth, Highfield House, Chaddesden, Derby, dated 5th April,
commenting that he believes he has misunderstood part of his last letter concerning the Carbarns explosion (see
NEIMME-JBA-9-286,2nd letter etc). He specifies that the survivor testified that he had extinguished his lamp, not
that the fireman had been seen to extinguish his- his lamp being the only likely source of the ignition that caused the

explosion. He adds that he does not think that the gauge of the lamp which could not be found was likely to have
been dislodged by the ignition of gas in the lamp itself but the violence it was subjected to by the explosion. In a
postscript he further explains that he believes the roof fall to have occurred after the explosion burying the gauge.

NEIMME-JBA-9-290
5th April 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Anderson, Barblues colliery, confirming that a new
pit has begun to be sunk at Barblues beginning on the 7th March to the Lower Drumgray seam.

NEIMME-JBA-9-291
5th April/6th April 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to H. McRoberts, Checkweigher, Wishaw, promising to look further into the question of
ventilation at the no.4 pit at Stevenhouse.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.McLaren, Crieff, asking him to examine the place of the Devon accident in the
wake of the fatality (ies?) that have resulted.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to C.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, dated 6th April, enclosing a report on the
death of Alexander Duncan by H. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-292
17th April 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Nimmo and company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of Hugh Nisbet as the undermanager of Redding colliery in the room of A. McLuckie.

NEIMME-JBA-9-293
17th April 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, returning police information and
enclosing a report by Mr. H. Johnstone on the death of James McLean.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to the procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, sending him a report on the death of Alexander
Fisher by Mr McLaren because he believes the accident which caused the fatality took place in the Cupar district. He
asks the procurator fiscal to check this is so, and then remind the Sheriff clerk to send him the date of the
forthcoming inquiry into the matter if so. He asks that if the accident did not occur in the area that he returns the
report.

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of David
Jack by H. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-294
19th April 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Briarford and Lawson Ltd, Edinburgh, asking them to
remedy the very dangerous situation in the old shaft at Southhill Farm on the estate of the late Sir John Pinder
caused by the falling in of the fence surrounding it.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to United Collieries Ltd, Glasgow, asking them to
remedy the very dangerous situation at the Society (?) pit at Fallahill where a shaft that is not in use has a fence on
top that has given way.

NEIMME-JBA-9-295
17th April 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James Ashworth, Claddenden, Derby, making further comments about the Carbarns
explosion (see NEIMME-JBA-9-289, 2nd letter etc). He suggests there is no reason to doubt a survivor's account that
he turned his lamp out prior to the explosion because he feared there was gas about and he thought he could turn
the handle of a fan in a safer manner in the dark. He professes that the straightforward manner he gave his evidence
made him credible, although the reason may not have been worthy of a practical miner. He adds that the lamp he
used was a Marsant. He concludes by noting that he has no reason to doubt that the gas ignited in the fireman's
Davy (lamp) but that he has no theory as to how the explosion became directed of his gauge.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.Aitken, Surveyors' Office, Cupar, Fife, remarking that straw furnes (fires?) are not
prohibited by the Quarries act but are prohibited under Special Rule 9 of the Quarry Special Rules so in any Quarry
where the Special Rules are established the practice would be prohibited.

NEIMME-JBA-9-296
17th April 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H. Rowan, Hill of Heath colliery, Fife, confirming the
appointment of William Riddell as the Undermanager of the Engine (?) pit at the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-Unnumbered
17th April 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Mackay, Whitrigg collieries, Blackbarn,
Linlithgowshire, confirming that an old pit has been reopened on the lands of Burnbrae to be called the no.3 pit at
the Whitrigg colliery which is intended to be worked for the Jewell and main coals.

NEIMME-JBA-9-297
17th April 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Clark, Zone Manager, Broxburn Mines, confirming
the Broxburn Oil company has begun to work a new mine in the Curly Shale seam to be known as the Allyn mine.

NEIMME-JBA-9-298
17th April 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to A. Hassmyth, Dundonald colliery, Cardenden, Fife,
confirming that G.D. Hassmyth, the receiver's son, has been appointed as the substitute in managing the colliery
during Mr. Danskin's illness.

NEIMME-JBA-9-299
17th April 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State,Home Department, enclosing a report for Her
Majesty's Inspector of Explosives on an explosion of Nobel's gelignite at Whitehill Quarry near Leslie in Fifeshire
worked by the Fife County Council, resulting in the death of the quarryman Alexander Fisher (see NEIMME-JBA-9293, 2nd letter). The report was written by R. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death
of Michael Rowley by Mr. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-300
17th April/18th April 1900
Four lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the extension of the exemption from 2 shafts by the five
foot seam of Glencraig colliery due to the presence of some extra hard stone delaying the sinking of the 2nd shaft.
The conditions of the exemption are the same as before, with the new expiry date the 30th June 1900.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to D.McKenzie, Road Surveyor, Dunfermline, dated 18th April, proposing to arrive at
Dunfermline Lower (?) station the next day to visit Letherburns (?) Quarry at about 12.48 p.m. He asks that Mr.
McKenzie accompanies him to the quarry as he enquires about an accident that occurred there.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to F. Hollings, Holburn, dated 18th April, asking him to send 5 books on angling from his
no.34 catalogue.
The fourth from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, dated 18th April, enclosing
reports on the death of Thomas Wood and on the death of Cornelius O'Donnell which was also related to an injury
to George Bonnor. Both were written by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-301
18th April/20th April 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.R. Herring, New Street Works, Edinburgh, telling him that until Granton Quarry
meets or exceeds the depth of 20 feet, the proposed Special Rules cannot be established. He does, however, suggest
that if the plan for the Quarry involves reaching or exceeding that depth it would be advisable to adopt the code in
place at most of the larger quarries and he provides a copy of this code. He asks if he will send word if he is willing to
adopt the code when it is formally proposed to him by the Secretary of State, at which point the Special Rules can be
legally established when the depth is reached or exceeded.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Nimmo and company, Glasgow, dated 20th April, asking the company to
inform him whether the notice of the accident to James Penman on the 19th March in the no.4 pit at Lochend is
correct in stating that the pit is in New Monkland in the county of Lanark or whether it is in fact in Stirlingshire.

NEIMME-JBA-9-302
21st April 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Coltness Iron company, Newmains, confirming that
Boyd's No.1 old pit at Pather has been opened up as part of a trial to work the Upper Ell coal. The manager is
confirmed as John Wardlaw.

NEIMME-JBA-9-303
23rd April 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Whitehall, enclosing notes of the subjects
proposed for discussion at the Annual Meeting of the Inspectors of Mines. The agenda includes Mr. Atkinson talking
about the distribution and position of the Hartley Surplus Relief funds in the various districts and also discuss their
future administration in the wake of the Workmen's Compensation act. He also suggests that minute 5(c) of the
proceedings at the Annual Meeting of 1898 in connection with the Explosives Order be reconsidered.

NEIMME-JBA-9-304/305
21st April 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing information for
the attention of Her Majesty's Inspector of Explosives on two recent explosions. The first occurred on the 18th April
at Lathedmond Whinstone Quarry worked by the Fife County Council and situated near Dunfermline. The explosion
of gelignite led to the deaths of the Quarrymen William English and John McLean and injured four other quarrymenJohn Heron, Andrew Crowie, James Kinnell and James Donald. He explains that a machine drilled hole over 10 inches
deep and dipping slightly was being charged with three cartridges of gelignite side by side being tied together,
inserted and pushed home with a wooden rammer (?) when the explosion occurred. About a ton of stone was
dislodged and the wooden rammer was broken. The gelignite used was British Gelignite manufactured by the British

Explosives Syndicate in Glasgow. He adds that it was probably in hard condition as the gelignite he examined at the
place on the same day as the accident was hard and there had seemed to be no attempt to thaw the explosive
before using it. The second explosion occurred at the Chapel colliery owned by the Chapel Coal company situated
near Newmains in Lanark and he encloses a report by Mr. Johnstone on same. The gelignite used was Kynoch's
gelignite and led to the brusher William McConnell being seriously injured.

NEIMME-JBA-9-306/307
23rd April 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, on discussions and
objections to new proposed Special Rules on timbering and the use of safety lamps in mines that Mr. Atkinson and
Mr. Ronaldson, the other Scottish Inspector of Mines, have noted. He notes that he has sent these draft rules to 24
of the largest mines in his district and received some comments, while also meeting, with Mr. Ronaldson, a
committee of Coalmasters representing the whole of Scotland except for Oil Shale mines to discuss the rules. In the
discussion, he noted their responses- the rule regarding the propping of roof met with a divided response, with some
owners willing to try the proposed system while doubting the necessity to make it a rule from which criminal charges
might be taken if not followed while others objected that many roofs needed no propping at all; the proposed
spragging rules met with no opposition; the owners objected to the supply of timber rule because they saw no
reason why the current practice whereby miners were responsible for collecting their own timber and taking it down
in hutches needed to be augmented with the appointment of special men to supply the timber with Mr. Atkinson
suggesting that the current system could work if the owners officials made sure that an adequate supply of timber
was always available; The rules on drawing timber were objected to because the coalmasters believed that the
amount of accidents deriving from the practice were so few and the safety lamps rules were felt to be too stringent
concerning the proposed prohibition of use of naked safety lamps,with Mr. Atkinson suggesting that a variation of a
rule first suggested by the inspectors in this regard could be agreed to. In general, he notes that the reaction to the
proposed new rules was not favourable.

NEIMME-JBA-9-308
22nd April/23rd April 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to A.A. (Ash) Atkinson commenting on the allowed use of lights and safety lamps in
return airways as specified in General Rule 8. He suggests that he does not believe that the rule specifies no
regulations on the use of lights in the airway. He adds that the rule may specify that where coal in any part of a
ventilating district is worked with safety lamps, then the coal between this and the return airway should be worked
with safety lamps, but does not think this rule applies to any miner or person travelling in the return airway or
anyone doing other work apart from working coal. He adds that he believes he is correct in his recollections of the
practices used regarding lights in the home collieries are correct but that this does not really help in attempting to
derive a legal interpretation of the rule.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, dated 23rd April, enclosing a
report on a blocking accident at Lothalmond colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-9-309 below) and asking for the date of the
forthcoming public inquiry on the matter, noting that he believes that the date was also missing from the previous
notification of a quarry accident.

NEIMME-JBA-9-309
23rd April 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-308,2nd letter above etc.) on a
blasting accident at Lothalmond colliery (See NEIMME-JBA-9-308 above etc.) The explosion of British Gelignite
caused the death of 23 year old quarryman William English, fatally injured quarryman John McLean who died the
same day in hospital in Dunfermline, seriously injured 22 year old quarryman John Heron and also injured 36 year
old quarryman James Donaldson and two foremen/quarrymen,23 year old Andrew Cronie and 49 year old James
Kinnell. The explosion occurred on the 18th April at about 11.20 a.m. while quarrymen were attempting to charge
the second of 22 holes that had been bored in the whinstone rock. Three cartridges of gelignite had been placed side
by side, tied together and inserted at once and as they were being pushed home by a wooden rammer the charge
exploded. All the injured quarrymen were near the hole at the time. The rammer was broken and the unused
explosive was taken away by a Mr. Baird of Roseobie Lime Works who came on the scene shortly after the accident.
When Mr. Atkinson examined this explosive he found it hard, suggesting that no attempt had been made to thaw
the explosive and that the gelignite in this condition was dangerous to use. He concludes that he has asked a Mr.
McKenzie to provide a plan of the place and that the survivors of the explosion and Mr. McKenzie should be cited as
witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-310
25th April/28th April 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of
James McCue by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to William Magee, Miners' Secretary, Whitburn, dated 28th April, promising to look
further into the question of ventilation at the Harthill colliery.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 28th April, enclosing a report on the
death of William Murphy by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-311
28th April 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Barr and Thornton, Coalmasters, Fauldhouse, confirming
the start of sinking of two shafts at Cultring colliery in the Whitburn parish of Linlithgowshire to be named the nos. 1
and 2 pits there and that Adam Chambers has been appointed the manager of the two pits.

NEIMME-JBA-9-312
1899
Plan containing statistics on (pits in?) Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington, Kinross, the Eastern portion of
Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, Perth, the Eastern portion of Sterling and Sutherland.

NEIMME-JBA-9-313
1899
Plan containing statistics on (pits in?) Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington, Kinross, the Eastern portion of
Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, Perth, the Eastern portion of Sterling and Sutherland, with specific statistics on shale in
Fife, Kinross and Lanark, oil shale at Lanark,Sterling and Sutherland and ganister at Sterling.

NEIMME-JBA-9-314
1899
Plan containing statistics on (pits in?) Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington, Kinross, the Eastern portion of
Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, Perth, the Eastern portion of Sterling and Sutherland.

NEIMME-JBA-9-315
1899
Plan containing statistics for (pits in?) Edinburgh with nil written through the bottom half.

NEIMME-JBA-9-316
1899
Plan containing a statistic for (pits in?) Edinburgh.

NEIMME-JBA-9-317
1899 (?)
Plan containing nil written through its centre.

NEIMME-JBA-9-318
1899
Two plans containing statistics, one on (pits in?) Edinburgh, the East of Lanark, Linlithgow and the East of Sterling,
the other relating to Edinburgh, Fife, the Eastern part of Lanark and Linlithgow.

NEIMME-JBA-9-319
1899
Plan containing statistics for (pits in?) Edinburgh, Fife, Lanark, Linlithgow and Sterling specifically concerning
Limestone and Oil Shale in Edinburgh and Fife; Limestone, Sandstone, Fireclay, Oil Shale and Red Marle in Lanark;
Limestone and Oil Shale in Linlithgow and Fireclay and Ganister in Sterling.

NEIMME-JBA-9-320
1899
Plan containing statistics for (pits in?) Edinburgh, Linlithgow and Fife.

NEIMME-JBA-9-321
1899
Plan containing statistics for (pits in?) Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Fife, Forfar, Haddington and Lanark.

NEIMME-JBA-9-322
1899(?)
Plan containing statistics.

NEIMME-JBA-9-323
2nd May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas Webster , Bardiehouse Limeworks, confirming
the appointment of a Mr. Harper(?) as the manager of the Limeworks in the room of Mr. Webster's late father.

NEIMME-JBA-9-324
2nd May 1900
Plan containing statistics for April 1900 signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-325
2nd May 1900 (?)
Plan containing statistics with nil written through bottom half (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-326
Blank page.

NEIMME-JBA-9-327
2nd May 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to A.I. Eagleston, Home Office, confirming receipt of a letter concerning the plans for the
following abandoned mines- the no.1 pit at Lawhill; Auchinstilloch at Lanark; the no.1 pit at Raebog in Lanark; the
no.3 pit at Crossgreen in Linlithgow; the Townhill colliery in Fife and the Cullshill colliery also in Fife. He says he is
returning the plans for Lawhill, Townhill and Cullshill and will shortly also send the others.

NEIMME-JBA-9-328/329 (see overleaf)
2nd May 1900
Plan of the Lawhill mine at Muckart in Dollar owned by Robert McAllister and sons of Uddingston in which the upper
coal was abandoned on the 15th May 1899 for being unremunerative, the plan being compiled by Harry W. Leivice
of Glasgow using the Majestic Meridian system and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-330/331 (see overleaf)
2nd May 1900
Plan of the Bearse pit at Buttlehill in Dunfermline owned by the Wallace Brothers of Holbeath in Dunfermline in
which the Upper Eight feet Coal and the Lower Eight Feet Coal were abandoned for being unremunerative, the latter
also being exhausted, on the 11th September 1899. The plan was compiled by John Irvine, a 1st Class Certificated
Colliery Manager using the Majestic Meridian system (the fiscal survey being plotted using the meridian of 1893) and
signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-332/333 (see overleaf)
2nd May 1900
Plan of the Lowerhill no.8 mine in Dunfermline owned by the Lowerhill Collliery Ltd of Dunfermline in which the six
feet, Bairscobie, Swallowsburnice(?), Ell, Upper Eight Feet and Lower Eight feet coal were abandoned on the 12th
August 1899, all being considered as unremunerative and all but the Lower Eight Feet being exhausted also. The plan
was compiled by Thomas Borland, a 1st class Certificated Colliery manager using the Majestic Meridian system and
signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-334
2nd May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Kinneil Cannel and Coking Coal company, Glasgow,
confirming the appointment of Archibald Livingston as the manager of Kinneil collieries replacing Robert Walker.

NEIMME-JBA-9-335/336 (see overleaf)
2nd May 1900
Plan of the Kinniemouth (colliery?) of Cardenden owned by the Central Fife Coal company and Simpson and
Hardwick of Edinburgh in which the Virtuewell, Upper Drumgray and Mid Drumgray coal was abandoned on the 6th

August 1898 due to being unremunerative. The plan was compiled by Walter Summerville, a 1st class Certificated
Colliery Manager, using the Majestic Meridian system and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-337
3rd May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. Smillie, Lanarkshire Miners County Union, Hamilton, promising to look further into the
question of weighing at Dunsyston colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-338/339 (see overleaf)
12th May 1900
Plan of the Whisky Neuk mine in the Little Raith pit in Cowdenbeath owned by the Lochgelly Iron and Coal company
in which the Lochgelly Splint and Parrot coal was discontinued due to exhaustion on the 27th December 1899, the
plan being compiled by the surveyor James P. Sutherland using the Majestic Meridian and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-340
12th May 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Glenyards Fireclay company, Bonnybridge, advising the company of procedures laid
out in Special Rules that they have not adhered to. He notes that they have not observed the procedure laid down in
Section 52 of the Coal Mines act by neglecting to enclose the address of the Inspector of the district in their notice of
Special Rules and only sending back one copy when two are needed. He returns the Rules and the notice and asks
that they be reposted corrected and in duplicate. He adds that he has noted the comments made about the plan and
a second shaft, while adding that regarding the young man acting as an engineman Rule 24 states that no-one under
the age of 22 can raise or lower men.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Delevigne explaining that, in reply to Mr Cunnynghame's query, the reason the
result of the Kinneil prosecution was not included in his report was because the prosecution was heard that year and
his report only covered the previous year,1899 (see NEIMME-JBA-9-234 etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-341
12th May 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to George Morrison, Stane colliery, informing him that he has not followed the procedure
required by the Coal Mines act regarding Special Rules at the colliery by neglecting to provide a printed notice of
objections, the address of the Inspector of the district in the notice so any objections can be sent to him and not
sending two copies of the Special Rules to him. He returns the one copy that was sent and asks him to resend the
information as required in Section 52 of the act.

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.S. McAllister, Fernie, B.C., Box 89, confirming receipt of a letter containing a
tracing of the Lawhill Colliery plan.

NEIMME-JBA-9-342
12th May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James C. Weir, Glespin colliery, Douglas, confirming the
appointment of Mr. Weir as the manager of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-343
12th May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Forsyth and Russell, Bellside colliery, Cleland, confirming
that the company have sunk their no.1 pit to the Upper Drumgray coal and have begun to break away the Upper
Drumgray and Kiltongue seams.

NEIMME-JBA-9-344
12th May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount terrace, Glasgow, to R. Grant, Soline, confirming the opening of a small pit on
the Oath estate in Dunfermline.

NEIMME-JBA-9-345
12th May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Howie, Auchenheath colliery, Lanarkshire,
confirming the appointment of Robert Stewart as the manager of the Fence colliery in the room of James Ross and
also confirming receipt of Special Rules which he has signed and promises to return his copy of same in due course.

NEIMME-JBA-9-346
12th May/13th May 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to E.F.M. Beane, surgeon, Firockheim (?), telling him that he believes only accidents that
occur outside the quarry holes at the works used for the drossing of the mineral need to be reported. He asks him to
send a note about the accident he refers to so he can confirm whether it needs to be noted in a formal report.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.A. (Ash) Atkinson, dated 13th May, remarking on the circumstances of an
accident at the Sydney Harbour colliery that 'Ash' has drwn his attention to. He notes that in his area there is
deemed to be no reason to give exemptions to sinking shafts from guides,adding that that does not mean he is
certain as to the legal construction to be placed on the rule or the exact meaning of the word working under such a

legal framework. He adds a theory that buntons opposite to the brattice might have been boarded or clad(?) for a
few feet opposite the kibble. He notes two instances in his area where workers were killed, a sinking with guides in a
pit at Newbattle where two men were killed by the rider sticking then falling away and an incident in Fife where 3
men were killed when they fell off a kibble while ascending leading to the owners adding guides. He adds that he
believes that a kibble that starts with a small oscillation when descending the length of the swing will probably
oscillate more as the distance descended increases. He concludes on the matter by approving the notice under
Section 20 with the reservation that there is some danger in having guides in a sinking pit. On other matters, Mr.
Atkinson notes that he has just returned from the annual meeting (of coal inspectors) and has a lot of
correspondence to write, the family are in good health, Mabel is in London and he saw her several times while he
was there and when he called at Herberts he found that his children had whooping cough.

NEIMME-JBA-9-347
12th May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Howie, Tillier Nelson (?) Station, Lanarkshire, on the
subject of Fence Coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-348
12th May 1900
Letter from J. B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to David Smith, Seafield Mines, Bathgate, confirming that
the Pumpherston Oil company has decided to sink a new pit at Deans Section near Edinburgh Road and has also
opened up their old no.3 pit at Starland near Seafield mines.

NEIMME-JBA-9-349
12th May 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, remarking that, in connection with
the case involving George Davidson and two others, that he believes Special Rule 72 applies above and below
ground.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Dudley Stuart, Advocate, Edinburgh, asking if he knows from Mr. Cook whether any
representations are to be made to the Home Secretary regarding shot firing at Kinneil colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-350
Blank page.

NEIMME-JBA-9-351/352 (see overleaf)
14th May 1900

Plan of Crossgreen no.3 pit at Uphall near Broxburn owned by the Broxburn Oil company where the Curly and
Broxburn Shale was discontinued due to exhaustion on the 5th October 1899. The plan was compiled by William
Robertson and son of Glasgow under the Majestic Meridian system and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-353
14th May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking for permission to
begin proceedings against Robert Muir, the manager of Bowhill colliery owned by the Bowhill Coal company situated
near Cardenden in Fife, for contravening General Rule 13 Section 49 of the Coal Mines Regulation act of 1887. He
adds that the non observance of the rule led to an accident at the colliery which led to a miner fatality.

NEIMME-JBA-9-354
14th May 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Ware asking him to send information on the numbers of: persons employed
underground in mines under the Coal Mines act in the United Kingdom; persons employed underground in mines
under the Coal Mines act in Scotland; firedamp explosions reported in the UK; firedamp explosions reported in
Scotland; persons killed by firedamp explosions in UK; persons killed by firedamp explosions in Scotland; persons
injured by firedamp explosions in UK and persons injured by firedamp explosions in Scotland. He apologises for
asking for the information but confesses he does not have it at hand.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from two shafts made
by the main coal seam of Whitrigg colliery in Linlithgowshire under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act of 1887
providing no more than 20 persons are employed underground in connection with the one shaft at any one time, no
fire is used underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible
and the exemption expires on the 14th July 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-355
14th May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Glanton and Atkinson, solicitors, Newcastle Upon Tyne, explaining that the Hartley Relief
fund, whose amount allocated to his East Scotland inspection district has lain dormant for some years, has appointed
him as Secretary to report on and ascertain in what way the money accrued can be used in future. He suggests that
with the passing of the Workmens Compensation act there is now little need for small individual sums to be paid out
and wonders whether the solicitors can suggest an institution to which it can be passed to benefit the miners more
generally. He adds that if they do not believe they are the right persons to give advice on the matter, whether they
could suggest any other alternative sources of advice.

NEIMME-JBA-9-356
16th May 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Nimmo and company, Glasgow, confirming that the
company has begun to sink two pits at Cauderside in the Avondale colliery for the Virtuewell coal and that the no.16
pit at Redding colliery has been reopened to work the Soft Coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-357
15th May/16th May 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Simpson and Lawson, Edinburgh, replying to their enquiry concerning the John
Penders Trust at Southhill. He confirms receipt of their letter concerning the old shaft and the report from James
Person and son. Regarding the latter, he believes their proposals regarding cattle and sheep are satisfactory enough
but that he believes it would be better if the shaft concerned was filled up.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption made by the Hard (?)
Coal seam of the no.1 pit at Gateside in the Muiravonside colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act of
1887 provided no more than 20 persons are allowed to be employed in comnnection with the shaft underground at
any one time, fire is not used underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as
quickly as possible and the exemption expires on the 31st October 1900.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to G.F.M. Neave, surgeon, Finockheim(?),dated 16th May, confirming receipt of his
letter concerning the quarry accident. He suggests that it seems to be an accident requiring him to write a formal
report as Inspector of Quarries (see NEIMME-JBA-9-357, third letter).

NEIMME-JBA-9-358
16th May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H.S. Dunn, Caprington colliery, Kilmarnock, confirming
that W.C.S. Cunninghame, the owner of Auchlochan colliery, died in January and the colliery is now being run by
trustees. He further reports that John Anstuther Smaith Cunninghame, a colonel in the second life guards, will now
receive notices as owner and that Mr. Dunn himself has been appointed general agent and manager.

NEIMME-JBA-9-359
16th May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to P. Mitchell and sons, Leavenseat Lime works, Fauldhouse,
confirming the closing of the Leavenseat High Mine and returning the tracing he has been sent of the mine. He asks
that the tracing and a covering letter be sent directly to the Secretary of State at Whitehall.

NEIMME-JBA-9-360
16th May 1900
Two letters-

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J.Bost, Metal Broker, Glasgow, promising to call at his office the following Friday
afternoon (the 18th) at 3.15 to see the models regarding automatic coupling. He adds that he has written to a Mr.
Urquhart to tell him he may join them if he wishes.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Wilsons and Clyde Coal company, Glasgow, advising them that the additional
payment towards rent on the barracks coal at Hamilton was calculated for the year ending Whitsunday and was
based on total output being 11,574 tons 14 cwt which, when taking away 5 per cent left 10,996 tons. Calculating
payment of 8 pence per ton, the payment due was £366 10 shillings and 8 pence while the rent paid was £357 17
shillings and 2 pence. He asks him to let him know when he will be able to check his books for these results for the
year ending Whitsunday.

NEIMME-JBA-9-361
17th May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Dixon Ltd., Fauldhouse, on the subject of
Kinderwood Ironstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-362
17th May/19th May 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Glenyards Fireclay company, Bonnybridge, advising him to read General Rule 24 which
states that if miners usually enter their workplace by means of machinery, they must have a competent man of 22 or
over to work the engine involved. If, however, they enter by going down ladders the rule does not apply.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to George M.Campbell, Wigan, dated 19th May, explaining that he is writing to him
regarding the surplus to the Hartley colliery accident relief fund which he has taken up secretaryship of at a meeting
of the committee (see NEIMME-JBA-9-355). He continues by explaining that, with the passing of the Workmens
Compensation act, the necessity to provide individuals with money from the fund has diminished and that he has
been trying to find a suitable institution which would use the money for the benefit of the miners of the district. He
adds that he has written to the General Secretary of the fund, John Atkinson of Newcastle, on the subject who
agreed in principle to the idea and suggested consulting Mr. Campbell. He asks to be forgiven if he is not justified in
asking him for advice.

NEIMME-JBA-9-363
19th May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Constable, Roman Camp Mines, Uphall, confirming
that a new mine has been commenced in the wee or under shale to be called the no.3 mine at the Roman Camp.

NEIMME-JBA-9-364
19th May 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Haddiston Brick and Quarry company, Polmont,
advising him that he needs no leave or permission from him to work the seam of coal in his quarry that he proposes
to do.

NEIMME-JBA-9-365
19th May 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to J.L. Hedley, Newcastle Upon Tyne, telling him that the revised draft form sent to him
by Dr. Foster regarding the classification of accidents has not been passed by the meeting of the committee, and he
does not believe it can be adopted anywhere or taken further than the resolution that was passed.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Atkinson, Newcastle Upon Tyne, thanking him for his letter containing
enclosures regarding the Hartley Relief Fund surplus and saying he will follow his suggestion and will consult with
George M.Campbell (see NEIMME-JBA-9- 362, 2nd letter above).
The third from J.B. Atkinson to Macqueen and Knox, Aberdeen, advising them that he cannot give an opinion legally
as to whether there is grounds for action under the Workmens Compensation act regarding an accident which
occurred in connection with the erection of a blondin although he confirms that a blondin in use at quarries does fall
under his inspection as part of the Quarries act.

NEIMME-JBA-9-366
22nd May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Robert Forrester, Blackburn (?), Linlithgowshire, on the
subject of Whitrigg coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-367
22nd May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Barr and Thornton, Fauldhouse, on the subject of Altrigg
coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-368
22nd May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Wood Ltd., Southville (?) on the subject of
Northrigg coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-369
22nd May 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Beveridge, Manager, Linlithgow Oil company,
confirming that they are opening up the Houston coal on Ochiltree and the Dunnet Shale seams in the no.2 mine
there and the no.1 mine at Champfleurie.

NEIMME-JBA-9-370
23rd May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Under Secretary of State, Home Office, trying to clarify a mistake he believes has
arisen in regards to the recent prosecution of the manager of Kinneil colliery for a contravention of Clause 2 (b) of
the Explosives in Coal Mines act. He encloses a copy of a letter of complaint from the Lord Advocate about the
manner in which the prosecution was brought forward. The mistake, he believes, refers to a previous explosion at
Kinneil in March of 1898 in which he had expressed doubt as to the necessity of a summary complaint being made.
He continues that both explosions involved the use of the Bickford Smith lighter, the supposed danger of the use of
which, he argues, had been brought to the attention of the Secretary of State before the recent prosecution not
least regarding the former explosion. His misgivings about prosecuting regarding the former explosion, in which he
felt there would be problems proving the explicit danger of using the lighter in the absence of official tests to bolster
the case, and which he explained in a letter to the Home Office and was agreed with unanimously at the Mines
Inspectors' meetings both in 1899 and this year (1900), did not apply to his opinion of the most recent explosion on
the 6th December 1899. In the latter case, he remarks that he believed a prosecution should have taken place, and
that it could have been successful had the case not broken down, despite the opinion of Captain Morrison,
remarking that the Secretary of State was in favour of the first explosion leading to a prosecution.

NEIMME-JBA-9-371
22nd May/23rd May 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of
John Watson by Mr McLaren.
The second, dated 23rd May, being a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-9-370 above.

NEIMME-JBA-9-372
24th May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Major Littledale, Divisional Officer, Maryhill Barracks, Glasgow, reporting on his
inspection of the underground coal workings at Hamilton barracks the previous day. He notes that the workings of
the Ell coal and Main coal seams are both finished and the Splint coal seam is still in the state of working it was in at
the date of his report of the 13th November, 1897, with a small amount of coal still left to work. The only working
seam at the barracks was for the Pyotshaw coal and Mr. Atkinson visited all the working places finding that in all of
them the coal was being extracted in terms of the lease, adding that the seam was expected to be worked out during
the year ahead. He concludes that he found no evidence to suggest that the working of the coal would affect the
barrack buildings above ground.

NEIMME-JBA-9-373
Blank page.

NEIMME-JBA-9-374
25th May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Niddrie and Beuhar Coal company, Portobello, on the
subject of Newcraighall coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-375
25th May 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to John Robertson, Lanarkshire Miners County Union, Hamilton, confirming that he will
look further into the question of the tare of hutches at the Calderhead no.3 mine.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Craigie Lamb, Quarrymaster, Blackhall, Midlothian, telling him that Mr. Johnstone
has pointed out that there is no posting up of the abstract and Special Rules at the Ravelstone quarry as legally
required under the Quarries act and also no report book as required by the Special Rules. He encloses a copy of the
abstract of the Quarries act and the Special Rules and points out that a report book can be obtained from any
colliery stationer. He adds that if he does not attend to these matters proceedings will be taken.

NEIMME-JBA-9-376
26th May 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.T. Lamond, Glasgow, apologising that he cannot advise or assist him regarding the
Methil (?) dock reference as it relates to mining and is contrary to his instructions to take part in it.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of
William Brodie by Mr. Johnstone.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts made by the
no.1 pit at Bellside colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act of 1887 provided no more than 20 people
are allowed to work underground in connection with the one shaft at any time, no fire is used underground for
ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption expires on
the 30th November 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-377
28th May 1900
Two letters-

The first from J.B. Atkinson to J.L. Hedley returning two copies of the minutes of the Inspectors' meeting and a letter
from a Mr. Delavigne. He adds that he has written notes on the clean copy of the minutes and if a revision could be
done, he suggests the matter could be closed if they can both meet at Al(n?)mouth (the next day?) at 12.42 p.m. He
also asks if 'Hedley' can arrange a golf game between Mr. Atkinson and Michael Wood, ideally on Monday the 4th of
June, since he does not have his address.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Walton Brown, returning a volume concerned with ventilation paradoxes and
apologising for not being able to locate the areas (shown?) in cases 2 and 4 in the volume, guessing that the former
relates to one of the Rainton pits.

NEIMME-JBA-9-378
28th May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to C. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, enclosing a report on the death of William
Cummings by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-379
1st June 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Brown, secretary, Lothian Miners' Association, Dalkeith, promising to look further
into the question of the weighing dispute at Polton colliery.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Millheugh colliery Ltd, Larkhall, on the subject of
Newhouserigg coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-380
31st May 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to John Swallow, East Pontop colliery, remarking that he does not interfere in the
examinations at Edinburgh directly but advising that in the case of Mr. Swallow's son Aubrey he does not believe
that a misunderstanding due to phrases would stand in a candidates' way. He adds that one of the examiners is a
Cumberland man and a proportion of candidates always come from the North of England.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Hastie, Greenfield colliery, Hamilton, saying that he cannot help Donald
Stalker gain a first class certificate, the only way to get one being by examination. He adds that certificates of service
for 1st class were only granted after the passing of the 1872 act.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to G.C. Theedam, Dudley, enclosing a copy of the Special Rules in force in Mr. Atkinson's
East Scotland district.

NEIMME-JBA-9-381/382 (see overleaf)

31st May 1900
Plan of the no.1 and 2 mines at Raebog, New Monkland, Airdrie, owned by Raebog Coal company, Airdrie, in which
the workings of the Virtuewell coal were discontinued in August 1899 due to being exhausted as far as remuneration
was concerned. The plan was compiled by McCreaths and Stevenson of Glasgow using the magnetic meridian system
and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-383
31st May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John McAndrew and company, Alloa, on the subject of
Spindleside coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-384
31st May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas Barr's Trust, Wishaw, on the subject of
Causnethan (?) coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-385
31st May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Forsyth and Russell, Alloa, on the subject of Bellside coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-386
31st May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Young, secretary, Linlithgow Oil company, Glasgow,
confirming the appointments of Renwick Cowan and John Heggie as the manager of the mines belonging to the
Linlithgow Oil company and the undermanager of the no.7 mine in the Houston coal respectively.

NEIMME-JBA-9-387
31st May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Lochgelly Iron and Coal company, confirming the
appointment of Alexander Nisbet as the manager of the Lochgelly collieries during the absence of Andrew Nisbet
from the forthcoming Saturday onwards.

NEIMME-JBA-9-388
31st May 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Poneil Coal company, Coalburn, on the subject of Poneil
coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-389
31st May 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Glenyards Fireclay company, Bonnybridge, on the
subject of Glenyards Fireclay.

NEIMME-JBA-9-390
1st June 1900
Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-391 (see overleaf)
May 1900
Plan containing statistics and nil written through bottom with one statistic relating to admonishment.

NEIMME-JBA-9-392
2nd June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Pearson and Marshall, Carluke, confirming that the
company are about to sink a pit on the Belstone estate near Carluke.

NEIMME-JBA-9-393
2nd June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of Thomas Christie by
Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-394/395
4th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Undersecretary of State, Home Office, disagreeing with the contention of the
Secretary of State that he did not bring to his notice the exact object and effect of the recent prosecution against
Kinneil colliery concerning the use of Bickfords patent safety lighters (see NEIMME-JBA-9-204 etc). He argues that in
his letter of the 3rd January (see NEIMME-JBA-9-136) and his minute of the 9th January he made the quite clear
argument that after a previous accident involving the firelighters, he had made an agreement with Thomas Barr that
all subsequent shots would be fired by electricity but it was then found that some were still using a method with

batteries obtained and partially used only. He adds that, due to the allowance of such methods, the manager Mr.
Walker should be prosecuted. He adds that he considered the explosion that resulted to be either caused by the
lighting of a lucifer match to light a fuse of a shot or the use of one of Bickford's Patent Safety lighters. He also added
that it appeared one of the men had been supplied with some of the safety lighters by the contractor brusher and
the pliers needed to explode the lighters from the day fireman. After showing his mentioning of these points in
extracts from the letter and minutes he mentioned, he states that he is aggrieved that on this occasion and in a
previous prosecution of the manager of Beauarty colliery the opinion of the Lord Advocates' Department has been
seen as adequate grounds for complaints made against his conduct without him being given a right to reply. He also
notes that if his suggestion to make an official test in a letter of the 27th June 1898 had been followed, the whole
matter of a prosecution would have been on a sound basis.

NEIMME-JBA-9-396
5th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Fyfe, Youngs Oil company, Glasgow, confirming that
the company have commenced working the three feet and the six feet seams of the Houston coal from the no.11 pit
at Polbeth and have also reopened the coal mine to the East of the sand (?) pit.

NEIMME-JBA-9-397
4th June/5th June 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to David Milligan, Carluke, promising to look further into the matter of weighing at the
Hyndshaw pit.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Russell, manager, Westrigg Colliery, Blackridge, dated 5th June, confirming
receipt of his letter mentioning the death of John Millar.

NEIMME-JBA-9-398
8th June 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to H.Telfer, considering the different methods that may be used in weighing coal. He
remarks that he does not believe that there have been any binding legal decisions made as to the meaning of
weighing, although he recommends that the weighing done should be as near accuracy as the time allotted to do it
will allow. The occasional tareing of the hutches,possibly on an idle day, might prove sufficient measuring up to the
nearest quarter cwt or the weighing of the full hutches which could be done more rapidly might prove adequate in
measuring to the nearest quarter cwts below the actual weight. The latter, he mentions, is the method used at some
collieries although more often a half a cwt below the weight is more often used as an indicator. He concludes by
saying that a court of law may rule that weighing should be made to the nearest quarter or half cwt above or below
full weight, although he believes that the miners would agree to the nearest quarter cwt below.

The second from J.B. Atkinson to George Geddes, quarrymaster, Elgin, suggesting that while there is no law
specifically prohibiting the employment of a man who can only use his right hand to drive a crane, he questions the
prudence of doing so.

NEIMME-JBA-9-399
9th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John London and company, Newarthill, Lanarkshire, on
the subject of Biggarford coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-400
9th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing a copy of the
Special Rules in force in his district for the government of Victoria, having marked with a cross the rules specifically
to do with ventilation.

NEIMME-JBA-9-401
9th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas Spowart, Lassodie collieries, Dunfermline,
confirming the appointment of Robert Stanners as the manager of the Elgin and Wellwood collieries in the room of
Thomas Cook.

NEIMME-JBA-9-402
9th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas Spowart and company, Lassodie collieries,
Dunfermline, confirming that the company has begun to reopen the old Colton pit at Elgin collieries and have also
opened a day-mine in the Swallowdrum seam to the North of Colton pit no. 2.

NEIMME-JBA-9-403
9th June 1900
Report on the death of John Gray (for the procurator fiscal, Fife- see NEIMME-JBA-9-404,1st letter below) by J.B.
Atkinson. The 17 year old drawer was working with his father James Gray in a longwall face of Dysart Coal seam in
the Isabella pit at Cameron colliery owned by Thomas Bowman and company on the morning of the 2nd June when
the incident occurred which led to Mr. Gray's death. His father was engaged in holing coal while the deceased was
filling a hutch. In order to do so, the deceased had to pass a considerable amount of holed coal which had been left
resting on rances or gibs as he attempted to fill the hutch. At about 8 a.m, an amount of the coal fell away, pinning
the deceased against a building. Two miners, Arthur Husband and Walter Thomson, were close by at the time and
heard the fall and James Gray calling to his son, asking if he was clear. As they came to the place, they released Mr.

Gray, who lived another quarter of an hour without speaking before death. The inspector/fireman, John Braidwood,
had examined the place at 3.40 that morning before the Grays' began work and found it safe and had been there at
7.40 a.m. also. He adds that the manager Mr. Bowman will provide a sketch of the place and suggests that James
Gray along with Mr. Braidwood, Mr. Husband and Mr. Thomson would be adequate witnesses for the forthcoming
public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-404
9th June 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to the procurator fiscal, Fife, enclosing a report on the death of John Gray (see NEIMMEJBA-9-403 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Rollo and Steven, solicitors, Duntrune (?) explaining that he is not able to provide
information to solicitors working for the injured parties in mining accidents and cannot, therefore, comment on the
accident to James Brown at Duntrune colliery other than to correct them on the date of the accident which occurred
on the 2nd March rather than the 2nd April as stated in their letter and that Mr.H. Johnstone, his Assistant Inspector,
investigated it.

NEIMME-JBA-9-405
12th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to J.and D. Sneddon, Cleland, on the subject of
Knownoblehill coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-406
12th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Wishart, Oakbank Oil company, Glasgow, confirming
the appointment of James Dewar as the manager of Oakbank mines from the 18th June to the 2nd July while L.
Balfour has absence on leave.

NEIMME-JBA-9-407
12th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Shawsrigg Fireclay and Enamelling company, Glasgow,
confirming that the company have sunk a no.2 pit at Shawsrigg colliery to work the Splint coal while reopening the
Virtuewell seam at the same pit. He also advises the company to apply directly to the Secretary of State in London
regarding their wish for an exemption from 2 shafts for splint coal and promises to look into the matter in the
meantime.

NEIMME-JBA-9-408

12th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas Brown and sons, Largoward, St. Andrews,
confirming that a working began at Largoward to resink an old shaft to the splint and black coal seams on the 19th
April.

NEIMME-JBA-9-409
14th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, forwarding an application
by Mr.R. McLaren, one of his Assistant Inspectors, for leave of absence from his official duties for one month, partly
in July and partly in September. Mr. Atkinson adds that during this leave of absence if granted the work of the
district can be adequately performed by himself and his other Assistant Inspector, H. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-410
14th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Fedderland Coal company, Airdrie, on the subject of
Fedderland coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-411
13th June 1900
Report on the death of William Gray (for R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-413, first letter) by J.B.
Atkinson. The 50 year old joiner was fatally injured on the 8th June when he fell down a shaft from a plank scaffold in
the no.2 pit of Glenesk colliery owned by the Wellville Coal company. He and four other men were standing on two
planks which had been placed across the shaft to unscrew plates on rods in order to lift pumps in the seam, since the
pumps lifting water from the bottom had failed leading to water rising to within 28 fathoms of the surface in a pit
which had been sunk to 51 fathoms and had a few more fathoms to sink. The planks had been placed about twenty
three feet above a scaffold which itself was about ten feet above the level of water. On the planks, which were made
of scotch fir, the deceased and four other men were standing at the time of the incident. The foreman and sinker
David Tuisman had a foot on both planks while James Foster and John Sword, a mechanic and a sinker respectively
stood at the South end of one of the planks while the deceased and James Shearer were on the North end of the
same plank. The latter two were about to unscrew the bolts when the plank broke, causing all except Mr. Tuisman to
fall onto the scaffold below. The deceased fell from the scaffold 10 feet further into the water beneath and although
quickly taken out he died the same day. He also notes his belief that two men were in and out of the kettle that was
hanging in the shaft near the upper scaffold but admits he has not got their names. He concludes that the manager
James Clark will prepare a plan of the place and provide a section of the broken plank where the fracture occurred
for the forthcoming public inquiry, and that David Tuisman and one or two of the others involved might be cited as
witnesses for same.

NEIMME-JBA-9-Un-numbered (411A?)
13th June 1900

Report on the death of James Doyle (for W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-413, second letter
below) by J.B. Atkinson. The miner was employed in the main coal seam of of the Boghead colliery owned by Gavin
Paul and sons and was injured on the 6th June by a fall of roof stone at the face of his working place and died in the
Edinburgh Royal Infirmary from the injury's effects. At the time he was reported to be setting a boring tree close to
the face on the dip side when a thin bed of roof stone fell over a considerable area and caused the injury. His son
and drawer Myles Doyle was nearby and went to get help. The fireman Archibald Annan had examined the place at
about 5 a.m. that morning before work began. Mr. Atkinson notes that no trees had been set under the stone to
support the roof apart from the boring tree and that two shots had been fired in the coal and were bored very near
the roof and could well have loosened the stone before the accident. He suggests that the deceased's son, Mr.
Annan and another miner who helped to release the deceased, Robert Graham, might be cited as witnesses for the
forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-412
13th June 1900
Report on the death of George William Renwick (for R.Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-413, third letter
below) by J.B. Atkinson. The 16 year old carter employed by the Cadzow Coal company was killed when a wheel of
the empty cart he was driving to the stables in the colliery yard came in contact with an iron pump pipe lying on the
ground, causing the cart to overturn. David McAulay, a police constable, reported seeing the deceased standing up in
the cart just before the accident as he was standing near the stables and also saw some of the upset caused, or at
least the latter end of it. The policeman ran forward with the stableman Arthur Noble and with the help of others
released the deceased from under the cart where the cape rested on his head.

NEIMME-JBA-9-413
13th June 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of William
Gray (see NEIMME-JBA-9-411 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the death of
James Doyle (see NEIMME-JBA-9-un-numbered (411A) above).
The third from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of George
William Renwick (see NEIMME-JBA-9-412 above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-414
16th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Lochgelly Iron and Coal company, Fife, confirming that
Andrew Nisbet has resumed his position in charge of the Lochgelly collieries.

NEIMME-JBA-9-415

16th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to John Morris, manager, New Hermand Oil company, Breich, West Calder, confirming that
a working was commenced by the company for opening a new shale mine. He also confirms receiving two copies of
the Special Rules which he returns, telling them to attend to the procedure that has been set forth in Section 52 of
the Coal Mines act.

NEIMME-JBA-9-416
18th June 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to The Manager, Leadhills Hotel, asking him to send a trap to drive 3 or 4 people from the
tram arriving at Elvanfoot at 6.17 p.m. on Friday the 22nd of June to the hotel and also to have tea ready for them on
arrival with ham and eggs and other things from the menu. He promises to send him word later of the exact number
arriving and confirms that they will want a bedroom for that night.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Mitchell inviting him to accompany himself, a Mr. Agnew and a Mr.
Mottram, an Inspector from the West of Scotland, to the Leadhills hotel the following Friday for an all night stay
having tea at 7p.m. and going home the next day (see letter above). He explains that Mr. Agnew, a Mines Inspector
from Victoria, Australia, is knowledgable about gold mining and the manager of the hotel has promised to arrange
some gold washing.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, noting that a drowning accident at
Bowhill colliery that he referred to had been previously tried under General Rule 13 of the Coal Mines act that he
referred to that day at Edinburgh's Sheriff court in 1890 and had been part of a fatal accident at the Ponleth no.11
Mine owned by Young's Oil company which happened on the 19th February of that year.

NEIMME-JBA-9-417
18th June/19th June 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Paull asking him to come to Leadhills hotel the following Friday at 7 p.m. for tea
to meet himself, a Mr. Agnew and possibly a Mr. Mottram (see NEIMME-JBA-9-416, 2nd letter above etc). He
explains that Mr. Agnew is a government inspector from Victoria, Australia, who wants to learn how Mr. Paull
ventilates his lead mines. He suggests explaining it from his plans. He also asks him to arrange some gold washing for
him on the Saturday following. He adds that Mr. Mottram, an assistant Inspector in the West of Scotland, who will
probably also be there on Friday, will probably be meeting him in the future if he goes ahead with his planned
transfer of services to Wenlockhead.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Wilsons and Clyde Coal company, Glasgow, dated 19th June, proposing to call at
their address the following Thursday afternoon to check their coal accounts for the previous half a year if they can
be made available. He adds that if not he hopes this can be arranged before the 29th June since he will be gone from
Glasgow for some time after that date.

NEIMME-JBA-9-418

19th June/20th June 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of William
Cornish by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to C. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, dated 20th June, enclosing a report on the
death of Robert Scott by H. Johnstone.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to H.F. Stockdale, Secretary, Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College, dated
20th June, noting that the diploma examination papers he sent seem to have suitable questions and he has only
suggested a few alterations which he has noted in pencil on the papers.

NEIMME-JBA-9-419
20th June/22nd June 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts for the splint
coal seam of the no.2 pit at Shawsrigg colliery under Section 18 (ii) (a) of the Coal Mines act of 1887 since the area of
2 acres of Splint Coal left to work is hardly enough to repay the outlay of money necessary to sink a second shaft.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R.Grant, Saline (?), Fifeshire, dated 22nd June, on
the subject of South coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-420
22nd June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to John Howie, Fence colliery, Netherburn, Lanarkshire, on the subject of Fence colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-421
22nd June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, forwarding an application
by his assistant mining inspector, Mr. H. Johnstone, for permission to take a leave of absence not exceeding thirty
days between the dates of the 16th July and the 31st October. He adds that if his request is granted he and his other
assistant inspector, Mr. McLaren, will be able to adequately deal with the work left in the interim.

NEIMME-JBA-9-422
23rd June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to The Roughcraig Coal company, Airdrie, Lanarkshire, on
the subject of Roughcraig coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-423
25th June 1900
Letter from J. B. Atkinson to Major Littledale, Divisional Officer, Maryhill Barracks, Glasgow, providing a calculation
as to the amount of royalty owed to the War Department by Wilsons and Clyde Coal company. He returns the
Major's letter on the subject and also a statement of Lordships from the company. He notes that the company has
now agreed to an amended statement in which they agree to pay £151 13 shillings and 10 pence rather than the
previous amount of £137 6 shillings and 3 pence shown in the first statement. He states that the amended statement
can be taken as correct.

NEIMME-JBA-9- Un-Numbered (423A)
25th June 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Baird brothers, Cobbinshaw, on the subject of
North Cobbinshaw coal.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Wilsons and clyde company, Glasgow, confirming receipt of their letter from
Mr. Brown containing the amended statement of the Royalty payment due to the War Office which he returns and
agrees to, noting that he has informed the War Office of the amended statement and that it will be sent to them and
can be accepted as correct (see NEIMME-JBA-9-423 above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-424
27th June 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing list no.20 of
Quarries whose owners have agreed to adopt newly proposed Rules (see NEIMME-JBA-9-49 etc). He adds that the
first three quarries in the list have agreed to the Aberdeenshire and Kincardieshire Granite Quarries code while the
last eight have agreed to the revised code of Special Rules (see NEIMME-JBA-9-425 below).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Nimmo and Son, Glasgow, noting that although he has recommended that the
No.1 pit at Rosebank be allowed to extend their exemption to the 31st December of that year, he adds that he relies
on them improving the ventilation at the pit which Mr. McLaren has noted is not as it should be.

NEIMME-JBA-9-425
27th June 1900
List no.20 of Quarries agreeing to new Rules, the first three in Aberdeen agreeing to the Aberdeenshire and
Kincardieshire Granite and Quarries code, the others in Caithness, Edinburgh, Lanark, Linlithgow and Ross (?) to the
revised code of Special Rules (see NEIMME-JBA-9-424, 1st letter above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-426

27th June 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Pearson and Marshall, Carluke, Lanarkshire, on the
subject of Belstone coal.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the extension of the exemption from 2 shafts by the
no.1 pit at Rosebank colliery to the 31st December 1900 under the conditions as stated (see NEIMME-JBA-9-424, 2nd
letter).

NEIMME-JBA-9-427
27th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, remarking that the no.7 list
of Quarries which agreed to the revised code of Special Rules he sent on the 5th February 1897 seems to have been
mislaid or has miscarried or been overlooked since he has no record of anything further being done as regards the
list.

NEIMME-JBA-9-428
27 June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to H. Johnstone remarking that he believes that the Special Rules should be established at
Craigleith Quarry despite noting that he is lacking the date of establishment of the quarry and any note as to the
quarry acknowledging or being sent the list of quarries that Mr. Johnstone prepared on the 2nd February 1897 and
which he himself sent to the Home Office three days later or that the list was returned. He notes that the owner
should have a signed copy of the Special Rules along with a circular sent to him. He notes that the list has probably
gone wrong somewhere despite supposedly containing note of other Quarries that have agreed to the Special Rules.
He adds that the place where the Rules were established but subsequently withdrawn was Craighouse and not
Craigleith.

NEIMME-JBA-9-429
27th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Walter Herd and son, Dunnikeir colliery, Kirkcaldy,
confirming the appointment of William Clark as the manager of Begg colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-430
28th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Ravenshall Coal company, Cleland, confirming that the
company have abandoned the Cleland mine and sent their Annual Return. He adds that they should send their plan
of the abandoned mine directly to the Secretary of State.

NEIMME-JBA-9-431
28th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Black, Coalmaster, Airdrie, confirming that
Mauricewood pit and its incline is about to be reopened for working under the new names of the Penicuik nos 1 and
2 mines with Neil M.Smith appointed as manager.

NEIMME-JBA-9-432
28th June 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to John Gillan, checkweigher, Cowdenbeath, promising to look further into the matter of
weighing at Donibristle colliery.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, remarking that the current application by the Arthur pit at Elgin
colliery for exemption from 2 shafts may lapse since the owners have found it necessary to erect a fan and drive a
mine before the exemption will be required. He adds that it has been agreed that the current application will be
withdrawn and renewed later on.

NEIMME-JBA-9-433
30th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Barr and Higgins, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of
Thomas Lithgow Jnr as the undermanager of the Brownhill colliery in Cleland.

NEIMME-JBA-9-434
30th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Walter Herd and son, Dunnikeir colliery, Kirkcaldy,
confirming the appointment of John Henderson as the manager of the Lena pit.

NEIMME-JBA-9-435
30th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Fyfe, Young's Oil company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of Allan Armstrong as the manager of the no.36 pit at Ingliston.

NEIMME-JBA-9-436
30th June 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Darngavil Coal company, Glasgow, confirming that the
company have begun to sink two pits at Swinhill colliery to be called the nos. 5 and 6 pits.

NEIMME-JBA-9-437
30th June 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Alex Freed and company, Rawyards Brick works, Airdrie, telling him that the Factory
Inspector and his department will remain the man responsible for problems arising at the Drumbalthie brickworks as
a new arrangement has been made whereby Mining Inspectors are only responsible for the Quarries, Clay pits and
the like but not works which manufacture the material for use there.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.Agnew, Victoria Office, Westminster, confirming receipt of official papers relating
to the Victoria Mines and adding his hope that Mr. Agnew will have a pleasant return voyage to Victoria.

NEIMME-JBA-9-438
30th June 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to William Dixon Ltd, Handamwood Ironstone mine, Fauldhouse, concerning the mine.

NEIMME-JBA-9-439
3rd July 1900
Plan containing statistics from June 1900 signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-440
June 1900
Plan with nil written through it (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-441
7th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Fyfe Coal company, Leven, confirming that they have
abandoned the working of the Chemiss seam at Durie colliery and asking them to send their plan of the abandoned
seam directly to the Secretary of State.

NEIMME-JBA-9-442
7th July 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Peter Fulford, Falkirk, confirming that a company with the
proposed name of the Strathavon Coal company are opening up a pit on the Strathavon estate near Glamannan. He
suggests that Mr. Fulford meets with his Assistant Inspector Mr. Johnstone either at the pit or in Falkirk to discuss
arrangements as he himself is staying in Fife at this time.

NEIMME-JBA-9-443
7th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Niddrie and Beuhar Coal company, Niddrie collieries, Portobello, concerning
Newcraighall colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-444
7th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Barr and Thornton, Coltrigg colliery, Fauldhouse, concerning Coltrigg colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-445
7th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to James Wood Ltd, Bathville, Armadale, concerning the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-446
7th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. Forrester, Whitrigg colliery, Blackburn, Linlithgowshire, concerning the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-447
7th July/8th July 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing returned police information
and a report on the death of George H. McCallum by H. Johnstone. He adds that the colliery is new and that the
Special Rules were being established at the date of the accident but hadn't been formally completed.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to I.J. Robson, dated 8th July, asking him if he wants to go to the Home Office next
despite his belief that it it is probably his turn to go himself. He adds that he can take the next date if Mr. Robson
wants to go next.

NEIMME-JBA-9-448

9th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Bonnybridgehall and company (?), Stirlingshire, on the
subject of Bonnybridge Fireclay.

NEIMME-JBA-9-449
9th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Gemmell, South Longrigg colliery, Netherburn,
confirming that a new shaft is being sunk on South Netherburn land.

NEIMME-JBA-9-450
10th July 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Martin, Niddrie collieries, asking him to provide information concerning the deepest
point below the surface they are working coal and the temperature of the air at that place.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to H.J. Stockdale, Glasgow, professing the opinion that Mr. John A. Wood should not
be deprived of passing his diploma examination in mining for his partial failure in the surveying section. Returning
the candidate's papers, he suggests that he shows an adequate grasp of the principles of surveying to be allowed his
diploma.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the death of
Alexander Begbie by Mr. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-451
12th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Hugh Ferguson, Airdrie, confirming that an old pit has
been reopened near Stand in New Monkland to work the coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-452
12th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Murray, manager, Skellyton colliery, Larkhall,
confirming that the United Collieries Ltd. are about to reopen the Nutyard (?) shaft at the Skellyton colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-453
12th July 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Turners Limited, Shotts, Lanarkshire, on the subject of
Stane coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-454
12th July 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to Jonathan Longbotham telling him that he will be at the Home Office
on the 17th July at 2.30 p.m. and would like to visit Sheffield the day before at about 4.27 by train and stay for the
night at Mr. Longbotham's residence. He adds that if that's not convenient he could see him at 12 or 1 on the
Tuesday.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to John McLuckie, manager, Hillhouserigg collieries, Shotts (see overleaf), remarking
that his proposed nomination as a manager and undermanager of the same mine has never been heard of by him
before, as the undermanager is specifically put in charge of a mine during a manager's absence from the place. He
adds that there is no obligation for a mine to appoint an undermanager if it does not wish to.

NEIMME-JBA-9-455/456
13th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to C.G. Troup, Home Office, giving his opinion on a proposed increase in the number of
mining inspectors, especially in Scotland, also noting that he has read the extract from the speech by Sir Charles
Dilke on the subject. He notes that there would have to be a considerable increase in the number of inspectors if a
complete inspection of all mines even once a year was needed. On the other hand, he adds that he believes the
current amount of inspectors are adequate if their responsibility continued to be limited, as it is at that moment, to
investigating all reported accidents and complaints and other routine duties such as attending fatal accident
enquiries, attending prosecution cases, establishing Special Rules, meeting owners and answering correspendence. If
so limited, he believes the present number of inspectors have enough spare time for general inspection of mines
where the inspector believes it may be useful. He adds that if the number of inspectors are increased it may
undermine one of the inspector's main responsibilities- to whit the investigation of accidents and complaints and the
impartial ability to ascertain whether any rules have been contravened leading to said accidents and /or complaints.
He adds that he believes the other main function of mining inspectors is to make sure mines are safe and acts of
parliament concerning them are kept to. One area he does consider might be improved by additional manpower is in
the answering of correspondence which he suggests could be improved if each area were given a public office and a
clerk which would free up more time for Inspector's other duties. The general idea of increasing Inspectors,
however, would in his opinion lead to a tax on the public purse of doubtful advantage as it would lessen the
responsibility of Home Officials. The current arrangement of making inspections and keeping mine officials
continually informed about any breach of the rules leading to an accident or complaint will lead to admonition is far
more useful to safety being maintained. Mr. Atkinson's final suggestion concerns the residence of all Mining
Inspectors in Scotland being in the West of the country. He believes that this should be changed as it leads to
considerable waste in travelling time and the East of the country, including Fife and the Lothians, is an area where
mining looks to be increasing a lot in the future. He suggests that he himself might be better situated in Edinburgh
rather than his present base in Glasgow.

NEIMME-JBA-9-457

13th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Strone Colliery company, Glasgow, confirming that
the company has begun a mine adjoining their old no.1 mine from the surface to the virtuewell coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-458
13th July 1900
Letter from J. B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Strone Colliery company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of Joseph Dyer as the manager of Glentore colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-459
Undated
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, on Home Office service, to Mr. Troup, Home Office, London, noting that he has enquired
about the necessity of an increase in the number of Inspectors but that while he is waiting for a reply sees no need
for them unless a complete periodic inspection of all mines is necessary which he does not.

NEIMME-JBA-9-460
16th July 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, returning the police information on the
death of Alex Begbie which he forgot to enclose with Mr. Johnstone's report on the matter.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Robertson, Dods and Rhind, Edinburgh, replying to them on queries made relating
to the case of Cherrie Vs. King sent to Him via Mr. McLaren. He confirms that Bellside quarry is in his Inspection
district and that he signed a copy of the Special Rules on the 30th November 1896. These Special Rules, he
continues, were established under the Quarries act of 1894 and apply to quarries over 20 feet in depth as specified
by the Metalliferous Mines act of 1872 relating to the establishment of Special Rules. These Special Rules, he
explains, were drawn up in the first place by a Home Office departmental committee and then, with some further
revisions, generally adopted all over the country. He adds that he is not instructed to discuss compensation cases
and circumstances of accidents to any legal agents and concludes by saying he has enclosed a copy of the Special
Rules for him despite being informed by Mr. McLaren that he had returned his copy to him.

NEIMME-JBA-9-461
14th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Charles Carlow, Fife Coal company, Leven, confirming that
Henry Rowan has been appointed as agent for the Fife Coal company's collieries in the Cowdenbeath and Kelty
districts also providing details of the certificated managers of said pits- David Beveridge as the manager of the Aitken
and Lindsay pits; Thomas Borland as the manager of Lumphinnan's Nos 1 and 11 pits; William Brown as the manager
of the Cowdenbeath nos 7 and 10 pits; William Richardson as the manager of the Dalbeath colliery; William Riddell

as the manager of the Hill of Beaths Engine and West pits and David Anderson as the manager of the Cowdenbeath
No.9, Foulford and Mossheath pits.

NEIMME-JBA-9-462
14th July 1900
Report on the death of Adam Drylie (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-469, 1st letter
below) by J.B. Atkinson. The 44 year old was a contractor working coal and brushing the roads in a section of the five
foot seam of the no.11 pit at Lumphinnans and on the day of the accident was working with his son John Drylie. The
seam was 6 foot thick and worked longwall and was overlain by blaes. He and his son were working after the second
of the two shifts at the mine, from 10 p.m. onwards, on the brushers shift. The place was examined before then by
the fireman Thomas Adams but the fireman on duty during their shift had not examined the place at the time of the
accident. The deceased and his son had fired a shot in the brushing and some side stone had been left. The son went
to get a boring machine and the deceased had apparently been examining or working on the remaining stone when
it fell on him. Despite being almost immediately released by his son and two brushers from an adjoining place, James
Brown and William Allan he died from his wounds on the 9th July. The time of the accident remained a matter of
dispute, the manager suggesting that it occurred at 12.30 a.m. on the 7th July while the police information
suggested it took place an hour earlier. He adds that the stone fell away from a natural fissure and that the manager
would prepare a plan for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-463
14th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Glenyards Fireclay company, Bonnybridge, on the subject of the Glenyards Fireclay
mine.

NEIMME-JBA-9-464
14th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Millheugh Colliery Ltd, Newhouserigg colliery, Larkhall, on the subject of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-465
14th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to John McAndrew and company, Spindleside colliery, Cleland, on the subject of the
colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-466
14th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Poneil Coal company, Coalburn, Lesmahagow, on the subject of the Poneil coal mine.

NEIMME-JBA-9-467
14th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Barr's Trust, Cambusnethan colliery, Wishaw, on the subject of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-468
14th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Ireland and Wilson, Largoward, Fifeshire, on the subject of
Lathones coal.

NEIMME-JBA-4-469
14th July 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of
Adam Drylie (see NEIMME-JBA-9-462 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Browning, Longridge, Fauldstone, promising to look further into the question
of Kindling Gunpowder at the Victoria pit.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to R. Martin, Niddrie collieries, thanking him for providing a relative sketch which
provides him with the information he wanted on the depths and temperatures of mines at Niddrie.

NEIMME-JBA-9-470
14th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Forsyth and Russell, Bellside colliery, Cleland, on the subject of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-471
21st July 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to A. Newlands, Her Majesty's inspector of Factories, Aberdeen, informing him that he
believes that the Inspectors of Mines only take works in connection with quarries which use on the basis of the
material worked while brick works fall under the Inspector of Factories provenance in connection with the latters
queries concerning the Seaton Brick and File company and the forms under the Factory act. He remarks that if the
Forms involved are required for the brick works he would not be responsible for them but if they referred to the
digging of clay he would. He asks that the Inspector of Factories tell him to which they refer.

The second from J.B. Atkinson to Bowman and company, Muiredge collieries, telling the company that he will be at
Muiredge at about 11a.m. on the 24th July to discuss the matter that their Mr. Bowman had raised a few days ago.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren asking him to send a duplicate of the Colliery Special Rules for the
Cambusnethan colliery for him to sign, as he seems to have mislaid his copy from the Signed Special Rules he had
sent for Mr. McLaren to send to the collieries. He also asks that he sends the other copy he was supposed to send
him.

NEIMME-JBA-9-472
21st July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Under Secretary of State, Home Office, London, returning a circular sent asking for
information about mines in his district by the Government of Victoria to which he has added information.

NEIMME-JBA-9-473
21st July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson with information seemingly added to a letter (see NEIMME-JBA-9-472 above). The
information refers to furnaces, steam jets, fans and other methods of ventilation used at Garnock and Douglas
colliery referring to the Guibal and Waddell fans used there respectively. Information is also provided on the depth
and length of the Niddrie coal mine and the depth of the metalliferous mine at Leadhills with information also on the
maximum temperature at Niddrie and how black damp and fire damp is detected when flames die out in lamps.

NEIMME-JBA-9-474
21st July 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to John Wilson, Glasgow, promising to look further into the question of ventilation at
Fallahill colliery and apologising for the delay to his reply because he is away from home.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Colonel Borthwick returning police reports for the half year ending the 30th June
regarding disused pits and quarries in the Lothians and Peebles, having noted the information within.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to an extension to the exemption from 2 shafts made by
the no.2 mine at Riggend colliery under the same conditions with the new expiry date being the 31st December
1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-475
21st July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Netherburn Coal company, Glasgow, confirming that
the company is opening two pits on Shaws land on the Stonehouse branch of the Caledonian Railway to be known as
the Shows no.1 and 2 pits.

NEIMME-JBA-9-476
21st July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, referring to an unspecified legal case. He expresses his disappointment
with the verdict that the manager involved was not found to be culpable for the flooding that took place despite his
belief that all of the facts of the case were fully brought before the court. He adds that the manager involved may
not have known that the area might have included a dangerous amount of water but that he should have made an
enquiry into the possibility since the water was found to be accumulating for some weeks and did not occur
suddenly and, in his opinion, it was the managers' duty to assess the possibility. He concludes that the water issued
from a dip place where water was likely to accumulate and there was little difficulty in ascertaining this while
bemoaning the fact that another place was driven into without boring.

NEIMME-JBA-9-477
28th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to London and company, Biggarford colliery, Alloa, on the subject of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-478
28th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to J. Campbell Dewar, Edinburgh, confirming the
appointment of William Strain as the undermanager of the Fife and Kinross Coal Company's collieries.

NEIMME-JBA-9-479
28th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to W.R. Waddell, Cauldton Lime Works, Lesmahagow,
confirming that they will begin sinking a coal pit on Monday the 30th July.

NEIMME-JBA-9-480/481
28th July 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-483,3rd letter below) on the
death of Thomas Henry Patterson. The deceased was employed in putting empty tubs on cages at the Aitken pit at
Kelty colliery. Usually he was accompanied by two girls in this endeavour but on the afternoon shift in question one
of the girls was absent leaving the deceased and Elizabeth Gear to do the work. David Dawson the pitheadman
stated that at the time of the incident he was in the process of going to see the pithead contractor John Patrick to
arrange for another girl to take the place of the absentee. The accident occurred when a cage was unloaded at the
surface and empty hutches were placed within it. As it left the surface and the sliding door on it was falling some
empty tubs were run forward to take the place of those put on the cage but they overran the safety blocks and in
the attempt to stop them he was overpowered and pushed into the descending cage. At that point one of the tubs

caught the top of the cage stopping it from descending. The balance of the ropes and the winding engine led to the
power applied to the loaded cage being transmitted to the bottom of the empty cage pulling it down the empty
shaft, overcoming the obstruction of the tub leading to the empty cage eventually falling away and tightening up the
rope. This jerking motion broke the cage chain and the cage tubs, balance rope and the deceased all fell to the
bottom of the shaft. He concludes that the manager of the pit Mr. Beveridge will provide a plan of the area and
suggests that the manager, Elizabeth Gear, Margaret McLean, David Dawson, John Patrick and the engineman
William Mitchell be cited as witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-482
28th July 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of state, Home Department, enclosing List no. 21 of
those quarries whose owners have agreed to adopt the revised code of Special Rules under the Quarries act of 1894
when they are proposed to them by the Secretary of State including one more quarry (see NEIMME-JBA-9-425 etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-483
28th July 1900
Three lettersThe first containing list no.21 of Quarries whose owners have agreed to adopt the revised code of Special Rules
under the Quarries act of 1894 when they are proposed by the Secretary of State containing one Quarry owned by
Mr. Blackford and working sandstone in Perth (see NEIMME-JBA-9-426 etc.)
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Heslop, Wilson and company, Boddam, confirming the receipt of a letter
concerning Quarry Special Rules and enclosing another copy.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of
T.H. Patterson (see NEIMME-JBA-9-480/481 above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-484
31st July/2nd August 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Ware telling him that 78% of Leadhills ore is lead and that there is 4 ounces of
silver per ton, saying that the value of the silver can be calculated from above. He adds that the amount of
sandstone from mines may be put at 5% per ton.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to James Hastie advising him that he cannot provide the figures for
the output of coal in Lanarkshire he requires at the moment since he is away from home so he has forwarded his
letter to his assistant, Mr. McLaren, who will provide them and send them on.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to R.L. Urquhart, Edinburgh, dated 2nd August, saying that he will not
be in Glasgow the next day since he is at his Summer quarters, but that he can meet at his Summer home on the 8th
August or at the Liberal club in Princes Street, Edinburgh the day after at 10.30 a.m.

NEIMME-JBA-9-485
2nd August 1900
Plan for July containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-486
2nd August 1900 (?)
Plan for July containing statistics part of which is not proven and with nil written through the bottom half of it (see
overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-487
4th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Alexander Frew and company, Rawyards colliery, Airdrie,
confirming the appointment of William Paterson as the manager of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-488
4th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Largoward Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of David Nicholson as the manager of Cassingray colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-489
4th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James McGhail, Mining Department, Stirling, confirming
the appointment of James Cowrie as the undermanager of Easter Law colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-490
4th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas Brown and sons, Largoward, Fifeshire, on the
subject of Largoward coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-491
4th August 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Jand W. Sneddon, Knownoblehill colliery, Cleland, on the subject of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-492
4th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Fedderland Coal company, Fedderland colliery, Airdrie, on the subject of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-493
4th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Largoward Coal company, Airdrie, on the subject of
Cassingray coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-494
4th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Fife Coal company, Kelty, confirming the
appointments of David Stevenson and William Robert Brown as the undermanagers of the Lindsay pits and the
Aitken pit respectively.

NEIMME-JBA-9-495
4th August/5th August 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.M. Morton, Fordell collieries, advising that after the accident to David Allan, a 16
year old, he was unable to obtain the register to his employment from the pit headman which should have been
supplied. He advises that he should make the place safer as where boys and women are employed accidents will
happen unless great precautions are taken (sic).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.A. (Ash) Atkinson, dated 5th August, telling him that he believes a working shaft
can be described as one that is completed and in use as a shaft for more than just the forming of it, which is the view
taken in his district. He adds that guides have been compulsorily adopted in sinking shafts over 100 yards in depth
since an Inspectors Resolution was passed at the last annual meeting. He adds that there have been complaints
about engineman who have been employed at firing boilers as well as attending to the engine but that he has not
acted on them since he was satisfied that the engineman involved could hear the signals from the engine while firing
the boiler. He adds that in some cases there are only two or three men working below leaving the engineman with
plenty of free time to fire up a boiler. He quotes the Special Rule that they have adopted which states that the
engineman should at all times be in charge of his engine and near enough to it so that he has it completely and
entirely under his control at all times, but admits that this is not always followed in practice. He concludes by noting
that the Weather is bad at his Fife holiday home and that he has taken up cycling; a Alfred Hugers is arriving there
tomorrow; that he had met a Mr. Agnew, A Victorian Inspector at Leadhills mines a short time ago and that he
supposes ' Lizzie' has heard about the new Trustee which he supposes will cost her £20 and asks that she write about
this.

NEIMME-JBA-9-496
4th August 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, enclosing a report on the death of Alexander Ure
by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Kirkley, Lindisfarne, Leven, informing him that he should certify his Durie plan
and that he encloses a form on which he will find a form of certificate at the foot.

NEIMME-JBA-9-497
4th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Rennick Cowan, Linlithgow Oil company, confirming the
appointment of John Gillies as the manager of the no.7 coal mine owned by the company.

NEIMME-JBA-9-498
9th July (sic) 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R.Grant and company, Outh colliery, Fifeshire, on the subject of the Outh Coal mine.

NEIMME-JBA-9-499
9th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Roughcraig Coal company, Roughcraig colliery, Airdrie, on the subject of the
Roughcraig Coal mine.

NEIMME-JBA-9-500
9th July/8th August/9th August 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of James Smith
by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 8th August, agreeing to the application for exemption from
two shafts made by the Coxrod seam at the no.1 pit at Roughrigg colliery under Section 18 (ii) (a) of the Coal Mines
act since the seam's lack of thickness would mean it would probably not pay to sink a second shaft. He adds that this
application is from a different colliery to two others he identifies.

The third from J.B. Atkinson to Joseph Budge, Wemyss Castle office, East Wemyss, Fifeshire, dated 9th August, saying
he would be pleased to meet with Mr. Budge and Mr. Gemmell to discuss the matter of Undersea coal at the
Michael pit on the 24th August at the pit itself at 11 a.m.

Unnumbered
8th August 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to R. Baird, Coalmasters Association, Glasgow, asking him to provide
information from the collieries he represents on the following- the standard wages of miners on 1st January 1899;
the advances given to miners since then and the dates they were given; the percentage advance on the standard
wage at the 1st January 1899; the amount of each advance in pounds, shillings and pence per day; the approximate
increase of the advances depending on the cost of production per ton of coal and the advance in price in shillings per
advance after each advance of wages at the pit.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption made for the Main Coal
seam at the Pather colliery under Section 18 (ii) (a) of the Coal Mines act since there is only a small area of coal to
work and only 5 persons are employed there, making it a doubtful proposition to pay if a second shaft was sunk.

NEIMME-JBA-9-501
9th August/10th August 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to A.I. Eagleston, Home Office, telling him that he did not receive two papers that were
supposedly sent to him in a letter from the 10th July and which he received on the 12th July.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.D. Provand, M.P., House of Commons, dated 10th August, providing the
information on Miner's wages he was asked for (see NEIMME-JBA-9-Unnumbered(between 500/501, 1st letter)
above)- the standard wage, advances, the fact that there was no definite advance on the price of coal after the
advance of miners wages and information on recent papers on the subject by R.J. Moore, R.W. Dron and his own
discussion on the matter in the presidential address he gave to the Scottish Mining Institute in 1893 or 1894.

NEIMME-JBA-9-502
10th August/11th August 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, clarifying who should be brought
forward as a witness in the inquiry into the death of C.H. Patterson. He notes the girl witness he meant was the
second girl present at the time of the incident since she regulated the tubs to some extent. He apologises if he
provided the wrong name for her at the time.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to R.Baird, Glasgow, thanking him for his prompt and full reply to
his request for information on miner's wages (see NEIMME-JBA-9-501, 2nd letter etc).

The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.L. Urquhart, dated 11th August, telling him it may be worth boring for coal at the
Balduthie Estate after he studied the tracing he had given him. He notes that although the area is mostly covered in
whin on the surface Carboniferous limestone may be below, such as the Largoward and Cassingray coals.

NEIMME-JBA-9-503
11th August 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to William Small, Blantyre, telling him that Mr. McLaren will provide
him with the price of coal he wanted from the mineral statistics since he has not got them at hand as he is staying in
Fife. He adds that the price in mineral statistics is only approximate and based on no statutory return.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.L. Eagleton, Home Office, apologising for saying that he had not received papers
which he found had been in Mr. Johnstone's hands and returning them.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, explaining that after being sent a revised code of Special Rules by his
assistant inspector Mr. Johnstone, a Mr. Watson subsequently objected to them in two subsequent letters. Mr.
Atkinson suggests that the rules are withdrawn from Mr. Watson's quarry until he has had the position explained to
him and his assent obtained, leaving the quarry to be included in a future list of those who have assented to the
Special Rules.

NEIMME-JBA-9-504
12th August/16th August 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin links, Fife, to R. Kirkby explaining that after talking to 'Gilbert' he has learned that
he does not think he would like mining as a career so cannot take advantage of Mr. Kirkby's offer of mentioning him
as an apprentice.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Forsyth, Colliery manager, Falkirk, dated 16th August, explaining the
customary methods of truly weighing coal to determine the amount of the mineral worked. He says that any legal
decision as to how coal is truly weighed, as is necessary under the mines act, must be guided by common sense as
the most accurate method of weighing that can be carried out during the normal course of work, suggesting that the
normal practice is to weigh to the nearest half or quarter cwts. He continues that the latter option is frequently
adopted and seems to him the most preferred option but does not think that the law would necessarily enforce it.He
concludes that miners wages have been fixed and the position has varied on the method of weighing to half cwts,
but he still thinks that weighing to a quarter is preferable if possible.

NEIMME-JBA-9-505
16th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to James Browning, miner, Longridge, Fauldhouse, explaining that he sees no reason to
doubt the oversman George Dodds' acceptance of George Smith's explanation of the igniting of dynamite at Victoria
pit, as given to Mr. Johnstone on the 24th July, that no malice or mischief was intended. Mr. Dodds' further

admission that the area involved was damp and that Mr. Smith had previously had to pail water out of it adds to it.
He concludes that although the explanation may not be satisfactory he can see no reason why an oversman would
be likely to commit such a foolish act to deliberately interfere with the work of the pit.

NEIMME-JBA-9-506
16th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Pearson and Marshall, Belstone colliery, Carluke, on the subject of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-507
16th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Baird brothers, North Cobbinshaw colliery, West Calder, on the subject of the
colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-508
16th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to United Collieries Ltd, Glasgow, confirming the
appointments of David Wilson and John Paterson as the managers of the Hillhouseriggs collieries in Shotts and
Sitchill colliery respectively.

NEIMME-JBA-9-509
18th August/19th August 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James Morrison, checkweigher, Callender colliery, Falkirk, promising to look further
into the matter of the weighing dispute at the Mavis Bank mine.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts by the
Wallsend pit no.3 at Elgin colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act provided no more than 20 people
work underground in connection with the single shaft at one time, no fire is used for ventilation or any other
purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption concludes on the 30th November
1900.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to A.D. Provand, M.P., House of Commons, dated 19th August, enclosing a cutting from
the Dunfermline Journal of the 18th August containing a useful table in connection with his previous correspondence
on miners' wages(see NEIMME-JBA-9-501,2nd letter etc). He continues that if Mr. Provand is interested in the coal
question he would be willing to discuss the matter if he called at a certain address any evening of the next month.

NEIMME-JBA-9-510/511 (see overleaf)

17th August 1900
Plan of the Scoonie mine at Durie colliery in Leven owned by the Fife Coal company in which the Chemiss coal was
discontinued from working on the 11th May 1900 due to the exhaustion of the seam. The plan was carried out by
the Certificated manager Richard Kirkley using the method of magnetic meridian with connections and signed by J.B.
Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-512
18th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Andrew Darling, Calderhead colliery, Shotts, confirming
that that two shafts have commenced sinking at Hoist in Shotts near Dunshill colliery owned by the Coltness Iron
company.

Unnumbered
25th August 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, remarking that he believes the application by Knownoblehill colliery
for exemption from 2 shafts is premature as the pit has not been cleared of water and it will be some months before
operations in coal can be begun. He suggests that Mr. Sneddon be informed that the application has been dropped
and that he should reapply after the water has been removed.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts by
Woodside colliery to work a portion of Ell coal under Section 18(ii) (a) of the Coal Mines act since the area of solid
coal to be worked there is under an acre and the depth is only six fathoms. He adds that there may be portions of old
pillars left where coal may be worked.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to an extension of the exemption granted from 2 shafts at
the Virtuewell seam at the Millbarn pit at Cornsilloch colliery with the same conditions bar the new conclusion date
of February 28, 1901.

Unnumbered, two sheets (second see overleaf)
25th August 1900
Plan of the Lathallan no 1 and 2 pits at St. Andrews owned by Land J. Hedderwick of Largoward, St. Andrews, which
were discontinued from working the upper, two feet and John Barnet's coal on the 11th November 1899 due to
exhaustion as far as remuneration was concerned. The plans were compiled by Landale, Frew and Gemmell under
the magnetic meridian system and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-513/514 (see overleaf)
25th August 1900

Plan of the Raebog no.3 pit near Monkland owned by the Raebog Coal company of Airdrie in which the Kiltongue
coal was discontinued on the 16th February 1900 due to exhaustion as far as remuneration was concerned. The plan
was compiled by John Paterson, a first class Certificated colliery manager under the magnetic meridian system and
signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-515
25th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to George Turnbull and company, Bonnyhill mine, Bonnybridge on the subject of the
Bonnyhill Fireclay mine.

NEIMME-JBA-9-516
25th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Turners Ltd, Stane colliery, Shotts, on the subject of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-517
25th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Howie, Fence colliery, Lesmahagow, pointing out the
contraventions against the Coal Mines acts of 1887 and 1896 at the colliery that have been pointed out to him- that
part of the communication road to the outlet shaft is under the statutory height and that the apparatus at the
second shaft is not constantly available for use thereby contravening Section 16 (ii) (b) and (c); Numerous
contraventions of Section 49 including General Rule 1- defective ventilation in a mine being driven to cross a fault
and at the principal level face of work, General Rule 5- no report by an engineman on the general state of machinery
since the 11th August, General Rule 19- No fence or entrance to the outlet shaft, General rule 30- no brake on drive
shaft, General Rule 31- Machinery on surface unfenced, General Rule 32- no barometer or thermometer at the mine
and General Rule 34(?)- no ambulance stretch kept at the mine; No fireman's date on the face on the 22nd August,
contravening Special Rule 25 of Section 57 and no arrangement as to the control of detonators contravening the
explosives order of the 20th July 1899. He also notes that the main intake aircourse has fallen and cannot be
travelled. He concludes by asking that these problems are remedied at once.

NEIMME-JBA-9-518
25th August/28th August 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of J.B.
Hempand (?) by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to the procurator fiscal, Alloa, enclosing a report on the death of John Mitchell by Mr.
Johnstone and adding that Mr. Burt, the manager, had reported some men to the police three months previously
with a view to prosecuting them for setting the rake (?).

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to the Postmaster, Glasgow, dated 28th August, asking him to direct
his post from the last post the next day back to his normal address at Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, rather than
Lundin Links, Fife, where his letters, telegrams and parcels had previously been redirected to.

NEIMME-JBA-9-519
28th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Robert Forrester and company, Roughrigg collieries,
Longriggend, confirming their intention to open up a Number 10 pit at the Roughrigg colliery to work the Lady
Grange coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-520
28th August 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for an extension to the exemption from 2
shafts made by Boghead pit at Bathgate with the new expiration date of the 31st December 1900.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Lundin Links, Fife, to R.P. Lamond telling him that he returns home on the following
Thursday and will be glad to meet with him to discuss Methil Dock over dinner on Friday at about 6.30 p.m. and will
do so unless he hears that the day and/or time does not suit him.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, providing information about the Mary pit of Lochgelly collieries in
Fife. He notes that the pit was owned by the Lochgelly Iron and Coal company and managed by Mr. Nisbet. He adds
that it has two shafts, the downcast and the upcast. He also notes that they are both 89 fathoms deep and only 15
yards apart at their nearest points, having been sunk before the 1887 act proscribed that 17(?) yards was the
minimum distance shafts were to be apart. He continues that one pithead section was common to both shafts and
the coal was worked from these two shafts and from no other outlet.

NEIMME-JBA-9-521
Blank page.

NEIMME-JBA-9-522/523
28th August 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, on the actions of Hugh Thomson, the fireman at an unnamed pit in Fife.
He describes his courageous actions in warning the men of a fire most likely caused, in Mr. Atkinson's opinion, by a
spark from a locomotive passing from the North British railway which passed the roof of the pithead. The alarm was
raised at about 5.50 p.m. after a railway signalman noticed the pithead aflame. Mr. Thomson, as well as being the
fireman, was the official in charge and had descended into the pit at about 2 p.m. with a shift of brushers and
repairers. There were 22 persons underground who were distributed over different seams. After the alarm was
raised, the manager of the pit and others were soon at the spot. Mr. Thomson was near the shaft bottom at the time
but having noticed the smoke at about 6 p.m. he came up to discover the fire. He then descended again to warn the

men. He met a haulageman whom he instructed to warn men near the shafts in one section proceeding then to
workings further out to warn all the men there. While doing so, he instructed an elderly worker, a Mr. Foote, to
come out from his workings. At this point, the fire had taken a firm hold and the legs supporting the wheels of the
cages being used to take the miners out and over which two cage ropes run were on fire, but the managers allowed
the cages to continue to run to the bottom and cautiously taken up again after a short rest. By this method, all the
men were gotten out with Mr. Thomson and Mr. Foote coming up last,having to be helped through the smoke, by
which point Mr. Thomson was badly burnt and had 2 ribs broken. This was carried out at about 9 p.m. and ten
minutes later the legs carrying the wheels collapsed. In recognition of his bravery, Mr. Thomson, who had a wife and
family, was given £25 by the colliery company. He had been a fireman about a year and was 38 years of age. The
workmen involved were planning to give him a testimonial in recognition of his brave actions. Mr. Atkinson adds that
he also recognises Mr. Thomson's bravery, noting that smoke might have suffocated everybody in the pit and that
the fire might have extended to the woodworks in the shafts forcing the pit to close. His continued use of the cage
also placed him at great risk. In a note of caution, however, he adds that it was Mr. Thomson's duty to warn all the
men in the pit and adding that the men would have remained safe, as it turned out, if they had remained in the pit as
the fire was overcome before it entered the shafts, noting that two ponies left there survived. Nevertheless, Mr.
Atkinson acknowledges that his conduct was worthy of public recognition. He adds that he has enclosed the
Dunfermline journal of June 30th containing a full account of the fire and noting that a Mr. J.D. Hope is the Liberal
candidate for West Fife in the room of a Mr. Birwell and that a Mr. John Johnstone is an official of the Fife Miners'
Union.

NEIMME-JBA-9-524
28th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Ireland and Wilson, Lathones colliery, Largoward, St. Andrews, on the subject of the
colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-525
28th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to George Elphingstone, New Pitchford(?), on the subject of Balnassmore (?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-526
28th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Williams and Mitchell, Low Pitsligo (?), on the subject of Balnassmore (?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-527
28th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to D. Poster and company, St Peters Street, (?), on the subject of emerald.

NEIMME-JBA-9-528

28th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to James Gerry, Thirsk (?) on the subject of Langlands Upper and Lower (pits?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-529
28th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Edward McCroy, Blantyre, on the subject of Carnsell (?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-530
28th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Borden Linslie(?), Inverness (?), on the subject of Blanshassey and Easter Carssben (?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-531
28th August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Suburban District Committee of (?) and Edinburgh, Mr. F. Robb, Road Surveyor,
Edinburgh, on the subject of Castleferry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-532
31st August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Black, Airdrie, confirming that a mine has begun
to be driven near the Esk at Penicuik to be called the Penicuik No.3 mine.

NEIMME-JBA-9-533
31st August 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to McNaughton and Sinclair, Glasgow, confirming that the forms for reports they have
sent him appear to be in order and he is not aware of any recent alterations in any of them.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Campbell, Sheriff's clerk, Wick, informing him that he has received no
information about the fatality of George Herbert Kersay or the forthcoming public inquiry about it, noting that if the
fatality occurred at the new Pier works it would not be dealt with by his department. However, if the accident
occurred at a quarry more than 20 feet deep where stone was being worked for the pier works it would. He asks him
to provide exact details of where the incident occurred if he has it.

NEIMME-JBA-9-534

31st August 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Joseph Budge, wemyss Castle office, East Wemyss, informing him that he believes that
the part of the Michael pit at the Wemyss colliery lying between the low water mark and the line where the cover
exceeds 100 fathoms can be worked safely for Strip of Chemiss coal with no real risk of miners losing their life or the
drowning of the colliery. His inspection of the workings suggest this to be the case, and that the longwall method
could be used. He suggests that to be safe for a few yards on either side of the pillars of coal protecting the dooks
only one leaf (?) of the seam be worked to minimise the effect of the break.

Unnumbered
1st September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Beubeath Quarry company, Blackford, Perthshire, on the subject of Beubeath.

NEIMME-JBA-9-535
2nd September 1900
Plan containing statistics for August signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-536 (see overleaf)
August 1900
Plan for August containing nil written through middle.

NEIMME-JBA-9-537
3rd September 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of James
Heriot by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas B.Anderson, United Enginekeepers Mutual Protective Association of
Scotland, Uddingston, promising to look further into the question of enginemans' duties at the nos.7 and 8 pits at
Broadrigg.

NEIMME-JBA-9-538
4th September 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-540, 1st letter below) on the death of
Thomas Evers. The deceased and others were being employed by Thomas King and company at Auchinlea or Bellside
Quarry on the 31st August to remove tirr(?) from the top of the rock. Four holes were prepared with Kynock's
gelignite which were then fired by the labourer Daniel Walpole at about 7.15 a.m. The deceased and others were

157 feet away when the shots went off and some pieces of clay or stones were thrown in their direction by the 3rd
or 4th shot. The deceased was struck on the stomach by the stone, leading to his death four days later. Another
worker, Michael Deanie, was nearby and was slightly injured. The fireman William Ritchie was near also and saw the
accident happen. The persons he named would be the necessary witnesses needed for the forthcoming public
inquiry according to Mr. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-539
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, reporting on the death of
Thomas Evers at Bellside quarry (see NEIMME-JBA-9-538 above). He notes that the 36 year old was fatally injured by
clay or stones which hit him from an exploding shot or shots fired from about 157 feet away. He notes that despite
the distance, both the deceased and the labourer Michael Deanie who was slightly injured in the same manner, were
in full view of the exploding shots. He adds that the four shots had been placed 4 inches apart and were in vertical
holes 4 feet deep, with each containing 2 and a half cartridges of Kynock's gelignite and were fired by the means of
fire lighted in turn by the application of a hot iron. He notes that the cause of Mr. Evers' death was a ruptured
abdomen.

NEIMME-JBA-9-540
4th September 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Thomas
Evers (see NEIMME-JBA-9-538 and 539 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Morris, manager, New Hermand mine, West Calder, acknowledging receipt of
2 copies of Special Rules relating to the no.1 mine Mid Breich and 2 copies relating to the coal mine. He adds that no
notice of the opening of the coal mine seems to have been sent to him. He reminds Mr. Marvin that he had sent his
company a signed copy of Special Rules for the New Hermand Shale Mines on the 10th November the previous year
and as they had been previously posted and dealt with as required by the act, there should be no need for the
establishment of New Special Rules for each new opening in the same field. Assuming, he says, the New Hermand
Shale mine is in the same field as the Mid Breich and coal mine the Special Rules are already legally established. He
asks for confirmation of this.

NEIMME-JBA-9-541
4th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to William Hudspith and company, Carbarns colliery, Wishaw, remarking on various
problems at the colliery that must be remedied- unsatisfactory ventilation; no travellable return air way which until
done leaves no sufficient air current at the faces; the communication road being fallen and under the statutory size;
the contravention of General Rule 15 by the underground engine room; no manholes on the haulage road as
required by General Rule 14 and no fencing of the fan and haulage engines. He remarks that he is disappointed that
the ventilation problems have persisted, especially after the explosion that occurred there in February.

NEIMME-JBA-9-542/543/544/545

6th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Under Secretary of State, Home Office, London,
presenting his argument that changing his residence from Glasgow to Edinburgh would result in more efficiency and
savings (see NEIMME-JBA-9-455/456). He also remarks on the question of whether he wants his two assistant
inspectors to make the move also. On the latter, he suggests Mr. McLaren who lives in Uddingston might move,
while Mr. Johnstone might stay in Glasgow to reach those areas that are more easily or cheaply got to from there.
He provides a list of the 23 whole counties that fall under his purview (Aberdeen, Banff, Berwick, Caithness, Elgin,
Forfar, Inverness, Kincardine, Nairn, Orkney, Ross and Cromarty, Roxburgh, Selkirk and Shetland having quarries
while Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington, Kinross, Linlithgow, Peebles, Perth, Sutherland and parts of Lanark
and Sterling having both quarries and mines. He notes that 26,157 of the 53,607 persons employed in mines in the
district under the Coal Mines act are employed in counties that are cheaper and quicker to get to from Edinburgh
than Glasgow. He adds that a further 4,817 persons are employed in two counties (Clackmannan and parts of
Sterling) that are equally accessible in terms of time taken from either Edinburgh or Glasgow, although he admits the
fares are slightly higher from Edinburgh. He admits that the part of Lanark that lies within his district and employs
22,633 people is more readily accessible and cheaper to get to from Glasgow than Edinburgh, though he remarks
that the part that lies on the main lines between Edinburgh and Glasgow is almost as accessible from the former,
with only the part extending from Hamilton to Lesmahagow and Coalburn not being easily accessible from
Edinburgh. He suggests that this latter area could be more satisfactorily transferred from the Eastern to Western
district. He also notes that despite the Eastern districts employing 62,654 at their mines and quarries as opposed to
48,644 being employed similarly in the Western district, the same number of Inspectors are employed in each, a
disparity he remarks will become worse since considerable developments are under way in Fife and Edinburgh. He
continues that the persons employed at mines under the Metalliferous mines act and quarries under the quarries act
in this latter district of Lanark are nearly all more accessible from Edinburgh than Glasgow in terms of time and
railway travel expenditure. He then goes on to argue considerable savings that could be made located in Edinburgh
to Haddington, Fife, Linlithgow and Edinburgh itself. Slackmannan and Sterling would be more expensive, he admits,
although little changed in terms of time taken to get there. The Lanark district covered by him would be more
expensive, but he argues that if Mr. Johnstone remained in Glasgow he could travel to those places more readily
with Mr. Atkinson visiting these places less often.

NEIMME-JBA-9-546
7th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Black, coalmaster, Stainrigg, Airdrie, confirming
the appointment of M. Smith as the manager at the no.3 mine beside the Esk.

NEIMME-JBA-9-547
8th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Black and sons, Airdrie, confirming their intention
to reopen their no.2 pit at Arden to the Virtuewell and Ladygrange coal seams with Samuel Barnett appointed the
manager of said pit.

NEIMME-JBA-9-548
8th September 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of James Murray
Jnr by Mr. McLaren.

Unnumbered
10th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to W.R. Herring, Edinburgh and Leith Gas Commission, New
Street Works, Edinburgh, confirming that since the quarry at Pennywell Parks is now more than 20 feet deep he will
visit it shortly.

NEIMME-JBA-9-549
10th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, to be forwarded to Her
Majesty's Inspector of Explosives, containing a report by Mr. McLaren on an accident to the 36 year old miner
Sydney Randall which occurred on the 3rd May at the No.1 Michael pit at Wemyss colliery owned by the Wemyss
Coal company. The accident happened when Mr. Randall returned to a one and a half cartridges' shot of Nobels'
Gelignite too soon believing it had missed fire. He adds that the accident should have been reported earlier but had
been overlooked.

NEIMME-JBA-9-550
12th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Alexander Frew and company, Rawyards Brick Works,
Airdrie, confirming the appointment of James Holmes as the manager of the nos 1 and 2 collieries at Rawyards.

NEIMME-JBA-9-551
12th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Constable, Roman Camp Mines, Uphall, confirming
that the Broxbarn Oil company have extended their working to include the Plain and Curly Shales in their no.3 mine
at the Roman Camp.

NEIMME-JBA-9-552
12th September 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of
Andrew Cunningham (see NEIMME-JBA-9-554 below).

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Richard
Farrell (see NEIMME-JBA-9-553 below).
The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a report on the death of R.
Archibald by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-553
12th September 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-552, 2nd letter above) on the death of
Richard Farrell. The deceased was jammed between the top of a veal or water chest and roof timber after getting on
a rake between a bogie and the veal as he left his work on the 5th September at about 3 p.m. along a main haulage
road. The bogieman Walter Colvin witnessed the accident and stated that he stopped the rake by slackening the clip
but not before two crowns and possibly a tree or two was displaced. He also notes that George White, H.Hamilton
and a Mr. Burns, a Haulageman and two miners respectively, came up immediately after the accident. He adds that
the manager John Sneddon will provide a plan and he and Mr. Colvin will be adequate witnesses for the forthcoming
public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-554
12th September 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-552, 1st letter above) on the
death of Andrew Cunningham. The bottomer worked at the no.2 pit Oakley colliery and was killed when he fell down
the shaft to the splint coal which was 11 fathoms below the five feet seam where he worked on the 8th September.
He was involved in trying to free an empty tub from a cage which had been derailed by a full tub when the cage was
raised causing him to be thrown down the shaft. The accident was caused by a misunderstanding between the
engineman and the bottomers at the Splint coal below. The latter had allowed a loaded tub to run forward into the
shaft and afraid the second cage would come down on it, signalled 'one' to stop a cage in motion. Since the cage was
not in motion, and expecting a 'one'signal from the five feet seam signifying a raising of the cage did so laeding to
the accident despite immediately realising his error and stopping the cage. He notes that the signals given from the
five feet seam and the Splint were given two different ways- by a gong and hammer respectively- and that a the cage
should not have been moved until it was certain the gates at the five feet seam were closed. He suggests that the
engineman, David Brown,the assistant bottomer at the five feet seam, William Sharp and William McSheeran and
Robert Bissett, the bottomer and assistant from the Splint seam and the undermanager John Campbell should be
cited as witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-555
13th September 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the New Hermand Oil company, Breich, West Calder,
asking the company to rectify the following contraventions of the Mines act at the New Hermand pit as reported to
him by Mr McLaren- the communication road between the New Hermand pit and the outlet shaft being under the
statutory size and the machinery connected to the 'breaker' of the pit being dangerous for want of fencing.

The second from J.B. Atkinson to David Smith, Deans Oil Works, Bathgate, telling him to apply directly to the Home
Secretary if he wishes to attain exemption from two shafts under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal mines act at the
Deans Coal pit.

NEIMME-JBA-9-556
14th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Dunlop and company (1900) Ltd, Calderbank,
confirming that the company intend to reopen their no.3 pit at Monkland colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-557
14th September/15th September 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Calder, Her Majesty's Inspector of Schools, Broughty Ferry, asking for a copy of the
Instructions to Candidates for Managers' Certificates in his district.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to G. Bowman, manager, Muiredge collieries, dated 15th September, telling him he
will be at Buckhaven on Tuesday the 18th September at around 10.58 a.m. and would like to meet him at his office if
he could arrange a pony and trap to take him to Leven at about 11.30 a.m.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to R.T. Lamond, Glasgow, dated 15th September,confirming receipt of letters containing
papers on the subject of Methil Dock. He promises to consider the matter involved and write again on the matter in
the next few days.

NEIMME-JBA-9-558
17th September 1900
Two lettersThe first a report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see letter below) on the death of Michael Hailly.
The deceased had been taken on as a wagon tr(?) at Allanton colliery three weeks before his fatal accident. On the
11th September at about 10.15 p.m. the deceased was punching forward an empty wagon at one of the screens
when two wagons that were already emptied behind him moved forward and crushed him, due to his not securing
them properly. A youth named Gavin Anderson, who was working at the screens, is noted as the only witness to the
event so Mr. Atkinson suggests that he and the manager Adam Brown be cited as witnesses for the forthcoming
public inquiry, with the manager bringing a plan of the area to the inquiry also.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Michael
Hailly (see letter above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-559/560 (see overleaf)
19th September 1900

Plan of the Ryden pit at New Monkland owned by the Drumshangie Coal company, Airdrie, which discontinued
working the Kiltongue and Upper Drumgray coal on the 4th November 1899 as the coal was exhausted as far as
remuneration was concerned. The plan was carried out by McCreaths and Stevenson using the Magnetic Meridian
method and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-561/562 (see overleaf)
19th September 1900
Plan of the Auchinstilloch or Monkshead pit at Douglas, Lanark, owned by the Cairntable Gas and Coal company of
Glasgow which discontinued the three feet, four feet, nine feet, the thirty such and six feet coal on the 10th October
1899 as the coal was exhausted as far as remuneration was concerned. The plan was carried out by Johnstone and
Rawhire using the Magnetic Meridian method and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-563
19th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Brown and sons, Largoward colliery, St. Andrews, on the subject of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-564
19th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Largoward Coal company, Cassingray colliery, Largoward, St. Andrews, on the subject
of the colliery.

Unnumbered
19th September/20th September 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Mr. Stokes telling him that he has enclosed a letter by
Mr. Johnstone which he believes will provide him with the information he requires.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to I. Seward, Worsley, Manchester, enclosing a copy of the instructions to candidates
for Managers' certificates for his district. He adds that he has not included anything on coal got by machines and will
be glad to use his information as a guide.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to H.F. Stockdale, Glasgow, dated 20th September, enclosing his diploma for mining,
which he has signed and now returns.

NEIMME-JBA-9-565
20th September 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Fyfe, Clackmannan, confirming his intention to
start a colliery on the lands of Lord Zeltand near Clackmannan.

NEIMME-JBA-9-566
20th September 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to D. Smith,manager, Deans Mines, Bathgate, telling him he will be at Livingstone the
next day arriving at 4 p.m. to inquire about their exemption for their coal pit (see NEIMME-JBA-9-555, 2nd letter).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to D. Deuchars, Waverly Station, asking permission for the 2.50 p.m. train from
Edinburgh to stop at Livingstone the next day to allow him to go from there to Glasgow.

NEIMME-JBA-9-567
21st September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Forsyth, Bellside colliery, Cleland, confirming that
the Forsyth and Russell partnership owning Bellside colliery has been dissolved with Mr. Russell having retired from
same. He acknowledges that the company owning the colliery has now been renamed the Bellside Coal company.

NEIMME-JBA-9-568
21st September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Townhill colliery company, Dunfermline, confirming
that the company now owns the Saline Valley collieries with Thomas Borland acting as their manager from the
following Monday.

NEIMME-JBA-9-569
21st September 1900
Report on Methil Dock by J.B. Atkinson (for R.T. Lamond, Glasgow- see NEIMME-JBA-9-557, 2nd letter and NEIMMEJBA-9-570,2nd letter below). The report shows Mr. Atkinson's explanation for not accepting that the sinking,
cracking and disintegration of the East Pier and the sinking of the South pier at Methil dock could have been caused
or assisted with any reasonable degree of probability by the workings in the Chemiss coal seam approaching the
piers from the Deubeath pit. He cites as evidence for this his consideration of papers provided by Mr. Lamond
including: a copy of the report made by Landale, Frew and Gemmell on the 24th May 1897 for the N.B. Railway
company; a plan of the mineral workings in the Chemiss seam referred to in the previous report; a section showing
how the top line of the East pier had sunk from the level at which it had been originally built; a tracing of the section
showing the same process regarding the South pier and an interim report made by Mr. Parrington of
Monkwearmouth to a Mr. Axten dated 24th August 1900. He also remarks that he has personally inspected the piers
on the 18th September, and has visited the Chemiss seam of Deubeath pit inspecting the section approaching the
piers on several occasions. He also notes that he has studied how far in advance of coal workings damage to
erections on the surface may be expected, known as the draw. He notes that coal was not extracted from

underneath either pier so the only possible way the damage may be attributed to the workings is through this draw,
and although not denying there may have been a slight probability of this being a factor in causing slight movement,
it is too remote a probability to rely on as a factor in the failure of the piers.

NEIMME-JBA-9-570
21st September 1900
Two lettersThe first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-9-569.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R.T. Lamond, Glasgow, enclosing a report on Methil
Dock (see NEIMME-JBA-9-569 above) and returning his papers on the subject.

NEIMME-JBA-9-571
21st September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from two shafts made by the
Houston Oil pit at Deans Oil Shale mines under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act 1887 provided no more than
20 persons are employed underground in connection with the one shaft at any time, no fire is used underground for
ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption concludes
on the 31st December 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-572
22nd September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Fyfe, Clackmannan, confirming the appointment of
Mr. Fyfe himself as the manager of the colliery on the land of Lord Zeltand near Clackmannan and that the company
running the colliery will be James Fyfe and company.

NEIMME-JBA-9-573
23rd September/26th September 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to I. Gerrard, remarking that he would not like to estimate the number of coal cutting
machines at work or the coal got by them or the output of coal from seams under 3 foot without issuing a circular.
He remarks that there is a considerable output from seams of that size or below as many collieries are confined to
working seams of that size, with ordinary coal sometimes worked to as low as 16 inches and Cannel coal thinner than
that on some occasions. He adds that coal cutters are sometimes used to obtain almost the whole output of coal in a
few collieries and have been in successful operations for years using this method, noting that all but one use a
compressed air method with the other using electrical devices.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Summerlee and Mossend Iron and Steel company, Coatbridge, dated 26th
September, advising them that if they only propose to work their one shaft to the main coal in Dykehead colliery for

the purpose of forming a second shaft then no exemption will be necessary but if they propose to carry out ordinary
coal working at the same time, they should apply for an exemption directly to the Secretary of State at Whitehall.

NEIMME-JBA-9-574
26th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Stewart, Catcraig, Carluke, confirming that a mine
has begun work on the supposed Tower coal in the Catcraig parish of Carluke to be known as the Catcraig mine.

NEIMME-JBA-9-575
27th September 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to William Stewart, Catcraig, Carluke, enclosing two copies of the Special Rules and a
printed notice for their new mine (see NEIMME-JBA-9-574 above). He advises Mr. Stewart to hang one of the copies
of the Rules and the printed notice for 14 days at the mine and then send back both copies of the Rules together
with a letter stating that the Rules have been hung in public sight at the mine for 14 days. He adds that they will also
need a report book which he can buy from McNaughton and Sinclairs of Glasgow and that a report must be filled in
daily by the fireman in the book.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren asking him to provide an estimate of the coal produced in the last year
from seams of 3 feet or under, the number of coal cutting machines at work and the coal got by coal cutting
machines in their East of Scotland district (see NEIMME-JBA-9-573, 1st letter).

NEIMME-JBA-9-576
28th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Darngavil Coal company, Glasgow, confirming that the
company have begun sinking two shafts on the Meikle Drumgray farm at Darngavil colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-577
29th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Bellsdyke Coal company, Airdrie, confirming that they
have recommenced working the Humph coal in their No.3 pit at Bellsdyke.

NEIMME-JBA-9-578
29th September 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Strain Brothers, Glasgow, confirming that they have
begun operations on working the virgin seam at Kippsbyre to be named the Virgin mine, a daylight mine.

NEIMME-JBA-9-579
29th September/30th September 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to E.A. Fletcher, Dalkeith, asking him to attend to the
following contraventions at his Causland (?) Limestone Mine pointed out by Mr. McLaren- the surface haulage
engine being unfenced and the abstract not being posted at the mine contravening General Rule 17 and Section 28
(i) of the Metalliferous Mines act 1872 respectively, enclosing an abstract for the former purpose.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to the Northfield Coal company, Prestonpans, saying that they can continue to work
their Driver seam despite him receiving their application for an extension of their exemption too late to reply the last
night due to his being away from home.

NEIMME-JBA-9-580
1st October 1900
Plan for September containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-581
(1st October 1900?)
Plan for September with nil written twice.

NEIMME-JBA-9-582
Undated
Plan for September providing information for three separate explosions of gunpowder at Kemday and Suddie
quarries and the Pumpherston mine respectively. The first concerning an ignition of a small quantity of unexploded
powder occurring while a boring out of stemming from a hole was taking place, the second caused by a carelessly
thrown match on loose gunpowder lying near and the third when a shot that was thought to have missed fire
exploded when a return was made too soon.

NEIMME-JBA-9-583
1st October 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal, Airdrie, enclosing a report on the death of William John
Hunter by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of
Thomas Paxton by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-584
3rd October 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Pumpherston Oil company, Glasgow, confirming the
following appointments- James Caldwell as the General Mining Manager or agent for the company; John Johnston as
the manager of the Pumpherston mines; Renwick Cowan as the manager of Seafield mines and David Smith as the
manager of Deans mines only.

NEIMME-JBA-9-585
3rd October 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Mr. I.Gerrard enclosing a letter from Mr. McLaren
providing the quantity of coal raised from seams of 3 feet and under for the previous year, and promising to pass on
the remaining information he asked for on coal cutters when it is sent by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to unknown, concerning quantities of coal raised from seams of 3 foot and under.

NEIMME-JBA-9-586
11th October 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Gemmell, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of
David Paterson as the manager of South Longrigg colliery in the room of Mr. James Benson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-587
11th October 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Pumpherston Oil company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of John Nicol as the manager of Deans Mines in the room of Mr. David Smith.

NEIMME-JBA-9-588
11th October 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Peter W. Turner, Caledonian Mineral Oil company,
Glasgow, confirming the appointment of Robert Howieson as the manager of the companies' mines in the room of
Alexander J. Walker.

NEIMME-JBA-9-589
11th October 1900

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Fyfe, Youngs' Oil company, Glasgow, confirming the
temporary appointment of David Ellis as the manager of the Caldwell section of the companies' pits and mines in the
room of Mr. Robert Howieson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-590
11th October 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Young, Linlithgow Oil company, Glasgow, confirming
the appointment of J.S. Caldwell as the manager of the companies' mines in the room of Mr. Renwick Cowan.

NEIMME-JBA-9-591
11th October 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to John Wilson (?) telling him he would like to meet at the office at Dykehead colliery the
next day during his visit there arriving at about 12:15 p.m.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Hutton, clerk, Shotts School Board, Shotts, telling him that if he knows of any
instances where boys under the age of 14 are being employed in a manner that does not satisfy the requirements of
the Education acts they are liable to prosecution and he should provide particulars to him and he will have enquiries
made and take action to stop the practice.

NEIMME-JBA-9-592
11th October 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to I.J. Thornton, Leavenseat Lime Works, Fauldhouse,
confirming that Mr. Thornton has taken over the works and the Limestone mine therein from Pete Mitchell and
sons.

NEIMME-JBA-9-593
11th October 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, returning a police report and enclosing
a report by Mr. H. Johnstone on the death of William McLauchlan (containing a list of seven 'no's?).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to an extension of the exemption from two shafts at the
Driver (?) coal seam at the no.1 pit at Northfield colliery until the 30th December 1900 under the same conditions as
previously due to the excessive amount of water in the seam which delayed the completion of the second shaft.

NEIMME-JBA-9-594

12th October 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Mannelrigg Coal company, Polmont Station,
confirming the appointment of Robert Barr as the manager of Mannelrigg colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-595
12th October/15th October 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to I. Gerrard confirming receipt of his letter with Mr.McLaren's letters included (see
NEIMME-JBA-9-585). He adds that he agrees with his mentioning authority in the manner he proposes and
confirming there is one electric machine working in his district. He concludes by mentioning that he has caught 9 fish
while salmon fishing in (Loch?) Garn.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.C. Kelly, Hamilton, confirming that the Home Secretary has forwarded his
concerns to him on a grievance regarding the testing of weighing machines. He asks that he provides the names of
any collieries where he believes the grievance exists so he can make enquiries. He also asks whether Mr. Kelly is an
acting checkweigher himself.
The third from J. B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 15th October 1900, agreeing to the application for exemption
from 2 shafts at the Main Coal seam at the no.1 pit at Dykehead colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines
act provided no more than 20 persons are employed underground in comnnection with the single shaft at any one
time, no fire is used underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as
possible and the exemption expires on the 30th April 1900 (sic) (1901?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-596
16th October 1900
Letter from J. B. Atkinson to William Black on the subject of Penicuik colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-597
16th October 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Brand and company, Auldton collieries, Larkhall,
confirming the appointment of Thomas Gardiner as the manager of the Auldton, Ashgill and Over Dalserf collieries.

NEIMME-JBA-9-598
16th October/18th October 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to John Wilson, Glasgow, promising to look further into the questions of ventilation and
checkweighers' facilities at Whitrigg colliery.

The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, dated 18th October, enclosing a report on the
death of Malcolm Baxter by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-599
19th October 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James White, Manager, Leadhills Mines, confirming the
appointment of Mr. White as the manager of the collieries at Leadhills.

NEIMME-JBA-9-600
20th October 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Townhill Collieries company, Dunfermline, confirming
the appointment of George Peggie as the manager of Sunnybraes colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-601
20th October/24th October 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Ware confirming receipt of his letter concerning Annual Return Forms. He
advises him to insert his present address (with the forms?) as he does not expect to move to Edinburgh until the
next year (see NEIMME-JBA-542-545 etc).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to H. Telfer, Clydesdale, Uddingston, dated 24th October, remarking that in reference
to information given concerning the checkweigher at the no.3 Law pit he would expect any checkweigher who gave
instructions to a miner who had been dismissed to resume work at his old place would probably be liable to
dismissal himself on application to a sheriff. He adds that if the checkweigher gave such instructions while off duty
and away from the mine, it might not be construed as illegal but it still would not carry any weight. He concludes
that if said checkweigher had descended the shaft and took action leading to men stopping work a sheriff could
hardly fail to order his removal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-602
24th October 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson,Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Paterson, Knownoble, Cleland, confirming that a
mine is being opened on Mr. Patersons' property.

NEIMME-JBA-9-603
26th October 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Netherburn Coal company on the subject of Shaws' colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-604
26th October 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to John Campbell, checkweigher, No.4 pit Redding, advising him that in the matter of
whether a tare he mentions is incorrect in the matter of weighing at the No.4 pit he should advise the miners of this
and leave it in their hands. He remarks that their next step if dissatisfied would be to organise a deputation to the
manager asking for a new tare. He adds that the manager might well argue in his defence that the new hutches
increase in weight when they become wet and dirty. He also remarks that the Mining act requires true weighing to
take place but does not specify what that entails, with no specification given whether it should be to the nearest
quarter cwts or half cwts. Mr. Atkinson himself sees no reason why the former should not be in operation, but that a
court would no doubt base its judgement on the custom at the mine and the practicality of accurate weighing in the
carrying out of ordinary work at the colliery. In any case, Mr Atkinson advises that,again, the miners be left to argue
the case. He adds that if there is any further difficulty in gaining a settlement in the case he has described, he should
write again and Mr. Atkinson or one of his deputies will visit to explore the options.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to D. Gilmour, Secretary, Lanarkshire Miners County Union, Hamilton, promising to
enquire further into the question of ventilation at the no.2 pit at Clyde for the Main Coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-605
26th October/27th October 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to the Netherburn Coal company, Glasgow, advising them that an exemption will only be
needed at Shaws Colliery if they plan to work coal while driving a communication from their single shaft to another
but not if they just plan the latter. If the former is the case, an exemption will be necessary, and he advises that they
apply directly to the Home Secretary at the Home Office in London. He adds that they should have sent two copies of
their Special Rules to him rather than one, and they should send another. He promises to return one in due course.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of George
Whitelaw (see NEIMME-JBA-9-606 below).

NEIMME-JBA-9-606
27th October 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-605,2nd letter above) on the death of
George Whitelaw. The night watchman was employed at the Overwood Sandstone mine where his shift was
between 6 p.m. and 6a.m. On the 9th October at about 9 p.m. the deceased was in a shed/store near the office
endeavouring to fill a naphtha lamp from a naphtha barrel. There were two other barrels nearby, one containing
Cylinder Oil, the other engine oil. As the deceased attempted to fill the lamp, it is thought the lamp was already
burning and he had allowed the lamp to overflow in some way. The naphtha ignited burning the nightwatchman's
face and hands. He stated before he died that he attempted to extinguish the flames but being unable to do so, he
left the place and called to John Melvin who was attending to a pumping engine at the time for assistance. Mr.

Atkinson adds that Mr. Melvin and the foreman John Davidson should be called as witnesses at the forthcoming
public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-607
27th October 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking that the working
plans of the Drumcross minerals, which he has been asked for by a Mr. A.P. Simpson , a writer to the signet of
Bathgate, on behalf of one of his clients who is anxious to see said working plans, should be sent straight to him to
be forwarded to Mr. Simpson. He notes that the Plan refers to an estate in Linlithgow, gives the register number, and
adds that the date of deposition was August 1886.

NEIMME-JBA-9-608
27th October 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to J.W. Barty, procurator fiscal, Dunblane, giving details on the death of William Cuthbert
at a quarry in Dumblane. He notes that since the quarry was over 20 feet deep it falls under his jurisdiction under the
Quarries act of 1894. He notes that he visited the quarry on the 25th October despite not being notified of the
accident by the occupier. He continues that it has proven difficult to ascertain exactly who could be said to be the
occupier since Colonel Sterling of Kippendavie, the supposed owner of the quarry, and the employers of the
deceased man, the plasterers Gray and sons, were only two of various parties that made use of the quarry. The only
two people who he believes to be able to give any account of the accident were the Kinbrick Stationmaster, Andrew
Cox, who saw the man alive at 12:45 p.m. on the 23rd of October and then saw him covered up at 4.15p.m. the same
day, having been buried under sand. Mr. Cox and the signalman George Buchan proceeded to dig the man out.
These two men should be cited as witnesses at the forthcoming public enquiry he notes, but adds that the factor of
Colonel Sterling and some representative of the employers/plasterers should also be present. He adds that he
presumes the sheriff clerk will be aware that he should be notified of the date that the inquiry is to take place.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.J. Simpson, Bathgate, telling him he has forwarded his request for the abandoned
plan of Drumcross and its minerals to the Home Secretary as the plan is currently at the Home Office. He suggests
that the plan will probably be sent to him first and then he will communicate with him when it arrives.

NEIMME-JBA-9-609
1st November 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to J.L. Hedley, enclosing a letter from a Mr. Eggert concerning a Civil Service Lifeboat,
which also contains a pamphlet with the Inspectors subscriptions on the back. He notes that he did not collect these
and asks him whether he did or can remember who did, since the collection fell short of the required 2 pounds, 2
shillings and six pence and was only 1 pound 17 shillings and six pence.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application by the no.3 pit at Whitrigg colliery for
exemption from 2 shafts under Section 18 (iii)(a) of the Coal Mines act 1887 providing no more than 20 people can

work underground in connection with the one shaft at any one time, no fire is used underground for ventilation or
any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption expires on the 30th June
1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-610
1st November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren informing him that Mr. Smillie has made a verbal complaint about the
ventilation of collieries in the Coalburn district particularly Bellfield, Auchlochan and Sitehill. He asks Mr. McLaren to
inspect these collieries as soon as possible. He also informs him of his plan to relocate to Edinburgh (see NEIMMEJBA-9-601,1st letter etc) but advises that it will be some months before he does so and he would like to talk over the
matter with him either on the next Monday morning or evening after 7 p.m.

NEIMME-JBA-9-611
1st November/2nd November 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, informing the receiver that he thinks the checkweigher J.C. Kelly who
works at the no.3 pit Bent colliery has overreacted to the refusal of a pitheadman to allow him the use of weights
thinking it a permanent refusal when the pitheadman suggested it was merely due to his need to leave the pithead
for a short time. He adds that they have had no previous or subsequent problems concerning the allowing of
checkweighing and that his enquiries have shown up no general complaint on their head as Mr. Kelly indicates in a
letter he has received from him on the subject.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Stanners, Elgin colliery, dated 2nd November, remarking that Mr. McLaren has
advised him that that there may be a scaffold in the Lochend pit at the colliery which may lead to a slip taking place
from it. He suggests that this possibility is guarded against by providing the men working in the shaft with belts and
ropes.

NEIMME-JBA-9-612
2nd November 1900
Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson for October 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-613
(2nd November 1900?)
Plan containing statistics and nil written through second half for October 1900 (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-614
Undated

Report on two injuries of unnamed persons in explosions at Carmuir and Castlehill collieries respectably signed by
J.B. Atkinson. In the first incident, an explosion of gunpowder through a shot of coal occurred on the 2nd October,
taking place before the person was clear and causing him to be struck by a piece of coal. The cause was determined
to be the use of too short a fuse in the shot. The second was an explosion of Nobels' Gelignite, in which the injured
person had retired 80 yards from a shot he had lit in stone and was struck by a small piece of stone projected from a
shot.

NEIMME-JBA-9-615
3rd November 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of
James Bonningan by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to A. J. Simpson, Bathgate, telling him he has received a copy of the plan containing
the Drumcross minerals (see NEIMME-JBA-9-608, 2nd letter) and that he can meet with Mr. Simpsons' client on
Wednesday the 7th November at any place he likes between 2.30 and 4p.m. with the plan.

NEIMME-JBA-9-616
6th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Fyfe, Youngs' Oil company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of James Brown as the manager of the Addiwell section of the companies' mines replacing Mr. David
Ellis.

NEIMME-JBA-9-617
6th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Gray, Morningside colliery, Newmains, confirming
that the Smithy Coal seam in the no.10 pit at the colliery has begun to be opened out.

NEIMME-JBA-9-618
6th November/7th November 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to John W. Robertson, Eastfield, Cambuslang, giving him advice on useful books to
consult on mining- he suggests Greenwells' treatise on mine engineering; Hughes on coal mining; Painley on mining;
a book by W.W. Smyth re-edited by Foster Brown in the Weales (?) series; books by a Mr. Peel and a recent book by
a Mr. Kerr. He suggests that any bookseller in Glasgow could get these for him. On metalliferous mines he suggests
books by Foster and Davies, but suggests the most complete information could be found in the Mining Institute
Transactions, a series of Government Reports to be found in a number of blue books. The question of ventilation, he
suggests, is well covered in a book by (his father?). He adds that there are any number of old works on the subjects

mentioned that would take too long to list, but recommends writing to the free library in Wigan for a catalogue to
see what they have in stock.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.T. Simpson, Bathgate, apologising for being away from home when his letter
arrived concerning Drumcross Minerals (see NEIMME-JBA-9-615,2nd letter etc). He suggests a meeting with R.K.
Gordon at Queen Street Hotel the next Friday at 3 p.m. and requests that if that is possible he can be informed
either the next day or the first post on Friday.

NEIMME-JBA-9-619
7th November 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to L. Gerrard enclosing a letter from a Mr. Eggelt concerning the Civil Service Lifeboat
fund with a pamphlet and with the Inspector's subscription on the back. He notes a discrepancy of 5 shillings and
asks whether he made the collection for the fund or knows who did. He adds that he is looking forward to his
forthcoming paper.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts by Shaws'
collieries' no.1 pit under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act 1887 provided no more than 20 people atre allowed
to work underground in connection with the single shaft at one time, no fire is used for ventilation or any other
purpose underground, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption expires on the 30th
May 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-620
8th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Fyfe, Clackmannan, confirming the intention of
opening an old mine and connecting it with the pit he mentions.

NEIMME-JBA-9-621
8th November/9th November/10th November 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to H. Cunnynghame, Home Office, thanking him for his letter concerning fuses and
adding his eager anticipation of his forthcoming report on the Curn explosion.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.B. Scott, dated 9th November, enclosing a letter from a Mr. Eggelt concerning
the Civil Service Lifeboat fund and noting the 5 shilling short discrepancy (see NEIMME-JBA-9-619, 1st letter). He
adds that Mrs. Hedley and Gerrard did not do the collecting, and wonders if he knows who did.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to Superintendant Robinson, Deputy Chief Constable, Linlithgow, dated 10th November,
noting that after having the place where subsidence occurred near Broxburn examined as outlined in P.C.
Eddington's memo he finds no probability of danger to the public since there is shale left under the public road.

NEIMME-JBA-9-622
10th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Gemmell, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of
James Scott as the undermanager of the South Longrigg colliery at Netherburn.

NEIMME-JBA-9-623/624 (see overleaf)
10th November 1900
Plan of the Rigg mines nos 2,3,4 and 5 at New Monkland, Airdrie, owned by Ferrier and Shain of Glasgow,
discontinued from working the Russelband shale and limestone, Kiltongue,Gas and Upper Drumgray coal on the 16th
February 1900 due to the materials being exhausted as far as remuneration was concerned. The plan was compiled
by Johnstone and Rankine of Glasgow using the Majestic Meridian and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-625/626 (see overleaf)
10th November 1900
Plan of the Leavenseat High mine of Fauldhouse owned by Peter Mitchell and sons of Edinburgh which discontinued
working the Leavenseat Limestone on the 14th March 1900 as it was exhausted as far as remuneration was
concerned. The plan was compiled by Mr. H. Geddes of Edinburgh using the Majestic Meridian and signed by J.B.
Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-627/628 (see overleaf)
10th November 1900
Plan of the Drumhead mine at Cameron in Cupar, Fife, owned by Mitchell and Laing of Cupar where the Splint, Parrot
and Black coal was discontinued on the 19th January 1900 due to the impact of corrosive water rendering pumping
costly and making mining unremunerative. The plan was compiled by David Nicholson, the 1st class Certificated
Colliery manager, using Majestic and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-629
16th November 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to J.W.Barty, procurator fiscal, Dumblane, apologising for not answering sooner to his
enquiry about the death of William Cuthbert due to being away from home. He notes that the only contravention of
the Quarries act 1894 in the incident was the failure of the owner or the occupier of the Kinback quarry to inform
him of the death. He adds that this in itself does not require notice being taken, but adds that employing Mr.
Cuthbert, a deaf and dumb man of some age, to work alone in such a place was probably ill-advised. He adds that
the Quarries act in itself does not apply General Rules of behaviour but Special Rules are allowed to be established.
However, in the case of Kinback and other small working quarries where only one or two men are occasionally

employed the codes of Special Rules have not been established. He concludes that the deceased was probably
getting fine sand for plastering and was probably following a layer of it when the fatal fall took place.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.T. Simpson, Bathgate, thanking him and returning the plan of Drumcross minerals
by R.K. Gordon he sent him (see NEIMME-JBA-9-618,2nd letter etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-630
16th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Fyfe, Youngs Oil company, Glasgow, confirming that
the company have abandoned their no.11 pit at Polbeth and that they have forwarded plans of both that mine and
that of the no.30 mine at Westwood to the Home Office. He also encloses the Annual Return form for the no.11 pit.

NEIMME-JBA-9-631
16th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Clark, Ormiston Station colliery, confirming the
appointment of James Mackay as the undermanager of the collieries' no.1 and no.3 pits in the room of William
Leckie.

NEIMME-JBA-9-632
16th November 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, returning a police report and enclosing
one by Mr. H. Johnstone on the accident to Francis McConville. Mr. Atkinson notes that the fireman James
Johnstone has contravened General Rule 4 (i) and Special Rule 35 in connection with the accident and should be
proceeded against.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing reports on the deaths
of John Adamson and Alexander Ferguson by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-633
17th November/18th November/19th November 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to John Hulton, Clerk, Shotts School Board, telling him that he he has noted his
comments on the employment of boys and has reported the matter to the Home Secretary.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.L. Hedley, dated 18th November, sending back a postal order for 5 shillings for the
underpayment made to the Civil Service Lifeboat fund as he believes himself to have final responsibility for the error
as he was the Chairman (see NEIMME-JBA-9-621, 2nd letter etc) and has not been able to ascertain who or what was

responsible for it. He adds that he has heard there was an explosion at Preston and also that he hopes to see him
more often when he moves to Edinburgh to live (see NEIMME-JBA-9-610 etc).
The third from J.B. Atkinson to A.H. Eggelt, Home Office, dated 19th November, thanking him for pointing out the 5
shilling error in the collecting of the Civil Service Lifeboat fund (see letter above etc) and adding that since he has
been unable to find out how the error occurred or who made the error he encloses a postal order for the amount as
he was the responsible party as chairman. He adds that he should send the papers concerning the matter to the next
meeting in May (1901).

NEIMME-JBA-9-634
17th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking for his instructions as
to how to deal with the Shotts School Board Clerk John Hutton's complaints regarding the employment of boys aged
between 12 and 14 who have not satisfied the requirements of the Education acts, enclosing both his letter on the
subject and Mr. Atkinson's reply (see NEIMME-JBA-9-633, 1st letter).

NEIMME-JBA-9-635
17th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Glenboig Union Fireclay company confirming the
appointment of William R. Greenhorn as the manager of the companies' mines in the room of William Reid. He adds
that their description of him as the underground manager is not a term that is recognised by the Mines act and as
manager he will be responsible for the mines both above and below ground.

NEIMME-JBA-9-636
17th November 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to the Strathavon Coal company on the subject of the Strathavon colliery.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Peter Fulford, Springfield, Falkirk, returning the copy of the abstract of the mines
act he sent him, noting that what should have been sent was another copy of the Special Rules to go with the one
sent to be kept by Mr. Atkinson as evidence of these Rules' establishment. He asks for this copy to be sent and
promises that one copy will be sent back in due course signed by Mr. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-637
17th November/19th November 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Dunnachie, Glenboig, mentioning first his sympathy for a Mr. Reid in the
aftermath of an unnamed explosion and that he is glad that Mr. Dunnachie's company are treating him so liberally.
He adds that Mr. Greenhorn's appointment as manager of the Glenboig Union Fireclay mines should encompass

responsibility for both above and under ground at the mines (see NEIMME-JBA-9-635) but that he sees no reason
why Mr. Reid cannot act in the unspecified way he mentions. He continues that he sees no reason why he will not be
able to arrange 11 working days per fortnight in the mines, despite noting the miners getting unreasonable where
high wages are concerned and the considerable power he believes the Union has at the moment.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to C. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, enclosing a report on the death of John
Leiper by Mr. McLaren. He mentions that it would be convenient if instructions were given to the police not to
remove articles connected with accidents under the Quarries act until an Inspector has investigated such cases.

NEIMME-JBA-9-638
19th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to D. Rowan, Manager, Edinburgh collieries, Wallyford,
confirming that the Edinburgh Collieries company has begun sinking a new shaft at the Carberry colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-639
20th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the exemption from 2 shafts at Knownoblehill colliery under
Section 18(iii)(a) of the Coal Mines act since the water is now out of the colliery, the working of the coal has
commenced and the second shaft is in the course of sinking. The following conditions apply- no more than 20 people
are allowed to work underground in connection with the single shaft at one time, fire can not be used underground
for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is to be completed as quickly as possible and the exemption
expires on the 30th June 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-640
21st November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Office, Whitehall, enclosing three lettersone from his Assistant inspector, Mr. McLaren, reporting on the removal of a chain by the police which, having
broken, was a piece of evidence related to a fatal accident from a quarry, a copy of a letter sent to the procurator
fiscal of Aberdeen, C. Wilson, by Mr. Atkinson on the same subject and a copy of Mr. Wilson's reply to the latter. Mr.
Atkinson adds that the removal of articles by police before Assistant Inspectors can examine accident sites in
quarries occurs quite often, and he would prefer that this practice ceased adding that it does not occur in mines (see
NEIMME-JBA-9-637, 2nd letter).

NEIMME-JBA-9-641
21st November 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Lawrance Thomson and Foulis, Glasgow, confirming receipt of their letter concerning
the case of Mitchell versus Alloa Coal company and returning a copy of the Special Rules pertaining to the case
certified by him.

The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death
of Thomas Hynd by Mr. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-642
24th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Lochhead Fireclay company, Dunfermline, confirming
the appointment of William Johnstone as the manager of the Lochhead Fireclay mine in the room of Adam Hunter.

NEIMME-JBA-9-643
23rd November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Hareshaw Coal company, Cleland, confirming the
appointment of William Hill as the manager of the Hareshaw colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-644
23rd November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H. Rowan, Cowdenbeath collieries, confirming the
appointment of three men- G.S. Christie as the manager of Foulford colliery while Mr. Anderson has 3 months' leave
of absence, William Riddle as the manager of the no.9 pit at Mossheath colliery and W.G. Richardson as the manager
of the Hill of Beath colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-645
23rd November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Bellside coal company confirming the appointment of
Peter Paterson as the manager of the Bellside colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-646
24th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking for permission to
begin legal proceedings against the Poneil Coal company or their colliery manager for contravening Section 16 of the
Coal Mines Regulation act 1887 by carrying out the ordinary working of coal in connection with a single shaft as well
as the allowed operations necessary to sink a second shaft without the granting of the necessary exemption. He
notes that the colliery is situated in Lanark district of Lanark county.

NEIMME-JBA-9-647
24th November 1900

Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to David W.B. Tait, Office of the District Clerk, Kelso, proposing a visit to the Softlaw
quarry on Tuesday the 27th November in connection with the accident there. He says he will call at 9.30 that
morning.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren telling him that no exemption has been granted at Poneil colliery and
he has asked the Secretary of State permission to prosecute (see NEIMME-JBA-9-646 above) and that he has written
to the Procurator Fiscal of Aberdeen, Mr. Wilson, about the removal of the chain at the unnamed quarry and having
received an unsatisfactory reply, sent the correspondence concerning this on to the Home Office (see NEIMME-JBA9-640).

NEIMME-JBA-9-648
27th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Caldwell, Pumpherston Works, Mid Calder,
confirming the temporary appointment of John Johnstone as the manager of Deans Mines in place of John Nicol
while adding that William Caldwell will act as manager at Pumpherston until Mr. Johnstone returns.

NEIMME-JBA-9-649
28th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas Brown and sons, Largoward, St. Andrews,
confirming the commencement of working towards a new shaft in Largoward to the thick coal seam on the 4th
October.

NEIMME-JBA-9-650
28th November/30th November 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James Fulnies (?) , Fife and Kinross Miners Association, Cowdenbeath, promising to
look further into the question of weighing at the Alice pit at Fordell colliery.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Smillie, Lanarkshire Miners' Union, Hamilton, promising to look further into the
question of ventilation at the Morningside colliery.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to William Dempster, Checkweigher, Wishaw, dated 30th November 1900, promising to
look further into the question of ventialtion at the no.4 mine at Stravenhouse.

NEIMME-JBA-9-651
30th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to William Black, Penicuik colliery, on the subject of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-652
30th November 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas B. Anderson, Uddingston, confirming receipt of his letter concerning the boiler
at Northfield colliery and a further letter from a Mr. Forrest on the subject and promises to look further into the
matter.

NEIMME-JBA-9-653
2nd November (sic) 1900
Plan for November containing statistics and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-654 (see overleaf)
(2nd November 1900)
Plan for November containing statistics with nil written through bottom half.

NEIMME-JBA-9-655
Undated
Plan for November providing details of four accidents involving explosives- the first occurring at Elphinstone colliery
on the 7th November when a 15 year old was injured when he held a detonator up to his lamp and it exploded
injuring his hand; the second at Cairncry colliery on the 2nd November in which gunpowder exploded while men
were examining a hole about 15 inches deep which had been fired several times by electricity shaking the rock,
injuring two men; the third accident occurring at Carbarns colliery when a miner prepared a shot of gunpowder with
a naked light nearby and the final accident occurring at Softland quarry after a fuse missed fire on a cartridge of
tonite and, returning five days later, the injured man attempted to examine the hole in wet ground that had been
used with the aid of an iron picker when the cartridge exploded.

NEIMME-JBA-9-656
3rd December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, providing him with List
no.22 of owners of quarries who had agreed to adopt the revised code of Special Rules under the Quarries act of
1894 upon its being proposed by the Secretary of State (see NEIMME-JBA-9-482/483 etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-657
3rd December 1900

List no.22 of quarry owners who have agreed to the revised code of Special Rules which have been proposed by the
Secretary of State (see NEIMME-JBA-9-656 above) including Mr. T.J. Hughes of Ferryhill colliery working mainly with
whinstone and Clydesdale Quarries at Duchessheath working mainly sandstone and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-658
3rd December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Larkhall Collieries Ltd., Glasgow, confirming that the
Netherburn Coal companies' business has been transferred over to Larkhall Collieries Ltd.

NEIMME-JBA-9-659
3rd December 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to T.V. Todrick, procurator fiscal, Haddington, enclosing a report on the death of Thomas
Porteous by Mr. Johnstone.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.M. Morton, Fordell collieries, telling him that he believes that he should always
weigh each tub of dross sent out by the miners under the terms of the Coal Mines act and asks if he is having any
difficulty in doing so.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, allowing the application for exemption from 2 shafts made by the
no.3 pit at Monkland colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act 1887 providing no more than 20 people
are allowed to work underground in connection with the single shaft at any one time, fire is not used underground
for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption expires
on the 31st March 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-660
3rd December 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for Thomas Tennent, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-661, 2nd letter below) on the
death of James Linsden. The 22 year old quarryman worked at the Cairngryffe Quarry on a days wage paid by the
County Council and on the 26th November had been sent by the manager to work down some rock at the top of the
quarry. As he was loosening the rock with an iron pole, at about 8.45 a.m., a portion of rock weighing approximately
3 tons fell away and crushed him causing instant death. The manager John Wallace, the foreman Robert Stoddart
and approximately 17 other quarrymen and fillers were in the quarry at the time of the incident. He adds that the
manager will provide a sketch of the area involved and that said manager, Andrew Clark and Robert Lindsay be cited
as witnesses (the latter two being workmen who appeared to be nearby and observed the accident) for the
subsequent public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-661
3rd December 1900

Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Tennent, procurator fiscal, Lanark, informing him that the Home Office has
provided him leave to prosecute Poneil colliery for a contravention of Section 16 (i) of the Coal Mines act of 1887, as
pointed out to him by his Assistant Inspector Mr. McLaren in a report he encloses. He continues that, if operations
had been confined by the colliery to a point he marks on an enclosed map, they would have been covered under the
exception provided by Section 18 (i) (a), but Mr. McLaren noted that on the day the complaint was filed coal was
being worked from a number of other places for which no exemption under Subsections (ii) or (iii) of Section 18 had
been granted. He concludes that Mr. McLaren will call and discuss the matter if he wants him to.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Tennent, procurator fiscal, Lanark, enclosing a report on the death of
James Linsden (see NEIMME-JBA-9-660 above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-662
5th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Lochgelly Iron and Coal company confirming that they
have begun to sink two new pits on the Bigghill farm on the Lochgelly estate.

NEIMME-JBA-9-663
5th December 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, confirming receipt of a letter with
police reports and plans on the complaint made against Michael Carrol. He returns the police documents, and
comments that Mr. Carrol would seem to have contravened Special Rule 100, adding that he has no doubt that the
story told by the boy James Whigham on the subject is a true account of the matter.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to H.H. Brown, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, confirming receipt of his telegram on the
subject of the accident to William Steelham and enclosing the report on the case made by Mr. McLaren.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, noting that since no area of any significant size has been found at
the seam in Strathavon colliery the application for exemption from two shafts may be granted under Section 18 (ii)
(a) since he believes that the quantity of mineral able to be worked there would not be sufficient to justify the
expense of sinking a second shaft. He adds that this exemption could be made until the 30th June 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-664
6th December/7th December 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to John Wilson, Glasgow, promising to look further into the question of ventilation at the
no.3 pit at Crofthead.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Peter Whyte, Leith Harbour and Docks, providing information on collieries located
to the East of Edinburgh. He states that the collieries he mentions are situated in a separate coalfield lying to the

East and South of Edinburgh and extends from Edinburgh to Haddington and just into Peebleshire. He provides the
output of coal from the three areas in the year 1899.

NEIMME-JBA-9-665
7th December 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to John Robertson, Lanarkshire Miners County Union, Hamilton, promising to look further
into the matter of the qualification of fireman at the no.8 pit at Quarter colliery.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, enclosing a report on the death of John Muir
by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-666
10th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to McNaughton and Rowanlock, Glasgow, returning a copy of the Quarry Special Rules sent
to them by James Leith of Aberdeen and explaining that the code he sent was the one adopted by most of the
quarries in his district but not all. The exceptions, he points out, are the quarries in the counties of Aberdeen and
Kincardine where alterations were made to suit the granite quarries there. He encloses a copy of the code adopted
in Aberdeen and Kincardine and in force at Mr. Leith's quarries.

NEIMME-JBA-9-667
11th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Hugh S. Dunn, Coprington and Auchlochan collieries,
Kilmarnock, confirming that the Auchlochan collieries have been acquired by Colonel John Austruther Smith
Cunninghame of Coprington Castle and Mr. Dunn himself and are now trading as the Coprington and Auchlochan
collieries with Mr. Dunn acting as the managing partner.

NEIMME-JBA-9-668
11th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Larkhall Collieries Ltd, Glasgow, on the subject of Shaws Colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-669
12th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Nimmo (?) and Company, Glasgow, confirming that
they intend to reopen Meadowfield pit at Longriggend to work the Splint and Soft coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-670
12th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Cole and Gibb, Palther colliery, Wishaw, confirming that
they are resuming working the Ell coal at the Palther mine.

NEIMME-JBA-9-671
13th December/14th December 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, remarking that he believes that a request made by an unnamed
company to see a plan of an unnamed mine should be granted as they have a legitimate fear that if they open the
old workings involved they may be filled with water. He notes that the company are not sure which plans would be
the relevant ones to determine the likelihood of this, but Mr. Atkinson suggests that the Registers numbered
906,935, 2768 and 2847 are sent to him from which he will be able to determine which is the relevant plan and send
it on to them.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to J(onathan) Longbotham, dated 14th December, enclosing notes, 3 sheets with
particulars taken from various books and reports and a report on J.G. Parent's report on the working of undersea
coal at Harrington- all of which he hopes will help Mr. Longbotham with his forthcoming report on Workington
colliery.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to Colonel G.C. Moore, Divisional Officer, Maryhill Barracks, dated 14th December,
confirming receipt of his letter on the subject of Hamilton Barracks coal along with a Statement of Lordship payable
to the War Department for the half year ending Mart (?) 1900 which he returns. He adds that the Lordship (fee) has
been calculated in accordance with Mr. Atkinson's own proposals of the 18th January 1898.

NEIMME-JBA-9-672
14th December/15th December 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of
Robert Harrower by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James Barrowman, dated 15th December, confirming receipt of his letter
concerning loss of coal and the recovery of fuel. He states that there are considerable quantities of small coal still left
in the workings of many collieries in Fife and one or two mines in Edinburgh. He adds that the Fife Coal company has
taken considerable measures to maximise the economy of their boiler fuel by erecting water heaters and assisting
draught by sending jets of steam blowing into fire holes. He notes that in the latter case a Mr. H. Rosman may be
able to provide a paper on the subject. He also asks him to acquire a paper from a Mr. Muir of Douglas colliery to
inform him of the boiler arrangements there, since they are not allowed to construct tall chimneys or obtain
draughts from a fan. He ends by apologising for missing a Wednesday meeting, citing a stubborn cold he can't get rid
of which keeps him indoors.

NEIMME-JBA-9-673
15th December/17th December 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Mr. Wyper confirming he will be at Hamilton on Tuesday 18th December at about
10:40 to inspect the barracks coal.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 17th December, enclosing a report on a certain matter by
Mr. McLaren concerning a malfunction of the winding engine at an unnamed mine. He notes that prior to the
malfunction the upeast and outlet shaft of the mine had been in a state of repair for some months but that a shaft
was available during these operations if there was an emergency on the 28th November, when the malfunction
occurred at 11 a.m. at the working shaft. He notes that the repair was not completed until after 3 p.m. which was
the ordinary stopping time when all men were supposed to be raised. He adds that it did not seem to occur to those
there to use the emergency shaft since they expected the repair to take place in such a short time.

NEIMME-JBA-9-674
17th December 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-675, 2nd letter below) on the death of
Thomas McAllister. The labourer worked at the no.2 pit at Birkrigg colliery where his job was to wheel dross to the
boilers and to take away ashes. The ashes were taken away in a hutch, placed on a cage at the low scaffold and
raised to the top scaffold where the hutch was run to the dirt bing and emptied. The deceased usually cried to the
pitheadman when he had a hutch of ashes ready leading to the pitheadman signalling to the engineman to lower the
empty South cage to the lower scaffold where the deceased would put the ash hutch on the cage and then signal to
the engineman to raise the cage. On this occasion the pitheadman George Sneddon stated he heard no cry asking for
the cage and the deceased appeared to have brought an ash hutch through the door expecting a cage only for
himself and the hutch to fall down the pit. The engineman also denied receiving a signal, noting that just before the
incident he had received a signal from the bottom of the pit from men who wanted to ride upwards and he was
raising the North cage with four men on it when the accident occurred. After the incident the oversman James
Fullerton and contractor R. Simpson came up slowly on the South cage finding the deceased on a bunton about 10
fathoms from the bottom of the pit. He notes that the deceased had only been working as an ashman for a week
before the accident. He notes that Mr. Sneddon, Mr Fullerton, Mr. Steel and the manager Mr. Broom will be
adequate witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-675
17th December/18th December 1900
Two lettersThe first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-9-674.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 18th December, enclosing a report on
the death of Thomas McAllister (see NEIMME-JBA-9-674 above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-676

18th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the New Hermand Oil company, Breich Works, West
Calder, confirming the appointment of John Muir Thomson as the manager of the New Hermand Oil Shale mines.

NEIMME-JBA-9-677
18th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Colonel G.C. Moore, Divisional Officer, Maryhill Barracks, presenting the results of his
inspection of that day of the coal under Hamilton barracks on behalf of the War Department. He notes that of the
four seams, only the Pyotshaw seam was currently being worked and he found the extractions taking place to be in
accordance with the terms of the lease. He does, however, modify his previous comments made in May by stating
that the workings there will not finish that year but will continue a little while longer (see NEIMME-JBA-9-372). He
notes that the working of the seams in the Ell and Main coal are finished, while the Splint coal seam has a small area
from which it is possible still to work. He concludes that he found no evidence that the barrack buildings would be
adversely affected by the working of coal that was being carried out.

NEIMME-JBA-9-678
18th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Northfield Coal company, Prestonpans, confirming the
appointment of Walter Burt as the manager of the Northfield colliery in the room of Daniel Smith.

NEIMME-JBA-9-679
18th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas Spowart and company, Lassodie Collieries,etc,
Dunfermline, confirming that the no. 1 Colton pit and the Lochend pit of the Elgin collieries had been reopened and
that a day mine had been opened near the no.2 Colton pit.

NEIMME-JBA-9-680
18th December 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Joshua McLennan, procurator fiscal, Portree, reporting that he has not been notified
of the accident which led to the death of Malcolm MacLeod on the 20th November and would be obliged if the fiscal
would provide further particulars so he can determine whether the accident should be investigated by his
department. He adds that the Sheriff Clerk had informed him of the forthcoming inquiry into the death and that if
the accident occurred in a quarry that was more than 20 feet deep his department would be required to investigate
and he should have been notified of it by the quarries' owner.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to William Barrowman, Bo'ness, confirming receipt of his letter telling him that he is
no longer the certificated manager of the Bonnytown colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-681
19th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Howie, Auchenheath collieries, Lanarkshire,
confirming the appointment of James Ross as the manager of Fence colliery in the room of Robert Stewart.

NEIMME-JBA-9-682/683
Undated
List of New Mines for 1900, including: Auchran Coal mine, owned by John Williamson of the Ausburn Line Works,
Lesmahagow; Cassingray owned by the Largoward Coal company of St. Andrews; Largoward owned by Thomas
Brown and sons of Largoward, St. Andrews; Knownoblehill owned by J.D. Sneddon of Knownoblehill Colliery, Cleland;
Cultrigg owned by Barr and Thornton, Coltrigg Colliery, Fauldhouse; Bellicoe owned by the Bellside Coal company,
Bellside colliery, Cleland; Bath (?) owned by R. Grant, Saline; Canderside owned by James Nimmo and company;
Houston coal owned by Linlithgow Oil company; Belstane owned by Pearson and Wearshall, Belstane colliery,
Carluke; Houston Coal owned by Youngs' Oil company; Strathavon owned by Strathavon Coal company, Slamannan;
Stand owned by Hugh Ferguson, Airdrie; Shaws owned by Larkhall collieries, Glasgow; Auldton colliery owned by W
and R. Waddell, Auldton Lime Works, Lesmahagow; Hirst owned by Andrew Darling, Calderhead colliery, Shotts;
Penicuik owned by William Black; Near Clackmannan owned by James Fyfe, Clackmannan; Townhill Colliery
company, owned by Silme Valley colliery; Catcraig, owned by William Stewart, Carluke; Leavenseat mine, owned by J
and I. Thornton, Leavenseat Lime Works, Fauldhouse; Knownoble, owned by James Paterson, Cleland and Brigghill
owned by Lochgelly Iron and Coal company.

NEIMME-JBA-9-684
19th December/20th December 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Hugh Cairns
by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W. and R. Waddell, dated 20th December, on the subject of Auldton colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-685
20th December/21st Decdember 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James Dykes (?), Glasgow, apologising for being out when Mr. Dykes called and asking
him to call on Tuesday the 24th December at about 10 a.m.. He promises to give any information he has on
examinations at that time.

The second from J.B. Atkinson to P. Sneddon, Cowdenbeath, dated 21st December, returning information on the
meeting of the West of Fife Mining School since he unfortunately can't be present. He sends his best wishes to the
school.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to James Innes, Fife and Kinross Miners Association, Cowdenbeath, dated 21st
December, promising to look further into the question of weighing at Fordell colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-686
21st December/22nd December 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to J(onathan) Longbotham advising him to leave aside an area he wishes to include in
calculating estimates for extracting coal despite admitting that his previous advice on the subject was probably
based on a mistaken recollection of the area due to his not having the requisite maps and tracings of the
Workington colliery to hand such as Kendal's map or the geological map which Mr. Longbotham has sent him and he
has had a chance to examine. He adds that he still believes a large afothrow (?) fault and an Easterly rise in the lower
measures including the Millstone and Limestone would be expected in the area and may explain why there have
been no previous coal workings there before. He adds that the virgin seam of Workington may be (connected to?)
the Udale seam of Harrington with the latter stated to lie only 30 fathoms above the Limestone.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Pearson and Marshall, Belstane colliery, Carluke, dated 22nd December, noting that
they do not seem to have applied for an exemption from 2 shafts to the Home Office in London, and that if this is
indeed the case they must discontinue all work not connected to driving places for a second shaft or outlet.

NEIMME-JBA-9-687
24th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren informing him that the Home Office want information on the number and
kinds of coal cutting machines in use in each district and the quantity of coal obtained through these as opposed to
hand labour only for the past year. He suggests that if he has not yet sent out the return forms to the collieries that
he add a note when he sends them asking for this information. If, however, the notices have been sent out he asks
that he writes to those people he knows are using machines asking them for the information, remembering to add
that the Home Office are asking for it and that the asking is in Mr. Atkinson's name.

NEIMME-JBA-9-688
26th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Caldwell, Pumpherston Works, Mid Calder,
confirming that William Colvin and John Johnstone have been appointed as managers of the Pumpherston Shale
mines and the Deans Mines respectively, the latter in the room of John Nicol.

NEIMME-JBA-9-689
25th December/26th December 1900

Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application from exemption from two shafts made by
Belstane colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act 1887 (see NEIMME-JBA-9-686, 2nd letter) provided
that no more than 20 people are allowed to work underground in connection with the single shaft at any one time,
no fire is used for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the
exemption expires on the 30th April 1901.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to J(onathan) Longbotham, Sheffield, dated 26th December, acknowledging receipt of
a cheque to cover the price of a 1st class return fare from Glasgow to Sheffield. He adds that he has overpaid and
that he owes him 9 shillings because of this.

NEIMME-JBA-9-690
27th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Anderson, Barblaes colliery, Plains (?) confirming
that a pit has begun to be sunk to the Lower Drumgray seam.

NEIMME-JBA-9-691
28th December 1900
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R. Forrester, Glasgow, confirming the appointments of
Robert Fleming and Walter Reid as the managers of the East Roughrigg colliery of Avonbridge and the Roughrigg
colliery of Longriggend respectively.

NEIMME-JBA-9-692
28th December/29th December 1900
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren indicating that he believes that correspondence he has received from the
Low Advocate would indicate that his decision as to the removal of chains from quarries is final and that he is not
expected to add anything to this. He asks Mr. McLaren for his thoughts on the subject.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to H. Rowan, Cowdenbeath collieries, asking him to provide any information on the
fatal accident leading to the death of Adam Graham, described as a pit sinker employed at the No.11 pit at North
Lumphinnans. He notes that he was informed of this by the Sheriff Clerk when he noted the forthcoming fatal
accident inquiry and that he had received no prior indication of the accident from the colliery.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, dated 29th December, enclosing a
report on the death of John Sanderson by Mr. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-693
28th December/31st December 1900

Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts by the Lower
Drumgray seam of Bellside colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act of 1887 providing no more than 20
people work underground in connection with the single shaft at any one time, no fire is used underground for
ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption expires on
the 30th April 1901.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, dated 31st December, enclosing
a report on the death of Adam Graham by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-694
31st December 1900
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-695, 1st letter below) on the death of
James Muir. The 22 year old surface haulageman was employed at Bent colliery and on the day of the accident, 29th
December, at about 11.30 a.m, was engaged in lowering and coupling loaded wagons assisted by 18 year old William
Paterson, the only cited witness of what happened. It was noted that a number of loaded trucks were being lowered
down a slight decline and in front of them were two loaded stationary trucks. The deceased, between the moving
trucks and the stationary ones, was engaged in coupling them and then proceeded to try and pass under the buffers.
While he was doing so, he was caught by the wheel of the first of the wagons that had been lowered which
proceeded to pass over his right leg. Mr. Paterson was on the same side of the wagons at the time attending to the
breaks. A surface haulage rope which ordinarily passed along about 2 inches from the rail where the deceased was
caught was not in use at the time, and the deceased may have tripped against it. A Caledonian Railway brakesman,
Samuel Johnstone, was nearby at the time of the accident and proceeded to come forward and bind up the leg of
the injured man. He adds that Mr. Paterson, Mr. Johnstone and the colliery engineer Matthew Reid should be cited
as witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-695
31st December 1900
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of James Muir
(see NEIMME-JBA-9-694 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Calder, Broughty Ferry, confirming receipt of his letter with 2 enclosures. He
remarks that he has signed and sent off the form marked L and that he has returned the letter from Mr. Ormiston
intimating his resignation from the office of Examiner. He adds that in respect of this it should be made known in
certain quarters that an examiner will be required. He suggests an advertisement or possibly a paragraph in the
Glasgow Herald and Scotsman noting Mr. Ormiston's resignation which may lead to applications. He adds that if
either of these were done a letter might then be sent to members of the board noting this and making the
resignation more widely known. He concludes by wishing him the best for the season.

NEIMME-JBA-9-696
1st January 1901

Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Strathavon Coal company, Strathavon colliery, Slamannan, on the subject of the
colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-697
2nd January 1901
Plan containing statistics for December 1900 signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-698
(2nd January 1901)
Plan containing statistics for December 1900 and nil written through bottom half (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-699
1st January 1901
List of injuries connected with explosives at collieries in December signed by J.B. Atkinson: the first involving
gunpowder at Allanton colliery on the 7th December, where one man was injured when he nipped a portion off a
patent squib that was to be used to fire a half pound of gunpowder that had been charged in a shot hole of coal,
setting off an immediate explosion; the second on the 13th December where a man was injured at Longriggend
colliery when two shots of gelatine, about 4 inches apart, were charged probably simultaneously in coal and when
one exploded, the man returned to the other believing it had failed to catch fire only for it to explode too; a fatal
accident at the Avondale colliery on the 15th December involving gelignite, whereby a detonator exploded while the
deceased was inserting it with the gelignite charge leading to that exploding also; the fourth involving gunpowder at
Stane colliery on the 22nd December in which two men were injured while stemming a hole in stone with the
borings using a pick shaft which caused the shot explosion and the fifth a fatal accident at the Seafield Oil Shale mine
on the 27th December when a man returned to a shot of gunpowder being fired by fuse under the mistaken
impression it had missed fire only for it to explode.

NEIMME-JBA-9-700
2nd January 1901
Plan marked A containing statistics for 1900 signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-701
5th January 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to James Nimmo, John Nimmo and son, Glasgow, confirming that he has Fauldhouse
plans, and that he could call at 19 Waterloo Street on Tuesday the 8th January at 11 a.m. with them if convenient.

The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing reports on the deaths of William
Murphy (see NEIMME-JBA-9-310(?)) and Patrick Cain (see NEIMME-JBA-9-702 below).
The third from J.B. Atkinson to James White, manager, Leadhills Mines, enclosing papers he has been sent
concerning British Columbia and asking him to answer queries numbered 1,2,6 and 9 in Schedule 1 for Mr. White's
mines.

NEIMME-JBA-9-702
5th January 1901
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-701, 2nd letter above) on the death of
Patrick Cain. The quarryman or stone dresser was working near a 3 ton crane on the top of Auchinlea quarry at
about 9.30 a.m. on the 29th December while 17 year old John Reid, the craneman, was engaged in moving stones by
the crane. The latter then received a signal from the assistant foreman George Louden (?) to lift a stone and as he
attempted to adjust the crane to do so, the jib became free and fell to the ground, striking and killing the deceased.
There seemed to be no defect in the crane. He suggests that the men mentioned be cited as witnesses for the
forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-703
7th January 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the extension of the exemption from 2 shafts at the
Boghead pit at Bathgate, acknowledging that the conditions existing and that will continue for the next two months
to exist are similar to those under which the exemption was first granted so the extension can be allowed until the
28th February 1901 under the same conditions. By this point, Mr. Atkinson suggests, the second outlet work will be
approaching workings which are at present filled with water but are being pumped out. Any further exemption, he
adds, will depend on the progress made removing the water.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts made by
the Union Coal seam at Mauricewood colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act 1887 provided no more
than 20 persons are allowed to work underground in connection with the single shaft at any one time, no fire is used
underground for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the
exemption concludes on the 28th February 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-704
8th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Fyfe, Youngs' Oil company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointments of John Spence and David Brown as the undermanagers of the no.21 mine at Polbeth and the no.32
mine at Limefield respectively. The former was appointed in the room of David Ellis, who continues as the
undermanager of the no.20 mine at Polbeth only, while the latter was appointed in the room of William Gibson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-705
8th January/ 9th January 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Alexander Frew and company, Rawyards Brick Works, Airdrie, informing him that as
long as he employs less than 30 persons underground at his No.1 colliery he can dispense with the services of a first
class certificated manager.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 9th January, agreeing to the application for exemption
made by the no.1 Colton pit at the Wellwood colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act 1887 provided
no more than 20 people are employed underground in connection with the single shaft at any one time, no fire is
used for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible, and the exemption
expires on the 30th April 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-706/707
12th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown (Home Office?), remarking on his disapproval of the opinion expressed
by the Lord Advocates' department that loose articles found in connection with a possible prosecution connected
with a quarry accident should be taken charge of by the police and removed from the quarry, rather than being left
in the custody of the quarry owner. He suggests that if the case involved a possible culpable homicide, such actions
taken might be understandable but since almost all criminal prosecutions regarding such accidents are, according to
Mr. Atkinson, related to contraventions of the Quarry act or the Special Rules arising thereof most cases would lead
to delays in investigation since the police would not be competent or as competent to decide on possible breaches
as the Mining Inspector involved. He suggests that said articles should be put in a safe place and sealed up by the
quarry owner for investigation by the Inspector before the police are allowed to remove them. He adds that in areas
where the nature of the Inspectors' duty is better understood, this course of action is taken and no difficulty arises
(see NEIMME-JBA-9-640 etc). He adds that he cannot recall any instance where this course of action has led to an
article being mislaid or a difficulty about identification arising. He notes that cases of chains breaking and blasting
accidents would be two of the types of investigations that would be most delayed by the process preferred by the
Lord Advocates department, and these are two of the most common types of investigation carried out at quarries.
He notes that the Inspector would probably have to make two visits, first to the quarry and then to the Procurator
Fiscals' office, where the articles would presumably be sent, to investigate most cases, leading to considerable extra
time and expense. He concludes that if such a move were thought necessary then the procurator fiscal might be
asked to provide a list of articles found at an accident in a telegram which could then be asked for by the quarry
owner who could then provide the articles for the Inspectors' examination. He adds that his fellow Scottish inspector
Mr Ronaldson agrees with his stance and provides another letter from his assistant inspector Mr. McLaren that has
bearing on the subject.

NEIMME-JBA-9-708
12th January 1901
Plan of statistics bearing on the activities of Lochgelly Iron and Coal Ltd underground signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-709
12th January 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Baird, Lanarkshire Coalmasters Association, Glasgow, telling him that he has no
objection to the sending of a circular he has prepared on the subject of safety fuses being sent to Coalmasters
generally, adding that he has consulted with his fellow Inspector Mr. Ronaldson who also has no objection.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas Thompson, Eddlewood colliery, pointing out that he has been asked by the
Home Secretary to test whether certain observations about blown out shots and electric firing can be thought of as
true- namely, that such shots are less likely to happen using the electric method due to: shots being more easily
stemmed due to the much smaller sectional areas of the two leads compared with that used in a safety fuse; that
the leads used in the electric method provide no line of least resistance in contrast with the safety fuse and that an
electric firing is much less likely to be affected by damp. He asks whether Mr. Thompson can make enquiry into
these assumptions and whether they hold true in the workings of his collieries and let him know of the result along
with any further observations about the subject he finds relevant.

NEIMME-JBA-9-710
12th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to F.J. Hughes, Ferrytoll quarries, Inverkeithing, on the subject of Ferrytoll Lower (seam?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-711
12th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Clydesdale Quarries company, Auchenheath, Hamilton, on the subject of Auchenheath.

NEIMME-JBA-9-712
12th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to F. J. Hughes, Ferrytoll quarries, Inverkeithing, on the subject of Ferrytoll Upper (seam?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-713
14th January 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to Lieutenant Colonel Borthwick, Chief Constable, Court Buildings, Edinburgh, promising
to examine and take steps to remove the danger of the reported unfenced pits and quarries noted in the Lothians
and Peebles he has provided. He returns these reports.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren asking him to look at the following unfenced pits and quarries pointed
out to him by the Chief Constable of the Lothians and Peebles (see letter above). These include: in the Gorebridge

district, an old pit in a field behind the top end of Jubilee Row, Hunterfield and an old pit at Greenhall Farm both
owned by Armiston Coal company and two old pits, one at Simpsons Land and the other a water pit at the Vogine
old brickworks owned by Captain Dewar; In the Haddington District, he notes the Birsley quarry is insufficiently
fenced and the Luckies Hole old mine shaft on the farm of South Elphinstone is dangerous and insufficiently fencedthe manager of Elphinston colliery, Mr. McMillan being warned by the Constable of the latter; In the North Berwick
district he notes that the Rhodes quarry situated about 30 yards North of the public road near Rhodes Farm is not
fenced and in the Linlithgow District, he notes that two old shafts on the East side of South Hill farm in Witburn on
the Sir John Penders estate are insufficiently fenced, the occupier being a Mr. Young. He also notes that an old pit to
the North of Forbanehill House in Whitburn is not fenced and appears very deep.

NEIMME-JBA-9-714
14th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Johnston, manager, Deans Mines, Bathgate,
confirming the abandonment of the coal pit at Deans and asking that the plans of the pit be sent direct to the
Secretary of State at the Home Office in London.

NEIMME-JBA-9-715
15th January 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, explaining why he cited the engineer Matthew
Reid as a witness in the inquiry into the fatal accident at Bent colliery and the manager Mr. McBroom as a witness at
the inquiry into the fatal accident at Berkrigg. In the first instance, he explains that he thought Mr. Reid might be
necessary as a representative or official of the colliery who can present evidence as to the system of moving the
wagons and the plant. In the latter, he suggested the manager as the cause of the accident was not clear. While
pointing out that Mr. Reid might be dispensed with as a witness due to Mr. Wilson's number of cases, he still
suggests that Mr. McBroom be cited. He also confirms noting Mr. wilson's remarks on the Shotts Education case.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death
of James Stott by Mr. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-716
16th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Oakley Collieries Ltd, Edinburgh, confirming the
appointments of John F. Lloyd and John Campbell as the manager and undermanager of Oakley collieries who have
been acting in these capacities since the reconstruction of the company.

NEIMME-JBA-9-717
16th January/17th January 1901
Two letters-

The first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the death of Richard
Sneddon by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to John Johnston, manager, Deans Mines, Bathgate, dated 17th January, after
receiving an abandoned plan on tracing paper, reiterating that the plan of the abandoned Houston coal pit should be
sent direct to the Home Office, rather than to him (see NEIMME-JBA-9-714) and that the plan should be prepared on
cloth rather than tracing paper.

NEIMME-JBA-9-718
17th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Bridgeness Coal company, Bo'ness, confirming that
the Red coal is being opened out from their No.6 pit.

NEIMME-JBA-9-719
17th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to A. Darling, Calderhead colliery, Shotts, noting that he will not require a certificated
manager to be in charge of his Hirst colliery under the Mines act unless he employs more than 30 persons
underground or he is given notice in writing by the inspector that it is required (as noted in Section 19 (3) (c) of the
act).

NEIMME-JBA-9-720
Undated
Statement reporting the Explosives in Coal Mines Order of the 24th September 1900 which prohibits the use of
ordinary safety fuses on explosives in all coal mines where inflammable gas has been found in sufficient quantities to
indicate danger within the previous three months. In these cases, an efficient electrical apparatus for lighting must
be found, or some other means equally secure against the possible ignition of inflammable gas or coal dust.

NEIMME-JBA-9-721
18th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Bellside colliery company confirming the appointment
of James Brown as the manager of the same Bellside colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-722
19th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the General Manager of the Caledonian Mineral Oil
company, Glasgow, confirming the appointments of David Baird, William Lyon and James Allison as undermanagers

of the companies' pits. He also points out that it should be noted which persons will be managing which individual
pits.

NEIMME-JBA-9-723
19th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Mr. Nasmyth, Dundonald colliery, Cardenden, Fife,
confirming the appointment of Thomas Williams as the manager of Dundonald colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-724
19th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Thornton Colliery company, Dogton colliery,
Thornton, Fife, confirming the appointment of R. Calderwood as manager of the Dogton colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-725
19th January 1901
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal - see NEIMME-JBA-9-726, 1st letter below) on the death of
Isaac Collison. The 47 year old stone miner was near the face of a long stone mine driven from the bottom of the
no.3 pit at Backmuir on the 11th January when the accident happened. He was running a loaded hutch of stone from
in front when his head caught one of the pieces of wood that projected from one of the boxes that had been used to
ventilate the mines by carrying air in. His neck was broken. These pieces of wood projected about 3 inches from the
bottom of the boxes for the purpose of holding the box together. The deceased's brother, John Collison and another
stone miner Peter Thomson were at the face of the rising mine to the main coal at the time and heard cries. Upon
hearing them, they left the face and found the deceased between the hutch and side.

NEIMME-JBA-9-726
19th January 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a report on the death of Isaac Collison
(see NEIMME-JBA-9-725 above ).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Calder, Broughty Ferry, confirming receipt of a letter from him referring to the
appointment of a new examiner with enclosures and returning them all. He notes that while visiting Alexander
Simpson a few days earlier he was told that Mr. Gemmell would act as examiner if appointed and adds that in his
opinion he would be a suitable man for the job. With this in mind, Mr. Atkinson suggests that on this occasion, there
is no need to advertise the position, although he adds that the matter should be brought before the board at the
next meeting so that a suitable agreed procedure might be set up for any future vacancies that may arise. He also
asks that all board members be told of the vacancy.

The third from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing reports on the death of
John Chalmers and the deaths of Robert Hamilton and James Black by H. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-727
19th January/22nd January 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to E. F. McNeave, Eastgate, Firockhein (?), giving him a copy of a form 23 to mark down
the account information he has received from their account in the correct manner and promises to forward the form
to the proper quarter if Mr. McNeave fills it in and returns it.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to R. Baird, Lanarkshire Coalmasters Association, Glasgow, confirming receipt of his
letter concerning safety fuses with enclosures. He returns one of his draft circulars with a proposed substitution in
the second paragraph which he says Mr. Ronaldson also agrees with.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to Chisholm Robertson, Glasgow, dated 22nd January, promising to look further into the
question of ventilation at the Eastfeild colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-728
22nd January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Nimmo and company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of William Forsyth as the manager of the Avondale and Canderside collieries.

NEIMME-JBA-9-729
22nd January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Strain Brothers, Glasgow, confirming that they have
begun to work some Splint Coal stoops in their virgin mine at Kippslyne colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-730
22nd January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Colin Dunlop and company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of William Hill as the assistant manager at their Quarter collieries, while pointing out that there is no
official position of assistant manager in collieries and wondering if the position meant was that of undermanager.

NEIMME-JBA-9-731
22nd January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Strone Colliery company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of George Clark as the undermanager of Glentore colliery in the room of Joseph Dyer.

NEIMME-JBA-9-732
23rd January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Constable, Bosman Camp Works, Uphall,
confirming that a trial shaft has begun to be worked in Drumshoreland Muir, somewhere South East of the Works.

NEIMME-JBA-9-733
23rd January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to G.P. Smith, secretary, Holmes Oil company, Uphall,
confirming that the Holmes mines were closed at the end of August the previous year. He advises him to send a copy
of the Annual Return to him as near as possible for the year and also that the plans of the mine be sent directly to
the Secretary of State at Whitehall in London.

NEIMME-JBA-9-734
24th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren enclosing a list of mines from which he has received no Annual Returns that
year. He adds that many of those listed were abandoned before last year or at least were not worked that year,
pointing out that the mines at Peutland, Straiton, Cuttlehill, Wester Crosshill, Auchinstilloch, Cleland, Currieside,
Drumshangie, Green, Rigg, Rochsalloch and Ryding probably do not need reminders to send returns while those at
Baldustard, Liethallan, Auchenheath, Chapel, Monkland, Reebog, Roughcraig, Watsonfoot, Bonnytown, Eastrigg,
Holmes, Leadhill, Bonnyhill, Craigends and Whiterigg probably do. He adds that the Metalliferous mines have until
the end of January to send in their returns and also encloses a fatal accident notice.

NEIMME-JBA-9-735
25th January 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. Baird pointing out that he does not think his statement that the Explosives in Coal
Mines order does not apply to mines that are naturally wet throughout is correct, noting that although some aspects
of the order do not apply the order as a whole does apply to all Coal Mines as related in Sections 3 and 4 of the act.
He also suggests that his circular does not make clear that ordinary safety fuses are not prohibited from all coal
mines that are naturally wet throughout, only those in which inflammable gas to a dangerous level has been found
within the last three months (see NEIMME-JBA-9-720). He suggests that these two points be clearly related in the
circular.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to C. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, enclosing a report on the death of William
Burnett by H. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-736

25th January 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to A and J. Durie Ltd, asking that the company make safe
several of their old shafts in Elphingstone colliery which are reported as in a dangerous condition.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Baxter asking that he rectify the insufficient
fencing at Birsley Quarry which is at present dangerous.

NEIMME-JBA-9-737
25th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Northfield Coal company, Prestonpans, confirming the
appointment of Walter Burt as the manager of the Northfield colliery and that he has already begun his duties as
such. He also confirms that their Annual Return has been received.

NEIMME-JBA-9-738
25th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas Dunnachie, Glenboig Fireclay Mines, confirming
the appointment of William Black as the undermanager of the Star pit at Glenboig in the room of Thomas Boak.

NEIMME-JBA-9-739
25th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Chapel coal company, Newmains, confirming the
appointment of James R. Benson as the manager of the companies' collieries in the room of William Forsyth. He also
notes that the company are opening up the Upper Drumgray seam at the Hyundshaw Haulage pit.

NEIMME-JBA-9-740
26th January 1901
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-741, 1st letter below) on the fatal
accident at Wallyford pit, leading to the deaths of William Hamilton and Patrick Hooligan and injuries to John Toole,
John Regan, William Regan, John Connelly and James Power. The accident occurred on the 21st January during the
shift beginning at 6a.m. John Toole, the contractor of the men mentioned had noted that George Smith, the
chargeman of the previous shift that had worked from 12 midnight, had stopped work in the area at about 3.30 a.m.
after being alarmed by a movement of the stone. Mr. Toole noted that he had examined a plan of the area in the
no.1 pit at Wallyford colliery along with some of his men but despite noting that it had rather a wild look decided it
was safe and prepared to support it further with more wood and enlarge the pit. While doing so, Mr. Toole heard a
peckling (?) sound and a fall of stone took place from the end of the shaft and a few feet from where he and the
other men were working. The two deceased men were thrown down the shaft on to a scaffold a few fathoms below
while Mr. Connolly and William Regan were also seriously injured, the others having light injuries. As Mr. Toole

heard the sound, he told his men to get onto the kettle hanging near to take them up to the surface. There was
some confusion, and while they were attempting to get onto the kettle the serious fall occurred leading to the
deaths and injuries stated. The survivors eventually were brought up in the kettle. He notes that apart from Mr.
Smith the previous shift consisted of a Mr. Kelly, Archibald Sutherland, Barney Brannigan and Edward McCarthy. He
notes that the manager Mr. Rowan will prepare a plan of the area and that the witnesses for the forthcoming public
inquiry should include those survivors who are able to attend, George Smith and possibly one more man from his
previous shift, the manager and Mr. McFidres (?) the undermanager since he periodically examined the shaft
involved. He also suggests that the report book at the pit be presented as as the chargemen made some reports in it,
although not on a regular basis.

NEIMME-JBA-9-741
26th January 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a report on the fatal accident at
the Wallyford pit (see NEIMME-JBA-9-740 above) and also a report by Mr. McLaren on the death of Robert Portman.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to H. Fidler, Chiswick, London, noting that the 1899 quarry list was in error when it
suggested that sandstone was the mineral worked at the Avochie Quarry- it was granite.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to John Smith, County Council of Lanark, enclosing a copy of the Special Rules that have
been adopted at most of the larger quarries in his district. He asks that the committee intimate to him whether the
Cairngryffe Quarry agree to adopt these rules, and if so, the Secretary of State will formally propose them to the
quarry and the rules would then become law after the lapse of a number of days.

NEIMME-JBA-9-742
Blank page.

NEIMME-JBA-9-743
26th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, confirming receipt of a
letter containing a draft copy of proposed instructions to be issued by the Secretary of State to Inspectors and
Assistant Inspectors of Quarries. He provides some observations for the Secretary on the parts relating to
Prosecutions in Scotland and Enquiries made in Scotland under the Fatal Accidents Inquiry (Scotland) act (see
NEIMME-JBA-9-744-748 below).

NEIMME-JBA-9-744/745/746/747/748
26th January 1901
Remarks by J.B. Atkinson to the Secretary of State, Home Department, containing observations on parts of the
proposed instructions issued by the Secretary of State to Inspectors and Assistant Inspectors of Mines and Quarries
concerning Prosecutions in Scotland and Enquiries in Scotland under the Fatal Accidents Inquiry (Scotland) act- those

relating to Prosecutions on pgs 744-745, those relating to fatal accident inquiries on pgs 746-747 and those relating
to non-fatal accidents on page 748 (see NEIMME-JBA-9-743 above). As regards prosecutions, Mr. Atkinson argues
that most infringements of the General and Special Rules should be primarily dealt with by the managers of the pits
involved, suggesting that with the increased number of Special Rules generally that the former practice of Inspectors
being constantly asked to decide on cases for prosecution would now increase the workload of the latter to an
inmtolerable degree. He suggests that formerly managers would warn their workers that if they continued to engage
in an illegal activity they would inform the Inspectors of it, but he now believes that more and more managers are
now dealing with such situations themselves which Mr. Atkinson believes is as it should be, believing that workers
would be more liable to comply if the ones enforcing rules and prosecuting infringements were people who they
were in contact with every day. He adds that sometimes procurator fiscals write to him to advise as to whether
prosecutions are necessary or breaches were made against the rules, but in most cases he does not hear of
prosecutions until he hears from the Home Office. He also suggests that plans to make the Inspectors write up
reports of accidents to include detailed facts and where possible witness reports in full is too onerous and goes over
information which procurator fiscals would be more likely to investigate. He argues that Inspectors should be
consulted on technical details, but that the fiscals should be left with the rest,noting that when the fiscals ask for
advice they nearly always ask for advice that crosses over into areas which go over ground more than once and can
muddy the issue. He argues that factory inspectors in similar positions are not expected to furnish the kind of reports
suggested by the draft instructions. He concludes that a form of report which would suggest how to show off the
necessary information to the procurator fiscal for arranging for inquiries might be drawn up and would prove more
useful than the current system and that if the Home Secretary approves, he could submit such a form for the report.
He suggests that all non-fatal accidents are investigated so the provision relating to this is unnecessary. He adds that
if the manager writes to him regarding such accidents he will write to the Home Office if he believes a prosecution is
necessary, but informs the managers that if they believe a workman is guilty of a breach it is their duty to prosecute.
He adds that if the procurator fiscal asks for a report on such accidents he will provide one, despite believing that
managers would have all the necessary particulars the fiscals would need. He also notes that the fiscals receive far
more reports from the police of breaches than he receives from managers.

NEIMME-JBA-9-749
28th January 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren asking him to call and bring the returns book as soon as he has completed
the returns, dropping him a line beforehand. He also asks him to send reminders to the managers of Metalliferous
Mines that have not yet sent their Returns- which he suggests are Straiton, Charlestown, Carron company at
Newbigging, Rothes, Tenses, Hellfield and Overwood. He adds that Mr. Ronaldson has suggested that his area have
worked 700,000 more tons of coal (that year?). He also encloses two notices of accidents and a report of a previous
one at Carbarns by Mr. Johnstone. He asks him to inquire into a case which was dismissed due to a difficult story
being told after a Mr. Inglis appeared despite it being stated in court that firedamp was involved and gas was
constantly to be found in the places involved in the accident, according to Mr. Smillie. He also encloses a rough draft
of a form of report he is thinking of preparing for Reports to Fiscals and asks if he can improve it (see NEIMME-JBA-9748 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to J.D. Lamb, procurator fiscal, Nairn, noting that he has been sent note of a Fatal
Accident inquiry being held into the death of a Robert Ross despite receiving no notice of any accident from any
quarry owner. He asks Mr. Lamb to inform him if the fatal accident occurred in a quarry that was more than 20 feet
deep and if so, to whom the quarry in question belongs.

NEIMME-JBA-9-750
29th January 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, enclosing a report on the death of Robert Brownlie
by H. Johnstone.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts made by
Meadowfield pit at Longriggend colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act 1887 provided no more than
20 people are allowed underground to work in connection with the single shaft at any one time, that no fire is used
for ventilation or any other purpose, that the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption
concludes on the 31st July 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-751
30th January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Dixon Ltd, Calder Iron Works, Coalteridge,
confirming the appointment of Thomas Watson, previously of Handaxwood, as the undermanager of the
Wilsontown colliery in the room of William Watson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-752/753
31st January 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, concerning the
appointment of checkweighers by the Loganlea Coal company. He notes that the company own two collieries in his
district, one of which is Loganlea colliery in Edinburgh and the other Foulshiels in Linlithgow. The former colliery
consists of two pits which are about 150 yards apart, the workings being in common. He notes that until the end of
the last year there were two checkweighers, one for each pit. John McKenzie was stationed at the no.2 pit and Peter
Murray at the no.1 pit. The former, having been found guilty of interfering with the workings of the mine, was
removed from the mine on the 3rd January by order of the sheriff. Soon after, the miners of the first pit appointed
Mr. McKenzie as the checkweigher of their pit with Peter Murray appointed to the second pit as his replacement.
When Mr. McKenzie proceeded to the no.1 mine on the 10th January to begin his duties he was not allowed by the
manager to act as such for the next six days. The manager argued that the sheriff's dismissal applied to both pits at
the Loganlea colliery as well as the colliery at Foulshiels. He encloses a letter sent to him on the subject by the
Miners' agent John Wilson who acts in that capacity for both collieries and asks the Secretary for an opinion on the
matter and instructions to deal with it.

NEIMME-JBA-9-754
1st February 1901
Plan marked B containing statistics for East Scotland in 1900 relating to Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington,
Huiross, the Eastern portion of Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, the Eastern portion of Stirling and Sutherland signed by
J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-755
1st February 1901
Plan marked B containing statistics for East Scotland in 1900 relating to Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington,
Huiross, the Eastern portion of Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, the Eastern portion of Stirling and Sutherland and
relating to amounts of shale, fireclay, ironstone and ganister signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-756
1st February 1901
Plan marked B containing statistics for East Scotland in 1900 relating to Edinburgh, Fife, the Eastern portion of Lanark
and Linlithgow signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-757
1st February 1901
Plan marked B containing statistics for East Scotland in 1900 relating to Edinburgh, Fife, the Eastern portion of Lanark
and Linlithgow incuding Red Marl signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-758
1st February 1901
Plan marked C containing statistics for East Scotland in 1900 signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-759
1st February 1901
Plan marked C containing statistics for East Scotland in 1900 signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-760
1st February 1901
Plan marked C relating to East Scotland in 1900 containing no information signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-761
4th February 1901

Plan marked D containing information on persons employed in Coal Mines in 1900, stating that coal mines include
those mines producing coal alone and those containing coal and other minerals such as sandstone and fireclay.
These statistics relate to Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington, Huiross, the Eastern portion of Lanark,
Linlithgow, Peebles, the Eastern portion of Stirling and Sutherland and to the number of mines, Males who work
underground aged 12 to 16, Males who work underground aged over 16, males who work above ground aged 12 to
13, males who work above ground aged 13 to 16, males who work above ground aged over 16, females who work
above ground aged between 12 and 13, females who work above ground aged between 13 and 16 and females who
work above ground aged above 16. The totals are then added up for totals above and below ground and a gross total
and signed by J.B. Atkinson. The plan is noted as relating to district no.1 and to be included in a general report with
statistics.

NEIMME-JBA-9-762
4th February 1901
Plan marked D containing information on persons employed in Iron Mines in 1900, i.e. those mines worked for iron
ore alone or those where iron ore is worked along with other minerals such as fireclay, for Edinburgh. The statistics
for the one mine involved include those for Males who work underground aged 13 to 16, Males who work
underground aged over 16, males who work above ground aged 12 to 13, males who work above ground aged 13 to
16, males who work above ground aged over 16, females who work above ground aged between 12 and 13, females
who work above ground aged between 13 and 16 and females who work above ground aged above 16. The totals
are then added up for totals above and below ground and a total number employed above and below ground and
signed by J.B. Atkinson. The plan is noted as relating to district no.1 and to be included in a general report with
statistics. Nil is written through the bottom of the plan.

NEIMME-JBA-9-763
4th February 1901
Plan marked D containing information on persons employed in other mines in 1900, i.e. those mines not included
among coal mines and iron ore mines (see NEIMME-JBA-9-761 and 762 above) under the Coal or Metalliferous mines
act. The plan consists of two sets of statistics, the first relating to persons employed in Edinburgh, the East of Lanark,
Linlithgow and the East of Stirling, the second to others employed in Edinburgh, Fife, the East of Lanark and
Linlithgow complete with totals and signed by J.B. Atkinson. The plan is noted as relating to district no.1 and to be
included in a general report with statistics.

NEIMME-JBA-9-764
4th February 1901
Plan marked D containing statistics (relating to East Scotland) in 1900 for Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington,
Huiross, the Eastern portion of Lanark, Linlithgow, Peebles, the Eastern portion of Stirling and Sutherland complete
with totals and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-765
4th February 1901

Plan marked D containing statistics (relating to East Scotland) in 1900 for Edinburgh and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-766
4th February 1901
Plan marked D containing statistics (relating to East Scotland) in 1900 for Limestone and Oil Shale in Edinburgh,
Limestone in Fife, Limestone, Sandstone, Fireclay, Oil Shale and Red Marl in East Lanark, Limestone and Oil Shale in
Linlithgow and Limestone, Fireclay and Ganister in the East of Stirling complete with totals and signed by J.B.
Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-767
4th February 1901
Plan marked D containing statistics for 1900 concerning Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Fife, Haddington, East Lanark,
Linlithgow and East Stirling signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-768
4th February 1901
Plan marked D for 1900 with nil written through centre signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-769
4th February 1901
Plan marked D containing statistics for 1900 concerning Edinburgh, Fife, East Lanark, Linlithgow and East Sterling
signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-770
4th February 1901
Plan marked D containing statistics for 1900 concerning Aberdeen, Fife, East Lanark and Perth signed by J.B.
Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-771
4th February 1901
Plan marked D containing statistics for 1900 signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-772

2nd February 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to H. Rowan, Cowdenbeath, asking him to look further into the engineman at the no.11
pit at Lumphinnans claims at the fatal accident inquiry that the brake power on the winding engine was insufficient
and to take steps to remedy the situation if necessary.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to Thomas B. Anderson, Uddingston, telling him that if the engineman thinks the
brake is insufficient on the winding engine at the no.11 pit at Lumphinnans he should report it as such in his report
book. He adds that he is writing to a Mr. Rowan on the subject (see letter above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-773
4th February 1901
Plan for January 1900 containing statistics and nil written through the bottom half signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-774
(4th February 1901)
Plan for January 1901 containing statistics and nil written through bottom half signed by J.B. Atkinson (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-775
4th February 1901
List of explosive injuries and probable causes of them in January 1900 signed by J.B. Atkinson, all involving
gunpowder. The first explosion occurred at the Dysart colliery in Fife on the 7th January, with the injured man
involved stating that he had been emptying some loose powder from his can and picking his lamp with a pin when a
spark fell among the powder and ignited it. The second accident occurred on the 11th January at the Limefield Oil
Shale mine at Edinburgh causing the death of a man who had been attempting to light 6 shots at once but became
delayed after lighting five and the other shots began to explode. The next explosion occurred on the same day at the
Douglas colliery in Lanark and was caused by coal being struck by a shot. The next occurred on the 22nd January at
Motherwell colliery in Lanark when the injured man involved tried to allow the first fuse of the 2 shots he was
lighting to explode before the second but in doing so allowed the first to explode before igniting the second. The
next explosion occurred on the 23rd January at the West Longrigg colliery in Lanark when a spark from a miners
lamp in his cap fell on the compressed powder he was carrying. The next occurred on the 28th January at the Candie
colliery in Stirling and was probably caused by someone attempting to force compressed powder into a hole of
insufficient size. The final explosion occurred on the 29th January at the Cousland Oil Shale mine at Linlithgow and
was caused when a spark fell from a lamp while a miner was manipulating some powder.

NEIMME-JBA-9-776
4th February 1901

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Somerville, Leases Lime Works, Lower Largs, Fife,
confirming that the Leases Limestone mine was now owned by the Fife Lime company Ltd and that a new mine had
been started up about 600 yards South of there.

NEIMME-JBA-9-777
4th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Larkhall Collieries Ltd, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of William McIntyre as the manager of Larkhall collieries.

NEIMME-JBA-9-778
4th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Mr. White, builder, Edinburgh, giving him an offer with
certain conditions to lease the second house from the top on the East side of Murrayfield Avenue. He offers 85
pounds rent per annum and wishes a lease from the next Whitsuntime for five years. He also asks that the drainage
be certified, the house be completely decorated and fitted with grates, window blinds, electric lights etc. and be
completely ready for occupation by that date. He also asks that he undertakes the usual landlords' liabilities for any
repairs or further decoration he may need. He also asks that if the house is ready before the term he wishes, he can
immediately occupy it free from the rates and taxes he would pay until the term begins. He states that the offer he
has made will remain open to the 9th February. He concludes that if his offer is refused and the house put back on
the market, he be informed if he cannot sell the property so he can review his offer if he has not found another
house in the meantime (see NEIMME-JBA-9-633, 2nd letter etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-779
4th February/5th February 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Ware asking that the Home Office send out reminders to quarries for their
annual returns. He notates them by number, omitting the smaller places- six in Aberdeen, one in Banff, two in
Caithness, five in Edinburgh, two in Elgin, ten in Fife, twelve in Forfar, five in Haddington, twelve in Lanark, three in
Linlithgow, two in Nairn, two in Peebles, twelve in Perth, one in Ross & Cromarty and one in Stirling. He notes that
he is also sending him another batch (see letter below).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to W.W. Ware, dated 5th February, sending him more numbered quarries that have
not yet sent in their Annual returns (see letter above)- one in Aberdeen, six in Fife and four in East Lanark.

NEIMME-JBA-9-780
5th February 1901
Two letters-

The first from J.B. Atkinson to John Wilson, Glasgow, telling him that he has sent his letter regarding the reappointment of the checkweigher at Loganlea colliery to the Home Secretary along with some explanatory remarks,
but he has been instructed not to get involved in any way with the matter under dispute and to leave the parties to
their legal remedies (see NEIMME-JBA-9-752/753 etc). He adds that he has written to the Home Office to ask them
to send the Blue Books he requested, and assumes he has them by now.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts made by
the no.5 pit at Swanhill colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act of 1887 provided no more than 20
people are allowed to work underground in connection with the single shaft at any one time, that no fire is used
underground for ventilation or any other purpose, that the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the
exemption expires on the 31st May 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-781
5th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Bowhill Coal company, Cardenden, Fife, confirming
the appointments of John Bowman and Robert Brown & George Beveridge as the manager of Bowhill colliery in the
room of Mr. R.A. Muir and the undermanagers of the nos 1 and 2 pits at Bowhill respectively.

NEIMME-JBA-9-782
5th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Hastie, Greenfield colliery, confirming the
appointment of Robert Muir as the manager of Fairhill colliery in the room of Mr. John Blake.

NEIMME-JBA-9-783
6th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Allan, manager, Fife and Kinross Coal company,
Blairadam, confirming that he has received notice of their temporary abandonment of the working of coal in their
no.1 pit and their plan of the abandoned pit. He returns the latter, saying they should send it direct to the Secretary
of State at Whitehall with a covering letter.

NEIMME-JBA-9-784
6th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Dunlop and company (1900) Ltd, Calderbank,
confirming the appointment of James Lindsay as the manager of Monkland colliery while the previous manager Mr.
Jack is undergoing an operation.

NEIMME-JBA-9-785
7th February 1901

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Stark, Calderbank, Airdrie, confirming that John Stark
and company are opening a mine to search for and prove minerals at Catcraig colliery in Braidwood, Carluke, the
colliery until recently being owned by a Mr. Stewart of Catcraig.

NEIMME-JBA-9-786
7th February/8th February 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Henderson, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, returning police information and
enclosing a report by Mr. McLaren on the death of an Alexander Reid.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, allowing the application for an extension to the exemption from 2
shafts made by the no.1 pit at Rosebank colliery until the 31st December 1901, arguing that there has been no
alteration to the situation of the pit since the last extension was granted except that the limited area that is worked
has been built up into pillars that it is not proposed to take out, adding that only 8 men are employed in the seam.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson, dated 8th February, asking him if he can show any 'kindness'
towards a David Thomson, the son of a friend also called David Thomson, who is employed with the Midland Coal
and Iron company in some capacity. He adds that Mr. Thomson senior had asked him to mention this to him.He adds
that the latter is an old friend of William Wilson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-787
8th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to W.and R. Waddell, Auldton Limeworks, Lesmahagow, on the subject of Auldton colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-788
9th February 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to W.H. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, enclosing a report
on the death of John Dick by Mr. H. Johnstone.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R. Calder, Her Majesties' Inspector of Schools,
Broughty Ferry, enclosing a sheet from his Annual Report, asking him to insert details of the last exam there.

NEIMME-JBA-9-789
11th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Fyfe, Youngs' Oil company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of Walter Scott as the undermanager of the No.6 mine, Hofactoun(?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-790
11th February 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Weir, Miners' Secretary, Dunfermline, promising
to look further into the situation involving Wellwood at the Kilsbone pit after receipt of his own and another
anonymous letter on the subject.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to W.H. (Bill) Atkinson, noting that all open lights in use
in Scotch (sic) mines are used in tin lamps, but adding that the only difference is that some use oil, some use tallow
and some use wax.

NEIMME-JBA-9-791
13th February 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R. Calder, Her Majesties' Inspector of Schools, Broughty
Ferry, confirming receipt of his previous letter and an enclosure of which he is much obliged. He adds that he
believes it would be advisable to hold the Board meeting a little earlier this year, fixing the date as the 14th March.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to F. Main, procurator fiscal depute, Linlithgow,
suggesting that in the case of the accident to Hugh McCall and John Graham, for which he returns three papers and
encloses a report by Mr. McLaren, a prosecution could be started against the former if he believes the circumstantial
evidence that he was smoking while handling powder while having a lighted lamp in his cap and thereby breaching
additional Special Rule 1 is sufficient enough. He does not advise, however, prosecuting him under the charge that
he had more than one 5 pound can in his possession since he believes that the wording of General Rule 12 denoting
that both cans must be in use to contravene the act is too vague.

NEIMME-JBA-9-792
13th February 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Barrowman, advising him on subjects that might
be mentioned at the next Mining Institute meeting. He provides a list of what he considers to be the different classes
of mining- Coal, Ironstone, Oil Shale, Lead Ore and Limestone- and then mentions topics that might be brought up,
including where these varieties of mining could be seen. Other topics he considers possible to mention include the
instances of very steep workings at Niddrie and elsewhere, the use of special features such as coal cutting machines,
electric installations, dook pumping and the use of balance rope and finally coal shipping.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Munro, arranging a meeting the next day at
Quarter Road Station to catch the train leaving Glasgow at 1 p.m. to see the place of the accident with James
Hughes.

NEIMME-JBA-9-793

13th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Robert Forrester and company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of Alexander Malcolm as the manager of Roughrigg colliery at Longriggend.

NEIMME-JBA-9-794
12th February/15th February 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Stephen Hair, Builder, Dalkeith, advising him that the
North side of Shaws Quarry is in a dangerous condition regarding (?) fencing and that this should be remedied.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Editor, Chambers Journal, Edinburgh, dated 15th
February, offering them a short paper he has written on Glasgow (mining?) accidents for publication if they deem it
suitable. He asks that it be returned if it is not considered suitable for publication, and if it is published he asks that
he not be credited with writing it. He encloses a stamped addressed envelope for return if necessary.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, dated 15th
February, enclosing a report on the death of John Macaulay by Mr. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-795
Undated
Letter (from J.B. Atkinson?), receiver unknown, commenting on an unspecified accident resulting from a braking
failure on an engine lifting one cage in an unspecified pit. Mr. Atkinson mentions that it is normal to have a brake
made that is sufficient with two cages and with only one, there might be difficulties. He adds that in this case, the
cage had been loaded with the full number of loaded hutches and when it reached near the bottom of the pit, the
maximum strain was imposed on the drum and brake. If, as he believes, the rope was not fully strained by the load
at the moment the cage was freed this would lead to a jerk when the load came upon the rope and this would be a
severe test for any brake. He adds that there seemed to be a difference of opinion on the safety of the brake at the
time of the accident between the manager and the engineman, but despite noting that the manager was perhaps
unwise to allow the situation to continue, he does not believe that a prosecution of the manager would be
successful. He concludes that the company has been advised about the matter, and that two cages are now in use in
the pit in connection with the engine and the makers of said engine have been consulted.

NEIMME-JBA-9-796
16th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Poneil Coal company, Coalburn, confirming that the
company have temporarily stopped working their dross coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-797
16th February 1901

Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to A. Cunningham, Dunfermline Journal, asking that
telegrams relating to a fatal accident at the Hill of Beath colliery near Dunfermline be published. The first was a wire
from Mr. Atkinson to the Home Secretary noting that the accident led to the loss of seven lives, the cause of which
was suffocation by gases from an underground fire. He also noted that the bodies were all recovered. The second
telegram was a reply by the Secretary of State noting his regret for the accident and subsequent loss of life and also
expressing his sympathy to the relatives of those affected. Mr. Atkinson adds a postscript that notes that less than
one per cent Carbon Monoxide can have a dangerous effect on men.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Smith, County Council of Lanark, noting that
merely exhibiting new Quarry Special Rules at the unnamed quarry involved does not give them legal force unless
accompanied by a formal establishment of them, and he asks if he is prepared so to do.

NEIMME-JBA-9-798
16th February/18th February 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to A.H. Ballingall, Perth, telling him he has not yet received
a filled in form of the type he has enclosed and asks if he could do so as soon as possible.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H.H. Brown, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, dated
18th February, confirming receipt of a telegram noting the death of Alexander Christie. He promises that a report
will be sent to him on the subject in due course, while noting that he does not need to send telegraphs noting of
accidents as the colliery owners should do so and after this a report will be sent to the procurator.

NEIMME-JBA-9-799
19th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Buchanan, manager, Whitbrigg colliery, Whitburn,
confirming the collieries' intent to sink an outlet shaft for the no.3 pit at the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-800
16th February/19th February 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Mr. Cruickshanks, Estate Manager, North Dorwick (?),
asking that a fence be placed around the Rhodes Old Quarry at its top to make it safe since it is open.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Armiston Coal company, Gorebridge, dated 19th
February, noting that the fencing at shafts at Dogrie and Armiston, including those at the Water pit, Simpson's Land,
Greenhall and East of Jubilee Row are inadequate and dangerous, especially at the last named which is in part
entirely open. He asks that these problems should receive his immediate attention.

The third from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to J.S. Soutar, procurator fiscal depute, Dunfermline,
dated 19th February, returning precognition of the death of Adam Graham which he has amended and signed.

NEIMME-JBA-9-801
19th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Dixon Ltd, Calder Iron Works, Coatbridge,
confirming that mining operations were discontinued in their Handaxwood pit at Fauldhouse in the previous month.

NEIMME-JBA-9-802
20th February 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H.H. Brown, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a
report on the death of Alexander Christie by Mr. Johnstone (see NEIMME-JBA-9-798, 2nd letter).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H. Rowan, Cowdenbeath, on the Hill of Beath colliery
accident (see NEIMME-JBA-9-797). He asks him to get a bottle charged with gas from behind the stoppings so that he
can ask Dr. Haldane to analyse it; tell him how he learned of the test for CO Chloride of Palladium, as he thinks it
was; if a Mr. Richardson has recovered and that he will try and see him in the next week and that he prepare a plan
for the forthcoming public inquiry, showing in possibly ordinary scale- Dalbeath; the Engine pit, the roads leading
from them to the site of the trouble; show all the workings and working places across the site of the trouble at the
time of the accident; stoppings put in to isolate the fire; indicating the locus of the fire; the point where the gas is
supposed to have come off; a section of the seam and finally the point on the plan where the air was measured.

NEIMME-JBA-9-803
21st February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Shotts Iron company, Edinburgh, confirming that they
have begun to sink a new pit to the Shotts Furnace coal in the lands of Fortissart (?) in the Shotts parish and that the
pit will be worked in connection with their no.3 pit at Calderhead.

NEIMME-JBA-9-804
21st February/22nd February/23rd February 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing a
report on the death of Robert Jagg by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H. Johnstone, dated 22nd February, asking him to
visit Pringle and Slossar(?) in Aberdeen in the next week and get the annual returns for Clinterty and Tyrebagger
Quarries. He also asks him to get an admission that these returns have not been sent to him as they should and that

he proposes prosecuting them for it. He notes that he asked for the returns both in December (?) and on the 13th of
February, while noting to Mr. Johnstone that he has had trouble with them before.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Hamilton, manager, Mosside Collieries,
Bathgate, dated 23rd February, proposing a meeting at the Boghead pit on the 26th of February regarding the pit's
application for exemption. He asks that Mr. Hamilton meet him there with plans at about 1.10p.m. on that date.

NEIMME-JBA-9-805
23rd February 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to J. Mair, procurator fiscal depute, Linlithgow, returning
papers relating to the accident to Hugh McCall and John Graham. He notes that a prosecution should be made
against the former victim for an offence against Additional Special Rule 1 by which Mr. McCall handled explosives
while having a lighted lamp in his cap. The penalty, he notes, is usually £2 or less as noted in Section 59 of the Coal
Mines act of 1887.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for extension of the exemption from
two shafts made by the Virtuewell Seam at the Mullburn pit in Cornsilloch colliery under the same conditions as
previously, with the new expiry date of the 31st August 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-806/807
26th February 1901
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-808, 2nd letter below) on the
accident leading to 7 deaths at the Hill of Beath colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-9-802, 2nd letter etc). The first 2 deaths
occurred when the oversman Robert Birrell and fireman Andrew Haysmith were overcome by carbonic oxide fumes
while checking stoppings placed around an ongoing fire in the return airway of the Lochgelly Splint seam of the
Engine pit at the colliery. When the two men failed to return, a number of others were sent out in a rescue party,
leading to the other four deaths- the miners Patrick McRoberts, Alexander Carr and James Reid, the rope splicer
James MacFarlane and the oncost worker Martin McLearn (?). The other two members of the rescue party were the
only survivors- the manager Mr. Richardson and miner James Grandison. The rescue party proceeded into the
section by the intake airway and as they passed over into the return air way, four of them were overcome and lost
their lives. The oncost worker McLearn was part of a second rescue party sent in by the General Mining Manager,
Mr. Rowan who took over operations in the absence of the manager. He was later overcome when he ventured too
far. Mr. Richardson and Mr. Grandison were got out and sent home along with the dead body of James Reid initially
by the second party whereby Mr. Rowan decided to change the course of the air in the section and make the return
intake. After this was done, the remaining bodies were recovered in the following order- Mr. Birrell, Mr. Haysmith,
Mr. Carr, Mr. McRoberts, Mr. McTernan and Mr. MacFarlane. The gas which caused the loss of life was found to be
carbonic oxide, and the fire which released the gas had broken out about seven months previously and had been
isolated by building stoppings. The gas had no colour, taste or smell and was inflammable, and less than one per cent
of it in the air could prove fatal in a short time. The gas was formed when the products of combustion passed over
incandescent coal. Mr. Atkinson notes that Mr. Rowan will prepare a plan for the forthcoming public inquiry, and
that the following people should be cited as witnesses- Mr. Rowan,who took part in the discovery of the bodies; Mr
Richardson, the manager of the colliery; Mr. Brown, the manager of the Kirkford pit who assisted in the recovery of
the bodies; Mr. Riddell, the manager of Cowdenbeath colliery who had been manager of the Hill of Beath colliery

when the fire was first seen and who assisted in the discovery of the bodies; James Grandison, the miner and
survivor of the first search party; William Condie, the person who appears to have been the last to see Mr. Birrell and
Mr. Haysmith alive and Charles Monclark, the miner who worked nearest the point where the gases from the fire are
supposed to have come off.

NEIMME-JBA-9-808
26th February 1901
Two lettersThe first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-9-806/807.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline,
enclosing a report on the Hill of Beath disaster (see NEIMME-JBA-9-806/807 above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-809
26th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to W.and W. Gibson, Longacre Farm, Holytown, confirming
that the company is working coal with a mine at Bothwellshields farm. This mine is in the Eastern district and Mr.
Ronaldson has forwarded his letter to Mr. Atkinson accordingly.

NEIMME-JBA-9-810/811
26th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, Whitehall, on the subject of
the Hill of Beath disaster. Mr. Atkinson relates the series of events that led to the disaster (see NEIMME-JBA-9806/807), including the fire which had been burning for 7 months and the fact that miners had been relocated to
areas unaffected along with the subsequent checking of the affected area and its built stoppings to try and isolate
the area which led to the death of the two men involved, and the subsequent deaths of members of the later search
parties who ventured too far into the area and were overcome by the carbon monoxide in the return airway as they
attempted to return. He encloses a copy of the Dunfermline Journal of the 23rd February which gives a full account
of the accident. He also notes that the affected families of the deceased are concerned as to whether the
Compensation act will apply to loss of life relating to rescue work, a subject discussed in a leader in the newspaper
which he also encloses.

NEIMME-JBA-9-812
27th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking for permission to
begin legal proceedings against Pringle and Slessor, the owners of Clinterty and Tyrebegger quarries in the county of
Aberdeen for failing to send in their Annual Return (see NEIMME-JBA-9-804, 2nd letter) showing people employed
and the amount of mineral quarried within the prescribed time. He notes that he had not received returns from
them untl the previous day, despite sending them the return forms from the Home Office in December and also

sending a reminder on the 13th of February. He adds that they have had similar problems with these owners in the
past, and a prosecution is therefore desirable.

NEIMME-JBA-9-813
27th February 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to W.W. Ware , advising him that with the receipt of the
returns from Clinterty and Tyrebegger which he encloses the figures for the year can be concluded. He asks that
these returns be returned to him in due course since he proposes prosecuting the owners (see NEIMME-JBA-9-812
above etc). He also asks for a copy of the first and second circular letters sent out with the returns.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to C. L. Hedley confirming that he had written on the
3rd of March (the previous year?) as the Secretary Inspector (of Mining Inspectors) to ask if the date of May 8th, the
date suggested at the last meeting, was suitable for the next at the Home Office. He adds that this date was then
approved and then wrote on the 13th March to members to confirm this along with a request to them to provide a
list of subjects they wanted to discuss there. He then notes that he wrote to the Secretary of State on the 23rd April
a list of the subjects he received that were proposed for discussion. He adds that he left the preparation of the
agenda to the Home Office.

NEIMME-JBA-9-814
28th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, Whitehall, noting that a
letter he has received from a Mr. G.P.Smith on behalf of the Holmes Oil company for liquidation suggests that the
landlords and agents who have possession of the plan of the Holmes Oil Shale mines refuse to supply them despite
the mines ceasing working in September of the previous year. Their excuse given is that the mines have not been
officially discontinued or abandoned. Mr. Atkinson asks whether the liquidator can be compelled to furnish a copy of
the plan.

NEIMME-JBA-9-815
27th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H. Forrester and company, Glasgow, confirming that
James Mackay has been appointed as the manager of the East Roughrigg colliery for the few days that Mr. R. Fleming
has an absence of leave.

NEIMME-JBA-9-816
28th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Chapel Coal company confirming that the Hyndshaw
pit has been abandoned and that he has noted his comments on the employment of a boy aged under 13 years old.

NEIMME-JBA-9-817
28th February 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to A.W. Turnbull, Shotts Iron company, Edinburgh,
confirming the appointment of L. McLuckie as the undermanager of the Hartwoodhill colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-818
28th February/1st March/2nd March 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John S. Soutar, procurator fiscal depute, Dunfermline,
noting that in the case of the Hill of Beath carbonic oxide and carbon monoxide are the same gases (see NEIMMEJBA-9-810/811 etc). He suggests that a Dr. Massingtle (?) should be called as a witness as he has paid special
attention to the question. As far as the date for the public inquiry, he asks that the 16th March should be avoided.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to W.K. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, dated 1st March,
enclosing a report on the death of Robert Gurney (?) by Mr. McLaren.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to G.W. Miller, Dundee, dated 2nd March, returning his
letter concerning the accident to George Fairweather and correspondence with the Factory department on the
subject. He also encloses a form which he asks him to fill in and send to him and which he will then forward to the
Home Office when a fee will be paid.

NEIMME-JBA-9-819
2nd March/3rd March 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Gemmell, mining engineer, Edinburgh, asking him
if after his talk with Alexander Simpson, he would be willing to take on the position of the examiner of Managers'
certificates if appointed at the meeting of the Board on the 14th March.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H. Rowan, Cowdenbeath Colliery Office, Fife, dated
3rd March, on the subject of balance rope. He comments that his remarks on the subject must have been
misreported and that the use of said rope was not discontinued after the Kelty colliery accident. He notes that the
arrangements at bottom were slightly altered so that the beams under which the balance rope worked would lift
with a moderate strain. He describes the accident as being caused by an empty tub running forward just as a cage
loaded with empty tubs was leaving the surface, jamming the cage and preventing its descent. With the engineman
having full steam on to lift the loaded cage, the balance rope tightened up pulling the surface cage down, smashing
the tub that held it. The chains then bucked and the cage went to the bottom. He then provides the approximate
depth and height of the pit involved and suggests that Mr. Hutchison contact H. Rowan of the Cowdenbeath Colliery
Office in Fife for more details of the pit and Mr. Mackay, the manager of Newbattle colliery in Dalkeith if he wants
details provided of the workings of the balance rope in use at the Lady Victoria pit at the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-820
2nd March/3rd March 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to C. Augustus Carlow, Leven, telling him that he has
received his letter about the gas release at the Hill of Beath colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-9-818, 1st letter etc) and has
written to Dr. Haldane on the subject (see letter below) promising to pass on what he says.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Dr. Haldane, Physiological Laboratory, Oxford, dated
3rd March, enclosing a newspaper account of the accident at the Hill of Beath colliery as he knows of his interest in
occasions of Carbon Monoxide poisoning (see letter above etc) while adding that he has collected a sample of the
gas involved and asks if he would like to have it forwarded. He asks in a post script whether he knows about
palladium chloride as a test for Carbon Monoxide.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Barrowman, Staveacre, Hamilton, dated 3rd
March, enclosing a letter from Mr. Hutchison and noting that his remarks on the balance rope accident must have
been misreported (see NEIMME-JBA-9-819, 2nd letter above). He continues that he has no proof of a discussion on
the subject or whether it is to appear in any of the Transactions. He adds that if the latter is true he can be given a
proof of it to correct.

NEIMME-JBA-9-821
2nd March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the General manager, Caledonian Mineral Oil company,
Glasgow, confirming the appointments of D. Baird, William Lyon and James Allison as interim managers of the no.2
Shale pit at Tarbrae, Cobbushaw Shale mine and the Viewfield Coal pit respectively until a permanent successor is
appointed to R. Kowieson. He adds that the company must comply with Section 20 of the Coal Mines act regarding
the appointment of said permanent manager and asks them to consult this section before proceeding.

NEIMME-JBA-9-822
2nd March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the United Collieries Ltd confirming the appointment of
John Finnie as the manager of the Crofthead and Fallshill collieries in the room of David Gardner.

NEIMME-JBA-9-823
3rd March 1901
Plan containing statistics for February 1901 signed by J.B.Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-824
(3rd March 1901)

Plan containing statistics and nil through its bottom half (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-825
3rd March 1901
Report by J.B. Atkinson on two explosive accidents in February 1901- the first involving gunpowder on February 11th
at Glencraig colliery when a patent squib appears to have ignited the gunpowder in it rather than the sulphuric part
and an accident involving a detonator at Garnock colliery on the 16th February when a girl struck a detonator from a
shot that had missed which had been brought up in a hutch of coals as it passed along a cleaning belt causing it to
explode. He adds that the detonator had been fitted with wires suitable for electric firing. The two accidents injured
one person in each case, the second occurring on the surface.

NEIMME-JBA-9-826
4th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to A.I. Eagleston, Home office, confirming receipt of his
letter concerning the abandoned plans of the Polbeth & Westwood and Cleland mines from Mr. Ronaldson. He adds
that he now has the plans and will return them to the Home Office within a week or two.

NEIMME-JBA-9-827
5th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to P.W. Turner, General Manager, Caledonian Mineral Oil
company, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of James S. Caldwell as the manager of the companies' mines.

NEIMME-JBA-9-828
6th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Black, Airdrie, confirming the appointment of
Robert Howieson as the manager of Penicuik and Birkiewood collieries.

NEIMME-JBA-9-829
6th March 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Coltness Iron company, Newmains, remarking that
he has no objection to the accident form they have sent to him except for the fact that he usually likes to keep the
back of the form blank so he himself or his Assistant Inspectors can write a report of said accident. He adds that he
has explained this to Mr's MacNaughton and Sinclair and thay have agreed to keep the back clear when they have
used up their present stock.

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to W.W. Ware noting that he does not need to see the
books for the summary of his quarry returns, accepting the figures he has been given, but that he would like the
granite statistics to be differentiated from the igneous rocks as has been done in the past and returns the summary
to him so this can be done.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts made by
Beatrigg colliery under Section 18 (iii) (b) of the Coal Mines act provided no more than 20 people are allowed to
work underground in connection with the single shaft at one time, no fire is used underground for ventilation or any
other purpose, the second shaft is completed or reopened as soon as possible and the exemption concludes on the
31st March 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-830
6th March 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to C. Augustus Carlow, Leven, enclosing a letter from Dr.
Haldane concerning the gas released at Hill of Beath (see NEIMME-JBA-9-820, 1st & 2nd letter etc). He asks him to
send Dr. Haldane the sample of gas he mentions to the Physiological Laboratory at Oxford and also suggests that he
shows the letter to Mr. Rowan before returning it to him.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Dr. Haldane, Oxford, saying that he is glad that the
doctor has agreed to analyse a sample of the gas released at the Hill of Beath disaster and that he has arranged for
someone to send this sample to his address at the Physiological Laboratory in Oxford (see letter above etc). He
remarks that although he was not present, he has heard from Mr. Rowan that when canaries were used to try to
indicate the presence of Carbon Monoxide they were very effective, collapsing and falling helpless when it was
present in the absence of any other sign. He adds that he has heard that when the birds were taken out into the
fresh air they recovered and are all reportedly still living. He adds that the public inquiry into the Hill of Beath
disaster will take place on the 18th March and hopes that his analysis of the gas can be completed by then so he can
make use of the findings. He promises to send on notes of the inquiry. He adds that Mr. Rowan had used palladium
chloride on one occasion when he and Mr. Atkinson were trying to get a sample of the gas at the stoppings involved
but that it had shown no change. Mr. Atkinson adds that he believes this was caused by the lack of Carbon Monoxide
in the air with the only gas being carbon dioxide he had collected from the strata. Mr. Rowan had added that he had
noted the blackening of the gas when he had found Carbon Monoxide present.

NEIMME-JBA-9-831
9th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Renwick Cowan, Mine Manager, Seafield Works,
Bathgate, confirming that the workings of the no.2 or Houston mine at Seafield were abandoned on the 12th January
1901. He asks that the abandoned plans of the mine be sent directly to the Secretary of State in London.

NEIMME-JBA-9-832
9th March 1901

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Constable, Roman Camps Mines, Uphall,
confirming that the trial shaft sunk on Drumshoreland Muir was abandoned on the 26th February 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-833
9th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Bellside Coal company, Bellside colliery, Cleland,
confirming the appointment of Alexander Ferguson as the underground manager of the Bellside colliery. He adds
that there is no such official position as underground manager under the Mines Act and asks whether the position is
equivalent to a manager's or undermanager's.

NEIMME-JBA-9-834
9th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H. Rowan, Cowdenbeath, confirming that Mr. Anderson
has resumed charge of the Foulford, Mossbeath and Cowdenbeath no.9 pits and that Mr. Riddell has resumed his
position in charge of the Hill of Beath colliery. He adds that Mr. Richardson remains in charge of Dalbeath colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-835
9th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Drumgray Coal company, Glasgow, referring to an
unspecified letter that was sent to the Secretary for Scotland when it should have been sent to him. He also
acknowledges that the company have opened a mine at Walts Burn near Airdrie.

NEIMME-JBA-9-836
9th March 1901
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-837, 2nd letter below) on the death
of Thomas Sneddon. The 20 year old miner, employed by his brother James Sneddon, contracted for getting shale in
the no.25 West Level section of the Dunnett Oil Shale seam of the no.32 mine at Limefield, was killed when oil shale
fell from the roof of the level near the face as a boring tree was being prepared to be fixed. James and William
(another brother?) Sneddon were both present at 2.15 p.m, the approximate time of the accident. The fireman
Alexander Crookston had examined the area at 4.30 that morning and again at 7a.m, just before the Sneddons began
work. He was also at the place at about 11.40 a.m making his second inspection and (found it safe?) He adds that
most of the work in retrieving the shale was done by blasting. He adds that the General Mining Manager will prepare
a plan of the area and that the two surviving Sneddons and Mr. Crookston should be cited as witnesses for the
forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-837
9th March 1901

Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to T.H. Kelynack, Manchester, enclosing a copy of the
Special Rules in force at the Granite Quarries in his district,adding that these rules have been modified from the
ordinary code in the Blasting rules. He notes that at these quarries it is customary to bore several holes and fire them
time after time until a large mass of granite is pushed over while also adding that some modspections(sic) had to be
introduced regarding holes that had missed fire.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing
reports on the deaths of John Donaldson and Thomas Sneddon (for the latter, see NEIMME-JBA-9-836 above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-838
9th March/11th March 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H. Aitken, Cadzow Coal company, Glasgow, confirming
notice of the presence of firedamp at the Cadzow colliery. He promises to look into this further, but suggests that in
the meantime the provisions of the Mining act dealing with the alleged danger are closely adhered to and that if any
danger is found to exist no miners are allowed to work in the areas involved until it is removed.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to C. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, enclosing a
report on the death of Robert Adam by Mr. Johnstone.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline,
dated 11th March, enclosing a report on the death of John Heggie and injury to James Corrance (?) by Mr.
Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-839
12th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to C. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, regarding the complaint against Pringle and
Slessor (see NEIMME-JBA-9-812,1st letter etc). He notes that the Quarries act of 1894 Section 1 of the Metalliferous
Mines Regulation act 1875 is applied to all quarries to which the quarries act applies and necessitates the
presentation of the Annual Return of persons employed and mineral worked to the Inspectors of the District by or
before the 1st of February. He encloses a letter containing both copies of the Annual Returns form that were sent to
Pringle and Slessor at the end of the year. He also encloses a copy of the reminder contained in a second circular he
sent to them on the 18th February along with more Annual Return forms. When no notice was taken of the two
letters, Mr. Johnstone called on them on the 25th February and Mr. Atkinson also encloses a letter he sent him on
the subject. He then notes he was finally sent the returned forms on the 26th February, which he also encloses. He
notes that Pringle and Slessor have provided trouble on this subject before and that he will send Mr. Wilson any
more information he needs on the subject if needed.

NEIMME-JBA-9-840
14th March/15th March 1901

Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, suggesting that a role proposed by the Lord Advocate would aid
Inspectors in the discharge of their duties but that his preferred solution whereby procurator fiscals alone should
remove articles where there is a probability of legal action under the Quarries act would be the best solution.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H. Mungall, Edinburgh, dated 15th March, thanking
him for his offer of help in finding a new house in Edinburgh (see NEIMME-JBA-9-633,2nd letter etc) but that he has
practically decided on his choice, a home in Merchiston Gardens. He does ask, however, if he can find a position in a
large colliery near Edinburgh for his eldest son Bertram, who he describes as 22 years old and a steady going reliable
youth. He notes that he has nearly five years experience with McCreaths and Stevensons and would prefer a place
where he could do surveying, gain practical experience and make himself useful. He also adds that he should have a
salary of about 100 pounds a year. He concludes by sending best wishes to Mr. Mungall and his wife from himself
and his wife.

NEIMME-JBA-9-841
15th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to A and F. Mercrastle (?), Provost, Blaikies Quay, Aberdeen,
confirming the opening up of a new quarry at Dancing Cairns. He encloses an abstract of the List of Special Rules. He
adds that the rules will have no legal force until they have been formally established and asks whether he accepts
them. If he does so, he notes the necessary steps will be taken to establish them.

NEIMME-JBA-9-842
15th March/16th March 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to C. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, noting that if
Pringle and Slessor plead not guilty to the complaint against them, he and Mr. Johnston can attend the inquiry on
any day around the end of the month (see NEIMME-JBA-9-839 etc).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, dated
16th March,enclosing a report on the death of John Scott by Mr. McLaren.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 16th
March, enclosing a report on the death of William Murphy (see NEIMME-JBA-9-843 below).

NEIMME-JBA-9-843
16th March 1901
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R. Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-842,3rd letter above) on the death of
William Murphy. The 19 year old pony driver was killed on a pony haulage road in the West side section of the main
coal of the no.1 pit at Neclaland (?) colliery at about 12 noon on the 14th March when a fall of stone from the side of
the road fell on him. He notes that the accident site was a lye or siding with a double road. The deceased was driving
in a rake of empty hutches while another driver John Burt was going out with full hutches. One of the latters'

hutches became derailed and the deceased returned to help Mr. Burt put it back on the rails. After this, as he went
back to his own rake he passed along the lye where a mass of rock fell from the side on him killing him. Mr. Burt
heard the fall and immediately called the roadsman William Ross and others to help release the deceased. The
fireman Thomas McGraw noted he passed the area several times daily (and found nothing amiss?). He adds that the
manager will provide a plan and Mr. Burt, Mr. Ross and Mr. McGraw should be cited as witnesses for the
forthcoming public enquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-844
16th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Under Secretary of State, Home Office, London, enclosing a copy of Special Rules
established at Mines under the Coal Mines regulation Act in his district marking the two rules which touch on the
subject of the prevention of accidents to persons employed on railways to help with the preparation of rules to to
help improve said prevention under the Railway Employment (Prevention of Accidents) act 1900 by the Board of
Trade.

NEIMME-JBA-9-845
18th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing his Annual Report
for the year 1900.

NEIMME-JBA-9-846
18th March 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to E. Gardner, telling him he thinks he has found a home (in Edinburgh) (see NEIMMEJBA-9-840, 2nd letter etc) and that although he doesn't know of any recent maps of Northumberland and Durham
that would help him draw up a map for the colliery he proposes to prepare, he has no doubt that if he goes to the
Coal Trade Office in Newcastle he will be able to find all the information available.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to A. Hood, asking him if he could bear his eldest son
Bertram in mind for any assistant jobs that may be on offer in the East of Scotland due to the family relocating to
Edinburgh (see NEIMME-JBA-9-840, 2nd letter). He again notes his son's experience at the mining engineers
McCreaths and Stevensons and his assertion of his worth. He adds that he will be able to visit him in Edinburgh to
discuss this any day of the present week or he could visit him at Rosewell, noting he will be there on the 21st March
and could catch the train to Rosewell arriving at Hawthornden at 2.05 p.m.

NEIMME-JBA-9-847
18th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the extension of an exemption from 2 shafts at the no.3 pit
at Monkland colliery under the same conditions with the new expiry date being set at the 31st May 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-848
20th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Constable, Roman Camp Mines, Uphall, confirming
that the workings in the no.3 mine at the Roman Camp have been extended to the Jubilee Oil Shale seam.

NEIMME-JBA-9-849
21st March 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James A. Hood, Rosewell, near Edinburgh, thanking him
for his reply to the request for notice of any positions that might be available for his eldest son Bertram (see
NEIMME-JBA-9-846, 2nd letter etc) and that he understands that the many entries made for places there must have
preference, noting he had no idea how many there were. He still asks that his son be borne in mind if he sees any
opening that might suit him.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to J.B. Haig, procurator fiscal, Alloa, enclosing a report
on the death of Thomas McEwen by Mr. Johnstone.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H.H. Brown, procurator fiscal, Cupar, Fife, enclosing a
report on the death of James Leckie by Mr. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-850
20th March 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas B. Anderson, Uddingston, promising to look
further into the problems at Lumphinnans No.11 pit (see NEIMME-JBA-9-772, both letters and letter below).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H. Johnstone, noting that a fatal accident occurred
at the pit on the 26th December regarding the winding engine which had previously been reported as being
defective by the engineman there (see NEIMME-JBA-9-772, both letters). He adds that Mr. Thomas B. Anderson had
stated this at the inquiry and that it had been noted in his report book. He describes how he believes that the use of
only one cage to carry hutches rather than the usual two probably lead to the brake becoming overcome. He notes
that after receiving a report by Gill (?) and Hogg as to brake power, certain alterations were made in addition to a
second cage being added. He asks that Mr. Johnstone enquire into the matter, see the engine and find out why a
(Mr?) Sinclair had been discussed.

NEIMME-JBA-9-851
22nd March 1901
Two letters-

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R. McLaren, noting that he has two estimates for house
removals from Wylie and Lockhead of Glasgow and John Taylor and sons of Edinburgh. He adds that he proposes
writing to the Home Office regarding the purchase of houses (in Edinburgh) made by both he and Mr. McLaren and
the removal estimates that have been made. He asks that he be apprised of Mr. McLaren's situation regarding his
home, sending the estimate and when he proposes to move (see NEIMME-JBA-9-846,2nd letter etc).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to W.W. Ware noting that the correct figures for
deaths associated with explosions of fire-damp are 6 fatal accidents and 8 deaths.

NEIMME-JBA-9-852
22nd March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Dunlop and company (1900) Ltd, Calderbank,
confirming the appointment of Samuel Anderson as the manager of Calderbank colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-853
23rd March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Under Secretary of State, Home Office, London, telling him that he has now leased a
house in Edinburgh at 18 Merchiston Gardens and that he proposes to live there from the end of April. He provides
an estimate of removal costs furniture from John Taylor and sons of Edinburgh, saying he thinks it a reasonable offer.
He adds that his Assistant Inspector has also taken on a house in Edinburgh which he proposes to live in from the
end of May and that he will submit an estimate for the cost of his furniture removal in due course (see NEIMME-JBA9-851,1st letter etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-854
27th April 1901
Notice by J.B. Atkinson of his change of address (for sending to mine and quarry owners from the date at top of
letter?) noting that from the 30th April his postal and telegraphic address will be at 18 Merchiston Gardens in
Edinburgh. He also notes that his address will need to be changed on the abstracts of the Mines, Quarries and
Factory and Workshop acts and the Special Rules posted in the works involved (see NEIMME-JBA-9-853 above etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-855
23rd March 1901
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-857,1st letter below) on the death of
Adam Pow. The 29 year old miner was fatally injured by a fall of roof stone at about 10 a.m. on the 18th March while
working at the pick section of the Virtuewell coal of the no.4 pit at Sarnhill colliery. He had been working at the coal
face on the left side of the road head when a mass of stone fell from the near side of the hitch. One tree was swung
by the fall. The 15 year old drawer Thomas Pow (relation?) was close by at the time of the accident. The place had
been examined by the fireman John Coudie Jnr before the deceased entered to work and his father John Coudie the
oversman had been in the place ten minutes before the accident. Mr. Coudie senior will prepare a sketch of the area

and the two Coudies and Thomas Pow should be cited as witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry, according to
Mr. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-856
23rd March 1901
Report by J.B. Atkinson (for R.Wilson, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-857, 1st letter below) on the death of
John Ireland. The 42 year old miner was killed by a rush of clay sand and debris from the bottom of the air shaft of
Beatrigg colliery at about 5.30 p.m. on the 21st March. Since the 26th February, when the air shaft of the colliery
collapsed, the only work being carried out was work involved in reopening the shaft. At the time of the accident, the
deceased was engaged in filling away the loose stuff from the bottom and stowing it in the workings as the pit was
being opened out from the surface first. The rush of clay almost completely buried him. He was the only person in
the area when the accident took place, but (fellow miners?) R. Boal and Charles Lees were not far away. He
concludes by stating that the manager William McIntyre will produce a plan of the area involved for the forthcoming
public inquiry, and that the following should be cited as witnesses for it- the undermanager Robert Houston, the
fireman John Brown, James Muir who was working at the pit bottom at the time, Robert Boal who was engaged in
stowing stuff and Charles Lees who was drawing stuff at the time of the accident.

NEIMME-JBA-9-857
23rd March 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing reports
on the deaths of Adam Pow and John Ireland (see NEIMME-JBA-9-855 + 856 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Dr. Haldane, Oxford, reporting that he was not
particularly surprised that no CO was found in the air retrieved from the stoppings in the Hill of Beath inquiry since
the strata gives off a lot of oxygen. Despite this, he sees no reason to doubt that CO was present in the air current
when the miners lost their lives (see NEIMME-JBA-9- 830, both letters etc).
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to G.L. Kerr confirming receipt of his previous letter and a
copy of his work on coal mining which he says seems very good and useful. He promises to notify him if he notices
any errors. He also promises to do everything he can if he is applied to in reference to Mr. Kerr's application for a
post in a hotel noting that he heard that Alexander Simpson Jnr of Simpson and Wilson is now in a hotel in
connection with an amalgation (sic) of collieries there.

NEIMME-JBA-9-858
23rd March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Laverock Knowe Coal company, Laverock Knowe
colliery, Pinwhinnie, Airdrie, confirming that the company have opened up a mine at the colliery and that this notice
had been sent to him by Mr. Ronaldson, who had been sent notice by mistake.

NEIMME-JBA-9-859
23rd March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, noting that despite only
Kinneil colliery and Garnock colliery noting any improvement in the number of blown out shots when using electric
firing rather than ordinary fuses (with Kinneil noting that no blown out shots had occurred since electric firing had
been introduced) he adds that he still believes that for the reasons stated in the Secretaries' earlier letter that blown
out shots are less likely to occur with electric firing.

NEIMME-JBA-9-860
25th March 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Connell, Lochgelly, asking him if he would consider
his eldest son Bertram for any vacancy that might arise at his colliery as he is trying to get him an assistant's place at
a colliery in the East of Scotland. He notes that his son has five years of experience at McCreaths and Stevenson with
experience of the usual office routine and being well acquainted with surveying and other activities (see NEIMMEJBA-9-849, 1st letter etc).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Budge asking him to consider his eldest son
Bertram for any suitable vacancy at Wemyss collieries and noting his experience (see letter above etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-861
26th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H. Rowan, Fife Coal company, Cowdenbeath, confirming
that the company has discontinued working the daylight mine at Beauarty colliery and asking Mr. Rowan to send the
plan of the mine directly to the Secretary of State at Whitehall.

NEIMME-JBA-9-862
26th March/28th March 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson (on Home Office business) to Mr. Eagleston, Home Office, London, telling him that the
exemption at Rentrigg can be dropped since no inconvenience was caused by the overlook rendering it unnecessary.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Taylor and King, Auchinlea Quarries, Cleland,
regretting that he cannot send them a photograph of a crane by P.Cain since it was produced at the inquiry involved
and was probably sent with other papers to Edinburgh.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Baird and sons, Avenuehead Sand works,
Glenboig, dated 28th March, noting that in connection with the death of Edward Cullen, the company need not send
any notice to the certifying surgeon regarding accidents happening in the quarry, only those that occur in works

outside it. He adds that Mr. McLaren will probably visit the quarry in the next day or two to inquire about the
matter.

NEIMME-JBA-9-863
28th March 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, enclosing a report for the
information of the Coal Mine Explosives committee by Mr. McLaren on an explosion of gas at Kinneil colliery caused
by the firing of a shot by electricity charged with Bull Dag gunpowder, a permitted explosive.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to M. Delevigne, Home Office, returning a letter
concerning the census of the dictionary of occupations with enclosures with his own markings of Scottish terms
contained within.

NEIMME-JBA-9-864
28th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to a Mr. Hamilton saying he can see no reason why he can't
resume working at Boghead while the water is running off. He adds that he will be at the Mosside office the next day
to talk the matter over and also enquire about the accident there.

NEIMME-JBA-9-865
29th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Lochgelly Iron and Coal company, confirming the
appointment of George McLellan as undermanager of the new pits at Brigghill.

NEIMME-JBA-9-866
29th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Niddrie and Beuhar Coal company, Edinburgh,
confirming that the working of the Carlton seam in their no.15 pit at Niddrie has been discontinued and asking them
to send their plan of the abandoned pit to the Secretary of State.

NEIMME-JBA-9-867
30th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Poneil Coal company, Coalburns, confirming that they
have resumed working in the Dross Coal section.

NEIMME-JBA-9-868/869/870
30th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, in connection with reports
being made that certain mines have not been visited or inspected for a considerable period. He provides a table
which contains information on the number of inspections of mines made by himself and his Assistant Inspectors,
providing numbers made underground and those on the surface along with the number of quarries inspected. He
provides a separate list of mines in his district which have not been subject to an inspection during the past yearTillicoutry in Clackmannan; Vogrie, Handaxwood, Carberry, Loganlea, Oxenford, Limefield, Burdiehouse, Westfield,
Straiton and Leavenseat in Edinburgh; Dundonald, Lochhead, Rassieldry (?), Muircockhall, Rothes and Cults in Fife;
Penston and Ormiston in Haddington; Blairengorie in Kinross; Arden, Meadowfield, Blackridge, Boglea, Tarbrax,
Viewfield, Watsonfoot, Baillesmuir, Collyshot, Dewshill, Duntilland, Garrowgill, Hallcraig, Hassockrigg, Herdshill, Ross,
Stonecraigs, Sunnyside, West Longrigg, South Blair, Braidenhill, Rigg, Gartness, Wishaw, Greenhill, Glebe, Hareshaw,
Haywood, Knownoble, Skellyton, Birkenshaw, Lundridge, Mossband, Liurigg, Spindleside, Brownrigg, Baton, Fortrigg,
Morningside, North Glentore, Langdales, Southrigg, Forniegair, Cameron, Currieside, Struther, Neilsland, Harthill,
Poneil, Netherton and Auchren in Lanark; Armadale, Roman Camp, Woodend and Couston in Linlithgow; Bents in
Peebles and Stonerigg, Southfield, Roughcastle, Whiterigg, Stenhouse, Balquhatstone, Limerigg, Drumclair and
Milnquarter in Stirling. He adds that he also includes a list of mines in the district marking the underground and
overground inspections made during the past year made by himself and his Assistant Inspectors Mr. McLaren and
Mr. Johnstone. A separate list is made of mines that have not been given an underground inspection over the
previous year (see NEIMME-JBA-9-874/875).

NEIMME-JBA-9-871
30th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, noting that he has received
a letter which he encloses from John Taylor and Sons asking for an early answer to their offer to conduct his removal
to his new home in Edinburgh for his approval which he provided for him in an earlier letter (see NEIMME-JBA-9853/854).

NEIMME-JBA-9-872
30th March 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable C.J. Ritchie, His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State, Home
Department, Whitehall, asking to apply for one of the allowances of 100 pounds a year granted by the Treasury to
the Inspectors of Mines which he assumes will be made available after the resignation of Dr. C. Le Neve Foster from
his position. He notes that he would be a suitable candidate because he is the longest serving Inspector apart from
Mr. Wardell, Inspectors of England and Wales have been granted the allowance but none so far in Scotland and the
area he covers in Scotland is considerably the largest of the two districts in area, persons employed and mineral
raised.

NEIMME-JBA-9-873
30th March 1901

Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal, Airdrie, enclosing a
report on the death of Edward Cullen by Mr. McLaren (see NEIMME-JBA-9-862, 3rd letter).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from two shafts made
by the no.16 pit at Redding colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act provided no more than 20 people
are allowed to work underground in connection with the single shaft at any one time, no fire is used underground
for ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption ends on
the 30th September 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-874/875
30th March 1901
List of mines by J.B. Atkinson which have had no underground inspection made within the last year (for the Right
Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department- see NEIMME-JBA-9-868/869/870 above) including Alloa and
Tilliecoultry in Clackmannan; Vogine, Handexwood, Carberry, Edgehead, Loganlea, New Craighall, Oxenford,
Limefield, Burdiehouse, Westfield, Straiton East Camps and Leavensect in Edinburgh; Baldastard, Dundonald, Durie,
Leven, Pirnie, Lathallan, Lochhead, Lochore, Ramelory(?), Drumhead, Muircockhall, Cassingray, Cassindonald,
Lassodie, Rothes and Cults in Fife; Penston, Ormston Station and Ormiston in Haddington; Blauringone in Kinross;
Arden, Meadowfield, Blackridge, Broomhill, Boglea, Tarbrax, Viewfield, Waldonfoot, Bailliesmuir, Collyshot, Dewshill,
Duntilland, Garriongill, Hallcraig, Hassonbrigg, Ross, Stonecraigs, Sunnyside, West Loughrigg, South Blair,
Rochsolloch, Fedderland, Braidenhill, Rigg, Cultrigg, Roughrigg, Loanrigg, Rawyards, Gartness, South Longrigg,
Wishaw, Greenhill, Glebe, Home Farm, Hareshaw, Haywood, Knownoble, Skellyton, Birkenshaw, Thornlea, Luiridge,
Mossband, Liurigg, Spindleside, Brownrigg, Balton, Fortrigg, Morningside, North Glentore, Langdales, Southrigg,
Plotcock, Raebog, Fermiegair, Cameron, Fortisselt, Shotts, Currieside, Stuther, Dunsyston, Shawsburn, Machan,
Hillhouserigg, Skellyton, Motherwell, Neilsland, Brownlee, Shawfield, Harthill, Poneil, Netherston and Auchren in
Lanark; Armadale, Roman Camp, Woodend, Foulshiels, Couston, Northrigg and Bowden in Linlithgow; Bents in
Peebles; Lawhill in Perth; Southfield, Roughcastle, Whiterigg, Stenhouse, Balquhatstone, Limerigg, Drumclair and
Milnquarter in Stirling and Brora in Sutherland. He adds that he has enclosed another list of mines which have been
marked to show the surface and underground inspections made by himself and his two assistant inspectors Mr.
Johnstone and Mr. McLaren (see again NEIMME-JBA-9-868/869/870 above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-876
2nd April 1901
Plan containing statistics signed by J.B. Atkinson for March 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-877
2nd April 1901
Plan containing statistics including for riding on ponies for March 1901 (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-878

Undated
List of accidents involving explosives in collieries for March 1901 including- an accident involving gelignite in the
Little Reith colliery on March 6th, in which the injured man returned to the site of a shot which he had charged with
the explosive after one had gone off, believing the second fuse had not caught fire. He returned before the fumes of
the previous shot had cleared and these fumes extinguished his light, confusing him and as he was standing against a
tub the second shot exploded injuring him; the second involving gunpowder at the Westrigg colliery on the 7th
March, in which it is thought the light of the injured man's cap lit a spark which ignited the charge of compressed
gunpowder that he was inserting into a hole; the third involving gunpowder at the Roughcastle Fireclay mine on the
12th March in which the injured man had charged a hole in a place which had nearly been blasted through and as he
waited directly behind the shot it blew through injuring him; the fourth involving gunpowder at the Hillburn colliery
where a miner carrying two bobbins of the compressed explosive tripped and fell causing the naked light on his cap
to ignite the gunpowder; the fifth occurring at Quarter colliery with gunpowder on the 13th March, the details of
which having not yet been ascertained; the seventh occurring on March 23rd involving gunpowder at Sheriffyards,
the details having not yet been ascertained, the seventh occurring on the 25th March involving gunpowder at the
Limefield Oil Shale mine in which the injured man retired 200 yards away from the shot he had fired but was hit by
stone and finally an accident occurred at the Manstrigg colliery involving blasting gelatine on the 26th March when
the injured man returned to a shot that had not gone off, mistakenly believing that the explosion of a previous shot
he had heard was his own.

NEIMME-JBA-9-879
2nd April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Drumgray Coal company, Glasgow, confirming that
the company has recommenced operations at their mine at Wattstown in Airdrie with John Neilson acting as
manager.

NEIMME-JBA-9-880
2nd April/3rd April 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to H. Mungall thanking him for a previous letter and telling
him that his eldest son Bertram is expected to continue his work for McCreaths and Stevensons until the end of May
when their busy season is over by which time he hopes he will have found another place of employment (see
NEIMME-JBA-9-860, both letters etc). He adds that a job in which he has to stay in the pit all day as an assistant
oversman for a year may not be a bad option. He adds that he will be relocating to Edinburgh and Murchiston
Gardens at the end of April (see NEIMME-JBA-9-871 etc).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R. McLaren suggesting he gets one or two estimates
for the forthcoming move to Edinburgh. He relates that his removal is being handled by John Taylor and Sons of
Edinburgh and that he has submitted the cost to the Home Office (see letter above etc). He encloses the returned
papers and suggests that Mr. McLaren writes to an official upon receiving suitable estimates for his removal
providing details of when and exactly where he plans to move. He suggests that this letter be sent to the Home
Office and forwarded to him.

NEIMME-JBA-9-881
3rd April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Under Secretary of State, Home Office, London, on the subject of his removal to
Edinburgh (see both letters above etc). He notes that the estimated weight of the furniture to be removed is six and
a half tons and that a previous estimate was considered by Wylie and Lochhead, removal contractors, before
deciding on the cheaper John Taylor and Sons.

NEIMME-JBA-9-882
3rd April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Barr and Higgins, Glasgow, confirming the appointment of
William Burt as the manager of Brownhill colliery in the room of Thomas Lithgow.

NEIMME-JBA-9-883
3rd April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Fyfe, Clackmannan, confirming that the mine which
they started working on as notified in a previous letter on the 7th November 1900 has been temporarily abandoned.

NEIMME-JBA-9-884
4th March (April?) 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the United Collieries Ltd, Glasgow, confirming that the Ell
and Wroes coal workings in the no.3 mine at Sitehill colliery has been reopened.

NEIMME-JBA-9-885
4th April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Black and sons of Airdrie confirming that they
have for the moment discontinued the working of the Musselband coal, iron and shale seam in the nos. 8 and 10 pits
at Arden.

NEIMME-JBA-9-886
4th April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to (Mr McLaren- see NEIMME-JBA-9-887/888 below)
informing him that the letter(s?) written on his behalf by M.P.s to the Home Secretary upon the recommendation of
mine owners in the district in respect to his application for promotion to a chief inspectorship (see NEIMME-JBA-9887/888 below) is highly irregular. He asks for a meeting on the following Friday night to discuss the matter after
receiving a letter from Sir K.G. Digby on the subject and some other matters.

NEIMME-JBA-9-887/888
4th April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to Sir K.G. Digby informing him that he has seen his Assistant inspector Mr. McLaren
regarding the recommendations he asked for from M.P.s and coalmasters regarding his application for the vacant
position of a chief inspectorship of mines to the Home Secretary (see NEIMME-JBA-9-886 above). He reports that on
learning that this method of recommendation was seen as highly irregular, he immediately took steps to avoid any
more actions being made on his behalf of such a nature. He explained that he had made similar overtures in 1889
and had received no censure then. The subsequent reprimand he received for such a recommendation in 1895 was,
he recalled, made without his knowledge and without any particular appointment in mind and he did not believe it
barred him from overtures when an actual job was available. He suggests that Mr. McLaren meet Mr. Digby on the
15th April at 3 p.m. to discuss the matter. He adds that his fellow Assistant Inspector, Mr. Johnstone, has been
apprised of the contents of Mr. Digby's letter on the subject.

NEIMME-JBA-9-889
4th April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the McCracken Brothers, Brownrigg colliery, Greengairs,
Airdrie, confirming that they have opened up one of the old pits at Greengairs near Airdrie.

NEIMME-JBA-9-890
5th April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to James Wilson, Winthank Lime Works, St. Andrews,
confirming that the Winthank Limestone mine has been stopped.

NEIMME-JBA-9-891
5th April/8th April 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Thomas Tennent, procurator fiscal, Lanark, enclosing a
report on the death of James Slong by Mr. Johnstone.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, dated 8th April, noting that despite not being a success as the
colliery manager of Fence colliery in Lanarkshire for a few months in the previous year, he saw nothing in his record
which would have suggested the necessity of an inquiry into his competency under section 27 of the Coal Mines act
of 1887. He notes that he believes he now holds a position in Fife, but not as a manager since he has not been
notified of him being appointed anywhere as such.

NEIMME-JBA-9-892
6th April 1901

Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Kinneil Cannel and Coking Coal company, Glasgow,
confirming the appointment of Scott Lees as the undermanager of the nos. 1 and 2 Swab and Furnace Yard pits at
Kinneil colliery in the room of David Lack.

NEIMME-JBA-9-893
9th April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Under Secretary of State, Home Office, London, enclosing a letter from Mr. McLaren
concerning his relocation to Edinburgh and containing also an estimate as to the cost of the removal of his furniture
(see NEIMME-JBA-9-880, 2nd letter etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-894
11th April 1901
Report on the fatal accident that killed James and Andrew Harrower (for J.B. Haig, procurator fiscal- see NEIMMEJBA-9-896, 1st letter below) by J.B. Atkinson,Foremount Terrace, Glasgow. The two brothers worked together in a
room going to the rise in the nine foot seam of Devon colliery while their father Andrew and other brother Thomas
worked in an adjoining place. On the 8th April, the area involved was examined by the fireman Andrew Mitchell King
at 4.10 a.m., the brothers beginning work at 6 a.m. that morning. The place was again visited by the fireman
between 9 and 10 a.m. The father and other brother saw/heard one of the deceased drawing a hutch nearby at
about 1.30 p.m. At about the end of their shift at 2 p.m. Thomas called out to his brothers but upon hearing no reply
went to their place of work and found them dead under a fall of about a ton of coal. The alarm was then raised and
the bodies taken out. The problem was supposed to have been a shot that had been fired at the end of the shift on
the previous Saturday while undercutting and blasting that had not fully done its work and the deceased were
engaged in holing further in preparation for another shot with a tree and boring machine in position when the coal
came away. For the forthcoming public inquiry, Mr. Atkinson reports that the manager Mr. Burt will prepare a plan
of the area and suggests the father and other brother of the deceased be called as witnesses, along with the fireman
Mr. King and the two miners who helped to extract the bodies, William Campbell and Alexander Forsyth for the
forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-895
11th March 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Archibald Livingstone, Manager, Kinneil Collieries, on
the subject of the safety of explosives regarding the ignition of gas. He remarks that none of the permitted
explosives are entirely safe in the presence of gas, and that the manager is quite right when he advises his shot firers
not to fire a shot in any area until it is clear of it. He also notes that he has reported the recent explosion to the
Home Secretary to pass on to the Explosives committee who have been conducting tests on the matter. He adds that
he cannot recommend any other explosives than those mentioned in the Special List in the Explosives in Coal Mines
order of the 24th September 1900 which he encloses.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to J.B. (and) B.C. Younger, Kinghorn, noting that he
would be loath to give an opinion on the propriety of putting money into the concern regarding the Baldastard

colliery without more information. He does suggest that the profits would most likely not be plentiful, but that you
never could tell.

NEIMME-JBA-9-896
11th April/21st April/22nd April 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to J.B. Haig, procurator fiscal, Alloa, enclosing a report on
the deaths of James and Andrew Harrower (see NEIMME-JBA-9-894 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R. McLaren, dated 21st April, remarking that the
vacancy for inspector left open by the retirement of Mr. Foster may well be done away with altogether by adding it
to existing districts (see NEIMME-JBA-9-887/888 etc). He adds that he has heard no more about his application for
the position, except that Mr. Wardell had apparently been told to advise said applicants that influence was not to be
asked for in cases of possible promotion. He also notes that a Mr. Scott is very unwell and has some months of leave
and that Mr. McLaren should receive the envelopes he required.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, dated 22nd
April, enclosing a report on the death of Annie (?) Reynolds by Mr. Johnstone.

NEIMME-JBA-9-897
22nd April 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Joseph Holliday, Checkweigher, Hamilton, promising to
look further into the tare of hutches at Fairhill colliery and apologising for not responding earlier as he was away
from home.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William Stewart, Catcraig, Carluke, confirming that
he has received his notice that John Stark and Sons have leased Catcraig colliery sent on the 6th February 1901.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to J. Main, procurator fiscal depute, Linlithgow, returning
police information and enclosing a report by Mr. Johnstone on the death of John Carruthers, while also noting in a
postscript that he is also enclosing returned information and a report by Mr. Johnstone on the death of Magnus
Dickson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-898
22nd April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to William H.D. Wilson, Manager, Allanshaw colliery,
Hamilton, confirming that a blind pit has been sunk near the Splint coal bottom and two stone mines have begun to
be driven to win the coal inside the 16 fathoms downthrow.

NEIMME-JBA-9-899

22nd April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to G. Hudson,c/o John Russell, Dunfermline, confirming that
the Hudson Brothers have begun to work a mine on the Easter Whitefield estate to be called New Whitefield.

NEIMME-JBA-9-900
22nd April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to John Young, Linlithgow Oil company, Glasgow, confirming
the appointments of William Ogilvie as the manager of the Linlithgow Oil companies' mines in the room of Mr. James
Caldwell and John Gillies as the undermanager of the companies' no.2 or Ochiltree mine in the room of Thomas
Gillies.

NEIMME-JBA-9-901
22nd April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department, asking permission to begin
proceedings against Robert Sneddon, the owner and general manager of Currieside colliery near Shotts in Lanark, for
a number of contraventions of the Coal Mines Regulation act of 1887 namely: no certificated manager appointed in
contravention of Section 20 (2); no plan made for the workings of the Smithy coal seam in contravention of Section
34 (1); no register provided of the boys and women employed in contravention of Section 8(1); an insufficient
number of under (?)holes on haulage roads in contravention of General Rule 14 Section 49 and machinery being
unfenced in contravention of General Rule 31 Section 49.

NEIMME-JBA-9-902
23rd April/24th April 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to W.H. Gair, procurator fiscal, Falkirk, enclosing a report on the death of Alexander
Williamson by Mr. McLaren.
The second from J.B. Atkinson to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death
of William Archibald by Mr. McLaren.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to Joseph Holliday, dated 24th April, noting that he has a letter from a Mr. Muir
confirming that the tare of hutches at Fairhill will be fixed at 3 cwts, 5grs and 25 lbs (see NEIMME-JBA-9-897, 1st
letter).

NEIMME-JBA-9-903
27th April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Joseph Harn and company, Liuridge colliery, Holytown,
confirming the appointment of Joseph Dyer as the manager of the Mosshand and Liuridge collieries in the room of
Samuel Anderson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-904
27th April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to the Niddrie and Beuhar Coal company, Edinburgh,
confirming that the company have begun to sink a trial pit at Huie Bank in Musselburgh and that Robert Martin and
James Dunn have been appointed as the manager and undermanager of said pit respectively.

NEIMME-JBA-9-905
27th April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Foremount Terrace, Glasgow, to Alexander Frew and company, Rawyards Brick Works,
Airdrie, confirming the appointments of William Paterson and George Ferguson as the managers of the no.1 and
no.2 collieries at Rawyards respectively in the room of James Holmes.

NEIMME-JBA-9-906
27th April 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson to the Postmaster, Glasgow, remarking that he has moved to Edinburgh since the 20th
April and that he wants all letters, parcels and telegrams addressed to him at his previous address redirected to his
new home at Merchiston Gardens in Edinburgh from the first delivery on the 30th April (see NEIMME-JBA-9-854 etc).
The second from J.B. Atkinson to A.W. Turnbull, the Shotts Iron company, Edinburgh, informing him that
Government Inspectors have not got a general rule as to how weighing and tareing has to be conducted and are only
guided by the words of the act as to weighing hutches, with the term truly weighed in Section 12 (i) of the act being
subject to confusion. He suggests a legal case concerning this would be guided by custom and convenience. He notes
his own view that taring as an operation that is only occasionally done, can be more leisurely and carefully carried
out than the weighing of full hutches which is regularly carried out. He suggests that the former should be weighed
to the nearest lb, while the custom in the latter is to weigh to the nearest quarter or half cwt below the actual
weight or more preferably above the actual weight, as Mr. Turnbull suggests.

NEIMME-JBA-9-907
27th April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, noting that the exemption from 2 shafts at Boghead pit, Bathgate, was
originally granted on the 14th March 1900. This initial exemption expired on the 31st August, was renewed on the
3rd September, which then expired on the 31st December, was again renewed on the 9th January 1901 and then
expired again on the 28th February. At this point, the application lapsed due to the communication approaching
workings containing water. At this point, Mr. Atkinson advised the owners that the exemption could not be renewed
until the water had been tapped by bores. This operation having taken place, Mr. Atkinson now agrees to the
renewal of the exemption under the same conditions, to expire on the 31st July 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-908
27th April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to R. McLaren, enclosing a copy of his report for him to look over, correct and return. He
also asks him to send circulars concerning his change of address (see NEIMME-JBA-9-906, 1st letter etc) to the
following- the miners agents Mr. Smillie; Mr. Weir; Mr. Brown and Mr. Robertson/Chisholm, the other Chief
Inspectors of Mines, the procurators fiscal of their district, Mr. H. Calder; Her Majesty's Inspector of Schools at
Broughty Ferry and James Barrowman. He asks him to cross out the information about his change of address to
whom it does not concern and then send him a dozen circulars.

NEIMME-JBA-9-909/910
29th April 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson to the Under Secretary of State, Home Office, confirming the receipt of a letter concerning
the employment of foreigners in Lanarkshire mines. He encloses an extract from a recent deputation of the miners'
federation and provides his own viewpoint on the points raised concerning the number of foreigners employed; the
means that are taken to acquaint the foreign workers with the Mines act and other Special Rules and the accuracy of
the statement that foreigners are again and again the cause of accidents. Taking each subject in turn, Mr. Atkinson
notes that the number of foreigners actually employed in his Lanarkshire district is 277 according to a reply to a
circular he sent to mine owners- of those, 265 were employed underground and 12 on the surface. He also remarks
that in reply to a circular sent to the owners asking what steps were taken to acquaint the foreigners with the Miners
act and Special Rules, he found some instances where the rules were printed in Russian and given to them, but
otherwise found evidence that some did not take any special measures to inform foreigners thinking that those who
could not understand the language were placed with those who could. He also notes that he could find no evidence
that foreigners were the cause of an inordinate amount of accidents, except to themselves rather than others. He
reports that it appears that the accident rate for British workers is more than 4 times higher than those for
foreigners in companies which employ the greatest number of the latter.

NEIMME-JBA-9-911
4th May 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing
a report on the death of Robert Beveridge by Mr. Johnstone.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to A.W. Turnbull, Shotts Iron company, Edinburgh,
commiserating about the illness of a Mr. Love but also suggesting that the appointment of Mr. Henry Love as his
replacement under Section 20 (b) will not be approved, as the clause is usually only accepted when there is a dearth
of colliery managers which there are not at present. He advises them to appoint a manager with a first class
certificate during the previous Mr. Loves' absence. He asks whether Henry Love has a second class certificate as a
final question.

NEIMME-JBA-9-912
4th May 1901

Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to J. Coffield, Motherwell, explaining that the
procedure for the establishment of Special Rules was explained to Mr. Coffield's partners, and has yet to be
complied with- namely that the rules are to be posted for two weeks along with the notice (another copy of which
he encloses) as prescribed by the Mines act Section 52(2) and that two copies of the Special Rules be sent back to
Mr. Atkinson. He asks that the matter be attended to.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Mr. (L?)Gerrard (?) apologising for bringing up a
little matter and also for not replying to him earlier, blaming a state of fearful confusion brought about by his moving
house to Edinburgh (see NEIMME-JBA-9-906, 1st letter etc). He also thanks him for sending him tobacco.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing two
reports on the alleged contraventions of the Coal Mines act at Currieside colliery which he had written to him about.
He adds that he believes that Mr. McLaren can prove these contraventions took place. He also notes that he will be
at Inquiries the following Tuesday and can talk further on the matter then.

NEIMME-JBA-9-913
4th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. Kirkley, the Fife Coal company, Leven, confirming
that the company have begun to work a new seam in their no.1 pit at Leven for the Loanhead coal about 7 fathoms
above the eight feet (seam).

NEIMME-JBA-9-914
4th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to James Hardie, Wemyss Coal company, West Wemyss,
Fife, confirming that the company are about to reopen the Mill pit at the Wemyss colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-915
4th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Armiston Coal company, Gorebridge, confirming
the appointment of William Bertram as the manager of the Emily pit in the room of David Ritchie.

NEIMME-JBA-9-916/917(see overleaf)
4th May 1901
Plan of the Polbeth Hill and (?)eshwood No.30 pit at West Calder owned by the Young's Paraffin Light and Mineral Oil
company, Glasgow, closed on the 18th November 1900 for the Addiewell shale due to the shale becoming
unremunerative due to crush. The plan was made by Alexander Hall, a mining surveyor employed by the owning
company and certified by Thomas Prentice, the General Mining manager, using the magnetic meridian process and
signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-918/919 (see overleaf)
4th May 1901
Plan of the Seafield no.2 coal mine at Bathgate owned by the Pumpherston Oil company, in which the Houston coal
was discontinued from working on the 12th January 1901 due to being unremunerative. The plan was carried out by
Renwick Cowan the mining surveyor and 1st class certificated Colliery manager, using the magnetic meridian system
and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-920/921 (see overleaf)
4th May 1901
Plan of the Haudeswood (?) mine at Fauldhouse owned by William Diforn (?) Ltd, Coaltridge, in which the Curdley
Ironstone was discontinued due to being unremunerative on the 16th January 1901. The plan was compiled by
Walter Weir, a mining engineer and surveyor using the magnetic meridian system and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-922/923
4th May 1901
Plan of the Cleland mine at Shotts owned by the Ravenshall Coal company in which the Ell coal was discontinued on
the 16th August 1900 due to being unremunerative. The plan was compiled by Johnstone and Rankine of Glasgow
using the magnetic meridian system and signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-924
5th May/6th May 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to M. Walton Brown noting that he wants to bind his
transactions after moving to Edinburgh (see NEIMME-JBA-9-912,2nd letter etc) and finds he needs no.5 of Volume
15 and no.6 of Vol 19 and asks for them. He also asks whether the Institute has a binder in Edinburgh as he believes
there should be one.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to W. Mackenzie, procurator fiscal, Dingwall, dated
6th May, asking him who owns Munlochy Quarry and their address in connection with the fatal accident that
occurred there. He notes that if the quarry is more than 20 feet deep, he should have been notified as Inspector of
the accident in a report by the quarries' owners as required under the Quarries act. He also notes that the Sheriff
Clerk should have intimated the date and place of the inquiry.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Kenelm S. Digby, dated 6th May, noting that he
does not think that his district is in danger of joining a threatened miners strike in consequence of a proposed coal
tax. He promises to let him know if anything happens to make him change his opinion.

NEIMME-JBA-9-925

7th May 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to S. Anderson noting that he will be at the no.3 pit of
an undisclosed colliery the next day at about 1 p.m. to inquire about the death of a Mr. H. Sloan.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. Calderwood noting that the proposed
exemption for Smithy coal from two shafts he wants will only be necessary if he proposes to work coal from ordinary
places not required for the purpose of reaching a second outlet although turning bottom stoops may well be exempt
in this case. He adds that they must apply to the Secretary of State direct if they plan to do the former. He adds that
he will come to the pit involved on the 9th of May and asks him to arrange a pony and trap from Thornton to pick
him up from the train station.

NEIMME-JBA-9-926
7th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Strone Colliery company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of James Holmes as the manager of Glentore colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-927
7th May 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to J.M. Ronaldson telling him that he has written to Mr.
Baird to have a meeting on the subject of timbering in mines. He adds that 'we are getting into shape here now'.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. Baird, Lanarkshire Coalmasters Association,
Glasgow, telling him that he and Mr. Ronaldson would be glad to meet a committee of Scotch (sic) mine owners to
draft Special Rules dealing with the question of timbering in mines and the principles agreed to (see letter above). He
adds that he would presume that oil shale mine owners would be represented at said meeting. He proposes that any
day near the end of May would suit both Inspectors.

NEIMME-JBA-9-928
7th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. McLaren on the subject of the Complaint against Mr.
Sneddon (see NEIMME-JBA-9-901). He notes that he has seen the procurator fiscal who has asked for further
information. He asks Mr. McLaren to visit the colliery (Currieside) and obtain evidence to send to the fiscal, including
whether the colliery was worked for 14 days from the 8th April without a manager and whether more than 30
persons were employed during each day; The names of the various officials of the mine during those 14 days; a plan
of smithy coal if he has not asked for one already; How long the Smithy coal has been worked; Stating where and
when the request for the plan was made; whether any boys or women were employed in the 14 day period and if so
the names, ages, and dates of those so employed; the particulars as to insufficient manholes and the unfenced

machinery involved. He asks that all these questions and answers are presented in writing and then to see Mr.
Wilson, the fiscal to discuss the subject.

NEIMME-JBA-9-929
8th May 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Eastrigg Coal company, Westfield,
Linlithgowshire, on the subject of laying a pit idle. He suggests that if the miner in question went down into the pit
and into other places than his work required, he might be able to proceed against him for breaching Special Rule
100. He adds that he cannot advise him as to breaches beyond those relating to the Coal mines act and the Special
Rules connected to it and should consult his lawyers.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. Calder enclosing two letters dealing with
mining education and the Examination boards for Managers Certificates which he believes he should be able to deal
with given his experience, knowledge and connection with the examination board. He asks him for his views on the
matter in a form which he asks him to send on to the Home Office.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to G. Lowe, Glasgow, confirming he has received the
books and letter card from them and encloses postal orders and stamps in payment for them.

NEIMME-JBA9-930
8th May 1901
Letter from J. B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Turners Ltd, Edinburgh, confirming the appointment of
John G. Rowe as the manager of the Stane and Kepplehill collieries in the room of George Harrison.

NEIMME-JBA-9-931
8th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. Nasmyth, manager, Donnibuitte (?) Colliery,
Cowdenbeath, confirming that the no.12 pit at the colliery is being deepened from the Mynheer to the Dunfermline
Splint seam.

NEIMME-JBA-9-932
8th May/9th May 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Bartram (Atkinson) confirming receipt of his letter
concerning his date for leaving see NEIMME-JBA-9-849, 1st letter etc). He advises him to learn levelling before he
leaves and that he shouldn't be in a hurry to do so, despite the fact that he would earn more in Glasgow than he
might elsewhere. He proposes talking about the matter on the following Saturday.

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to J.B. Anderson, Uddingston, noting that after
looking further into the matter regarding the no.11 pit at Lumphinnans he cannot see that he can do anything more
about it.
The third from J.B. Atkinson to the Northfield Coal company, Prestonpains, dated 9th May, promising to visit the
no.2 pit at Northfield on the 16th May at about 10 a.m. to discuss their desire for exemption (from 2 shafts?).

NEIMME-JBA-9-933
9th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to A.W. Turnbull, Shotts Iron company, Edinburgh,
confirming the appointment of Philip Hodge as the manager of Loanhead collieries.

NEIMME-JBA-9-934
9th May 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. McLaren advising him to meet with the procurator
fiscal Mr. Wilson before deciding on which contraventions can be proved at the Currieside colliery before visiting
there again. Mr. Atkinson suggests that the lack of a manager and the want of a plan for Smithy coal are the most
obvious infringements (see NEIMME-JBA-9-928 etc) but that others may be brought if the proof were there. He adds
that he has written to Mr. Wilson asking him to arrange an appointment with Mr. McLaren (see letter below).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, noting that
after his previous meeting with both Mr. Wilson and Mr. Weir regarding the contraventions of the Mine act at
Currieside colliery, he has found that Mr. McLaren has said he is not prepared to prove all of the charges suggested
in the report against the company. He adds that he has asked Mr. McLaren to meet with Mr.Wilson to discuss which
areas he is willing and unwilling to prove charges and what further particulars might be necessary in order for him to
bring any further charges. He asks him to write to Mr. McLaren directly to arrange a time when he can visit the
procurator's office (see letter above).

NEIMME-JBA-9-935
11th May 1901
Report by J.B. Atkinson on the death of Hugh Sloane (for A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-936, 2nd
letter below). The 25 year old was killed instantly by a fall of roof stone on the 6th May at the face of a longwall
place in the Upper Drumgray seam of the no.3 pit at Monkland colliery. Andrew Weir, who was working alongside
him at the time, raised the alarm after the fall and a number of miners arrived to free the body. Oversman Andrew
Nisbet was present as the miners did so. The fall came away from a dry or crack running nearly parallel to the face
and was thought to have swung some timber. The fireman Angus Davidson had inspected the area at 6.35 that
morning, and had been there again 45 minutes later. He suggests that Mr. Weir, Mr. Nisbet and Mr. Davidson be
called as witnesses in the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-936
11th May/15th May 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to J. Main, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, returning a
police report on the Newbiston explosion and a note he has written about it. He also congratulates Mr. Main on
being appointed procurator fiscal of Linlithgow, adding he cannot think of a better choice for the position.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to A.D. Lindsay, procurator fiscal, Airdrie, enclosing a
report on the death of Hugh Sloan (see NEIMME-JBA-9-935 above).
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to J.B. Ferguson, district clerk, Hamilton, dated 15th
May, promising to look further into the matter of the Strutherhill filters and their possible danger to the miners in
the Strutherhill colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-937
16th May/17th May/18th May 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, returning
papers on the contraventions of the Coal Mines act at Currieside colliery and enclosing also a further report by Mr.
McLaren which he thinks will give the necessary particulars for the complaint(s) (see NEIMME-JBA-9-934,both
letters). He asks him to send a draft complaint so he can consider it and call one day within the next week to discuss
the matter when he is expected to be in Hamilton.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to C. Wilson, procurator fiscal, Aberdeen, dated 17th
May, enclosing a report on the death of Peter Frazer by Mr. McLaren.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to W.H. Harrison, store keeper, Her Majesty's
Stationery Office, dated 18th May, noting that a parcel containing 10 volumes of official reports to be bound was
sent off by Caledonian Railway to the controller of the Stationary Office at Princes Street, Storeys Gate, London on
the 13th May.

NEIMME-JBA-9-938
18th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Bellside Coal company, Bellside colliery, Cleland,
confirming the appointment of William Forsyth as the manager of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-939
18th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home
Department, on the subject of the Quarries act of 1894, enclosing list no.23 of quarry owners who have agreed to
adopt the revised code of Special Rules in the case of the final three quarries in the list and the Aberdeenshire and

Kincardineshire Granite Quarries code in the case of the first (see NEIMME-JBA-9-656/657 etc. and NEIMME-JBA-9940 below).

NEIMME-JBA-9-940
18th May 1901
List no.23 of four quarry owners who have agreed to adopt revised Special Rules signed by J.B. Atkinson (see letter
above) consisting of the Delgaly quarry, owned by the Delgaly quarry company, who have agreed to adopt the
Aberdeenshire and Kincardineshire Granite Quarries code and the other three quarries- Bankdale, Tarradale and
Cairngryffe, owned by James Philip, Adam E. Waters and the Lanarkshire Upper Ward District Committee
respectively, which have agreed to the Revised Special Rules in their entirety.

NEIMME-JBA-9-941
18th May/20th May 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to J.M. Ronaldson, dicussing the proposed
rearrangement of districts for which they have responsibility while apologising for being out when he called. He
confesses that he hasn't got the necessary figures to work the matter out completely but suggests that Mr.
Ronaldson takes on the parishes of Lesmahagow, Dalserf and Hamilton while he would take Dalziel. He adds that if
he took on the parish of Bothwell he would still be responsible for nearly 5,000 more persons employed at mines
(see NEIMME-JBA-9-947\948 below) than Mr. Ronaldson in the west, while if the West added the three districts he
suggests there would be 9,000 more employed than the East. He adds that if the East took on the parish of Dalziel,
the numbers would be almost equal and he could take out those figures. He notes that these figures are only for the
Coal Mines act and are based on papers he encloses and asks to be returned.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Mr. Wyper, telling him he will be at his colliery at
about noon on the following Friday to inspect the Barracks coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-942
20th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to James Hardie, Wemyss Coal company, West Wemyss,
Fife, confirming that the company is opening a new mine to be called the Mackies Mill Mine from the surface near
the Lady Lilian pit to cut the Dysart coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-943
20th May 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R.W. Renton, procurator fiscal, Edinburgh, enclosing
a report on the death of James MacFarlane by Mr. Johnstone.

The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, confirming
receipt of his draft complaint against Currieside colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-9-937,1st letter etc) and that he will call at
his office with it on Friday the 24th May at about 1.30 p.m.. He adds that Mr. Johnstone will attend the court on the
Thursday (previously?).
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts made by the
no.2 pit at Shaws' colliery under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act of 1887 provided no more than 20 people
are allowed to work underground at any one time connected with the single shaft, no fire is used underground for
ventilation or any other purpose, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the exemption ends on
the 30th November 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-944
22nd May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to James Forsyth, manager, Callendar colliery, Falkirk,
advising him that as long as he allows his checkweigher the opportunity to enable him to perform the duties for
which he is stationed, he is doing all that the Mines act asks of him. In the case he mentions regarding the
checkweigher at the Mavisbank mine, he does not think that his claim that he is being forced to use the pitheadmans
box holds water, and in any case he has received no official complaint from the checkweigher regarding this. His only
suggestion is that he makes it as easy for the checkweigher as the pitheadman to use the weighing equipment.

NEIMME-JBA-9-945
22nd May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to James Nimmo and company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointment of Robert Robertson as the manager of the Candie and Muiravonside collieries in the room of George
Gill.

NEIMME-JBA-9-946
22nd May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to James Nimmo and company, Glasgow, confirming that
the company intends to sink two pits from the surface to the Lower Drumgray coal at Broomfield farm near
Netherburn Station in the parish of Dalserf or Dalziel.

NEIMME-JBA-9-947/948
27th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Athole Gardens, Glasgow, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home Department,
on the subject of the attempted equalisation of the Scottish Mines Inspection districts suggested while both he and
the other Scottish District inspector, Mr. Ronaldson, were at the Home Office the previous month. After consultation
with Mr. Ronaldson (see NEIMME-JBA-9-941), Mr Atkinson suggests the following- since the Eastern district, which
Mr. Atkinson is responsible for, has at present more than 16,000 more men employed at mines under both the Coal

Mines and Metalliferous mines act,as well as those working under the Quarries act, there should be a corresponding
decrease in the Eastern responsibilities. Mr. Atkinson points out that both areas have one main Inspector with two
Assistants and although the Eastern district has the largest area this only affects quarries since the mines with all but
a few minor exceptions are equally accessible from the two main centres of operations Glasgow and Edinburgh. He
adds that both are of the opinion that the Eastern area is more liable to expansion than the West owing to projected
collieries opening in Fife and the Lothians and no apparent activity in this regard in the Western district. Because of
this, he suggests that an area should be taken from the Eastern district and added to the Western district consisting
of the parishes of Lesmahagow, Dalserf, Hamilton, Stonehouse, Avondale and Glassford- all districts lying to the
South of the Clyde in the county of Lanark and more readily reached from Glasgow than Edinburgh. This would add
12,970 employed persons to the responsibilities of the Western district but in order to lessen this impact, the two
Inspectors suggest that the parish of Dalziel lying to the north of the Clyde and its 2723 employed persons be
transferred in the opposite direction to the Eastern district purview. This would lead to just over 60,000 persons
employed in the Western district and nearly 57,000 in the East, leaving room for the probable expansion of persons
to be employed in the East.

NEIMME-JBA-9-949
25th May/27th May 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R.Wilson, procurator fiscal, Hamilton, enclosing a
report on the death of John Richmond by Mr. McLaren and confirming receipt of his letter concerning the complaint
against Currieside colliery (see NEIMME-JBA-9-943, 2nd letter etc), remarking that the pleading diet is fixed for the
30th May at noon and that he will attend.
The second a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-9-947/948, dated 27th May.

NEIMME-JBA-9-950
25th May 1901
Report on the death of John McCabe (for I.Main, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-955,1st letter below) by J.B.
Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh. The 13 year old drawer worked for miner Thomas Gardner in a solid place
in the Main Coal seam of the no.11 section of the no.1 pit at South Broadrigg colliery. On the 20th May, Gardner and
the deceased had started work at 7a.m. and 9.15 a.m. respectively. The latter was employed in filling coal into
hutches and drawing them into the lye about 100 yards distant from the working place. Mr. Atkinson notes that the
area in which both worked had a treacherous fireclay coal roof and above the fireclay was rock which was known to
sometimes fall in rolls near the coal. While Mr. Gardner was holing on the left side of the working area, the deceased
was filling a hutch at a point a few feet away when the roof fell and killed him. The fireclay was what fell, and it was
seen that the post of rock had come down. Mr. Gardner raised the alarm leading to the miner Thomas Middleton
and others coming to get the body out. The fireman John Bell had examined the section at about 5.30 a.m. that
morning leaving his chalk mark and had later seen Mr. Gardner in the pit bottom giving the area the all clear. Mr.
Atkinson also notes that a shot that had been fired into the coal by Mr. Gardner earlier in his shift may have shaken
the stone. The manager Mr. Maxwell, he adds, would provide a plan and the named persons in the report would be
suitable witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-951

25th May 1901
Report on the death of Daniel Bain (for James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-954,2nd letter
below) by J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh. The 23 year old joiner and the engineer Walter Chalmers
were engaged in erecting a fence around the fan engine in the fan engine house at the no.7 pit at Cowdenbeath
colliery on the 21st May. At about 11.45 that morning, Mr. Chalmers had left the place with the deceased still alive
and at the backside of the engine. The fan engine had been working for three years and at the time of the accident
had been running at about 33 strokes per minute. The hutch repairer James Brinnes(?) looked in at the engine house
at about noon to find the deceased lying in the crank pit of the engine. The repairer raised the alarm at which point
Mr. Chalmers returned, stopped the engine and assisted in removing the body. The fence had not been erected but
was in the house, with augur holes being bored in the flooring to bolt down the standards of fence. Mr. Chalmers
stated that the end fence was standing upright when he left but was fallen over in the direction of the crank when he
returned. The responsibility for the fan engine was held by the winding engineman James White who kept the key of
the engine house. Mr. Atkinson ends by noting that the persons mentioned in the report were the best witnesses to
be cited for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-952
25th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Colonel E.C. Moore, divisional officer, Maryhill
barracks, Glasgow, providing his latest report on the workings of coal under Hamilton barracks ( see NEIMME-JBA-9677 etc). He reports that on the previous day he noted that, taking the seams in descending order, the Ell coal seam
was finished; the Pyotshaw coal seam, being the only seam presently being worked, had only two working places in
operation on the West side and with both he found the coal was being extracted within the terms of the lease. He
adds that owing to the haulage road having contracted in size, some of the work had been suspended leading to the
working of the seam taking longer than expected. He adds that he still believes that the seam will be finished by the
end of the year; The main coal seam was finished work and there was still a small area of the Splint coal seam to be
worked but was not being so at the moment. He concludes that he found no evidence that the barracks buildings will
be affected by the coal workings.

NEIMME-JBA-9-953
25th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home
Department, remarking in reply to a query by the Home Office, that he does not believe that the passing of any
outside examination, such as those in technical instruction in mining carried on by some county councils, should be
accepted by the mining examination board. He does, however, think that the questions proposed at the
examinations for mining certificates in the 12 inspection districts should be sufficiently uniform regarding mining
knowledge to make it possible for the Board of Education to meet these requirements in a general way. He adds that
he has forwarded correspondence on the subject to R. Calder, the secretary of the Mining Certificate Board of his
district, Inspector of Schools and one of the examiners of the Board for his opinion and encloses his reply. He adds
that he agrees with the views he expresses.

NEIMME-JBA-9-954
25th May 1901

Three lettersThe first a continuation of NEIMME-JBA-9-953 above.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal,
Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of Daniel Bain (see NEIMME-JBA-9-951 above).
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. Calder, Broughty Ferry, noting that he has passed
on his letter stating his views on the questions raised by the Board of Education to the Home Office and thanks him
for writing on the subject (see NEIMME-JBA-9-953 above). He adds that he has sent Mr. Cochrane a copy of the
Special Rules and that the reason he could look in on the examination of the previous day was that he had two
appointments in Hamilton.

NEIMME-JBA-9-955
25th May/27th May 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to I.Main, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a
report on the death of John McCabe and returning police information on it (see NEIMME-JBA-9-950 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Right Honourable Secretary of State, Home
Department, dated 27th May, informing him that his Assistant Inspector Mr. R. McLaren has completed his move
from Uddingston to Edinburgh (see NEIMME-JBA-9-908 etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-956
28th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to James Bell, Rumford Quarry, Polmont Station,
confirming that a firestone quarry is being opened at Rumford.

NEIMME-JBA-9-957
28th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Alloa Coal company confirming that the company
have started working on the no.3 pit at Whinhall colliery to drive a mine from the shaft to the nine foot coal.

NEIMME-JBA-9-958
28th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Alloa Coal company confirming the appointment of
John Mattie as the manager of Drummie mine at Killiecoultry and the temporary appointment of James Bain as the
manager of Sheriffyards colliery until George Hutchinson is able to assume duty. He adds that James Fulton will
continue to act as the undermanager in the latter case.

NEIMME-JBA-9-959
28th May/30th May/31st May 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to James MacFarlane, procurator fiscal, Dunfermline,
enclosing reports by Mr. McLaren on the deaths of James Gray and the death of William Springthorpe and injury to
William Anderson respectively.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to MacNaughton and Sinclair, dated 30th May,
asking them to send him 6 copies of the Special Rules under the Coal Mines act.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to J. Campbell Dewar, dated 31st May, telling him that
he will need to apply directly to the Home Office in London if he wants to receive an exemption for the five feet
seam of his no.2 pit. He promises to look into the matter in the meantime, and proposes a visit to Kelty colliery on
the 4th June to discuss the matter further. He asks him to arrange a pony and trap to carry him from the station to
the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-960
31st May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Alex Malcolm, manager, Roughrigg collieries,
Longriggend, confirming that the no. 2 and no. 10 pits at the Roughrigg colliery are for the moment abandoned.

NEIMME-JBA-9-961
30th May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Turners Ltd, Edinburgh, confirming the appointment of
David Smith as the manager of Stane and Kepplehill collieries replacing John E. Rome.

NEIMME-JBA-9-962
31st May 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. Sneddon, Currieside colliery, Shotts, confirming the
appointment of Peter Morrison as the manager of the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-963
31st May/1st June/2nd June 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to John G. Soutar, procurator fiscal depute,
Dunfermline, enclosing a report on the death of James Bell by Mr. McLaren, while stating that he does not think the

engineman will be cited as a witness for another inquiry as there is no allegation that the speed of winding was
abnormal (see NEIMME-JBA-9-954 etc?).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to I. Coffield, Motherwell, dated 1st June, promising
to return one of the copies of Special Rules he sent him signed by him in due course.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to W.B. Scott, dated 2nd June, approving of his plan to
sail for Ireland and asking him to come and stay at his home with his wife offering any assistance he can. He adds
that he hopes the voyage will completely restore him to health.

NEIMME-JBA-9-964
1st June 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to C.S. Troup, Home Office, promising to remove his
demand for scissors and noting his inordinate demand for india rubber. He explains that the difficulty he has in
keeping both is due to his office being open to young people and ladies (sic). He promises to control his people
better and lay down stricter orders in the future regarding the materials.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to A.H. Crichton, Phelpstown mines, Linlithgow,
advising him to make the block at his mine mouth safer as he believes this was a factor in the accident that led to the
death of Magnus Dickson. He asks that he reply giving his plans for this.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts at the no.6
pit at Swinhill colliery, under Section 18 (iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act, noting that it is a distinct exemption (from a
similar one at the colliery/pit?) but can be granted on similar conditions, with the only difference being the date of
expiry- the 31st August 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-965
1st June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Laverock Knowe Coal company, on the subject of
the Laverock Knowe colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-966/967 (see overleaf)
2nd June 1901
Plan containing statistics for May 1901 signed by J.B. Atkinson.

NEIMME-JBA-9-968
2nd June 1901
List of two explosive accidents during May 1901 signed by J.B. Atkinson. The first occurred on the 13th May at
Stauther colliery involving gunpowder. The injured man was struck by a piece of coal as a lighted shot exploded as he

inadvertently approached it. Mr. Atkinson suggests the persons who lighted the shot were much to blame for not
taking action to prevent anyone approaching as the shot was about to go off. The second occurred on the 17th May
at the Kimmel colliery when an electric detonator that had been mislaid in the mine was sent up to the surface
hidden in a batch of coal. As it went along a cleaning belt a girl picked it up and twisted its wires causing it to
explode, seriously injuring her hand. He adds that there have apparently been frequent instances of girls picking up
exploded detonators and playing with them at the colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-969
3rd June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Mr. Mungall thanking him for his correspondence
concerning his son Bertram and his attempts to find employment in the Edinburgh area (see NEIMME-JBA-9-880, 1st
letter etc). He notes that he proposes to stay with his present employer MacHeath for a few weeks longer, take a
short holiday and then take a position with a Mr. Rowan, who he hopes will be able to fit him in. Mr. Atkinson adds
that he will communicate with Mr. Rowan some time before the hoped for position opens up. He adds that it is very
kind of Mr. Mungall to help him in this matter.

NEIMME-JBA-9-970
5th June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Forth collieries Ltd, Waterloo Chambers, Glasgow,
confirming that the company have begun to work a pit at Bankton near Prestonpans station and also two old pits on
Preston Links near the foreshore.

NEIMME-JBA-9-971
5th June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Robert Fleming, manager, Roughrigg collieries,
Avonbridge, confirming that the working of the no.5 pit at the Diamond or Virtuewell seam has been temporarily
abandoned.

NEIMME-JBA-9-972
5th June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Alloa Coal company confirming the appointment of
George Hutchison as the manager of Sheriffyards colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-973
5th June 1901
Three letters-

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to W.B. Scott expressing his regrets that he and Mrs.
Scott cannot come to them (during their proposed trip? -see NEIMME-JBA-9-963,3rd letter). He recommends the
Carlton Hotel in North Bridge as a good alternative which is central to their location and would probably suit them
very well,while also noting that there are several good hotels in the Princes Street area while enclosing sheets taken
from the Railway Guide for that month. He adds that he would be glad to offer further help if needed.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to J.B. Ferguson, District Clerk, Hamilton, noting that
he has warned the manager of Struther colliery regarding the Strutherhill filters and potential of loss of life after
enquiring into the matter but is not prepared to interfere further.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to W.W. Ware noting that he would like the 11 blue
book volumes (he has sent to him) to be bound in a similar style to the bound volumes of the Inspectors of Mines
Reports that have been sent by the Home Office in the previous couple of years.

NEIMME-JBA-9-974
5th June 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Woodside Coal company, Netherburn,
Lanarkshire, advising that the No.4 pit at Woodside would not need an exemption from 2 shafts if the operations in
the virtuewell coal there were restricted to those necessary for making ready the communicating with the no.2 pit
when it reaches the coal. If, however, the company wanted to open up the coal in ordinary places and/or drive roads
for a communication an exemption from the Secretary of State under Section 18 (iii) (a) would be needed. He
concludes that even if the company restricted itself to the communication between the two shafts, it would still
need to restrict itself to employing 20 or less workers in connection with the single shaft if it wanted to avoid the
need for an exemption.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to J.G. Soutar, procurator fiscal depute,
Dunfermline, confirming receipt of a letter about and enclosing a report by Mr. McLaren on the death of William
Hynd.

NEIMME-JBA-9-975
6th June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to John Wishart, Oakbank Oil company, Glasgow,
confirming that James Dewar has been appointed temporary manager of the Oakbank mines between the 5th and
17th June while Mr. Sneddon is absent on leave and also that Mr. Dewar holds a 2nd class (managing) certificate.

NEIMME-JBA-9-976
6th June/8th June 1901
Three lettersThe first from J. B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Thomas Haidthorn, Wishaw, acknowledging receipt
of his letter concerning the tare hutches at Carbarns colliery sent to Mr. Ronaldson of the other Scottish district by

mistake. He notes that he has written to the owners of the colliery about the matter (see letter below) and that if
the tare is not rectified he should let him know.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to William Hudspith and company, Carbarns colliery,
Wishaw, noting that the pitheadman and checkweigher found discrepancies in the tare balance on the 17th May
which would seem to be a contravention of Section 12 (i) of the Coal Mines act (see letter above). He asks them to
notify him when the matter is rectified.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. Falconer, procurator fiscal, Stonehaven, dated
8th June, enclosing a report on the death of William Dalgetty by Mr. McLaren.

NEIMME-JBA-9-977
8th June 1901
Report on the death of Gavin Tudhope (for I. Main, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-978,1st letter below) by J.B.
Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh. The 23 year old bottomer was employed at the main coal seam of the
no.2 pit Northrigg colliery and was killed when his head was hit by a descending cage on the 4th June at
approximately 7.45 a.m. The shaft ran between the main coal to the Boghead Parrot coal and both cages ran to the
bottom stopping at the main coal. The deceased had put his head over one of the gates to shout down to the bottom
to the miner Charles Stewart when the descending cage caught him. Mr. Stewart was away from the shaft at the
time and did not hear him. There were several persons at or near the Main coal bottom at the time of the accident,
but Mr. Atkinson states that he believes the only one that needs to be cited for the forthcoming public inquiry is a
drawer named Robert Dougan. He adds that the manager Robert Wilson and Mr. Stewart should also be cited as
witnesses, while Mr. Wilson will provide a plan of the place for the inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-978
8th June/9th June 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to I.Main, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a
report on the death of Gavin Tudhope (see NEIMME-JBA-9-977 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to A.A. (Ash) Atkinson, dated 9th June, on a number
of subjects- first he notes that he has moved to Edinburgh, suggesting that it has been a 12 year fight with the Home
Office for him to live in his district and pay his moving expenses. He notes that his house is fair, in an open situation
and has electric light. He adds that the rent is the same as he paid in Glasgow at first,and that he would have bought
a house outright but had trouble raising the money; He goes on to talk about his family- Gilbert being at college in
Edinburgh while Leonard and Alan attend the Academy there- the Academy, he continues, being a very good school
but with much more expensive fees than those in Glasgow while noting Mabel is in London but returns that month;
he goes on to note the circumstances of his son Bertram and thanks 'Ash' for thinking of him- he notes that he would
like his son to consider going abroad after getting his certificate, but in the meantime he has arranged for him to visit
some large collieries 7 miles from his new home as an assistant oversman where he will probably stay till he gains
said certificate (see NEIMME-JBA-9-969 etc); He then goes on to describe the Hill of Beath accident, calling it a
comparatively simple one in which gases from a fire got into the return, at first overpowering two officials travelling
out and then affecting rescue parties which went past the point the gases were coming out and were overcome also
(see NEIMME-JBA-9-857, 2nd letter etc). He also notes that the general manager had sent down two canaries in
cages which were overcome before the men were affected; He then advises 'Ash' that the proposed Special Rule 219

would be a good one, if he took out the part referring to the necessity of people with special statutory duties staying
at their place of work unless they give due notice of illness or the manager's express consent is given. He suggests it
would be a mistake to enforce regularity of labour in an act specially passed for the purposes of safety and the
question could be dealt with in other ways; he then notes that the Sofala Dredging company is doing no good, or at
least have not made a return suggesting otherwise. Finally he notes the proposal to rearrange the Inspector's
Districts in Scotland with himself and Mr. Ronaldson being employed to equalise both districts (see NEIMME-JBA-9947/948) and that a new district is to be made in South Wales with North and South Stafford being made one district
and Fosters Metalliferous district being done away with altogether. He suggests that this may lead to Bill moving
from Staffordshire. He concludes by sending his and his families love to Aminine, Jack, Ethel and 'Ash' himself.

NEIMME-JBA-9-979
9th June 1901
Continuation of NEIMME-JBA-9-978, 2nd letter (see overleaf).

NEIMME-JBA-9-980
10th June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to William Forrest and company, Edinburgh, confirming
that the company are now the leasees of Wilsontown Quarry with Wilsontours by Lanark previously worked by the
late William Todd.

NEIMME-JBA-9-981
10th June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R.T. Walker, Boness, confirming that a mine has been
started from the surface on the Carriden Estate to prove the existence of coal about a mile east of Bridgeness
colliery in Boness.

NEIMME-JBA-9-982
10th June 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to I. Main, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, returning police
information and enclosing a report on the death of Thomas Marshall by Mr. Johnstone.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, agreeing to the application for exemption from 2 shafts under
Section 18(iii) (a) of the Coal Mines act 1887 by the no.2 pit at Blairenbathie colliery providing no more than 20
people are allowed to work underground in connection with the single shaft at any one time, no fire is used for
ventilation or any other purpose underground, the second shaft is completed as quickly as possible and the
exemption expires on the 31st December 1901.

NEIMME-JBA-9-983
11th June 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. Smillie, Lanarkshire Miners County Union,
Hamilton, promising to look further into the question of tare hutches at Hyndshaw colliery.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Mr. Urquhart advising him to apply to J. Forster
Brown at the Guildhall Chambers in Cardiff for advice in how to proceed in reference to crown coal as the mineral
inspector under the wood and forest department. He then adds that the loch trout fishing he has had has been poor
and he has caught no salmon. He also mentions that he has had an article printed in The Field on the previous
Saturday relating to salmon angling on the Garn which he thinks will prove interesting to him. He adds that he does
not know if he will go away this year but hopes to go salmon fishing in the Autumn, that he will look him up when he
is next in Glasgow and also suggests that they could have an hour or two at the exhibition.

NEIMME-JBA-9-984
11th June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Darngavil Coal company, Glasgow, confirming the
appointments of David Spence and James Crawford as the managers of Swinhill and West Longrigg colliery
respectively.

NEIMME-JBA-9-985
11th June 1901
Three lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Isaac Love, Castlehill collieries, remarking that he has
been informed that they have fixed the tare on their tare of hutches on the beam at 3 and a quarter cwts despite a
tare being recently taken where the average weight was 3 cwts and 5 pounds (see NEIMME-JBA-9-983, 1st letter).
He suggests that this seems to be a contravention of Section 12 (i) of the Coal Mines act and should be rectified and
then he should be informed that this has been done.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to J. Weir, Fife Miners Association, Dunfermline,
promising to look further into the matter of ventilation at the Newton pit at Lochgelly.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to William Hudspith and company, Carbarns colliery,
Wishaw, advising the company to adjust their weighs to the last tare taken at Carbarns colliery since he believes they
cannot be said to have been weighed truly until this is done. He adds that this can easily be done and is fair to both
sides.

NEIMME-JBA-9-986
11th June/13th June/17th June 1901
Three letters-

The first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to W.W. Ware noting that the non-fatal firedamp
explosion contained under the heading "matches or smoking" in form D, which he returns, was included in his report
under the heading " naked lights" as it was caused by a fireman striking a match to relight a safety lamp while
examining workings. He adds that he thinks the figures in the form can stay as they are.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. Baird, Lanarkshire Coalmasters Association,
Glasgow, dated 13th June, noting that Friday the 21st June at 12 noon would suit him as a time to meet a committee
of coalmasters to draft rules relating to timbering in mines, adding that he presumes it will take place at Mr. Baird's
office. He adds that he has forwarded the letter Mr. Baird sent him regarding the rules to his fellow Inspector Mr.
Ronaldson along with his preferred time in case he has not been informed on the subject.
The third from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to G.W. McCreath, dated 17th June, asking him to
allow his son Bertram to have his office at the end of the month, thanking him for the training he and his firm have
given him and asking him to give him the written testimonial he deserves when he leaves. He adds that he is to start
at Wallyford early in July and wishes a couple of weeks holiday before then (see NEIMME-JBA-9-978,2nd letter etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-987
Blank page.

NEIMME-JBA-9-988
15th June 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to James G. Mole, Coniston Farm, enclosing an abstract
of the Quarries act to post up at his second quarry and advising him to only allow carters to fill from loose sand that
has been worked down by experienced men as there have been a number of accidents in sand quarries caused by
inexperienced men digging sand and bringing away overlying stuff.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R.W. Dron, Glasgow, noting in relation to his
query about the book on Scottish Coal Fields that it would be impossible to obtain accurate statistics on the output
of coal from various depths without sending out a circular to each colliery- adding that roughly approximate figures
might be arrived at without this. He adds that the colliery in his district that is working coal at the greatest vertical
depth is Niddrie, since he made an enquiry into this the previous year. He encloses the letter and plan of the colliery
showing this along with the vertical depth.

NEIMME-JBA-9-989
15th June 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to George M.Campbell, Wigan, noting that the Hartley
Surplus Relief fund is at present lying dormant and there is no reason in his opinion to continue it since it could not
provide even a pound a year in the case of each fatal accident. Mr. Atkinson puts forward his view that the
Workmens Compensation act, which provides for larger sums if necessary, is now more than adequate to deal with
such cases. He adds that he took on the secretaryship of such funds on the understanding that such payments were

to be discontinued and that the money gained in such a way could be used profitably elsewhere for the miners in the
district such as towards miners suffering from disease or medical homes providing for them.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to C.S. Murdoch, Home Office, informing him that in
reference to his letter concerning rules on timbering in mines there is to be a meeting between himself, his fellow
Mine inspector Mr. Ronaldson and mine owners on the subject on the 21st June. He asks that he send 50 copies of
his proposed rules to him before then (see NEIMME-JBA-9-986, 2nd letter).

NEIMME-JBA-9-990
15th June 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to the Wilsons and Clyde Coal company, Glasgow,
confirming receipt of his letter concerning the coal under Hamilton barracks with a buff(?) copy of the statement of
royalties due to the War Office for the half year ending Whitsunday 1901. He accepts the figure of 34 pounds 15
shillings and 4 pence as correct (see NEIMME-JBA-9-939/940 etc).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Colonel G.C. Moore, divisional officer, Maryhill
barracks, Glasgow, confirming that his annual inspection of the books of Wilsons and Clyde company in regards to
the coal under Hamilton barracks has shown that the amount of royalties that are payable for the half year to
Whitsunday 1901 are 36 pounds 12 shillings and 7 pence with the amount payable after Income and property tax of
34 pounds 15 shillings and 4 pence (see letter above and NEIMME-JBA-9-939/940 etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-991
18th June 1901
Report by J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, (for I. Main, procurator fiscal- see NEIMME-JBA-9-992,1st
letter below) on the death of Robert Stirling. The 30 year old miner was employed in the no.8 level of the Dunnetts
Oil Shale seam of the no.2 mine in Causland and was killed by an explosion of a shot at about 1 a.m. on the 15th
June. The deceased was employed as contractor for the level and the upsets from it and had started work at about 6
p.m. the previous day. The shale slid down from the upset he was driving to the level where his drawer, Patrick
Boyle, had filled the hutches which came from the carriage incline along the level. The shots used were called
yankies and braiders- the former were bored next to the pavement to blow out the lower part of the shale while the
latter were used for upper shots. At the time of the accident, the deceased had bored 4 yankee shots and 2 braiders,
all of which appeared to have been charged with between 1 and 1 and a half pounds of gunpowder. After the
accident all the yankee shots were found to have gone off but the braiders were found charged and stemmed but
not fired. Stephen Hoggins, a miner in the level above the deceased's workplace, heard three shots fired at around
10 p.m. and one shot at about 1 a.m., the last of which he heard while at the bottom of the upset and which was
quickly followed by the deceased's falling down much injured. The manager Renwick Cowan is cited as the provider
of a plan for the area while Mr. Atkinson suggests that said manager along with Mr. Boyle and Mr. Hoggins should be
cited as witnesses for the forthcoming public inquiry.

NEIMME-JBA-9-992
18th June/20th June 1901

Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to I.Main, procurator fiscal, Linlithgow, enclosing a
report and returning a police report on the death of Robert Sterling (see NEIMME-JBA-9-991 above).
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. Baird, Lanarkshire Coalmasters Association,
Glasgow, dated 20th June, enclosing 20 copies of the model special rules regarding the timbering in mines which he
believes will be of use for the meeting concerning this the next day (see NEIMME-JBA-9-989, 2nd letter etc).

NEIMME-JBA-9-993/994
June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Athole Gardens, Glasgow, to the Under Secretary of State, Home Office, London,
confirming that they have received notice that their proposed rearranging and equalisation of the two inspection
districts of Scottish mines have been approved and a list is given of the counties/parishes in each newly rearranged
district. The Eastern district of Scotland is stated as containing the counties of Aberdeen, Banff, Berwick, Caithness,
Clackmannan, Cromarty, Edinburgh, Fife, Forfar, Haddington, Inverness, Kincardine, Kinross, Linlithgow, Moray/Elgin,
Cairn(?), Orkney + Shetland, Peebles, Perth, Ross, Rossburgh, Selkirk and Sutherland while the following parishes are
also included- New Monkland, Shotts, Dalziel, Cambusnethan, Carluke, Carstairs, Carnwath, Dunsyre, Lanark,
Pelthmain(?), Liberton, Walston, Delphinton, Biggar, Carmichael, Covington, Douglas, Wiston + Roberton, Symington,
Culter,Jamington + Wandel Crawfordjohn, Crawford and Moffat in the county of Lanark and the parishes of Tarbert,
Falkirk, Polmont, Slamannan, Bothkennan and Muiravonside in the county of Sterling. The Western district is stated
as containing the counties of Argyll, Ayr, Bute, Dumfries, Dumbarton, Kirkcudbright, Renfrew and Wigton along with
the parishes of Barony, Blantyre, Bothwell, Calder, Calton, Cambuslang, Carmunnock, Cathcart, Cilty (?), Dalserf, East
Kilbride, Glassford, the Gorbals, Govan, Hamilton, Lesmahagow, Maryhill, Old Monkland, Rutherglen, Shettleston (?)
and Springburn in Lanark and the parishes of Buchanan, Drymen, Kippen, Garqunnock, Stirling, Balfion, Saint Ninians
Curth, Killearn, Fintry, Dunpace (?), Strathblane, Campsie, Kilsyth, Denny, Dunnipace and Baldernock in Sterling. He
notes that the rearrangement involves the transferring of the Lanark parishes of Lesmahagow, Dalserf, Hamilton,
Stonehouse, Avondale and Glassford from the Eastern to the Western district while transferring the parish of Dalziel
in the opposite direction.

NEIMME-JBA-9-995/996
June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Athole Gardens, Glasgow, to the Under Secretary of State, Home Office, London, providing
a proposed statement acknowledging the agreed changes to the Scottish Mines Inspection Districts (as outlined in
NEIMME-JBA-9-993/994 above) for the sake of equalisation of the districts. Mr. Atkinson calls on the precedent of a
statement given when the districts were remodelled in 1889 and published in the Edinburgh Gazette on the 18th
February of that year. That statement noted that the Secretary of State had transferred the parishes of Bothwell,
Dalziel, Blantyre and East Kilbride in Lanark from the East to the West Scotland mining district by virtue of the
powers vested by the Secretary of State under Section 39 (i) of the Coal Mines Regulation act of 1887 and were
effective from the 18th February date. Mr. Atkinson proposes a statement that similarly notes the new boundary
changes, the powers vested in the Secretary of State under the same Section of the Regulations act and also Section
16 of the Metalliferous Mines Regulation act of 1872 and Section 2(i) of the Quarries act of 1894. He also notes that
when the previous transfer of Parishes took place, a circular letter was sent to all the mines affected with a placard
enclosed to be posted on the pit heads of the mines. He asks if the proposed date for the transferral to become
official could be sent to him so he can arrange for this to take place on this occasion.

NEIMME-JBA-9-997
20th June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to James S. Caldwell, Tarbrax mines, Cobbinshaw(?),
confirming that the no.2 pit at Tarbrax had been discontinued on the 1st May.

NEIMME-JBA-9-998
20th June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to James S. Caldwell, Tarbrax mines, Cobbinshaw,
confirming that a new mine to the Raeburn Shale on the Greenfield lands at Tarbrax had begun to be worked and
that the no.1 pit at Tarbrax had been reopened on the 10th May.

NEIMME-JBA-9-999
20th June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R and W. Pringle, Falkirk, confirming that the company
has begun to sink a shaft on Hill Farm at Princelodge (?) in Slamannan to prove the minerals.

NEIMME-JBA-9-1000
20th June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to W.R. Herring, Edinburgh and Leith Gas Commission,
New Street Works, Edinburgh, telling him that he had called at the Penneywell Parks quarry that morning and looked
over it with the foreman. He suggests that Special Rules should be drawn up for it since it has been in operation for
some years and employs a considerable number of men. He proposes that if the Commissioners agree to the model
code of rules he encloses in the letter and intimates this to him, the Rules will be formally proposed by the Secretary
of State and will be legally established in due course.

NEIMME-JBA-9-1001
20th June 1901
A report by J.B. Atkinson, receiver unknown, on a fatal accident at Lumphinnans No.11 pit reported by a Mr.
Anderson. He notes that it was a new colliery and the shaft was 200 fathoms deep. The accident occurred when a
single cage loaded with 4 full hutches was signalled away before all of the hutches had been properly placed on it.
After it was raised a few feet, one of the hutches caught the side of the shaft leading to the jamming of the cage.
Being unable to move it, the shaftsman who was fatally injured was sent for. Descending the shaft by another engine
he and others proceeded to try and liberate the cage finding it necessary to cut one of the guides. When the cage
was freed, the deceased was underneath it and despite the cage's brake being on, the drum revolved allowing the
cage to fall and the cage seat crushed the shaftsman. Mr. Atkinson also notes that the cage at the time was not
counterbalanced as was usual by a second cage on the other side of the shaft and that the rope attached may not

have been taut when the cage was freed. He suggests that there may have been a considerable jerk at the time of
the freeing of the cage which would have been a severe test for any brake particularly on an engine working one
cage only. Complications arose, however, when it was suggested at the fatal accident inquiry by John Sinclair, one of
the engineman, that he had noted that the brake on the engine was defective in a previous daily report and that the
manager of the mine was aware of this. Despite this, Mr. Atkinson points out that the manager had dismissed his
report,judging the brake to be safe, and after the accident putting in a second cage with the new brake
arrangements being examined both by the makers of the engine and an independent firm of engineers whose
suggestions were carried out. When John Sinclair still complained that the brakes were defective, he was dismissed.
Mr. Atkinson suggests that his dismissal was justified despite the possibility that before the accident the brake power
may have been inadequate reiterating the extenuating circumstances of the unusual conditions at the time of the
accident. He suggests that the company were justified in dismissing the engineman if he continued to complain after
the braking system had been remodelled and found adequate by enginnering experts.

NEIMME-JBA-9-1002
21st June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to James Nimmo and company, Glasgow, confirming that
the company have begun to work a shallow pit to the soft coal at Redding colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-1003
21st June/22nd June 1901
Two lettersThe first from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to R. Martin, Niddrie collieries, telling him of a
commission from the German government appointed to inquire into accidents caused by falls from the roof and
sides who will be arriving in Edinburgh the next day. He notes that they wish to see examples of steep workings and
suggests that if it is possible he will take them to Niddrie next Monday, arranging the time and informing Mr. Martin
later.
The second from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to Alex Ross, checkweigher, Wilsontown, Lanark,
dated 22nd June, promising to look further into the question of ventilation at the no.3 pit at Wilsontown colliery.

NEIMME-JBA-9-1004
21st June 1901
Letter from J.B. Atkinson, Merchiston Gardens, Edinburgh, to A.W. Turnbull, Shotts Iron company, Edinburgh,
confirming the appointment of Henry Love as the manager of Loanhead colliery while his father is indisposed by
illness.

